We all have the power to prevent AIDS

AIDS affects us all

A new struggle

Prevention is the cure

AIDS HELPLINE

0800 012 322

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

N.B. The Government Printing Works will not be held responsible for the quality of “Hard Copies” or “Electronic Files” submitted for publication purposes
IMPORTANT NOTICE OF OFFICE RELOCATION

GOVERNMENT PRINTING WORKS
PUBLICATIONS SECTION

Dear valued customer,

We would like to inform you that with effect from the 1st of November 2019, the Publications Section will be relocating to a new facility at the corner of Sophie de Bruyn and Visagie Street, Pretoria. The main telephone and facsimile numbers as well as the e-mail address for the Publications Section will remain unchanged.

Our New Address:
88 Visagie Street
Pretoria
0001

Should you encounter any difficulties in contacting us via our landlines during the relocation period, please contact:

Ms Maureen Toka
Assistant Director: Publications
Cell: 082 859 4910
Tel: 012 748-6066

We look forward to continue serving you at our new address, see map below for our new location.

This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwonline.co.za
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HIGH ALERT: SCAM WARNING!!

TO ALL SUPPLIERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS OF THE
GOVERNMENT PRINTING WORKS

It has come to the attention of the GOVERNMENT PRINTING WORKS that there are certain unscrupulous companies and individuals who are defrauding unsuspecting businesses disguised as representatives of the Government Printing Works (GPW).

The scam involves the fraudsters using the letterhead of GPW to send out fake tender bids to companies and requests to supply equipment and goods.

Although the contact person's name on the letter may be of an existing official, the contact details on the letter are not the same as the Government Printing Works'. When searching on the Internet for the address of the company that has sent the fake tender document, the address does not exist.

The banking details are in a private name and not company name. Government will never ask you to deposit any funds for any business transaction. GPW has alerted the relevant law enforcement authorities to investigate this scam to protect legitimate businesses as well as the name of the organisation.

Example of e-mails these fraudsters are using:

PROCUREMENT@GPW-GOV.ORG

Should you suspect that you are a victim of a scam, you must urgently contact the police and inform the GPW.

GPW has an official email with the domain as @gpw.gov.za

Government e-mails DO NOT have org in their e-mail addresses. All of these fraudsters also use the same or very similar telephone numbers. Although such number with an area code 012 looks like a landline, it is not fixed to any property.

GPW will never send you an e-mail asking you to supply equipment and goods without a purchase/order number. GPW does not procure goods for another level of Government. The organisation will not be liable for actions that result in companies or individuals being resultant victims of such a scam.

Government Printing Works gives businesses the opportunity to supply goods and services through RFQ / Tendering process. In order to be eligible to bid to provide goods and services, suppliers must be registered on the National Treasury's Central Supplier Database (CSD). To be registered, they must meet all current legislative requirements (e.g. have a valid tax clearance certificate and be in good standing with the South African Revenue Services - SARS).

The tender process is managed through the Supply Chain Management (SCM) system of the department. SCM is highly regulated to minimise the risk of fraud, and to meet objectives which include value for money, open and effective competition, equitability, accountability, fair dealing, transparency and an ethical approach. Relevant legislation, regulations, policies, guidelines and instructions can be found on the tender's website.
Fake Tenders

National Treasury’s CSD has launched the Government Order Scam campaign to combat fraudulent requests for quotes (RFQs). Such fraudulent requests have resulted in innocent companies losing money. We work hard at preventing and fighting fraud, but criminal activity is always a risk.

How tender scams work

There are many types of tender scams. Here are some of the more frequent scenarios:

Fraudsters use what appears to be government department stationery with fictitious logos and contact details to send a fake RFQ to a company to invite it to urgently supply goods. Shortly after the company has submitted its quote, it receives notification that it has won the tender. The company delivers the goods to someone who poses as an official or at a fake site. The Department has no idea of this transaction made in its name. The company is then never paid and suffers a loss.

OR

Fraudsters use what appears to be government department stationery with fictitious logos and contact details to send a fake RFQ to Company A to invite it to urgently supply goods. Typically, the tender specification is so unique that only Company B (a fictitious company created by the fraudster) can supply the goods in question.

Shortly after Company A has submitted its quote it receives notification that it has won the tender. Company A orders the goods and pays a deposit to the fictitious Company B. Once Company B receives the money, it disappears. Company A’s money is stolen in the process.

Protect yourself from being scammed

• If you are registered on the supplier databases and you receive a request to tender or quote that seems to be from a government department, contact the department to confirm that the request is legitimate. Do not use the contact details on the tender document as these might be fraudulent.

• Compare tender details with those that appear in the Tender Bulletin, available online at www.gpwonline.co.za

• Make sure you familiarise yourself with how government procures goods and services. Visit the tender website for more information on how to tender.

• If you are uncomfortable about the request received, consider visiting the government department and/or the place of delivery and/or the service provider from whom you will be sourcing the goods.

• In the unlikely event that you are asked for a deposit to make a bid, contact the SCM unit of the department in question to ask whether this is in fact correct.

Any incidents of corruption, fraud, theft and misuse of government property in the Government Printing Works can be reported to:

Supply Chain Management: Ms. Anna Marie Du Toit, Tel. (012) 748 6292. Email: Annamarie.DuToit@gpw.gov.za

Marketing and Stakeholder Relations: Ms Bonakele Mbhele, at Tel. (012) 748 6193. Email: Bonakele.Mbhele@gpw.gov.za

Security Services: Mr Daniel Legoabe, at tel. (012) 748 6176. Email: Daniel.Legoabe@gpw.gov.za
The closing time is 15:00 sharp on the following days:

- 24 December 2018, Thursday for the issue of Thursday 03 January 2019
- 03 January, Thursday for the issue of Thursday 10 January 2019
- 10 January, Thursday for the issue of Thursday 17 January 2019
- 17 January, Thursday for the issue of Thursday 24 January 2019
- 24 January, Thursday for the issue of Thursday 31 January 2019
- 31 January, Thursday for the issue of Thursday 07 February 2019
- 07 February, Thursday for the issue of Thursday 14 February 2019
- 14 February, Thursday for the issue of Thursday 21 February 2019
- 21 February, Thursday for the issue of Thursday 28 February 2019
- 28 February, Thursday for the issue of Thursday 07 March 2019
- 07 March, Thursday for the issue of Thursday 14 March 2019
- 14 March, Thursday for the issue of Thursday 21 March 2019
- 20 March, Wednesday for the issue of Thursday 28 March 2019
- 28 March, Tuesday for the issue of Thursday 04 April 2019
- 04 April, Thursday for the issue of Thursday 11 April 2019
- 11 April, Thursday for the issue of Thursday 18 April 2019
- 16 April, Tuesday for the issue of Thursday 25 April 2019
- 24 April, Wednesday for the issue of Thursday 02 May 2019
- 02 May, Thursday for the issue of Thursday 09 May 2019
- 09 May, Thursday for the issue of Thursday 16 May 2019
- 16 May, Thursday for the issue of Thursday 23 May 2019
- 23 May, Thursday for the issue of Thursday 30 May 2019
- 30 May, Thursday for the issue of Thursday 06 June 2019
- 06 June, Wednesday for the issue of Thursday 20 June 2019
- 12 June, Wednesday for the issue of Thursday 20 June 2019
- 20 June, Thursday for the issue of Thursday 27 June 2019
- 27 June, Thursday for the issue of Thursday 04 July 2019
- 04 July, Thursday for the issue of Thursday 11 July 2019
- 11 July, Thursday for the issue of Thursday 18 July 2019
- 18 July, Thursday for the issue of Thursday 25 July 2019
- 25 July, Thursday for the issue of Thursday 01 August 2019
- 01 August, Friday for the issue of Thursday 08 August 2019
- 07 August, Wednesday for the issue of Thursday 15 August 2019
- 15 August, Thursday for the issue of Thursday 22 August 2019
- 22 August, Thursday for the issue of Thursday 29 August 2019
- 29 August, Thursday for the issue of Thursday 05 September 2019
- 05 September, Thursday for the issue of Thursday 12 September 2019
- 12 September, Thursday for the issue of Thursday 19 September 2019
- 18 September, Wednesday for the issue of Thursday 26 September 2019
- 26 September, Thursday for the issue of Thursday 03 October 2019
- 03 October, Thursday for the issue of Thursday 10 October 2019
- 10 October, Thursday for the issue of Thursday 17 October 2019
- 17 October, Thursday for the issue of Thursday 24 October 2019
- 24 October, Thursday for the issue of Thursday 31 October 2019
- 31 October, Thursday for the issue of Thursday 07 November 2019
- 07 November, Thursday for the issue of Thursday 14 November 2019
- 14 November, Thursday for the issue of Thursday 21 November 2019
- 21 November, Thursday for the issue of Thursday 28 November 2019
- 28 November, Thursday for the issue of Thursday 05 December 2019
- 05 December, Thursday for the issue of Thursday 12 December 2019
- 11 December, Wednesday for the issue of Thursday 19 December 2019
- 18 December, Wednesday for the issue of Thursday 26 December 2019
## LIST OF TARIFF RATES
FOR PUBLICATION OF NOTICES

**COMMENCEMENT: 1 APRIL 2018**

### NATIONAL AND PROVINCIAL
Notice sizes for National, Provincial & Tender gazettes 1/4, 2/4, 3/4, 4/4 per page. Notices submitted will be charged at R1008.80 per full page, pro-rated based on the above categories.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notice Type</th>
<th>Page Space</th>
<th>New Price (R)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ordinary National, Provincial</td>
<td>1/4 - Quarter Page</td>
<td>252.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordinary National, Provincial</td>
<td>2/4 - Half Page</td>
<td>504.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordinary National, Provincial</td>
<td>3/4 - Three Quarter Page</td>
<td>756.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordinary National, Provincial</td>
<td>4/4 - Full Page</td>
<td>1008.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXTRA-ORDINARY
All Extra-ordinary National and Provincial gazette notices are non-standard notices and attract a variable price based on the number of pages submitted.

The pricing structure for National and Provincial notices which are submitted as Extra ordinary submissions will be charged at R3026.32 per page.
The Government Printing Works (GPW) has established rules for submitting notices in line with its electronic notice processing system, which requires the use of electronic Adobe Forms. Please ensure that you adhere to these guidelines when completing and submitting your notice submission.

**Closing Times for Acceptance of Notices**

1. The Government Gazette and Government Tender Bulletin are weekly publications that are published on Fridays and the closing time for the acceptance of notices is strictly applied according to the scheduled time for each gazette.

2. Please refer to the Submission Notice Deadline schedule in the table below. This schedule is also published online on the Government Printing works website [www.gpwonline.co.za](http://www.gpwonline.co.za)

All re-submissions will be subject to the standard cut-off times.

*All notices received after the closing time will be rejected.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Government Gazette Type</th>
<th>Publication Frequency</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Submission Deadline</th>
<th>Cancellations Deadline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National Gazette</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>Friday 15h00 for next Friday</td>
<td>Tuesday, 15h00 - 3 working days prior to publication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulation Gazette</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>Friday 15h00 for next Friday</td>
<td>Tuesday, 15h00 - 3 working days prior to publication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petrol Price Gazette</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>Tuesday before 1st Wednesday of the month</td>
<td>One day before publication</td>
<td>1 working day prior to publication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Road Carrier Permits</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>Thursday 15h00 for next Friday</td>
<td>3 working days prior to publication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unclaimed Monies (Justice, Labour or Lawyers)</td>
<td>January / September 2 per year</td>
<td>Last Friday</td>
<td>One week before publication</td>
<td>3 working days prior to publication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parliament (Acts, White Paper, Green Paper)</td>
<td>As required</td>
<td>Any day of the week</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>3 working days prior to publication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manuals</td>
<td>Bi-Monthly</td>
<td>2nd and last Thursday of the month</td>
<td>One week before publication</td>
<td>3 working days prior to publication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State of Budget (National Treasury)</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>30th or last Friday of the month</td>
<td>One week before publication</td>
<td>3 working days prior to publication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extraordinary Gazettes</td>
<td>As required</td>
<td>Any day of the week</td>
<td>Before 10h00 on publication date</td>
<td>Before 10h00 on publication date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Gazettes A, B and C</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>One week before publication</td>
<td>Tuesday, 15h00 - 3 working days prior to publication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tender Bulletin</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>Friday 15h00 for next Friday</td>
<td>Tuesday, 15h00 - 3 working days prior to publication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gauteng</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td>Two weeks before publication</td>
<td>3 days after submission deadline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Cape</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>One week before publication</td>
<td>3 working days prior to publication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Cape</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>One week before publication</td>
<td>3 working days prior to publication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North West</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>One week before publication</td>
<td>3 working days prior to publication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KwaZulu-Natal</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>One week before publication</td>
<td>3 working days prior to publication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limpopo</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>One week before publication</td>
<td>3 working days prior to publication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mpumalanga</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>One week before publication</td>
<td>3 working days prior to publication</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GOVERNMENT PRINTING WORKS - BUSINESS RULES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Government Gazette Type</th>
<th>Publication Frequency</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Submission Deadline</th>
<th>Cancellations Deadline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gauteng Liquor License Gazette</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>Wednesday before the First Friday of the month</td>
<td>Two weeks before publication</td>
<td>3 working days after submission deadline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Cape Liquor License Gazette</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>First Friday of the month</td>
<td>Two weeks before publication</td>
<td>3 working days after submission deadline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Liquor License Gazette</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>First Friday of the month</td>
<td>Two weeks before publication</td>
<td>3 working days after submission deadline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mpumalanga Liquor License Gazette</td>
<td>Bi-Monthly</td>
<td>Second &amp; Fourth Friday</td>
<td>One week before publication</td>
<td>3 working days prior to publication</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ExTRAORDINARY GAZETTES

3. Extraordinary Gazettes can have only one publication date. If multiple publications of an Extraordinary Gazette are required, a separate Z95/Z95Prov Adobe Forms for each publication date must be submitted.

NOTICE SUBMISSION PROCESS

4. Download the latest Adobe form, for the relevant notice to be placed, from the Government Printing Works website www.gpwonline.co.za.

5. The Adobe form needs to be completed electronically using Adobe Acrobat / Acrobat Reader. Only electronically completed Adobe forms will be accepted. No printed, handwritten and/or scanned Adobe forms will be accepted.

6. The completed electronic Adobe form has to be submitted via email to submit_egazette@gpw.gov.za. The form needs to be submitted in its original electronic Adobe format to enable the system to extract the completed information from the form for placement in the publication.

7. Every notice submitted must be accompanied by an official GPW quotation. This must be obtained from the eGazette Contact Centre.

8. Each notice submission should be sent as a single email. The email must contain all documentation relating to a particular notice submission.

8.1. Each of the following documents must be attached to the email as a separate attachment:

8.1.1. An electronically completed Adobe form, specific to the type of notice that is to be placed.

8.1.1.1. For National Government Gazette or Provincial Gazette notices, the notices must be accompanied by an electronic Z95 or Z95Prov Adobe form

8.1.1.2. The notice content (body copy) MUST be a separate attachment.

8.1.2. A copy of the official Government Printing Works quotation you received for your notice. (Please see Quotation section below for further details)

8.1.3. A valid and legible Proof of Payment / Purchase Order: Government Printing Works account customer must include a copy of their Purchase Order. Non-Government Printing Works account customer needs to submit the proof of payment for the notice

8.1.4. Where separate notice content is applicable (Z95, Z95 Prov and TForm 3, it should also be attached as a separate attachment. (Please see the Copy Section below, for the specifications).

8.1.5. Any additional notice information if applicable.
9. The electronic Adobe form will be taken as the primary source for the notice information to be published. Instructions that are on the email body or covering letter that contradicts the notice form content will not be considered. The information submitted on the electronic Adobe form will be published as-is.

10. To avoid duplicated publication of the same notice and double billing, please submit your notice **ONLY ONCE**.

11. Notices brought to GPW by “walk-in” customers on electronic media can only be submitted in Adobe electronic form format. All “walk-in” customers with notices that are not on electronic Adobe forms will be routed to the Contact Centre where they will be assisted to complete the forms in the required format.

12. Should a customer submit a bulk submission of hard copy notices delivered by a messenger on behalf of any organisation e.g. newspaper publisher, the messenger will be referred back to the sender as the submission does not adhere to the submission rules.

**Quotations**

13. Quotations are valid until the next tariff change.

13.1. **Take note:** GPW’s annual tariff increase takes place on 1 April therefore any quotations issued, accepted and submitted for publication up to 31 March will keep the old tariff. For notices to be published from 1 April, a quotation must be obtained from GPW with the new tariffs. Where a tariff increase is implemented during the year, GPW endeavours to provide customers with 30 days’ notice of such changes.

14. Each quotation has a unique number.

15. Form Content notices must be emailed to the eGazette Contact Centre for a quotation.

15.1. The Adobe form supplied is uploaded by the Contact Centre Agent and the system automatically calculates the cost of your notice based on the layout/format of the content supplied.

15.2. It is critical that these Adobe Forms are completed correctly and adhere to the guidelines as stipulated by GPW.

16. **APPLICABLE ONLY TO GPW ACCOUNT HOLDERS:**

16.1. GPW Account Customers must provide a valid GPW account number to obtain a quotation.

16.2. Accounts for GPW account customers **must** be active with sufficient credit to transact with GPW to submit notices.

16.2.1. If you are unsure about or need to resolve the status of your account, please contact the GPW Finance Department prior to submitting your notices. (If the account status is not resolved prior to submission of your notice, the notice will be failed during the process).

17. **APPLICABLE ONLY TO CASH CUSTOMERS:**

17.1. Cash customers doing bulk payments must use a single email address in order to use the same proof of payment for submitting multiple notices.

18. The responsibility lies with you, the customer, to ensure that the payment made for your notice(s) to be published is sufficient to cover the cost of the notice(s).

19. Each quotation will be associated with one proof of payment / purchase order / cash receipt.

19.1. This means that the quotation number can only be used once to make a payment.
**COPY (SEPARATE NOTICE CONTENT DOCUMENT)**

20. Where the copy is part of a separate attachment document for Z95, Z95Prov and TForm03

20.1. Copy of notices must be supplied in a separate document and may not constitute part of any covering letter, purchase order, proof of payment or other attached documents.

The content document should contain only one notice. (You may include the different translations of the same notice in the same document).

20.2. The notice should be set on an A4 page, with margins and fonts set as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page size</th>
<th>A4 Portrait with page margins: Top = 40mm, LH/RH = 16mm, Bottom = 40mm; Use font size: Arial or Helvetica 10pt with 11pt line spacing;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Page size</td>
<td>A4 Landscape with page margins: Top = 16mm, LH/RH = 40mm, Bottom = 16mm; Use font size: Arial or Helvetica 10pt with 11pt line spacing;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CANCELLATIONS**

21. Cancellation of notice submissions are accepted by **GPW** according to the deadlines stated in the table above in point 2. Non-compliance to these deadlines will result in your request being failed. Please pay special attention to the different deadlines for each gazette. Please note that any notices cancelled after the cancellation deadline will be published and charged at full cost.

22. Requests for cancellation must be sent by the original sender of the notice and must accompanied by the relevant notice reference number (N-) in the email body.

**AMENDMENTS TO NOTICES**

23. With effect from 01 October 2015, **GPW** will not longer accept amendments to notices. The cancellation process will need to be followed according to the deadline and a new notice submitted thereafter for the next available publication date.

**REJECTIONS**

24. All notices not meeting the submission rules will be rejected to the customer to be corrected and resubmitted. Assistance will be available through the Contact Centre should help be required when completing the forms. (012-748 6200 or email info.egazette@gpw.gov.za). Reasons for rejections include the following:

24.1. Incorrectly completed forms and notices submitted in the wrong format, will be rejected.

24.2. Any notice submissions not on the correct Adobe electronic form, will be rejected.

24.3. Any notice submissions not accompanied by the proof of payment / purchase order will be rejected and the notice will not be processed.

24.4. Any submissions or re-submissions that miss the submission cut-off times will be rejected to the customer. The Notice needs to be re-submitted with a new publication date.
**GOVERNMENT PRINTING WORKS - BUSINESS RULES**

**APPROVAL OF NOTICES**

25. Any notices other than legal notices are subject to the approval of the Government Printer, who may refuse acceptance or further publication of any notice.

26. No amendments will be accepted in respect to separate notice content that was sent with a Z95 or Z95Prov notice submissions. The copy of notice in layout format (previously known as proof-out) is only provided where requested, for Advertiser to see the notice in final Gazette layout. Should they find that the information submitted was incorrect, they should request for a notice cancellation and resubmit the corrected notice, subject to standard submission deadlines. The cancellation is also subject to the stages in the publishing process, i.e. If cancellation is received when production (printing process) has commenced, then the notice cannot be cancelled.

**GOVERNMENT PRINTER INDEMNIFIED AGAINST LIABILITY**

27. The Government Printer will assume no liability in respect of—

27.1. any delay in the publication of a notice or publication of such notice on any date other than that stipulated by the advertiser;

27.2. erroneous classification of a notice, or the placement of such notice in any section or under any heading other than the section or heading stipulated by the advertiser;

27.3. any editing, revision, omission, typographical errors or errors resulting from faint or indistinct copy.

**LIABILITY OF ADVERTISER**

28. Advertisers will be held liable for any compensation and costs arising from any action which may be instituted against the Government Printer in consequence of the publication of any notice.

**CUSTOMER INQUIRIES**

Many of our customers request immediate feedback/confirmation of notice placement in the gazette from our Contact Centre once they have submitted their notice – While GPW deems it one of their highest priorities and responsibilities to provide customers with this requested feedback and the best service at all times, we are only able to do so once we have started processing your notice submission.

GPW has a 2-working day turnaround time for processing notices received according to the business rules and deadline submissions.

Please keep this in mind when making inquiries about your notice submission at the Contact Centre.

29. Requests for information, quotations and inquiries must be sent to the Contact Centre ONLY.

30. Requests for Quotations (RFQs) should be received by the Contact Centre at least 2 working days before the submission deadline for that specific publication.
PAYMENT OF COST

31. The Request for Quotation for placement of the notice should be sent to the Gazette Contact Centre as indicated above, prior to submission of notice for advertising.

32. Payment should then be made, or Purchase Order prepared based on the received quotation, prior to the submission of the notice for advertising as these documents i.e. proof of payment or Purchase order will be required as part of the notice submission, as indicated earlier.

33. Every proof of payment must have a valid GPW quotation number as a reference on the proof of payment document.

34. Where there is any doubt about the cost of publication of a notice, and in the case of copy, an enquiry, accompanied by the relevant copy, should be addressed to the Gazette Contact Centre, Government Printing Works, Private Bag X85, Pretoria, 0001 email: info.egazette@gpw.gov.za before publication.

35. Overpayment resulting from miscalculation on the part of the advertiser of the cost of publication of a notice will not be refunded, unless the advertiser furnishes adequate reasons why such miscalculation occurred. In the event of underpayments, the difference will be recovered from the advertiser, and future notice(s) will not be published until such time as the full cost of such publication has been duly paid in cash or electronic funds transfer into the Government Printing Works banking account.

36. In the event of a notice being cancelled, a refund will be made only if no cost regarding the placing of the notice has been incurred by the Government Printing Works.

37. The Government Printing Works reserves the right to levy an additional charge in cases where notices, the cost of which has been calculated in accordance with the List of Fixed Tariff Rates, are subsequently found to be excessively lengthy or to contain overmuch or complicated tabulation.

PROOF OF PUBLICATION

38. Copies of any of the Government Gazette or Provincial Gazette can be downloaded from the Government Printing Works website www.gpwonline.co.za free of charge, should a proof of publication be required.

39. Printed copies may be ordered from the Publications department at the ruling price. The Government Printing Works will assume no liability for any failure to post or for any delay in despatching of such Government Gazette(s)

GOVERNMENT PRINTING WORKS CONTACT INFORMATION

Physical Address: Postal Address: GPW Banking Details:
Government Printing Works Private Bag X85 Bank: ABSA Bosman Street
149 Bosman Street Pretoria Account No.: 405 7114 016 Branch Code: 632-005
Pretoria 0001

For Gazette and Notice submissions: Gazette Submissions: E-mail: submit.egazette@gpw.gov.za
For queries and quotations, contact: Gazette Contact Centre: E-mail: info.egazette@gpw.gov.za
Tel: 012-748 6200

Contact person for subscribers: Mrs M. Toka: E-mail: subscriptions@gpw.gov.za
Tel: 012-748-6066 / 6060 / 6058
Fax: 012-323-9574
PROVINCIAL NOTICE 148 OF 2019

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, TOURISM & ENVIRONMENT AFFAIRS: KWAZULU-NATAL

DETERMINATION, IN TERMS OF REGULATION 171 OF THE KWAZULU-NATAL GAMING AND BETTING REGULATIONS, 2012, THAT THE RESULTS OF VARIOUS LOTTERIES OPERATED IN VARIOUS FOREIGN STATES ARE AN “OTHER EVENT OR CONTINGENCY” UPON WHICH BETS MAY BE STRUCK IN KWAZULU-NATAL

In terms of Regulation 171 of the Kwazulu-Natal Gaming and Betting Regulations, 2012, I hereby determine:-

1. Lucky 1 - Lithuania

to be other events or contingencies upon which bets may be struck in KwaZulu-Natal.

Given under my Hand at Pietermaritzburg, 11th day of October, Two thousand and Nineteen.

MS NOMUSA DUBE-NCUBE, MPL
MEC FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, TOURISM AND ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS
Member of the Executive Council of the Province of KwaZulu-Natal responsible for gaming and betting

UMNYANGO WEZOKUTHUTHUKISWA KOMNOTHO, EZOKUVAKASHA KANYE NEZEMVELO WAKWAZULU-NATALI

ISAZISO

ISINQUMO NGOKOMTHETHONQUBO 171 WEMITHETHONQUBO YEMIDLALO YEMALI NOKUBHEJA YAKWAZULU-NATALI, 2012 SOKUTHI IMIPHUMELA EYEHLUKENE YELOTHO EDLALWA EMAZWENI ANGAPHANDLE EHUKHALUKENE “INGEMINYE IMICIMBI NOMA IZEHLAKALO” EZINGABHEJELWA KWAZULU-NATALI

NgokoMthethonqubo 171 weMithethonqubo yemIdlalo yeMalile nokuBheja yaKwaZulu-Natali, 2012, ngalokhu nginquma ukuthi –

(a) i- Lucky 1 - Lithuania

izoba “ngeminye imicimbi engabhejelwa noma izehlakalo ezizingabhejelwa” KwaZulu-Natali.

Sikhishwe ngaphansi kweSandla sami eMgungundlovu ngalolu suku mhla ziku, ngoNyaka weziNkulungwane ezimBili neShumi nesiShiyagalolunye.

MS NOMUSA DUBE-NCUBE, ILUNGU LESISHAYAMTHETHO SESIFUNDAZWE
ILungu loMkhandlu oPhethe esiFundazweni saKwaZulu-Natali
elibhekele ezemDlalo yeMali nokuBheja

This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwnonline.co.za
PROVINCIAL NOTICE 149 OF 2019

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, TOURISM AND ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS:
KWAZULU-NATAL

DETERMINATION, IN TERMS OF REGULATION 171 OF THE KWAZULU-NATAL GAMING AND BETTING REGULATIONS, 2012, THAT THE RESULTS OF VARIOUS LOTTERIES OPERATED IN VARIOUS FOREIGN STATES ARE AN “OTHER EVENT OR CONTINGENCY” UPON WHICH BETS MAY BE STRUCK IN KWAZULU-NATAL

In terms of Regulation 171 of the Kwazulu-Natal Gaming and Betting Regulations, 2012, I hereby determine:-

Zambia, Zamlottery 3 of 3 daily
Zambia, Zamlottery 5 of 36 daily
Zambia, Africa Millions – twice weekly Wednesday & Sunday

to be other events or contingencies upon which bets may be struck in KwaZulu-Natal.

Given under my Hand at Pietermaritzburg, this 11th day of October, Two thousand and Nineteen.

MS NOMUSA DUBE-NCUBE, MPL
MEC FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, TOURISM AND ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS
Member of the Executive Council of the Province of KwaZulu-Natal responsible for gaming and betting

UMNYANGO WEZOKUTHUTHUKISWA KOMNOTHO, EZOKUVAKASHA KANYE NEZEMVELO WAKWAZULU-NATALI

ISAZISO

ISINQUMO NGOKOMTHETHONQUBO 171 WEMITHETHONQUBO YEMIDLALO YEMALI NOKUBHEJA YAKWAZULU-NATALI, 2012 SOKUTHI IMIPHUMELA EYEHLUKENE YELOTHO EDLALWA EMAZWENI ANGAPHANDLE EHLUKAHLUKENE “INGEMINYE IMICIMBI NOMA IZEHLAKALO” EZINGABHEJELWA KWAZULU-NATALI

NgokoMthethonqubo 171 weMithethonqubo yemIdlalo yeMali nokuBheja yaKwaZulu-Natali, 2012, ngalokhu ngingquma ukuthi –

(a) i-Zambia, Zamlottery 3 of 3 daily
(b) i-Zambia, Zamlottery 5 of 36 daily
(c) i-Zambia, Africa Millions – twice weekly Wednesday and Sunday

izoba “ngeminye imicimbi engabhejelwa noma izehlakalo ezingabhejelwa” KwaZulu-Natali.

Sikhishwe ngaphansi kweSandla sami eMgungundlovu ngalolu suku mhla zi ku, ngoNyaka weziNkulungwane eziMbili neShumi nesiShiyagalolunye.

NKS. NOMUSA DUBE-NCUBE, ILUNGU LESISHAYAMTHETHO SESIFUNDAZWE
ILungu loMkhandlu oPhethe esiFundazweni saKwaZulu-Natali
elibhekele ezemIdlalo yeMali nokuBheja

This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwonline.co.za
PROVINCIAL NOTICE 150 OF 2019

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, TOURISM & ENVIRONMENT AFFAIRS: KWAZULU-NATAL

DETERMINATION, IN TERMS OF REGULATION 171 OF THE KWAZULU-NATAL GAMING AND BETTING REGULATIONS, 2012, THAT THE RESULTS OF VARIOUS LOTTERIES OPERATED IN VARIOUS FOREIGN STATES ARE AN “OTHER EVENT OR CONTINGENCY” UPON WHICH BETS MAY BE STRUCK IN KWAZULU-NATAL

In terms of Regulation 171 of the Kwazulu-Natal Gaming and Betting Regulations, 2012, I hereby determine:-

1. Bulgaria – Bet on Numbers Draw

to be other events or contingencies upon which bets may be struck in KwaZulu-Natal.

Given under my hand at Pietermaritzburg, this 11th day of October, Two thousand and Nineteen.

MS NOMUSA DUBE-NCUBE, MPL
MEC FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, TOURISM AND ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS

Member of the Executive Council of the Province of KwaZulu-Natal responsible for gaming and betting

UMNYANGO WEZOKUTHUTHUKISWA KOMNOTHO, EZOKUVAKASHA KANYE NEZEMVELO WAKWAZULU-NATALI

ISAZISO

ISINQUMO NGOKOMTHETHONQUBO 171 WEMITHETHONQUBO YEMIDLALO YEMALI NOKUBHEJA YAKWAZULU-NATALI, 2012 SOKUTHI IMIPHUMELA EYEHLUKENE YELOTHO EDLALWA EMAZWENI ANGAPHANDLE EHLUKAHLUKENE “INGEMINYE IMICIMBI NOMA IZEHLAKALE” EZINGABHEJELWA KWAZULU-NATALI

NgokoMthethonqubo 171 weMithethonqubo yemiDlalo yeMali nokuBheja yaKwaZulu-Natali, 2012, ngalokhu nginquma ukuthi –

(a) i- Bulgaria – Bet on Numbers Draw

izoba “ngeminye imicimbi engabhejelwa noma izehlakalo ezingabhejelwa” KwaZulu-Natali.

Sikhishwe ngaphansi kweSandla sami eMgungundlovu ngalolu suku mhla zi ku, nqOyaka weziNkulungwane eziMbili neShumi nesiShiyagalolunye.

NKS. NOMUSA DUBE-NCUBE, ILUNGU LESISHAYAMTHETHO SESIFUNDAZWE
ILungu loMkhandlu oPhethe esiFundazweni saKwaZulu-Natali
elibhekele ezemiDlalo yeMali nokuBheja
PROVINSIALE KOERANT, 31 OKTOBER 2019
No. 2134

PROVINCIAL NOTICE 151 OF 2019

DEPARTMENT OF COOPERATIVE GOVERNANCE AND TRADITIONAL AFFAIRS


I, Sipho Emmanuel Hlomuka, Member of the KwaZulu-Natal Executive Council responsible for Local Government and Traditional Affairs, and after consultation with the Electoral Commission, hereby give notice under powers vested in me by section 25(4) of the Local Government: Municipal Structures Act, 1998 (Act No. 117 of 1998), that I have called a by-election in Ward 5 of the uMzumbe Municipality as a result of the vacancy that has occurred in the said Ward, and that I have set 4 December 2019 as the date for the said by-election.

Given under my hand at Pietermaritzburg this 10th day of October Two thousand and Nineteen.

MR S.E. HLOMUKA, MPL
Member of the Executive Council of the Province of KwaZulu-Natal responsible for local government

PROVINSIALE KENNISGEWING 151 VAN 2019

DEPARTEMENT VAN SAMEWERKENDE REGERING EN TRADISIONELE SAKE

KENNISGEWING INGEVOLGE ARTIKEL 25(4) VAN DIE WET OP PLAASLIKE REGERING: MUNISIPALE STRUKTURE, 1998: TUSSENVERKIESING IN WYK 5 VAN DIE UMZUMBE MUNISIPALITEIT

Ek, Sipho Emmanuel Hlomuka, Lid van die Uitvoerende Raad van KwaZulu-Natal verantwoordelik vir Plaaslike Regering en Tradisonele Sake, na oorlegpleging met die Verkiesingskommissie, gee hiermee kragtens die bevoegdheid aan my verleen deur artikel 25(4) van die Wet op Plaaslike Regering: Munisipale Strukture, 1998 (Wet No. 117 van 1998), kennis dat ek ‘n tussenverkiesing geroep het in Wyk 5 van die uMzumbe Munisipaliteit na aanleiding van die vakature wat in die vermelde wyk ontstaan het, en dat ek 4 Desember 2019 as die datum vir die vermelde tussenverkiesing vasgestel het.

Gegee onder my Hand te Pietermaritzburg op hierdie 10de dag van Oktober, Tweeduisend-en-negentien.

MNR S.E. HLOMUKA, LUR
Lid van die Uitvoerende Raad van die Provinsie van KwaZulu-Natal verantwoordelik vir Plaaslike Regering

UMNYANGO WEZOKUBUSA NGOKUBAMBISANA NEZOMDABU

ISAZISO NGOKWESIGABA 25(4) SOMTMETHO WEZINHLAKA ZOMASIPALA WOHULUMENI BASEKHAYA, 1998: UKHETHO LOKUCHIBIYELA KUWADI 5 KUMASIPALA WASEMZUMBE


Sikhishwe ngaphanso ngakhiphansi kweSandla sami eMgungundlovu ngalolu suku lomhla zi-10 kuMfumfu, oNyakeni weziNkulungwane ezMbili neShumi nesiShiyagalolunye.

MNU. S.E. HLOMUKA
iLungu loMkhandlu oPhethe esiFundazweni saKwaZulu-Natali elibhekele ezoHulumeni baseKhaya

This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwonline.co.za
PROVINCIAL NOTICE 152 OF 2019
DEPARTMENT OF COOPERATIVE GOVERNANCE AND TRADITIONAL AFFAIRS

I, Sipho Emmanuel Hlomuka, Member of the KwaZulu-Natal Executive Council responsible for Local Government and Traditional Affairs, and after consultation with the Electoral Commission, hereby give notice under powers vested in me by section 25(4) of the Local Government: Municipal Structures Act, 1998 (Act No. 117 of 1998), that I have called a by-election in Ward 3 of the Jozini Municipality as a result of the vacancy that has occurred in the said Ward, and that I have set 04 December 2019 as the date for the said by-election.

Given under my hand at Pietermaritzburg on this 4th day of September Two thousand and Nineteen.

MR S.E. HLOMUKA, MPL
Member of the Executive Council of the Province of KwaZulu-Natal responsible for local government

DEPARTEMENT VAN SAMEWERKENDE REGERING EN TRADISIONELE SAKE
KENNISGEWING INGEVOLGE ARTIKEL 25(4) VAN DIE WET OP PLAASLIKE REGERING: MUNISIPALE STRUKTURE, 1998: TUSSENVERKIESING IN WYK 3 VAN DIE JOZINI MUNISIPALITEIT

Ek, Sipho Emmanuel Hlomuka, Lid van die Uitvoerende Raad van KwaZulu-Natal verantwoordelik vir Plaaslike Regering en Tradisionele Saak, na oorlegpleging met die Verkiesingskommissie, gee hiermee kragtens die bevoegdheid aan my verleen deur artikel 25(4) van die Wet op Plaaslike Regering: Munisipale Strukture, 1998 (Wet No. 117 van 1998), kennis dat ek ‘n tussenverkiesing gerep het in Wyk 3 van die Jozini Munisipaliteit na aanleiding van die vakature wat in die vermelde wyk ontstaan het, en dat ek 4 Desember 2019 as die datum vir die vermelde tussenverkiesing vasgestel het.

Gegee onder my Hand te Pietermaritzburg op hierdie 4de dag van September, Tweeduisend-en-negentien.

MNR S.E. HLOMUKA, LUR
Lid van die Uitvoerende Raad van die Provincie van KwaZulu-Natal verantwoordelik vir Plaaslike Regering

UMNYANGO WEZOKUBUSA NGOKUBAMBISANA NEZOMDABU

ISAZISO NGOKWESIGABA 25(4) SOMTHETHO WEZINHLAKA ZOMASIPALA WOHULUMENI BASEKHAYA, 1998: UKHETHO LOKUCHIBIYELA KUWIADI 3 KUMASIPALA WASEJOZINI


Sikhishwe ngaphansi kweSandla sami eGungundlovu ngalolu suku lomhla zi-4 kuMandulo, oNyakeni weziNkulungwane ezIMbili neShumi nesiShiyagalolunye.

MN. S.E. HLOMUKA
iLungu loMkhandlu oPethe esiFundazweni saKwaZulu-Natali elibhekele ezoHulumeni baseKhaya
## Application Number: APP0106492

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1)</td>
<td>Application Number: APP0106492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2)</td>
<td>Gazette Number: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Applicant: MS NTANZI

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3)</td>
<td>Applicant: MS NTANZI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4)</td>
<td>Applicant Address: PO BOX 78130 EMPANGENI 3880</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Existing Licence Holder: NOT APPLICABLE

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5)</td>
<td>Existing Licence Holder: NOT APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6)</td>
<td>Existing Licence Holder Address: NOT APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Type of application: ADD AUTHORISATIONS/ROUTES

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7)</td>
<td>Type of application: ADD AUTHORISATIONS/ROUTES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8)</td>
<td>Operating Licence Number: LGKZN0703001144</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Vehicle Type: MINIBUS

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9)</td>
<td>Vehicle Type: MINIBUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10)</td>
<td>1 X 15 (SEATED) + 0 (STANDING)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Region: UTHUNGULU

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11)</td>
<td>Region: UTHUNGULU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 12.1 KZPRERC2758610 - NGWELEZANE TAXI RANK TO RICHARDS BAY TAXI RANK

FROM NGWELEZANE TAXI RANK GO STRAIGHT WITH NGWELEZANE ROAD TURN LEFT AT INQE AVENUE PICK AND DROP STRAIGHT AND CROSS INQE TURN RIGHT INTO C24 CROSS INQE AND CONTINUE WITH B33 TURN RIGHT INTO INQE AVENUE STRAIGHT THEN TURN LEFT INTO NGWELEZANE ROAD MAIN ROAD STRAIGHT TURN LEFT INTO NGWELEZANE ROAD MAIN ROAD PICK AND DROP DROP OFF ONLY THEN TURN LEFT AT KRUGER ROAD, TURN LEFT AGAIN INTO RUPP RIFFLE UP TO RICHARDS BAY TAXI RANK DROP OFF AND RETURN WITH PASSENGERS USING THE SAME ROUTE.

### 12.2 KZPRERC2758659 - NGWELEZANE TO ALKASTRAND BEACH

FROM NGWELEZANE TAXI RANK GO STRAIGHT WITH NGWELEZANE ROAD TURN LEFT AT INQE AVENUE PICK AND DROP STRAIGHT AND CROSS INQE TURN RIGHT INTO C24 CROSS INQE AND CONTINUE WITH B33 TURN RIGHT INTO INQE AVENUE STRAIGHT THEN TURN LEFT INTO NGWELEZANE ROAD MAIN ROAD STRAIGHT TURN LEFT INTO NGWELEZANE ROAD MAIN ROAD PICK AND DROP DROP OFF AND RETURN WITH PASSENGERS USING THE SAME ROUTE.

### ALTERNATIVE 1

FROM NGWELEZANE TAXI RANK GO STRAIGHT WITH NGWELEZANE ROAD TURN LEFT AT INQE AVENUE PICK AND DROP STRAIGHT AND CROSS INQE TURN RIGHT INTO C24 CROSS INQE AND CONTINUE WITH B33 TURN RIGHT INTO INQE AVENUE STRAIGHT THEN TURN LEFT INTO NGWELEZANE ROAD MAIN ROAD STRAIGHT TURN LEFT INTO NGWELEZANE ROAD MAIN ROAD PICK AND DROP DROP STRAIGHT UP TO CIRCLE AND GO STRAIGHT TURN LEFT INTO TANNER ROAD STRAIGHT TURN RIGHT INTO JOHN ROSS HIGHWAY (R34) TURN RIGHT INTO BAY VIEW BOULEVARD STRAIGHT TURN RIGHT INTO OCEAN EDGE UP TO ALKASTRAND BEACH PARKING DROP OFF WAITING FOR PASSENGERS AND RETURN WITH PASSENGERS USING THE SAME ROUTE.

### 12.3 KZPRERC2758608 - NGWELEZANE TO JUNCTION BUSINESS PARK (JOSS ROSS)

FROM NGWELEZANE APPROVED TAXI RANK INTO NGWELEZANE ROAD TURN LEFT AT CIRCLE INTO R102 (OLD N2) TURN RIGHT INTO R34 JOHN ROSS HIGHWAY STRAIGHT PASS THE BRIDGE TURN RIGHT INTO MELOMED HOSPITAL OFF LOAD PASSENGERS AND LOAD PASSENGERS AND RETURN WITH PASSENGERS JUMP THE R34 INTO TANGAWIZI GARAGE PICK UP PASSENGERS AND RETRUN WITH PASSENGERS USING THE SAME ROUTE.
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1)</td>
<td>Application Number: <strong>APP0106525</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2)</td>
<td>Gazette Number: <strong>LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 3) | Applicant: **ADS SHEOBALAK**  
  ID NO. 6104025160080  
  Association: **DUNDEE TRANSPORT ASSOCIATION** |
| 4) | Applicant Address:  
  P O BOX 1264  
  DUNDEE  
  KWAZULU-NATAL  
  3000 |
| 5) | Existing Licence Holder: **NOT APPLICABLE**  
  ID NO. **NOT APPLICABLE** |
| 6) | Existing Licence Holder Address:  
  **NOT APPLICABLE** |
| 7) | Type of application: **NEW OPERATING LICENCE** |
| 8) | Operating Licence Number: **LKNKZN0152253** |
| 9) | Vehicle Type: **MINIBUS** |
| 10) | **1 X 15 (SEATED) + 0 (STANDING)** |
| 11) | Region: **UMZINYATHI** |

**Region:** **ALL**

**12.1**  
**21004P2100FF0047595 - DUNDEE TO SITHEMBILE TOWNSHIP, GLENCOE**  
From Dundee Taxi Rank turn right into Smith Street, proceed along Smith Street, turn right into Victoria Street (R69), proceed along Victoria Street (R69), turn right into Karl Landman Street, proceed along Karl Landman Street, turn left into R614, proceed along R614 into Glencoe, turn left into Biggar Street or Uithoeck Street, across Main Street to Sithembile, offload, load and return along the forward route in reverse.
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Number:</strong></td>
<td>LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gazette Number:</strong></td>
<td>LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Applicant:</strong></td>
<td>SM NGUBANE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ID NO.:</strong></td>
<td>5602115637082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Association:</strong></td>
<td>RICHARDS BAY TAXI ASSOCIATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Applicant Address:</strong></td>
<td>P O BOX 1988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REGION:</strong></td>
<td>EMPANGENI 3880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Existing Licence Holder:</strong></td>
<td>NOT APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ID NO.:</strong></td>
<td>NOT APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Existing Licence Holder Address:</strong></td>
<td>NOT APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type of application:</strong></td>
<td>ADD AUTHORISATIONS/ROUTES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Operating Licence Number:</strong></td>
<td>LGKZN0703001123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vehicle Type:</strong></td>
<td>MINIBUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Region:</strong></td>
<td>UTHUNGULU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Region:</strong></td>
<td>ALL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**12.1** 2207W322077Z10051540 - RICHARDS BAY TO MKUZE

FROM RICHARDS BAY RANK ENTERING WEST CENTRAL ARTERIAL, TURNING LEFT MR2-31, STRAIGHT UNTIL TURNING TO THE RIGHT HAND SIDE, ENTERING N2, PROCEED STRAIGHT TO MKUZE TAXI RANK OFF LOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.
**Application Number:** APP0114259  
**Gazette Number:** LGKZNG28-2019-OCT  
**Applicant:** GOLF GOT YOU SA CC  
**Applicant Address:** P.O BOX 383 WINTERTON 3340  
**Existing Licence Holder:** NOT APPLICABLE  
**Existing Licence Holder Address:** NOT APPLICABLE  
**Type of application:** ADD AUTHORISATIONS/ROUTES  
**Vehicle Type:** BUS  
**Region:** UTHUKELA

| 12.1 KZPRERC2793992 - SCHOLARS AND THEIR PERSONAL EFFECTS: 259 LOSKOP ROAD TO TREVERTON COLLEGE AT 06:00AM THE DRIVER LEAVES 259 LOSKOP ROAD TO JOIN SUBWAY ROAD, THEN TURN LEFT INTO HARRY MILLER ROAD AND TAKE THE SECOND EXIT AT THE ROUND ABOUT THEN TURN RIGHT AND INTO ESTCOURT COMMUNITY CHURCH AT 18 FELGATE ROAD TO PICK UP 17 SCHOLARS AT 06:40AM. AT 06:45AM THE DRIVER LEAVES 18 FELGATE ROAD, ESTCOURT WITH 17 SCHOLARS AND TURNS RIGHT ONTO WAGEN ROAD, THEN TURN RIGHT ONTO LORNE STREET AND CONTINUE STRAIGHT ONTO THE N6 AND TURN LEFT TO MERGE ONTO THE N3, FOLLOW THE N3 AND TAKE EXIT 146 FROM THE N3, TURN RIGHT ONTO THE R103, TURN LEFT INTO TREVERTON PREPARATORY AND PROCEED TO TREVERTON COLLEGE TO OFFLOAD 9 SCHOLARS AT 07:20AM AND THEN PROCEED TO TREVERTON COLLEGE TO OFFLOAD 8 SCHOLARS AT 07:25AM. AT 13:45PM THE DRIVER PICKS UP 9 SCHOLARS FROM TREVERTON PREPARATORY THEN PROCEED TO PICK UP 8 SCHOLARS AT 14:00PM AND THEN TURN RIGHT ONTO THE R103, THEN TURN LEFT TO MERGE ONTO THE N3, TAKE THE R103 THEN TURN RIGHT AND CONTINUE ONTO THE N6 AND CONTINUE ONTO LORNE STREET, TURN LEFT TOWARDS WAGEN ROAD AND THEN TURN RIGHT ONTO SUBWAY ROAD, THEN TURN LEFT ANF THEN RIGHT AND PARKS THE VEHICLE AT 259 LOSKOP ROAD AT 14:45PM. |
1) Application Number: APP0116035
2) Gazette Number: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT
3) Applicant: EM MAKHATHINI
   ID NO. 6102235318084
   Association: ESIKHAWINI TAXI ASSOCIATION
4) Applicant Address: P O BOX 793
   KWADLANGEZWA
5) Existing Licence Holder: DUDUZILE DLAMINI
   ID NO. 6309140816082
6) Existing Licence Holder Address: P O BOX 3260
   ESIKHAWINI
7) Type of application: NORMAL TRANSFER
8) Operating Licence Number: LGKZN0703001295
9) Vehicle Type: MINIBUS
10) Region: UTHUNGULU

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Route Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| UTHUNGULU            | 12.1 2207YW2207VJ3000050055 - ESIKHAWINI (MPEMBENI) TO RICHARDS BAY  
                       DEPART ESIKHAWINI TAXI RANK, TURN RIGHT INTO MTHOMBONI ROAD, CARRY STRAIGHT ACROSS MDLEBE MPUMA ROBOTS ALONG D887 TO MPEMBENI (LEXON TEA ROOM), TURN BACK ALONG D887, STRAIGHT DOWN THE B10 (P106), PAST MADLANKALA, TURN RIGHT INTO R34 (JOHN ROSS PARKWAY), TURN LEFT INTO WEST CENTRAL ARTERIAL, CARRY STRAIGHT TO BULLION BOULEVARD, THEN LEFT INTO TAXI CITY RANK RICHARDSBAY, ALONG THE SAME ROUTE. |
|                      | 12.2 2207YW2207VJ3000050047 - ESIKHAWINI TO RICHARDS BAY  
                       DEPART ESIKHAWINI TAXI RANK, TURN LEFT INTO MTHOMBONI ROAD, RIGHT INTO MDLEBE MPUMA (EAST), INTO MELONI (P106), CARRY STRAIGHT Down THE B10 (P106), PAST MADLANKALA, TURN RIGHT INTO R34 (JOHN ROSS PARKWAY), TURN LEFT WEST CENTRAL ARTERIAL CARRY STRAIGHT TO BULLION BOULEVARD, THEN TURN LEFT INTO TAXI CITY RANK RICHARDSBAY, RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE. |
|                      | 12.3 2207YW2207JX000005050 - ESIKHAWINI TO EMPANGENI RAIL  
                       DEPART ESIKHAWINI RAIN, TURN LEFT INTO MTHOMBONI ROAD, CARRY STRAIGHT INTO D1567, TURN RIGHT INTO N2 (FREEWAY), TURN LEFT INTO R34 (JOHN ROSS PARKWAY), STRAIGHT INTO TANNER ROAD. OFF LOADING AT KENTUCKY, POST OFFICE, EMRIC MOTORS AND TURN LEFT INTO B RANK, BACK INTO MAIN ROAD, LEFT AND RIGHT GRANTHAM HIGHWAY, TURN RIGHT INTO MAXWELL STREET, THEN LEFT INTO LOT 63 TAXI RANK, TURN RIGHT INTO N2 (NGOYA X ROADS) STRAIGHT TO EMPANGENI CIRCLE, LEFT INTO TANNER ROAD, THEN RIGHT INTO B-RANK, TURN RIGHT INTO TANNER ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO R34, RIGHT INTO MAXWELL STREET, LEFT INTO LOT 63, TAXI RANK EMPANGENI RAIN AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE. |
|                      | 12.4 2207YW2207JX000005057 - ESIKHAWINI (PORT DUNFORD) TO EMPANGENI  
                       DEPART ESIKHAWINI RANK TO PORT DUNFORD, ALONG D537 TO KWAMOLI TEA ROOM AND TURN BACK ALONG D537, TURN LEFT INTO D1597, STRAIGHT TO MASONGO X ROADS, TURN LEFT INTO MDLEBE MPUMA, RIGHT INTO MELONI (P106), CARRY STRAIGHT DOWN THE B10 (P106), PAST MADLANKAL, TURN LEFT INTO R34 (JOHN ROSS PARKWAY), TURN LEFT INTO TANNER ROAD, OFFLOADING AT KENTUCKY, POST OFFICE, EMRIC MOTORS, LEFT INTO B-RANK, BACK INTO MAIN ROAD, LEFT AND RIGHT INTO GRANTHAM HIGHWAY, TURN RIGHT INTO MAXWELL STREET, THEN LEFT INTO LOT 63 TAXI RANK EMPANGENI RAIN AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1) Application Number:</th>
<th>APP0116050</th>
<th>2) Gazette Number:</th>
<th>LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3) Applicant:</td>
<td>M MUDALY</td>
<td>4) Applicant Address:</td>
<td>11 MUDALY BOMBAY HEIGHTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID NO.</td>
<td>7409145108086</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association:</td>
<td>NORTHERN SUBURBS TAXI ASSOCIATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Existing Licence Holder:</td>
<td>NOT APPLICABLE</td>
<td>6) Existing Licence Holder Address:</td>
<td>NOT APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID NO.</td>
<td>NOT APPLICABLE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7) Type of application:</td>
<td>NEW OPERATING LICENCE</td>
<td>8) Operating Licence Number:</td>
<td>LKNKZN0113602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9) Vehicle Type:</td>
<td>MINIBUS</td>
<td>10)</td>
<td>1 X 15 (SEATED) + 0 (STANDING)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11) Region:</td>
<td>UMGUNGUNDLOVU</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

12.1 2206722068700053106 - NORTHDALE N0.4 – OLYMPIA WAY TO FREEDOM SQUARE TERMINAL

INBOUND FROM: REGINA/RESERVOIR - NORTHDALE PRIMARY SCHOOL (KPR0017) TO FREEDOM SQUARE TERMINAL NO2—OFF CHURCH (KPC0001).

FROM REGINA, OLYMPIA, DECCAN, BALHAMBA, NAIODO, CHOTA MOTALA (OLD GREYTOWN), BHAMBATHA (GREYTOWN), CHURCH.

OUTBOUND FROM: FREEDOM SQUARE TERMINAL NO2 —OFF CHURCH (KPC0001) TO REGINA/RESERVOIR – NORTHDALE PRIMARY SCHOOL (KPR0001)

FROM OLD MARKET, LANGALIBALELE (LONGMARKET), MURPHY, CHURCH, BHAMBATHA (GREYTOWN), CHOTA MOTALA (OLD GREYTOWN), NAIIDO, BALHAMBA, DECCAN, OLYMPIA, REGINA, RESERVOIR, RETURN REGINA.

ALTERNATIVE ROUTING

OUTBOUND
A CHURCH, NEW GREYTOWN, OLD GREYTOWN.

RESTRICTIONS
ONLY OFF-LOADING OF PASSENGERS PERMITTED ALONG GREYTOWN ROAD FROM MANCHESTER ROAD TO OLD GREYTOWN ROAD, AND IN OHRMAN ROAD FROM MANNING AVENUE TO ECHO ROAD. ALONG THIS SECTION OF THE ROUTE, THE LOADING OF PASSENGERS IS NOT PERMITTED.

SECONDARY ROUTES:

ALLANDALE : KHAN – OLD GREYTOWN
BAJOO : ALLANDALE – NAIIDO
BOSHOP : CHURCH LOOP
CORA : DECCAN _ LORNELIA
DAFINE
DECCAN : JUDITH – OLYMPIA
DRESDA : MARION OLYMPIA
EAST : CHURCH _LOOP
EAST : LONGMARKET _ CHURCH
FAILSWORTH
JUDITH
KHAN : LONGMARKET _ CHURCH
OLD GREYTOWN: MANCHESTER -NEW GREYTOWN
MANNING: EAST - ORTHMANN
LONGMARKET : MURPHY – EAST
LORNELIA
MAINING: EAST ORTHMANN
MARION
MARTHA : MINERVA – MINERVA
MINERVA
MYSORE : OLD GREYTOWN TULSHI
NAIDO0 : KHAN – OLD GREYTOWN
NERINA
OLD GREYTOWN: KHAN – BALHAMBA
OLD GREYTOWN: MANCHESTER – NEW GREYTOWN
REGINA : RESEVIOR – KHOLL
TULSHI.
1) Application Number: APP0116094
2) Gazette Number: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT
3) Applicant: L26 TRADERS PTY LTD
   ID NO. 2019/239261/07
   Association: NOT AVAILABLE
4) Applicant Address: P.O. BOX 29039
   MAYDON WHARF
   4057
5) Existing Licence Holder: L26 TRADERS CC T/A BOSSS
   ID NO. 2002/017849/23
6) Existing Licence Holder Address: P.O. BOX 29039
   MAYDON WHARF
   DURBAN
   4057
7) Type of application: NORMAL TRANSFER AND CONVERSION
8) Operating Licence Number: 1274766
9) Vehicle Type: OTHER
10) 1 X 9 (SEATED) + 0 (STANDING)
11) Region: DURBAN CENTRAL

12.1 KZPRERC2802665 - SHIPS CREW AND THEIR PERSONAL EFFECTS
FROM PRE-ARRANGED PICK UP POINTS WITHIN THE METROPOLITAN AREA OF ETHEKWINI TO POINTS WITHIN THE METROPOLITAN AREA OF ETHEKWINI AND RETURN.
SHIPS CREW AND THEIR PERSONAL EFFECTS: FROM POINTS WITHIN THE RICHARDS BAY HARBOUR TO POINTS WITHIN THE METROPOLITAN AREA OF ETHEKWINI AND / OR TO KING SHAKA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT AND RETURN.
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Application Number:</td>
<td>APP0116145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Gazette Number:</td>
<td>LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Applicant: BT NGIDI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID NO. 7211280738085</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association: CATOR-MANOR TAXI ASSOCIATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Applicant Address:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 ELAND AVENUE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMANZIMTOTI 4126</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Existing Licence Holder: GB HLONGWANE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID NO. 7309265599082</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) Existing Licence Holder Address:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIT 58 BLOCK A DALTON ROAD CONGELA KWA-ZULU NATAL 4001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7) Type of application: NORMAL TRANSFER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8) Operating Licence Number: LGKZN1303001070</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9) Vehicle Type: MINIBUS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10) 1 X 15 (SEATED) + 0 (STANDING)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11) Region: DURBAN CENTRAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.1 KZPRERC2716278 - CATO MANOR TO ALBERT LUTHULI HOSPITAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FROM DUNBAR TAXI RANK NO 70 IN CATO MANOR INTO SUNDERLAND ROAD, RIGHT TO HOPEWELL ROAD, RIGHT TO LEY ROAD, LEFT TO BOWOOD CRESCENT, LEFT TO REDMOR ROAD, RIGHT TO BOWOOD CRESCENT, LEFT TO UPHILL ROAD, LEFT TO UMKHUMBANE DRIVE, RIGHT TO ZWELABASHA ROAD AND RETURN ON ZWELABASHA DRIVE, RIGHT TO TUTU MNGADI CIRCLE, RIGHT TO UMKHUMBANE DRIVE AND RETURN ON UMKHUMBANE DRIVE, LEFT TO RIDGEVIEW ROAD, RIGHT TO RUSSEL MNGOMEZULU AND RETURN ON RUSSEL MNGOMEZULU. LEFT TO RIDGEVIEW ROAD, LEFT TO BOTHI DLADOLA ROAD, RETURN ON THE CIRCLE OF BOTHI DLADOLA ROAD, LEFT TO RIDGEVIEW ROAD, RIGHT TO SUNDERLAND ROAD, RIGHT TO BRAMCOTE ROAD, RIGHT TO SUNDERLAND ROAD, LEFT TO AUM ROAD, RIGHT TO BOWOOD CRESCENT, RIGHT TO GRANBY PLACE, RETURN ON THE CIRCLE OF GRANBY CRESCENT, LEFT TO BOWOOD ROAD, LEFT TO AUM ROAD, LEFT TO SUNDERLAND, RIGHT TO BOTHI ROAD, LEFT TO BELLAIR ROAD, LEFT TO NIGELE ROAD TO ALBERT LUTHULI TAXI RANK AND RETURN ON THE SAME ROUTE.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.2 KZPRERC2716327 - CATO MANOR TO PINETOWN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FROM DUNBAR TAXI RANK NO. 70 IN CATO MANOR RIGHT TO WIGGENS ROAD, LEFT TO BELLAIR ROAD, LEFT TO JAN SMUTHS AVENUE, LEFT TO JOSEPH ARAVELA, SET DOWN PASSENGERS, LEFT TO MOODIE STREET, RIGHT TO HILL STREET TAXI RANK.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RETURN ROUTE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FROM HILL STREET TAXI RANK, RIGHT TO MOODIE STREET, LEFT TO CHAPEL STREET, RIGHT TO CROMPTON ROAD INTO M13, OFF-RAMP TO M13, OFF-RAMP TO SPINE ROAD, RIGHT TO ST JAMES AVENUE, LEFT TO DUNBAR ROAD AND PROCEED TO RANK NO. 70 IN CATO MANOR.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1) Application Number:</td>
<td>APP0116153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Gazette Number:</td>
<td>LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Applicant:</td>
<td>L26 TRADERS PTY LTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID NO. 2019/239261/07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association: NOT AVAILABLE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Applicant Address:</td>
<td>P.O. BOX 29039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MAYDON WHARF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Existing Licence Holder:</td>
<td>L26 TRADERS CC T/A BOSSS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID NO. 2002/017849/23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) Existing Licence Holder Address:</td>
<td>P.O. BOX 29039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MAYDON WHARF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DURBAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7) Type of application:</td>
<td>NORMAL TRANSFER AND CONVERSION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8) Operating Licence Number:</td>
<td>1274419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9) Vehicle Type:</td>
<td>OTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10) 1 X 9 (SEATED) + 0 (STANDING)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11) Region: DURBAN CENTRAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 12.1 KZPNRCC2902665 - SHIPS CREW AND THEIR PERSONAL EFFECTS FROM PRE-ARRANGED PICK UP POINTS WITHIN THE METROPOLITAN AREA OF ETHEKWINI TO POINTS WITHIN THE METROPOLITAN AREA OF ETHEKWINI AND RETURN. SHIPS CREW AND THEIR PERSONAL EFFECTS: FROM POINTS WITHIN THE RICHARDS BAY HARBOUR TO POINTS WITHIN THE METROPOLITAN AREA OF ETHEKWINI AND OR TO KING SHAKA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT AND RETURN. |
ROUNDABOUT 566 M. TAKE THE 2ND LEFT ONTO OSBORN RD 587 M. ENTER ROUNDABOUT OSBORN RD 1.6 KM. TAKE THE 1ST LEFT ONTO OSBORN RD 1.6 KM. TURN RIGHT ONTO KANGELA ST 2.0 KM. TURN LEFT ONTO R66 2.7 KM. TURN LEFT ONTO UNPAVED ROAD 13.3 KM. DANGWINI (S28.80734 E31.50772) 13.3 KM.

105 ESHOWE RANK START TO KING DINIZULU LOCATION 7.1 KM. ESHOWE RANK START (S28.89711 E31.46254). GET ON ROAD AND DRIVE SOUTH. ESHOWE HOSPITAL (S28.89711 E31.46254) 21 M. TURN LEFT ONTO ROAD 235 M. ENTER ROUNDABOUT OSBORN RD 566 M. TAKE THE 1ST LEFT ONTO OSBORN RD 1.6 KM. TURN LEFT ONTO KANGELA ST 2.0 KM. TURN LEFT ONTO INKOSI NDWANDE RD 2.9 KM. UMBAMBISWANO HIGH 3.4 KM. GET ON INKOSI NDWANDE RD AND DRIVE NORTHWEST. TURN LEFT ONTO R66 2.7 KM. TURN LEFT ONTO UNPAVED ROAD 13.3 KM. DANGWINI (S28.80734 E31.50772) 13.3 KM.

105.2 KING DINIZULU LOCATION TO ESHOWE HOSPITAL 6.8 KM.

105.3 KING DINIZULU LOCATION TO ESHOWE RANK VIA ROAD 6.8 KM.

105.4 ESHOWE RANK START TO KING DINIZULU LOCATION VIA HOSPITAL 8.8 KM.

105.5 KING DINIZULU LOCATION TO ESHOWE RANK VIA ROAD 8.8 KM.

105.6 ESHOWE RANK START TO KING DINIZULU LOCATION 3.9 KM.

105.7 KING DINIZULU LOCATION TO ESHOWE RANK VIA ROAD 8.5 KM.

105.8 ESHOWE RANK START TO KING DINIZULU LOCATION 5.4 KM.

105.9 KING DINIZULU LOCATION TO ESHOWE HOSPITAL 2.7 KM.

105.10 ESHOWE HOSPITAL TO KING DINIZULU LOCATION 6.1 KM.

105.11 ESHOWE RANK TO KANGELA ST 2.9 KM. TURN RIGHT ONTO OSBORN RD 3.7 KM. ENTER ROUNDABOUT OSBORN RD 4.0 KM. TAKE THE 3RD LEFT ONTO OSBORN RD 4.1 KM. TURN RIGHT ONTO ROAD 4.8 KM. ESHOWE RANK ENTRANCE 4.9 KM. GET ON ROAD AND DRIVE WEST 4.9 KM. ESHOWE RANK END (S28.89723 E31.46279) 5.3 KM.

110 ESHOWE RANK START TO MATATIKULU PRIMARY 35.6 KM.

110.1 ESHOWE RANK TO KANGELA ST 2.9 KM. TURN RIGHT ONTO OSBORN RD 3.7 KM. ENTER ROUNDABOUT OSBORN RD 4.0 KM. TAKE THE 3RD LEFT ONTO OSBORN RD 4.1 KM. TURN RIGHT ONTO KANGELA ST 2.0 KM. KING DINIZULU LOCATION (S28.89711 E31.46252) 3.9 KM.

110.2 ESHOWE RANK TO KING DINIZULU LOCATION 21 M. TURN LEFT ONTO ROAD 235 M. ENTER ROUNDABOUT OSBORN RD 566 M. TAKE THE 1ST LEFT ONTO OSBORN RD 1.6 KM. TURN LEFT ONTO KANGELA ST 2.0 KM. TURN LEFT ONTO INKOSI NDWANDE RD 2.9 KM. UMBAMBISWANO HIGH 3.4 KM. GET ON INKOSI NDWANDE RD AND DRIVE NORTHWEST. TURN LEFT ONTO R66 2.7 KM. TURN LEFT ONTO UNPAVED ROAD 13.3 KM. DANGWINI (S28.80734 E31.50772) 13.3 KM.

110.3 KING DINIZULU LOCATION TO ESHOWE HOSPITAL 6.8 KM.

110.4 ESHOWE RANK START TO KING DINIZULU LOCATION VIA HOSPITAL 8.8 KM.

110.5 KING DINIZULU LOCATION TO ESHOWE RANK VIA ROAD 6.8 KM.

110.6 ESHOWE RANK START TO KING DINIZULU LOCATION 3.9 KM.

110.7 KING DINIZULU LOCATION TO ESHOWE RANK VIA ROAD 8.5 KM.

110.8 ESHOWE RANK START TO KING DINIZULU LOCATION 5.4 KM.

110.9 KING DINIZULU LOCATION TO ESHOWE HOSPITAL 2.7 KM.

110.10 ESHOWE HOSPITAL TO KING DINIZULU LOCATION 6.1 KM.

110.11 ESHOWE RANK TO KANGELA ST 2.9 KM. TURN RIGHT ONTO OSBORN RD 3.7 KM. ENTER ROUNDABOUT OSBORN RD 4.0 KM. TAKE THE 3RD LEFT ONTO OSBORN RD 4.1 KM. TURN RIGHT ONTO ROAD 4.8 KM. ESHOWE RANK ENTRANCE 4.9 KM. GET ON ROAD AND DRIVE WEST 4.9 KM. ESHOWE RANK END (S28.89723 E31.46279) 5.3 KM.
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25.8 KM. ESHOWE RANK ENTRANCE 25.8 KM. GET ON ROAD AND DRIVE NORTHWEST 25.8 KM. ESHOWE RANK END (S28.89723 E31.46278) 35.3 KM.

110.2 AMATIKULU PRIMARY TO MANDENI 30.0 KM

AMATIKULU PRIMARY TO MANDENI (TURN DUTY 204 AND 205) 33.6 KM. GET ON UNPAVED ROAD AND DRIVE NORTH 33.6 KM. TURN RIGHT ONTO [UNPAVED/GRAVEL] 34.4 KM.

MANDENI TO DOKODWENI (TURN DUTY 202) 33.8 KM.

113.2 KWA-KHOZA / NGOGO (MFIHLO PRIMARY) TO ESHOWE RANK END 9.2 KM

KWA-KHOZA / NGOGO (MFIHLO PRIMARY) TO ESHOWE RANK EXIT 321 M. TURN LEFT ONTO [UNPAVED/GRAVEL] 19.8 KM. MAKHILIMBA (S28.94646 E31.44384) 23.3 KM.

GKGINDLOVU RANK (S29.07179 E31.64292) 33.8 KM.

DOKODWENI (TURN DUTY 202) TO MANDENI 33.8 KM.

DOKODWENI (TURN DUTY 202) (S29.07179 E31.64292) GET ON [UNPAVED/GRAVEL] AND DRIVE NORTHWEST. TURN LEFT ONTO [UNPAVED/GRAVEL] 18.4 KM.

DOKODWENI (TURN DUTY 204 AND 205) (S29.08696 E31.63322) GET ON UNPAVED ROAD AND DRIVE SOUTH 18.4 KM. TURN RIGHT ONTO [UNPAVED/GRAVEL] 21.5 KM.

113.0 GKGINDLOVU RANK TO AMATIKULU PRIMARY 9.1 KM

GKGINDLOVU RANK (S29.04773 E31.62573) GET ON UNPAVED ROAD AND DRIVE EAST. TURN RIGHT ONTO [UNPAVED/GRAVEL] 2.4 KM.

112.9 AMATIKULU PRIMARY TO ESHOWE RANK END 23.4 KM.

AMATIKULU PRIMARY (S28.94773 E31.62573) GET ON ROAD AND Drive NORTHWEST. TURN LEFT ONTO [UNPAVED/GRAVEL] 34.9 KM. GET ON ROAD AND DRIVE NORTHWEST 34.9 KM. ESHOWE RANK EXIT 34.9 KM. GET ON ROAD AND DRIVE NORTHWEST 34.9 KM. ESHOWE RANK END (S28.9723 E31.46278) 35.3 KM.

DOKODWENI (TURN DUTY 202) (S29.07179 E31.64292) 33.8 KM.

205 MPHONDOZI (CATHERINE BOOTH) TO MANDENI 30.0 KM

MPHONDOZI (CATHERINE BOOTH) (S28.96629 E31.48561) GET ON UNPAVED ROAD AND DRIVE WEST. TURN RIGHT ONTO UNPAVED ROAD 22.2 KM.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1) Application Number: APP0116248</th>
<th>2) Gazette Number: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3) Applicant: KM MNYANDU</td>
<td>4) Applicant Address: P.O. BOX 508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID NO. 5207015219088</td>
<td>MAHLABATHINI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association: MAHLABATHINI-ULUNDI TRANS. ASSOCIATION</td>
<td>6) Existing Licence Holder Address: NOT APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Existing Licence Holder: NOT APPLICABLE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7) Type of application: NEW OPERATING LICENCE</td>
<td>8) Operating Licence Number: LGKZN0803001194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9) Vehicle Type: MINIBUS</td>
<td>10) 1 x 9 (SEATED) + 0 (STANDING)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11) Region: ZULULAND</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

12.1 2206YH210041R10051909 - ULUNDI TO DURBAN
FROM ULUNDI PLAZA TAXI RANK JOIN PRINCESS MAGOGO ROAD AND JOIN R66, PROCEED LEFT ALONG R66 UNTIL JOINING DOKODWENI RAM PLAZA STRAIGHT INTO N3. PROCEED ALONG N3 UNTIL DURBAN. TURN LEFT INTO ALICE STREET AND OFF-LOAD, TURN RIGHT INTO THE DURBAN STATION OFF-LOAD AND LOAD. PROCEED WITH STAMFORD HILL ROAD AND TURN RIGHT INTO ARGYLE STREET (M4). TURN LEFT INTO UMHLANGA RIDGE INTO N2 NORTH OR PROCEED WITH M4 NORTH AND JOIN N2 NORTH AT BALLITO JUNCTION. RETURN TO ULUNDI PLAZA TAXI RANK USING THE SAME ROUTE.

12.2 2206YH2207XJ10051905 - ULUNDI TO EMPANGeni
FROM ULUNDI PLAZA TAXI RANK JOIN PRINCESS MAGOGO ROAD AND PROCEED TO KIND DINIZULU HIGHWAY (R66) AND JOIN R34 AND TURN INTO BIYELA STREET TO OK TAXI RANK, OFFLOADING AND LOADING, REJOIN R34 TO MAXWELL OLD TAXI RANK LOAD AND OFF-LOAD. RETURN TO ULUNDI PLAZA TAXI RANK USING THE SAME ROUTE.

12.3 2206YH2206Y410051906 - ULUNDI TO MELMOTH
FROM ULUNDI PLAZA TAXI RANK JOIN PRINCESS MAGOGO ROAD AND PROCEED TO KIND DINIZULU HIGHWAY (R66) AND JOIN R34. TURN LEFT TO MELMOTH, TURN LEFT INTO VICTORIA STREET INTO MELMOTH TAXI RANK. RETURN TO ULUNDI PLAZA TAXI RANK USING THE SAME ROUTE.

12.4 2206YH2207J510051907 - ULUNDI TO VRYHEID
FROM ULUNDI PLAZA TAXI RANK JOIN PRINCESS MAGOGO ROAD AND PROCEED TO KIND DINIZULU HIGHWAY (R66). TURN LEFT INTO R34 AND PROCEED ALONG THE ROAD INTO VRYHEID AND JOIN CHURCH STREET INTO VRYHEID PLAZA TAXI RANK, OFF-LOAD AND LOAD. PROCEED TO STRETCH CRESCENT STREET DIRECT TO THE RAILWAY STATION TAXI RANK. RETURN TO ULUNDI PLAZA TAXI RANK USING THE SAME ROUTE.

12.5 2206YH2207E10051908 - ULUNDI TO NONGOMA
FROM ULUNDI PLAZA TAXI RANK JOIN PRINCESS MAGOGO ROAD AND PROCEED TO KIND DINIZULU HIGHWAY, TURN RIGHT INTO R66 AND PROCEED TO NONGOMA, OFF-LOAD AND LOAD. RETURN TO ULUNDI PLAZA TAXI RANK USING THE SAME ROUTE.

12.6 2206YH2209QU10051910 - ULUNDI TO MANDINI
FROM ULUNDI PLAZA TAXI RANK JOIN PRINCESS MAGOGO ROAD AND JOIN R66, PROCEED UNTIL JOINING R102 AND TURN RIGHT PASSING GINGINDLOVU, TURN RIGHT INTO MANDINI ROAD AND PROCEED TO MANDINI PLAZA TAXI RANK. RETURN TO ULUNDI PLAZA TAXI RANK USING THE SAME ROUTE.

12.7 2206YH11008Z10051912 - ULUNDI TO JOHANNESBURG
FROM ULUNDI PLAZA TAXI RANK JOIN PRINCESS MAGOGO ROAD AND JOIN R66 SOUTH, PROCEED AND JOIN R34 NORTH, JOIN N11 NORTH TO R23 PASSING VOLKURST AND JOIN N3 NORTH AND TURN LEFT INTO VOLKLOORS TAXI RANK. OFF-LOAD AND REJOIN N3 NORTH. JOIN M1 NORTH INTO M2 EAST TURNING INTO RISSIK STREET PROCEED AND TURN RIGHT INTO DEVILLERS STREET AND TURN LEFT INTO WANDERERS STREET, PARK CITY TAXI RANK, OFF-LOAD AND LOAD. RETURN TO ULUNDI PLAZA TAXI RANK USING THE SAME ROUTE.

12.8 2206YH2207EP10051913 - ULUNDI TO NKANDLA
FROM ULUNDI PLAZA TAXI RANK JOIN PRINCESS MAGOGO ROAD AND JOIN R66 SOUTH AND JOIN R68 NORTH. TURN LEFT INTO NKANDLA ROAD AND PROCEED TO NKANDLA TAXI RANK, OFF-LOAD AND LOAD. RETURN TO ULUNDI PLAZA TAXI RANK USING THE SAME ROUTE.

12.9 2206YH2206YH20051915 - ULUNDI TO NQUTHU VIA BABANANGO
FROM ULUNDI PLAZA TAXI RANK JOIN PRINCESS MAGOGO ROAD AND JOIN R66 SOUTH AND JOIN R68 TO BABANANGO, OFF-LOAD AT BABANANGO TAXI RANK. PROCEED ALONG R68 TO NQUTHU TAXI RANK, OFF-LOAD AND LOAD. RETURN BACK TO ULUNDI PLAZA TAXI RANK USING THE SAME ROUTE.
### PROVINSIALE KOERANT, 31 OKTOBER 2019

**No. 2134**

---

**Transport Department**
**Province of KwaZulu-Natal**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Number:</th>
<th>1) APP0116300</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Applicant:</td>
<td>MK MANQELE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID NO.:</td>
<td>7207165402086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association:</td>
<td>UPPER HLABISA TAXI OWNERS ASSOCIATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existing Licence Holder:</td>
<td>NOT APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID NO.:</td>
<td>NOT APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of application:</td>
<td>NEW OPERATING LICENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle Type:</td>
<td>MINIBUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region:</td>
<td>UMKHANYAKUDE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Gazette Number:    | LGKZNG28-2019-OCT |
|                   |                  |
| Applicant Address: | PO BOX 659 HLABISA 3097 |
| Existing Licence Holder Address: | NOT APPLICABLE |
| Operating Licence Number: | LGKZN06030000224 |

| 12.1 | 21007X22074410055185 - HLABISA TAXI RANK TO MTUBATUBA |
|      | FROM HLABISA TAXI RANK TURN RIGHT TO R618 PROCEED TO MTUBATUBA AND TURN RIGHT ON TO JOHN ROSS HIGH WAY TO THE TAXI AT MTUBATUBA, LOAD RETURN. |

| 12.2 | 21007X2207KJ10055187 - HLABISA TO EMPANGENI |
|      | FROM HLABISA TO EMPANGENI TURN RIGHT ON TO R168, PROCEED STRAIGHT TO THE CROSS ROAD AT NKODIBE, TURN RIGHT ON TO N2, PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN RIGHT ON TO D240 TO ENSELENI DROP THE PASSENGERS THEN PROCEED WITH P517 AND TURN RIGHT ON TO N2, PROCEED AND TURN RIGHT ON TO R102, PROCEED TURN TO TURNER-ROAD AND PROCEED TO B / RANK AT EMPANGENI LOAD AND RETURN. |

| 12.3 | 21007X21004R10055199 - HLABISA TO DURBAN |
|      | FROM HLABISA TO DURBAN, TURN ON TO R618, PROCEED TO NKOBIDE CROSSES, TURN RIGHT ONTO N2 PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN LEFT ON TO M4, PROCEED AND TURN RIGHT TO ARGOYLE STREET, PROCEED TURN LEFT ON TO UMGENI ROAD, PROCEED AND TURN RIGHT ONTO LEOPOLD STREET AND TURN RIGHT ON TO WARWICK AVENUE, PROCEED AND TURN RIGHT ON TO ALICE STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT TO JOIN UMGENI ROAD TO A TAXI RANK AT DURBAN STATION, LOAD AND RETURN. |

| 12.4 | 21007X109/FK10055200 - HLABISA TO NONGOMA |
|      | FROM HLABISA TO NONGOMA TURN LEFT ON TO P2307:2 PROCEED STRAIGHT TO NONGOMA TAXI RANK LOAD AND RETURN. |

---

This gazette is also available free online at [www.gpwonline.co.za](http://www.gpwonline.co.za)
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Application Number: APP0116302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Applicant: MK MANQELE ID NO. 7207165402086 Association: UPPER HLABISA TAXI OWNERS ASSOCIATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Existing Licence Holder: NOT APPLICABLE ID NO. NOT APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Type of application: NEW OPERATING LICENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Vehicle Type: MINIBUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Region: UMKHANYAKUDE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>21007X22074410055185 - HLABISA TAXI RANK TO MTUBATUBA FROM HLABISA TAXI RANK TURN RIGHT TO R618 PROCEED TO MTUBATUBA AND TURN RIGHT ON TO JOHN ROSS HIGH WAY TO THE TAXI AT MTUBATUBA, LOAD RETURN.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>21007X2207XJ10055187 - HLABISA TO EMPANGENI FROM HLABISA TO EMPANGENI TURN RIGHT ON TO R168. PROCEED STRAIGHT TO THE CROSS ROAD AT NKODIBE, TURN RIGHT ON TO N2, PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN RIGHT ON TO D249 TO ENSELENI DROP THE PASSENGERS THEN PROCEED WITH P517 AND TURN RIGHT ON TO N2, PROCEED AND TURN RIGHT ON TO R102, PROCEED TURN TO TURNER ROAD AND PROCEED TO B / RANK AT EMPANGENI LOAD AND RETURN.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>21007X21004R10055199 - HLABISA TO DURBAN 3.1 FROM HLABISA TO DURBAN, TURN ON TO R618, PROCEED TO NKOBIDE CROSSES, TURN RIGHT ONTO N2, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN LEFT ON TO M4, PROCEED AND TURN RIGHT ON TO ARGYLE STREET. PROCEED TURN LEFT ON TO UMGENI ROAD, PROCEED AND TURN RIGHT ONTO LEOPOLD STREET AND TURN RIGHT ON TO WARWICK AVENUE, PROCEED AND TURN RIGHT ON TO ALICE STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT TO JOIN UMGENI ROAD TO A TAXI RANK AT DURBAN STATION, LOAD AND RETURN. 3.2 FROM HLABISA TO DURBAN FROM HLABISA TO DURBAN TURN RIGHT ON TO R618, PROCEED AND NKOBIDE CROSSES AND TURN RIGHT ON TO N2, PROCEED AND TURN RIGHT TO R102. PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TURN LEFT AT MTHUNZINI FILLING STATION, TURN RIGHT AND JOIN N2 FREEWAY AT MTHUNZINI PLAZA, PROCEED AND TURN LEFT ON TO M4, PROCEED AS MENTIONED ON NO4 TO A TAXI RANK AT DURBAN STATION LOAD AND RETURN.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>21007X100FK10055200 - HLABISA TO NONGOMA FROM HLABISA TO NONGOMA TURN LEFT ON TO P2357 2 PROCEED STRAIGHT TO NONGOMA TAXI RANK LOAD AND RETURN.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Number:</td>
<td>APP0116306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applicant:</td>
<td>ZN MBATHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID NO.</td>
<td>4804195433082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association:</td>
<td>MTUBATUBA TAXI OWNERS L&amp;L DISTANCE ASS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existing Licence Holder:</td>
<td>NOT APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of application:</td>
<td>NEW OPERATING LICENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle Type:</td>
<td>MINIBUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

12.1 2207442206L10053395 - MTUBATUBA TO DURBAN.

FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN MTUBATUBA, TURN LEFT ON INYATHI ROAD, LEFT ON RIVERVIEW ROAD, TURN RIGHT ON P237 ROAD, JOIN N2 ROAD, TURN LEFT, STRAIGHT EMPIANGENI, TURN RIGHT TO ROAD R102, PASS EMPIANGENI, STANGER, TONGAAT, VERULAM (DROP OFF PASSENGERS CAN ONLY BE DONE) THEN JOIN M41 ROAD, PASS GATEWAY AND JOIN M4, PROCEED STRAIGHT TO DURBAN, TURN RIGHT ON ARGYLE STREET, TURN LEFT ON UMNGENI ROAD, PROCEED TO LEOPARD ROAD, TURN RIGHT TO ALICE STREET STRAIGHT TO UMNGENI, TURN LEFT, PROCEED TO UMNGENI ROAD, STRAIGHT TO DURBAN STATION AND RETURN NO IMMEDIATE PASSENGERS BETWEEN THE TWO POINTS.

RESTRICTION-NO PICKING UP ALONG THE ROUTE.

ALTERNATIVE ROUTE.

FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN MTUBATUBA, TURN LEFT IN INYATHI ROAD, TURN LEFT ON RIVERVIEW ROAD, TURN RIGHT ON P237 ROAD, JOIN N2, TURN LEFT, PROCEED STRAIGHT ON FREEWAY, PASS MTHUNZINI TOLLGATE, MVOTI PLAZA, TURN LEFT ON M4 ROAD, PASS BALLITO, MLHANGA, LA LUCIA, STRAIGHT TO DURBAN, JOIN ARGYLE STREET, TURN LEFT JMUMGENI ROAD, PROCEED LEOPARD ROAD, TURN RIGHT, PROCEED TO WARWICK AVENUE, TURN RIGHT ALICE STREET, STRAIGHT TO UMNGENI ROAD, TURN LEFT, PROCEED TO UMNGENI ROAD, STRAIGHT TO DURBAN STATION AND RETURN.

ALTERNATIVE ROUTE.

FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN MTUBATUBA, TURN LEFT ON INYATHI ROAD, TURN LEFT ON RIVERVIEW ROAD, TURN RIGHT ON P237 ROAD, JOIN N2, TURN LEFT AND PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN RIGHT TO JOIN ROAD R102, PROCEED STRAIGHT TO EMPIANGENI, TAKE TURNER ROAD, STRAIGHT TO B-RANK RETURN BACK ON TURNER ROAD, TURN LEFT ON R34, TURN RIGHT TO A-RANK AND RETURN.

12.2 2207442207JK10053397 - MTUBATUBA TO EMPIANGENI.

3. FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN MTUBATUBA, TURN LEFT ON INYATHI ROAD, TURN LEFT ON RIVERVIEW ROAD, TURN RIGHT ON P237 ROAD, JOIN N2, TURN LEFT, TURN LEFT, STRAIGHT EMPIANGENI, TURN RIGHT TO ROAD R102, PASS EMPIANGENI, PASS GINGINDLOVU, TURN RIGHT ON ROAD P459, STRAIGHT TO MANDENI TAXI RANK AND RETURN.

RESTRICTION: ONLY DROPPING OF PASSENGERS IS ALLOWED.

12.3 2207442209U10053396 - MTUBATUBA TO MANDENI.

FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN MTUBATUBA, TURN LEFT ON INYATHI ROAD, TURN LEFT ON RIVERVIEW ROAD, TURN RIGHT ON P237 ROAD, JOIN N2, BEFORE EMPIANGENI, TURN RIGHT, JOIN ROAD R102, PASS EMPIANGENI, PASS GINGINDLOVU, TURN RIGHT ON ROAD P459, STRAIGHT TO MANDENI TAXI RANK AND RETURN.

RESTRICTION: ONLY DROPPING OF PASSENGERS IS ALLOWED.

12.4 22074422018410053408 - MTUBATUBA DURBAN.

1. FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN MTUBATUBA, TURN LEFT ON INYATHI ROAD, LEFT ON RIVERVIEW ROAD, TURN RIGHT ON P237 ROAD, JOIN N2 ROAD, TURN LEFT, STRAIGHT EMPIANGENI, TURN RIGHT TO ROAD R102, PASS EMPIANGENI, STANGER, TONGAAT, VERULAM (DROP OFF PASSENGERS CAN ONLY BE DONE) THEN JOIN M41 ROAD, PASS GATEWAY AND JOIN M4, PROCEED STRAIGHT TO DURBAN, TURN RIGHT ON ARGYLE STREET, TURN LEFT ON UMNGENI ROAD, PROCEED TO LEOPARD ROAD, TURN RIGHT TO ALICE STREET STRAIGHT TO UMNGENI, TURN LEFT, PROCEED TO UMNGENI ROAD, STRAIGHT TO DURBAN STATION AND RETURN NO IMMEDIATE PASSENGERS BETWEEN THE TWO POINTS.

RESTRICTIONS: NO PICKING UP ALONG THE ROUTE.

ALTERNATIVE ROUTE.

FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN MTUBATUBA, TURN LEFT IN INYATHI ROAD, TURN LEFT ON RIVERVIEW ROAD, TURN RIGHT ON P237 ROAD, JOIN N2, TURN LEFT, PROCEED STRAIGHT ON FREEWAY, PASS MTHUNZINI TOLLGATE, MVOTI PLAZA, TURN LEFT ON M4 ROAD, PASS BALLITO, MLHANGA, LA LUCIA, STRAIGHT TO DURBAN, JOIN ARGYLE STREET, TURN LEFT JMUMGENI ROAD, PROCEED LEOPARD ROAD, TURN RIGHT TO WARWICK AVENUE, TURN RIGHT ALICE STREET, STRAIGHT TO UMNGENI ROAD, TURN LEFT, PROCEED TO UMNGENI ROAD, STRAIGHT TO DURBAN STATION AND RETURN.

ALTERNATIVE ROUTE.

FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN MTUBATUBA, TURN LEFT ON INYATHI ROAD, TURN LEFT ON RIVERVIEW ROAD, TURN RIGHT ON P237 ROAD, JOIN N2, TURN LEFT, PROCEED STRAIGHT PASS MTHUNZINI TOLLGATE, UMVOTI PLAZA, TONGAAT TOLLGATE PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN LEFT ON ROAD R102, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND JOIN UMNGENI ROAD, TURN LEFT PROCEED AND UMNGENI ROAD, STRAIGHT TO DURBAN STATION AND RETURN.

ONLY DROPPING OF PASSENGERS IS ALLOWED.

12.5 2207442207W10053396 - MTUBATUBA TO RICHARDS BAY.

FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN MTUBATUBA, TURN LEFT IN INYATHI ROAD, LEFT ON RIVERVIEW ROAD, TURN RIGHT ON P237 ROAD, JOIN N2, TURN LEFT, PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN RIGHT ON D249, STRAIGHT TO ENSELENI, DROP AND PROCEED ON ROAD P517,CROSS N2, JOIN P231, STRAIGHT TO RICHARDS BAY AND RETURN.

12.6 2207442207S10053400 - MTUBATUBA TO NONGOMA.

FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN MTUBATUBA TO APPROVED TAXI RANK IN NONGOMA, FROM MTUBATUBA TAXI RANK, JOIN INYATHI ROAD, TURN RIGHT ON RIVERVIEW ROAD, STRAIGHT TO JOIN ROAD P235, PASS HLABISA, NO PICKING UP AND DROPPING OFF OF PASSENGERS, PROCEED STRAIGHT TO ROAD P235, PROCEED STRAIGHT TO NONGOMA TAXI RANK AND RETURN.
TRANSPORT
Department:
Transport
Province of KwaZulu-Natal

GAZETTE
LGKZNG28-2019-OCT
REGION: ALL

12.7 22074422074400053418 - NTONDWEI TAXI RANK TO MTUBATUBA TAXI RANK.
FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK NTONDWEI TO APPROVED TAXI RANK IN MTUBATUBA PASS ZAMANI STORE ON ROAD D495, DUMA SCHOOL, MEYIWA, BUTHELEZI, HLAZANE, SIKOTHINI STORE, NDIMANDE HIGH SCHOOL, WOZA STORE, EMBONGOLWENI AND KOIN ROAD D1913 TURN RIGHT PASS KHULEKANI STORE, NDIMANDE BRIDGE, SEBENZANATHI TEA ROOM, MANZAMANDI SCHOOL, KHULEKANI STORE, NDIMANDE BRIDGE, SEBENZANATHI TEA ROOM, MANZAMANDI SCHOOL, MBONGOVIENI SCHOOL, BHEKUMUSA CHURCH, QEDUMONA STORE, EZAGILENI, EMGANWINI EMKHUHLWENI, CROSS HLAZANE RIVER STRAIGHT TO JOIN N2 ROAD AND TURN RIGHT AT KwasQuMBE INTERSECTION THEN LEFT AT NKOdIBE INTERSECTION TO JOIN ROAD P235/DIRECT TO MTUBATUBA TAXI RANK.

12.8 22074422074400053419 - HLUHLUWE DAM.
FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN HLUHLUWE DAM TO APPROVED TAXI RANK IN MTUBATUBA VIA MVUTSHINI ON ROAD D856 VIA MVUTSHINI DEEP TANK, ETHEMPELINI, KWAMTHOLO SCHOOL, NIIKUKELA, MPPKANE, GWABALANDA, DUTCH CHURCH, HLAZANE, THULASIBONE HIGH SCHOOL, MADANISHINI THEN JOIN ROAD P495 VIA OPHONDWENI, MGINDI TEA ROOM, LINOKUHLLE STOREMSIZI LP SCHOOL THEN JOIN ROAD P235 – 1, GO STRAIGHT TO MTUBATUBA AND RETURN.

12.9 22074422074400053405 - RIVERVIEW TAXI RANK TO MTUBATUBA TAXI RANK.
FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN RIVERVIEW TO APPROVED TAXI RANK IN MTUBATUBA, PROCEED ON RIVERVIEW ROAD, PASS MTUBATUBA PRIMARY SCHOOL, DIRECT TO MTUBATUBA TAXI RANK AND RETURN.

12.10 22074422074400053401 - 7. MTUBATUBA TO HLUHLUWE.
FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN MTUBATUBA TO APPROVED TAXI RANK IN HLUHLUWE, FROM MTUBATUBA TAXI RANK, STRAIGHT TO JOHN ROSS HIGHWAY, JOIN ROAD P237, TURN LEFT JOINING RIVERVIEW ROAD, TURN RIGHT AND PROCEED STRAIGHT JOINING N2 ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT JOINING P453, STRAIGHT TO HLUHLUWE TAXI RANK AND RETURN.

12.11 22074422074400053399 - MTUBATUBA TO HLABISA.
FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN MTUBATUBA TO APPROVED TAXI RANK IN HLABISA, FROM MTUBA TAXI RANK GO STRAIGHT, JOIN JOHN ROSS HIGHWAY, TURN LEFT JOIN ROAD P237, TURN RIGHT, JOIN ROAD P235-1, PROCEED STRAIGHT TO HLABISA AND RETURN.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Number: APP0116421</th>
<th>Gazette Number: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Applicant: BV TSAULWAYO</td>
<td>Applicant Address: PO BOX 283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID NO. 7211140390085</td>
<td>IZINGOLWENI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association: IZINGOLWENI TAXI OWNERS ASSOCIATION</td>
<td>4260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existing Licence Holder: NOT APPLICABLE</td>
<td>Existing Licence Holder Address:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID NO. NOT APPLICABLE</td>
<td>NOT APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of application: NEW OPERATING LICENCE</td>
<td>Operating Licence Number: NOTAVAILABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle Type: MINIBUS</td>
<td>1 X 15 (SEATED) + 0 (STANDING)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region: UGU-OGWINI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. **12.1** 21008S21004R10005684 - IZINGOLWENI TO DURBAN  
From approved taxi rank in Izingolweni, turn left into N2-22, and turn left into M4. Proceed along M4 to Durban approved taxi rank. Offload, load and return along the forward route in reverse.

1. **12.2** 21008S21008S00050887 - IZINGOLWENI TO EDEN STORE  
From Izingolweni taxi rank take P284 to Eden store approved taxi rank. Offload, load and return along the forward route in reverse.

1. **12.3** 21008S21008S00050709 - IZINGOLWENI RURAL TO HARDING  
From Izingolweni taxi rank turn left to N2-22. Proceed along N2-22 into Harding taxi rank. Offload, load and return along the forward route in reverse.

1. **12.4** 21008S21008S00050719 - IZINGOLWENI TO MARGATE  
From Izingolweni taxi rank take P284 and turn left to P732 and straight to Margate taxi rank and return along the same route.

1. **12.5** 21008S21008S00050732 - FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK TAKE P284, TURN LEFT TO P57 ROAD AND INTO BIZANA TAXI RANK, OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.

1. **12.6** 21008S21008S00050736 - IZINGOLWENI TO ORIBI FLATS  
From Izingolweni taxi rank turn to N2-22 Oribi flats and return along the same route.

1. **12.7** 21008S21008S00050769 - IZINGOLWENI TO THONJENI / MAHLABATHINI.  
From Izingolweni taxi rank, turn left to N2-22, turn right to D80 to Thonjeni / Mahlabathini and return along the same route.

1. **12.8** 21008S21008S00050773 - IZINGOLWENI TO THUNGWA TAXI RANK.  
From Izingolweni taxi rank turn left to N2-22, turn right to D1084 to Thungwa taxi rank. Offload, load and return along the forward route in reverse.

1. **12.9** 21008S21008H100050765 - IZINGOLWENI TO PORT SHEPSTONE TAXI RANK.  
From Izingolweni taxi rank take P284, then turn left to N2-22 straight through to Port Shepstone taxi rank and return along the same route.

1. **12.10** 22064C2206LS10050681 - IZINGOLWENI TO CHIBINI  
From approved taxi rank in Izingolweni, turn right into P284, into N2, turn left into P58, to Chibini taxi rank. Offload, load and return along the forward route in reverse.

1. **12.11** 2209WC2209WC00050009 - IZINGOLWENI TO GCILIMA BAMBULA  
From approved taxi rank in Izingolweni, into P284. Proceed along P284 into approved taxi rank Bambula taxi rank, turn left to P732 road to Gcilima taxi rank, offload, load and return along the forward route in reverse.

1. **12.12** 2ZPRERC2709712 - FROM OSIZWENI TAXI RANK GB1 STREET LEFT INTO F483, TURN LEFT JOINING N11 ROAD, TURN RIGHT ALLEN STREET, TURN TO NEWCASTLE MALL TAXI RANK AND RETURN.
This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwonline.co.za

1) Application Number: APP0116457
2) Gazette Number: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT
3) Applicant: SC SHANGE
   ID NO. 8910165494081
   Association: GINGINDLOVU TAXI ASSOCIATION
4) Applicant Address: P O BOX 394
   GINGINDLOVU 3800
5) Existing Licence Holder: NL MASINGA
   ID NO. 7206070465089
6) Existing Licence Holder Address: PO BOX 140
   MATIKULU 3801
7) Type of application: NORMAL TRANSFER
8) Operating Licence Number: LGKZN0703000573
9) Vehicle Type: MINIBUS
10) 1 X 13 (SEATED) + 0 (STANDING)
11) Region: UTHUNGULU

12.1 2206WA2100CCQ00048955 - GINGINDLOVU TO MANDINI
      FROM GINGINDLOVU TAXI RANK TAKE RIGHT REACH R102 PROCEED PASS AMATIKULU SUGAR MILL UNTIL P224 PROCEED PASS ISITHEBE INDUSTRY PROCEED TURN RIGHT TO GCULEKA, PROCEED TAKE RIGHT UNTIL YOU REACH MANDINI SUNDUMBHI TAXI RANK OFF LOAD AND LOAD THE PASSENGERS DIRECT AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

12.2 21005H100U10048956 - GINGINDLOVU TO STANGER
      FROM GINGINDLOVU TAXI RANK R102, TAKE RIGHT OFF RAMP PROCEED TUGELA MOUTH, MANDINI 25, TURN LEFT, TURN RIGHT, R102, CROSS TUGELA RIVER, TAKE GREYTOWN ROAD R74, TAKE RIGHT, REACH KING SHAKA ROAD, TURN LEFT REACH STANGER TAXI RANK, OFF LOAD AND LOAD THE PASSENGERS DIRECT AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

12.3 21006H21004R10048957 - GINGINDLOVU TO DURBAN
      FROM GINGINDLOVU TAXI RANK, TAKE RIGHT TO R102 PROCEED UNTIL SIBIYA, M4 TAKE M41 GATEWAY, TURN LEFT, REACH M25 INANDA R102 NORTH COAST, N3 DURBAN, TURN LEFT REACH DURBAN CITY TAKE M4 REACH TAKE LEFT, ALBERT STREET, PROCEED REACH R102 MNGENI ROAD, KOLLING STREET, TURN LEFT, TAKE R102, TURN RIGHT TO FIRST AVENUE, LOAD, TAKE RIGHT ARGLE ROAD, READ ROAD, M17, M4 NORTH COAST BEACHES N3, LEOPOLD STREET, TURN RIGHT WARWICK AVENUE, BEREA MARKET, PROCEED UNTIL YOU REACH DURBAN STATION DIRECT AND RETURN.

12.4 22071T21005B10048960 - GINGINDLOVU TO EMPANGENI
      FROM GINGINDLOVU TAXI RANK, R102 TAKE LEFT R66, REACH T JUNCTION, TURN RIGHT PROCEED, CROSS UMLALAZI BRIDGE, GO STRAIGHT TO TAKE R102, TAKE RIGHT REACH EMPANGENI TAXI RANK OFF LOAD AND LOAD THE PASSENGERS DIRECT AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

12.5 22071T2206Y410048962 - GINGINDLOVU TO MELMOTH
      FROM GINGINDLOVU TAXI RANK, TAKE LEFT R102 AND TAKE LEFT R66, GO STRAIGHT AND REACH THE RIGHT, TURN REINHOLD STREET, PIET RETIEF STREET, TAKE RIGHT TO VICTORIA STREET, GO STRAIGHT, REACH MELOMOTH TAXI RANK OFF LOAD AND LOAD THE PASSENGERS DIRECT AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

12.6 22071T21005H00048963 - GINGINDLOVU TO ESHOWE HOSPITAL
      FROM GINGINDLOVU TAXI RANK, TAKE R102 TURN LEFT R66, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TAKE KANGELLA STREET BUSINESS CENTRE, OSBORNE ROAD, TURN LEFT REACH ESHOWE HOSPITAL OFF LOAD AND LOAD PASSENGERS DIRECT AND RETURN.

12.7 22071T22071T00048964 - GINGINDLOVU TO EMABHOKWENI
      FROM GINGINDLOVU TAXI RANK, TAKE LEFT TO R102, PROCEED TO STOP STREET, TAKE LEFT TO R66 PROCEED REACH INCINYANE, TURN RIGHT INTO D1656, PROCEED TO EMABHOKWENI OFF LOAD THE PASSENGERS DIRECT AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

12.8 22071T22071T00048965 - GINGINDLOVU TO ENHLANGENYUKE
      FROM GINGINDLOVU TAXI RANK, TURN LEFT INTO R102, REACH STOP STREET, TURN LEFT TO R66, REACH T JUNCTION TURN RIGHT TO R102 PROCEED PASS INYEZANE RIVER MASUNDWINI PROCEED TURN LEFT TO P240 PROCEED REACH D1503 PROCEED UNTIL YOU REACH D1502 TO ENHLANGENYUKE OFFLOAD, AND LOAD THE PASSENGERS DIRECT AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

12.9 22071T22071T00048966 - GINGINDLOVU TO OBANJENI
      FROM GINGINDLOVU TAXI RANK TURN LEFT TO R102 PROCEED REACH STOP STREET, TURN LEFT TO R66 PROCEED REACH T JUNCTION TURN RIGHT TO R102 PROCEED PASS INYEZANE RIVER PASS AMASUNDWINI PROCEED REACH P240 PROCEED TURN LEFT REACH D1659 TO OBANJENI OFFLOAD AND LOAD THE PASSENGERS DIRECT AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

12.10 21005H2206XX00048967 - GINGINDLOVU TO SALVESHE
      FROM GINGINDLOVU TAXI RANK TURN RIGHT TO R102 PROCEED TURN RIGHT PROCEED TO AMATIKULU SUBURBS REACH THE CROSSING TURN RIGHT TO D134 TO SALVESHE OFF LOAD AND LOAD THE PASSENGERS DIRECT AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

12.11 21005H2206XX00048968 - GINGINDLOVU TO EMHLUBLULENI
      FROM GINGINDLOVU TAXI RANK TURN RIGHT TO R102 PROCEED TO AMATIKULU BRIDGE TURN LEFT REACH P23 GO UP STRAIGHT REACH KWAM-MLONGO STOP TURN LEFT REACH D719 PROCEED REACH A259 TO EMHLUBLULENI OFF LOAD THE PASSENGERS DIRECT AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

12.12 21005H22071T00048969 - GINGINDLOVU TO DOKODWIENI NQUTSHINGULULE MBIZIBELWE
      FROM GINGINDLOVU TAXI RANK MAIN STREET TURN LEFT TO R102 REACH THE STOP STREET TURN RIGHT ROAD R66 PROCEED TO DOKODWIENI TOLL PLAZA OFF LOAD AND LOAD PASSENGERS DIRECT AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwonline.co.za
12.13

1. PASSENGERS MAY BE PICKED UP OR SET DOWN ONLY AT DESIGNATED TAXI RANKS OR TAXI STOPS, WHICH SHALL EXCLUDE BUS STOPS.
2. ON THE INBOUND TRIP TO DURBAN, NO PASSENGERS MAY BE PICKED UP EN ROUTE FROM ENTERING M4 UNTIL REACHING THE DURBAN STATION TAXI RANK.
3. ON THE TRIP TO GINGINDLOVU, NO PASSENGERS MAY BE SET DOWN UNTIL REACHING GINGINDLOVU.
4. ENTRY OR RANKING ON PRIVATE PROPERTY IS NOT PERMITTED WITHOUT THE WRITTEN PERMISSION OF THE LANDLORD, A COPY OF WHICH MUST BE SUPPLIED TO THE BOARD.
5. WITHOUT HAVING ENTERED INTO AN AGREEMENT WITH OTHER OPERATORS ON A COMMON ROUTE, AS CONTEMPLATED BY SECTION 88(2) (B) OF ACT 22 OF 2000, THE PICKING UP OR SETTING OF PASSENGERS ON SUCH ROUTE IS NOT PERMITTED. A COPY OF SUCH AGREEMENT MUST BE SUPPLIED TO THE BOARD.
6. AT RANKS, WHETHER ON- STREET OR OFF-STREET, ONLY THE TAXIS THAT CAN BE ACCOMMODATED IN THE DEMARCATED AREA MAY OCCUPY THE RANK. EXCESS VEHICLES MUST HOLD ELSEWHERE.
7. RANK PERMIT ISSUED BY THE RESPECTIVE MUNICIPAL AUTHORITIES MUST BE OBTAINED AND PRODUCED IN RESPECT OF LONG DISTANCE DESTINATIONS SUCH AS STANGER, DURBAN AND EMPANGeni.

12.14

FROM GINGINDLOVU TAXI RANK, TAKE LEFT R102, PROCEED TO R66 TAKE KANGELA STREET, BUSINESS CENTRE OSBORN ROAD, TURN LEFT, ESHOWE RAILWAY LINE AND TAKE LEFT REACH THE MAIN ROAD TO THE TAXI RANK OFF LOAD AND LOAD DIRECT AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

12.15

FROM GINGINDLOVU TAXI RANK, TAKE LEFT R102, TAKE LEFT R66, REACH T JUNCTION, TURN RIGHT R102, TURN RIGHT REACH MTUNZINI TAXI RANK OFF LOAD AND LOAD THE PASSENGERS DIRECT AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.
1) Application Number: APP0116458
2) Gazette Number: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT
3) Applicant: LS CIRA
   ID NO. 9005300593084
   Association: VULAMEHLO TAXI OWNERS ASSOCIATION
4) Applicant Address: 20 DAFFODIL PLACE
   DURBAN NORTH 4051
5) Existing Licence Holder: BP MNGUNI
   ID NO. 6203160446088
6) Existing Licence Holder Address: PO BOX 1210
   UMKOMAAS KWA ZULU NATAL 4170
7) Type of application: NORMAL TRANSFER
8) Operating Licence Number: LGKZN1003000747
9) Vehicle Type: MINIBUS
10) 1 X 12 (SEATED) + 0 (STANDING)
11) Region: UGU-OGWINI

**12.1** 22067422068V10055288 - TSHEKOMBE TO UMZINTO

From Pick-up Points in Settlements such as Esikebheni, Qiko, Lembé, Mandlakaphe, etc. then travel along marked and unmarked roads such as D1109, D1068, D1069, etc. Proceed along Road Number P77 and Pick-up Passengers at Emsahweni Taxi Rank then drive along Road Number P77/0 and Join Road Number P197/3 which leads to Amandawe Junction Taxi Rank at the corner of P197/3 and P188 then set down passengers of departing to Umzinto. Drive Along P197/3 Becoming Main Road in Umzinto and turn right into Road Number R16 and drive back using main road and then right into the Taxi Rank in Umzinto.

Reverse Route.

From Umzinto Taxi Rank turn right into main road becoming Road Number P197/3 then drive backwards using the same forward route.

**12.2** 2206SL2206LS10055295 - AMANDAWE TO DURBAN

From Amandawe Junction Taxi Rank Proceed along R102 / P188 turn left into N2 Freeway towards north and drive along as stated above in Route 1.

Alternatively:

From Amandawe Junction Taxi Rank Proceed along Road Number P197/3 turn right into Road Number P78 then left into N2 Freeway north and then proceed as stated in Route 1.

Alternatively:

From Amandawe Junction Taxi Rank Proceed along Road Number P197/3 drive straight and after passing Sappi then Magabheni and turn right and join N2 Freeway north.
1) Application Number: APP0114743
2) Gazette Number: LGKZN28-2019-OCT
3) Applicant: ML NKWANYANA
4) Applicant Address: P.O. BOX 3950 NONGOMA
5) Existing Licence Holder: K NKWANYANA
6) Existing Licence Holder Address: P.O. BOX 3950 NONGOMA
7) Type of application: DECEASED TRANSFER AND NEW OPERATING LICENCE
8) Operating Licence Number: LGKZN0803000164
9) Vehicle Type: MINIBUS
10) Region: ZULULAND

12.1) 22076I2010050355 - NONGOMA TO DURBAN
FROM AN APPROVED NONGOMA TAXI RANK, TURN RIGHT TO NONGOMA MAIN ROAD INTO R66, PROCEED ALONG R66 AND PASS ULUNDI AND MELMOTH (NO DROP OR PICK UP WILL BE MADE). PROCEED INTO R34 AND PASS NDUNDULU AND TURN RIGHT INTO R66 AND PASS ESHEOME. FROM ESHEOME TOWN TURN LEFT TO TOTAL GARAGE (WHICH IS REFRESHMENT AREA. NO DROP OR PICK UP WILL BE MADE). PROCEED ALONG R66 AND PASS GINGINDLOVU INO DROP OR PICK UP WILL BE MADE), AND PROCEED TO DOKOZWE N2 ON-RAMP, TURN RIGHT AND JOIN N2 TOLL ROAD, PASS THROUGH UMVOTI PLAZA AND PASS BALLITO AND TURN INTO RIGHT INTO M4 (DROP MAY BE MADE, NO PICK UPS), AND PROCEED ALONG M4 TO DURBAN INTO ORDINANCE ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO SOLDIERS WAY (DROP OFF AT THE KING'S GATE), TURN RIGHT INTO LEOPOLD ROAD, REACHING WARWICK AVENUE, TURN RIGHT AND (DROP CAN BE MADE AT MARKET, NO PICK-UPS). PROCEED TO ALBERT ROAD AND TURN RIGHT TO UMNGENI ROAD, AND EXIST TO OSBORNE STREET AT THE APPROVED TAXI RANK, OFF LOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.

ALTERNATIVE ROUTE
FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN NONGOMA FOLLOW ROUTE AS PER NO.1 ABOVE UP TO BALLITO, PROCEED ALONG N2 TOLL ROAD THROUGH UMVOTI PLAZA AND EXIT TO R102 AT THE GATEWAY MALL TO UMNGENI ROAD, TURN LEFT AND DROP OFF AT THE DURBAN STATION, PROCEED TO LEOPOLD ROAD AND DROP OFF AT KING'S GATE AND PROCEED ALONG AS DETAILED ABOVE.

ALTERNATIVE ROUTE
FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN NONGOMA, PROCEED TO N2 TOLL ROAD, EXITING LEFT INTO N3. PROCEED ALONG N3, EXIT TO M13. DROP-OFF AT ENGEN GARAGE, CROSS OVER TO WARWICK AVENUE, INTO ALICE ROAD (DROP WILL BE MADE AT GREY STREET), PROCEED TO AN APPROVED RANK AT OSBORNE STREET AND RETURN ALONG ROUTE NUMBER 1 ABOVE.

12.2) 22076I20201005759 - NONGOMA TO NEWCASTLE
FROM NONGOMA TAXI RANK, TURN LEFT INTO R618, PROCEED ALONG R618 TO NGUME (DROP ONLY), AND TURN LEFT INTO R69, AND CROSS OVER TO R33 ALONG VRYHEID. PROCEED ALONG R33 AND BLOOD RIVIER T-JUNCTION TURN RIGHT INTO R34 PROCEED ALONG R34 TO Utrecht (DROP CAN BE MADE ONLY), AND PROCEED TO NEWCASTLE, INTO NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK, OFF LOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.

12.3) 22076I20201505360 - NONGOMA TO VRYHEID
FROM NONGOMA TAXI RANK, TURN LEFT INTO R618, PROCEED ALONG R618 TO NGUME (DROP CAN BE MADE ONLY), PROCEED ALONG R618 AND TURN LEFT INTO R69, PROCEED ALONG VRYHEID TAXI RANK. OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.

12.4) 22076I20201005361 - NONGOMA TO PONGOLA
FROM NONGOMA TAXI RANK, TURN RIGHT INTO R66, PROCEED ALONG R66 AND PASS MAHLANGASI (DROP CAN BE MADE), AND PROCEED TO MAGUDU ALONG R66, AT THE T JUNCTION TURN LEFT ALONG N2 ROAD, ENTERING TOWN, AND TURN RIGHT TO THE APPROVED TAXI RANK IN PONGOLA. OFF-LOAD, LOAD AND RETURN FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.

12.5) 22076I20201505362 - NONGOMA TO MKHUCE
FROM NONGOMA TAXI RANK, TURN LEFT TO MAIN ROAD AND PROCEED TO THE JUNCTION AND TAKE RIGHT ALONG R618 AT SIFHAMBANWENI, TURN LEFT ALONG P234, AND PASS. EKUTHOKOZENI (PICK-UPS IS MADE SUBJECT TO CONDITION 5 BELOW), PROCEED ALONG P234 TO N2 AND CROSS OVER TO N2 TO MKHUCE MAIN ROAD AND TURN LEFT TO APPROVED TAXI RANK AT MKHUCE. OFFLOAD AND LOAD RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.

12.6) 22076I20201505363 - NONGOMA TO EMPANGENI
FROM NONGOMA TAXI RANK TURN LEFT TO THE MAIN ROAD AT THE JUNCTION TURN RIGHT ALONG R618, AND PASS ALONG BUXEDEN AND HLABISA (NO PICK AND DROP MADE), PROCEED TO MATUTUBA, AT THE N2 JUNCTION, TURN RIGHT INTO N2 AND PROCEED TO RICHARDS BAY (DROP IS MADE, NO PICK UP). PROCEED ALONG R34 TO EMPANGENI AND DROP OFF ONLY PASSENGERS AT ‘B’ RANK AND PROCEED TO ‘A’ RANK. OFF-LOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.

ALTERNATIVE ROUTE
FROM NONGOMA TAXI RANK, TURN LEFT ALONG R66 AND PASS ULUNDI (NO PICK OR DROP) AND PROCEED TO MELMOTH ALONG R66 AND DROP WILL BE MADE ONLY, PROCEED ALONG R34 TO NDUNDULU (DROP ONLY), AND PROCEED ALONG R34 TO EMPANGENI. OFFLOAD AND LOAD AT EMPANGENI ‘A’ RANK AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.

12.7) 22076I2010050364 - NONGOMA TO JOHANNESBURG
FROM NONGOMA APPROVED TAXI RANK, TURN LEFT AT JUNCTION, TURN RIGHT INTO R618, PROCEED ALONG R618 INTO R69. PROCEED ALONG R69 AND PASS VRYHEID AND CROSS OVER INTO R33; AT BLOOD RIVIER T-JUNCTION TURN RIGHT INTO R34, AND PASS Utrecht AND NEWCASTLE (NO PICK UP OR DROP WILL BE MADE). AT NEWCASTLE TURN RIGHT INTO N11. PROCEED ALONG N11 TO VUKURU (REFRESHMENT POINT) (NO PICK UP PICK). TURN LEFT INTO R23 AND PROCEED TO STANDERTON, HEIDELBERG AND BALFOUR (DROP CAN BE MADE, NO PICKS UP). AND PROCEED INTO N3 SUBWAY AND TURN RIGHT INTO N3. PROCEED ALONG N3 TO JOHANNESBURG, AND PASS BOISBURG, VOSLOORUS (NO PICK OR DROP) AND TURN LEFT INTO N2. PROCEED ALONG M2 AND TURN LEFT INTO RISSIK STREET, INTO WOLMARANS STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO WANDERERS STREET AND TURN LEFT INTO AN APPROVED TAXI RANK. OFFLOAD AND LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.

This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwonline.co.za
12.8 22076022076000505365 - NONGOMA TO UMFOLOZI
FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN NONGOMA, TURN RIGHT INTO R66, PROCEED ALONG R66 AND PASS HOLINYOKA (DROPPING ONLY), TURN LEFT TO L428 TO EZIMPSINI AREA (DROPPING ONLY) AND RETURN TO R66, PROCEEDING ALONG R66 TO DENGE AREA (DROP ONLY), TURN RIGHT INTO D1819 TO KWA-MNYA AREA, INTO R618, TURN RIGHT TO NONGOMA TOWN 2 INTO R66 AND PROCEED TO KWA-SOMONGO AREA, TURN LEFT ALONG D1818 AND PROCEED TO KWAMPUNZA AREA AND RETURN TO R66. PROCEED ALONG R66 TO ESIGANGENI AREA AND TURN RIGHT INTO D1821 TO PHANGODE AND RETURN TO R66, PROCEED ALONG R66 TO MFEMPENI AREA, TURN LEFT INTO P703 TO MATHEMI AREA AND UKHLUKHO AND RETURN TO R66. PROCEED ALONG R66 TO KWA-MUSI AREA AND TO MFOLOZI APPROVED TAXI RANK AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.

12.9 22076022076000505366 - NONGOMA TO MAPHOPHOMA
FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN NONGOMA, TURN LEFT INTO MAIN ROAD, INTO ESIKHALENI AREAS TURN LEFT INTO D1810 TO MAPHOPHOMA. TURN LEFT INTO D1855 TO EKUVELKENI AREA AND RETURN BACK INTO D1810. PROCEED ALONG D1810 AND TURN LEFT INTO D1853 TO SHELEZA AND PASS MPUMALANGA AREA AND RETURN BACK INTO D1810. PROCEED ALONG D1810 AND TURN LEFT INTO D1853 TO DABHAZI AREA AND RETURN BACK INTO D1810. PROCEED ALONG D1810 AND PASS HLAMBANYATHI AREA, INTO R618 AND PASS HLABISA AND PROCEED TO MAPHOPHOMA APPROVED TAXI RANK. OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.

12.10 22076022076000505367 - NONGOMA TO BUXEDEN
FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN NONGOMA, INTO R618, AT ESIPHAMBANWENI TURN RIGHT INTO D1801 TO ESIKHOKHWANENI, TURN RIGHT INTO R618. AT ODUSHWINI AREA TURN RIGHT INTO D1855 TO ESIDINSINI AND PASS NJAMPELA AREA INTO D1810, TURN RIGHT INTO R66 INTO NONGOMA MAIN ROAD.
ALTERNATIVE ROUTE
FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN NONGOMA UP TO R618 PROCEED TO DUSHWINI, TURN LEFT INTO D1857 TO DONGOTHULI AREA, AND RETURN BACK TO R618 AND PROCEED TO ESINKONKONKO AREA, TURN LEFT INTO D2032 TO MTHWADLANA AREA AND RETURN BACK INTO R618 TO BUXEDEN TAXI RANK. OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.

12.11 22076022076000505368 - NONGOMA TO USUTHU
FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN NONGOMA TURN LEFT INTO R66, AT ESIGANGENI AREA TURN RIGHT TO D1821 TO PHANGODE, TURN RIGHT INTO D1820 TO USUTHU APPROVED TAXI RANK. OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Application Number: APP0118479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Gazette Number: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Applicant: BIDFOOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Applicant Address: P.O. BOX 25325 GATEWAY 4321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Existing Licence Holder: NOT APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Existing Licence Holder Address: NOT APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Type of application: NEW OPERATING LICENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Operating Licence Number: NOT AVAILABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Vehicle Type: OTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1 X 0 (SEATED)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Region: DURBAN CENTRAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

12.1 KZPRERC2802224 - STAFF TRANSPORT – BIDFOOD DURBAN
CRASSULA ROAD TO LANGALIBALELE STREET
I LEAVE CRASSULA ROAD IN CORNIBIA AND TRAVEL VIA THE R102 TO VERULAM WHERE I DROP OFF 3 STAFF MEMBERS AT WICK STREET, I THEN PROCEED BACK ONTO THE R102 INTO PHOENIX INTO J G CHAMPION ROAD AND DROP OFF 2 STAFF MEMBERS AT CANEHAVEN DRIVE, FROM CANEHAVEN DRIVE I PROCEED TO BHAMBHAYI STREET AND DROP OFF 3 MEMBERS ON (STREET 109514) I THEN CONTINUE ON CURNICK NDLOVU HIGHWAY AND DROP OFF 2 MEMBERS ON CURNICK NDLOVU STREET FROM THERE I TRAVEL TO KWA MASHU C SECTION AND DROP OFF 2 MEMBERS ON MALANDELA ROAD I THEN CONTINUE TO AMAOTI THROUGH CATHULA ROAD AND DROP 3 MEMBERS ON SIVULMELWANE ROAD AND CONTINUE TO LANGALIBALELE STREET WHERE THE VEHICLE IS PARKED OFF.
ALL DRIVERS ARE EMPLOYED BY BIDFOOD DURBAN, AS OWN EMPLOYEES WHO ARE UNDER STRICT INSTRUCTION THAT THE VEHICLES ARE OWNED BY BIDFOOD DURBAN AND MAY NOT BE USED FOR, OR OFFER LIFTS TO ANY PERSON WITHIN THE PUBLIC, THESE VEHICLES ARE FOR COMPANY TRANSPORT ONLY.
1) Application Number: APP0116482
2) Gazette Number: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT
3) Applicant: BIDFOOD
   ID NO. 1964/002063/07
   Association: NOT AVAILABLE
4) Applicant Address: P.O. BOX 25325
   GATEWAY 4321
5) Existing Licence Holder: NOT APPLICABLE
   ID NO. NOT APPLICABLE
6) Existing Licence Holder Address: NOT APPLICABLE
7) Type of application: NEW OPERATING LICENCE
8) Operating Licence Number: NOT AVAILABLE
9) Vehicle Type: OTHER
10) 1 X 0 (SEATED)
11) Region: DURBAN CENTRAL

12.1 KZPRERC2802273 - STAFF TRANSPORT:
CRASSULA ROAD TO LUTHULI DRIVE, UMGABABA
I LEAVE CRASSULA ROAD IN CORUBIA AND TRAVEL TO CORNUBIA FLATS (STREET 610005) WHERE I DROP OFF FOUR (4) STAFF MEMBERS. I THEN TRAVEL FROM (STREET 610005) ONTO THE R102 AND ENTER PHOENIX HIGHWAY INTO UNIT 12 (LENHAM DRIVE) AND DROP OFF TWO (2) STAFF. I THEN EXIT PHOENIX THROUGH THE M25 AND JOIN THE N2 BRANCHING OFF TO THE N3 AND TRAVEL TO MARIANHILL (CENTRAL DRIVE MARIAN HEIGHTS) AND DROP OFF ONE MEMBER. I EXIT THROUGH HIGGINSON HIGHWAY AND TRAVEL TO JACOBS AND DROP OFF ONE MEMBER (BALFOUR ROAD). I THEN PROCEED TO UMLAZI VIA THE M4 SOUTH AND ENTER UMLAZI TOWNSHIP (UMLAZI OFF RAMP) AND DROP OFF FOUR MEMBERS. FROM THERE I TRAVEL TO ADAMS AND DROP ONE MEMBER (DLAMINI ROAD) AND CONTINUE TO KINGSBURGH AND DROP ONE STAFF MEMBER OFF AT ILLOVU (SBU MKHIZE DRIVE). ALL DRIVERS ARE EMPLOYED BY BIDFOOD DURBAN, AS OWN EMPLOYEES, WHO ARE UNDER STRICT INSTRUCTION THAT THE VEHICLES ARE OWNED BY BIDFOOD DURBAN AND MAY NOT BE USED FOR, OR OFFER LIFTS TO ANY PERSON WITHIN THE PUBLIC, THESE VEHICLES ARE FOR COMPANY TRANSPORT ONLY, AND ARE SATELITE SURVEILLANCE AT ALL TIMES.
This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwonline.co.za
12.6
2209WC2209WC00053658 - UMZINTO TO DUMISA

FORWARD JOURNEY.


RETURN JOURNEY.

PICK UP AND DROP OFF PASSENGERS AT KWADUMISA ERINGINI, PROCEED ALONG D153 ROAD, PICK UP AND DROP AT KWAMBULU ESQIWINNI, PROCEED ALONG THE SAME ROAD, PICK UP AND DROP OFF PASSENGERS AT KWANTOBELA STORE. PROCEED, PICK UP AND DROP OFF PASSENGERS AT KWANGCOBO STORE, PROCEED ALONG THE SAME ROAD, PICK UP AND DROP OFF PASSENGERS AT KDIPHIWINI RANK, PROCEED ALONG THE SAME ROAD, PICK UP AND DROP OFF PASSENGERS AT KWAMAKHANYA, PROCEED PICK UP AND DROP OFF PASSENGERS AT KWAMALUNGISA, PROCEED PICK UP AND DROP OFF PASSENGERS AT AQALWENI, PROCEED ALONG THE SAME ROAD (D153), TURN RIGHT INTO UMZINTO OLD MAIN ROAD, PICK UP AND DROP OFF PASSENGERS AT HAZELWOOD STORE, PROCEED ALONG THE SAME ROAD, PICK UP AND DROP OFF PASSENGERS AT TEMPLE ROAD, PROCEED ALONG THE OLD MAIN ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO RIVERSIDE PARK PARKING AREA, DROP OFF AND PICK UP PASSENGERS AND RETURN INTO UMZINTO OLD MAIN ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO UMZINTO TAXI RANK.

12.7
2209WC2209WC00053656 - 9. UMZINTO TO PORT SHEPSTONE

FROM UMZINTO TAXI RANK, TURN LEFT INTO OLD MAIN ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO ESPERANZA TO SEZELA ROAD, TURN RIGHT TO (N2) SOUTH BOUNDARY, TURN LEFT INTO R102, DROP OFF ONLY AT HIBBERDENE ALONG R102, DROP OFF ONLY AT, THE INTERSECTION OF R102 PARVIEW MISSION UMZUMBE ROAD, DROP OFF ONLY AT R102 ALONG SOUTH BOUNDARY, INTERSECTION AND R102, DROP OFF ONLY AT SOUTH PORT, TURN OFF ALONG R102, DROP OFF ONLY AT THE SEA PARK ALONG R102, TURN RIGHT INTO AKIEN STREET, TURN LEFT INTO NELSON MANDELA DRIVE, TURN RIGHT INTO RYDER ROAD, PROCEED INTO THE RANK, OFFLOAD AND PICK UP PASSENGERS.

RETURN JOURNEY.

FROM PORT SHEPSTONE TAXI RANK, INTO RYDER ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO SHEPSTONE STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO REYNOLD STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO COLLEY STREET, TURN LEFT INTO BAZLEY STREET, LEFT AGAIN INTO R102, TURN RIGHT AGAIN IN N2 FREEWAY NORTH BOUNDARY, TURN LEFT INTO ESPERANZA TO SEZELA ROAD, DROP OF AT BURTON INTERSECTION OF ESPERANZA SEZELA AND R102, DROP OFF AT KWA NYUSWA AT SHABALALA, DROP OFF AT GLISHBENI DROP OFF AT KWA JUNI, TURN RIGHT INTO UMZINTO OLD MAIN ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO UMZINTO TAXI RANK AND OFF LOAD PASSENGERS.

12.8
2209WC2209WC00053648 - UMZINTO TO DURBAN

DEPART FROM UMZINTO TAXI RANK, TURN LEFT INTO UMZINTO OLD MAIN ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO PARK RYNE – UMZINTO ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO R6129 (PARK RYNE IXOGO ROAD), TURN INTO N2 FREEWAY NORTH BOUND, TURN LEFT INTO JOYNER ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO JEFFELS ROAD, DROP OFF POINT AT THE INTERSECTION OF PROSECTION ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO OLD SOUTH COAST ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO PRINCE MHAYIZENI DRIVE, DROP OFF POINT EZMBULUZI TAXI RANK, PROCEED ALONG PRINCE MHAYIZENI DRIVE, TURN RIGHT INTO MANGOSOUTHU HIGHWAY, DROP OFF POINT AT THE UMLAZI TEHUIS HOTEL ENTRANCE, PROCEED ALONG SOUTH COAST ROAD, DROP OFF POINT AT S.J.SMITH HOSTEL ENTRANCE, PROCEED ALONG THE SOUTH COAST, DROP OFF POINT AT MEREBAK RAILWAY STATION, PROCEED ALONG SOUTH COAST ROAD, THEN TURN LEFT INTO EDWIN SWARES VC DRIVE, DROP OFF POINT AT THE INTERSECTION OF UMZINTO OLD MAIN ROAD, DROP OFF ONLY AT UMZINTO OLD MAIN ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO UMZINTO TAXI RANK AND OFF LOAD PASSENGERS.

RETURN JOURNEY

DEPART FROM THE TAXI RANK 202-203 WARWICK AVENUE, DURBAN, TURN LEFT INTO WEST STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO PARK STREET AT THE INTERSECTION WITH SMITH STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO UMZINTO OLD MAIN ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO R102, DROP OFF ONLY AT S.J SMITH HOSTEL ENTRANCE, PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN LEFT INTO THE INTERSECTION, TURN LEFT TO TOWN BOARD, OFF LOAD PASSENGERS, TURN RIGHT AND OFF AT THE STATION, PROCEED ALONG THE SAME ROAD AT HAPPY WANDERS CARAVAN PARK CIRCLE, DROP OFF AND PICK UP PASSENGERS, TURN BACK ALONG STATION ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO R102, DROP OFF AND PICK UP AT ABRAMS FARM, TURN OFF, PROCEED ALONG R102, DROP OFF AND PICK UP AT ELLINGHAM ESTATE HOLIDAY RESORT, PROCEED, DROP OFF AND PICK UP AT HALFAY SERVICE STATION, PROCEED RIGHT INTO R612, DROP OFF STRAIGHT TO PARK RYNE STATION, DROP OFF AND PICK UP PASSENGERS.

12.9
2209WC2209WC00053652 - UMZINTO TO KELSO

DEPART FROM UMZINTO TAXI RANK, TURN LEFT UMZINTO OLD MAIN ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO ESPERANZA SEZELA ROAD PROCEED, TURN LEFT INTO D131 ROAD, PROCEED, TURN LEFT INTO R102, DROP OFF AND PICK UP AT SEA BURNE HOTEL MOUNTAIN ROAD, DROP AND PICK UP AT UMZINTO PARK ENTRANCE, PROCEED AT TEA GARDEN, DROP OFF AND PICK UP AT ARIES NURSERY TURN OFF, PROCEED ALONG R102, DROP OFF AND PICK UP AT KELSO CLINIC SHIELD, PROCEED AND TURN RIGHT INTO KELSO STATION ROAD, DROP OFF AND PICK UP AT THE STATION, PROCEED ALONG THE SAME ROAD AT HAPY WANDERS CARAVAN PARK CIRCLE, DROP OFF AND PICK UP PASSENGERS, TURN BACK ALONG STATION ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO R102, DROP OFF AND PICK UP AT ABRAMS FARM, TURN OFF, PROCEED ALONG R102, DROP OFF AND PICK UP AT ELLINGHAM ESTATE HOLIDAY RESORT, PROCEED, DROP OFF AND PICK UP AT HALFAY SERVICE STATION, PROCEED RIGHT INTO R612, DROP OFF STRAIGHT TO PARK RYNE STATION, DROP OFF AND PICK UP PASSENGERS.

RETURN JOURNEY

DEPART FROM PARK RYNE STATION, TURN LEFT INTO R102, DROP OFF AND PICK UP PASSENGERS, AT PARK RYNE SERVICE STATION, TURN LEFT INTO R102, DROP OFF AND PICK UP PASSENGERS AT ABRAMS FARMS, PROCEED ALONG R102, DROP OFF AND PICK UP PASSENGERS AT KELSO STATION ROAD, DROP OFF PROCEED ALONG R102, DROP OFF AND PICK UP PASSENGERS AT THE CLINIC SHIELD, DROP OFF AND PICK UP PASSENGERS AT THE GARDEN, TURN RIGHT INTO R102, DROP OFF AND PICK UP PASSENGERS AT THE UNZA ORTHODONTIC, PROCEED ALONG R102, DROP OFF AND PICK UP PASSENGERS AT NIKOMPO POINT, PROCEED ALONG D13 ROAD, AT INTERSECTION, TURN RIGHT INTO SEZELA ESPERANZA ROAD, TURN RIGHT AGAIN INTO OLD MAIN ROAD UMZINTO AND TURN RIGHT INTO UMZINTO TAXI RANK.

12.10
2209WC2209WC00053653 - UMZINTO TO SHAYAMOYA

(FORWARD JOURNEY)

DEPART FROM THE UMZINTO TAXI RANK, TURN LEFT AT THE UMZINTO MAIN ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO TOWN BOARD, PROCEED TO SHAYAMOYA ALONG UMZINTO ROAD, OFF LOAD AT THE TOWNSHIP AND RETURN.

(RETURN JOURNEY)

DEPART FROM SHAYAMOYA TOWNSHIP, PICK UP AT PASSENGERS, TURN LEFT TO TOWN BOARD, OFF LOAD PASSENGERS, TURN RIGHT AND OFF LOAD AT KWIK FIT, OFF LOAD AT KISMET, OFF LOAD AT ADAMS STORE, PROCEED TO UMZINTO AND OFF LOAD AT UMZINTO TAXI RANK AND OFF LOAD PASSENGERS.
### 12.11 209WC2206LS0003659 - UMZINTO TO IFAFA BEACH

FROM UMZINTO TAXI RANK TURN LEFT INTO OLD MAIN ROAD UMZINTO. FROM INTERSECTION TURN LEFT ESPERANZA SEZELA ROAD TURN RIGHT TO R102. DROP OFF OR PICK UP BURTON INTERSECTION. DROP OFF / PICK UP / DROP OFF ON PICK UP KWA MAGWAZA JIJ INTERSECTION AND R102 PROCEED ALONG R102 DROP OFF OR PICK UP KWA MAHLOKHLOKO COMPOUND. PICK UP OR DROP OFF AT INTERSECTION OF R102 AND P560 ROAD (BAZLEY ROAD) DROP OFF OR PICK UP AT INTERSECTION P560 AND LAGOON DRIVE. TURN RIGHT INTO LAGOON DRIVE DROP OFF OR PICK UP AT INTERSECTION OF WATERWOOD HOLIDAY COTTAGES ENTRANCE DROP OFF BAZLEY BEACH CARAVAN CAMPING RESORT.

RETURN ALONG LAGOON DRIVE DROP OFF AND PICK UP WATERWOOD COTTAGES, DROP OFF OR PICK UP P560 LAGOON DRIVE TURN LEFT INTO P560 DROP OFF OR PICK UP AT THE INTERSECTION OF P560 AND R102 (KINGSDALE) TURN LEFT INTO R102 DROP OFF OR PICK UP AT THE BANANA FARM ENTRANCE. RETURN ALONG R102 DROP OFF AND PICK UP AT KWA MAHLOKHLOKO COMPOUND PROCEED ALONG R102. DROP OFF OR PICK UP KWA BURTON INTERSECTION TURN LEFT TO ESPERANZA SEZELA ROAD DROP OFF AND PICK UP KWA NYUSWA, DROP OFF AND PICK UP AT NDLOVINI. DROP OFF PICK UP KWA JIJJ JUNCTION, DROP OFF AND PICK UP KWAHLANTITI. DROP OFF AND PICK UP AT BENEVA INTERSECTION, DROP OFF AND PICK UP AT ESCHIPINI. DROP OFF AND PICK UP AT ESPERANZA DRIFT STORE DROP OFF AND PICK UP AT UMZINTO RAILWAY STATION. DROP OFF AT UMZINTO MOTOR GARAGE AND PICK UP TURN RIGHT TO UMZINTO OLD MAIN ROAD AT FNB DROP OFF AND PICK UP PROCEED ALONG MAIN ROAD PICK UP AND DROP OFF UMZINTO TOWN BOARD PROCEED ALONG MAIN ROAD. DROP OFF AT QUICK FIT OR PICK UP DROP OFF OR PICK UP AT KISMET TRADING STORE PICK UP OR DROP OFF AT ADAMS DROP OFF. DROP OFF OR PICK UP AT CHECKOUT PROCEED ALONG MAIN ROAD TURN RIGHT INTO THE TAXI RANK.

(Return up are subject to condition 3 below)

### 12.12 209WC2209WC00053654 - UMZINTO TO LUSIKISIKI

FORWARD JOURNEY.

DEPART FROM UMZINTO TAXI RANK AND TURN LEFT AT UMZINTO OLD MAIN ROAD. TURN LEFT INTO ESPERANZA SEZELA ROAD. TURN RIGHT INTO N2 FREEWAY SOUTH BOUND UNTIL THE END OF THE FREEWAY AND PROCEED ALONG R61 DIRECT TO LUSIKISIKI MUNICIPALITY TAXI RANK.

RETURN JOURNEY.

DEPART FROM LUSIKISIKI TAXI RANK, TURN RIGHT INTO R61 FREEWAY. PROCEED STRAIGHT UNTIL THE BEGINNING OF N2 FREEWAY NORTH BOUND AT SOUTH BROOM. PROCEED ALONG THE N2 FREEWAY, TURN LEFT AT SEZELA INTER CHANGE. TURN LEFT AGAIN INTO ESPERANZA SEZELA ROAD, OFF LOAD PASSENGERS AT EPUHANGWE, OFF LOAD PASSENGERS AT CHIBINI AND OFF LOAD PASSENGERS AT ESPERANZA, OFF LOAD AT ENGINE GARAGE, OFF LOAD KISMET STORE AND OFF LOAD AT CHECKOUT STORE UMZINTO, PASS ROBOTS. TURN RIGHT, OFF LOAD PASSENGERS AT UMZINTO TAXI RANK.

### 12.13 209WC2209WCL00053655 - UMZINTO TO PORT ST. JOHNS

FORWARD JOURNEY.

DEPART FROM UMZINTO TAXI RANK, TURN LEFT UMZINTO OLD MAIN ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO ESPERANZA SEZELA ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO N2 FREEWAY SOUTH BOUND, UNTIL END OF FREEWAY, PROCEED ALONG R61, DIRECT TO PORT ST. JOHNS MUNICIPALITY TAXI RANK.

RETURN JOURNEY.

DEPART FROM PORT ST. JOHNS TAXI RANK, TURN RIGHT INTO R61. PROCEED STRAIGHT UNTIL THE BEGINNING OF N2 FREEWAY NORTH BOUND, AT SOUTH BROOM. PROCEED ALONG THE N2 FREEWAY, TURN LEFT AT THE SEZELA INTERCHANGE. TURN LEFT AGAIN INTO ESPERANZA SEZELA ROAD, OFF LOAD AT BURTON POINT AND OFF LOAD PASSENGERS AT NYUSWA TURN OFF, OFF LOAD AT SHABALALA POINT, OFF LOAD AT GILIHENI, OFF LOAD PASSENGERS AT NDLOVINI. OFF LOAD PASSENGERS AT MAHLUBI STORE. OFF LOAD PASSENGERS, BENEWA OFF LOAD PASSENGERS AT PULANGWEYI. OFF LOAD PASSENGERS AT CHIBINI. OFF LOAD PASSENGERS AT ESPERANZA, OFF LOAD AT ENGINE GARAGE, OFF LOAD AT FNB AND STANDARD BANK. OFF LOAD PASSENGERS AT KISMET STORE. TURN RIGHT AT UMZINTO TAXI RANK, OFF LOAD PASSENGERS.
1) Application Number: APP0116487
2) Gazette Number: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT
3) Applicant: PHOSWA M R
   ID NO. 8501225599082
   Association: WILLOWFONTEIN TAXI ASSOCIATION
4) Applicant Address: P O BOX 71614
   KOWADABEKA
   PIETERMARITZBURG
   3200
5) Existing Licence Holder: SL MFEKA
   ID NO. 5408015330087
6) Existing Licence Holder Address: PO BOX 73468
   IMBALI
   PMBURG
   3200
7) Type of application: NORMAL TRANSFER
8) Operating Licence Number: LGKZN0403000767
9) Vehicle Type: MINIBUS
   1 X 15 (SEATED) + 0 (STANDING)
10) Region: UMGUNGUNDLOVU
11) 12.1 22068T22068T00137067 - WILLOWFONTEIN TO SLATTER STREET - PMB
        KWANDLOVU
        INBOUND
        FROM (ORIGIN): WILLOWFONTEIN TAXI TERMINUS-WILLOWFONTEIN/Z356 (KPE0061)
        TO (DESTINATION): SLATTER STREET TAXI TERMINAL (KPC0023)
        ROUTE: WILLOWFONTEIN,N48,UNNAMED ROAD,UNNAMED ROADN48, WILLOWFONTEIN, F.J.SITHOLE, SUTHERLAND MOSES MABHIDA (EDENDALE), LANGALIBALELE, RETIEF, PIETERMARITZ, SLATTER.
        OUTBOUND:
        FROM (ORIGIN): SLATTER STREET TAXI TERMINAL (KPC0023)
        TO (DESTINATION): WILLOWFONTEIN TAXI TERMINUS-WILLOWFONTEIN/Z356 (KPE0061)
        ROUTE: PIETERITZ, PINE, MOSES MABHIDA (EDENDALE), SUTHERLANS, F.J.SITHOLE, WILLOWFONTEIN.
        ALTERNATIVE ROUTING: OUTBOUND
        A: PIETERMARITZ, WEST STREET BUS/TAXI STATION, WEST, JABU NDLOVU (LOOP), MOSES MABHIDA (EDENDALE), SUTHERLAND, F.J.SITHOLE, WILLOWFONTEIN
        B: PIETERMARITZ, WEST STREET BUS/TAXI STATION, WEST, BURGER, MOSES MABHIDA (EDENDALE SUTHERLAND, F.J.SITHOLE, WILLOWFONTEIN
        C: PIETERMARITZ, WEST STREET BUS/TAXI STATION, WEST, PRINCE ALFRED, CAMPSDRIFT, MOSES MABHIDA (EDENDALE) SUTHERLAND, F.J.SITHOLE, WILLOWFONTEIN
        RESTRICTIONS:
        ALONG WILLOWFONTEIN ROAD AND F.J.SITHOLE ROAD (FROM N10 TO SUNDERLAND ROAD), ONLY OFF-LOADING OF PASSENGERS IS PERMITTED. THE LOADING OF PASSENGERS ALONG THIS SECTION OF THE ROUTE IS NOT PERMITTED.
        SPECIAL CONDITIONS: DISPUTES AGAINST WILLOWFONTEIN TAXI ASSOCIATION:NONE.
12.2 22068T22068T00137068 - WILLOWFONTEIN TO SLATTER STREET - PMB
        PHUPHA
        INBOUND
        FROM (ORIGIN): WILLOWFONTEIN TAXI TERMINUS - WILLOWFONTEIN/Z356 (KPE0061)
        TO (DESTINATION): SLATTER STREET TAXI TERMINAL (KPC0023)
        ROUTE: Z356, Z371, Z381, V359, Z356, WILLOWFONTEIN, F.J.SITHOLE, SUTHERLAND, MOSES MABHIDA (EDENDALE), LANGALIBALELE (LONGMARKET), RETIEF, PIETERMARITZ, SLATTER.
        OUTBOUND:
        FROM (ORIGIN): SLATTER STREET TAXI TERMINAL (KPC0023)
        TO (DESTINATION): WILLOWFONTEIN TAXI TERMINUS-WILLOWFONTEIN/Z356 (KPE0061) ROUTE: PIETERMARITZ, PINE, MOSES MABHIDA (EDENDALE), SUTHERLAND, F.J.SITHOLE, WILLOWFONTEIN.
        ALTERNATIVE ROUTING: OUTBOUND
        A: PIETERMARITZ, WEST STREET BUS/TAXI STATION, WEST, JABU NDLOVU (LOOP), MOSES MABHIDA (EDENDALE), SUTHERLAND, F.J.SITHOLE, WILLOWFONTEIN
        B: PIETERMARITZ, WEST STREET BUS/TAXI STATION, WEST, BURGER, MOSES MABHIDA (EDENDALE), SUTHERLAND, F.J.SITHOLE, WILLOWFONTEIN
        C: PIETERMARITZ, WEST STREET BUS/TAXI STATION, WEST, PRINCE ALFRED, CAMPSDRIFT, MOSES MABHIDA (EDENDALE) SUTHERLAND, F.J.SITHOLE, WILLOWFONTEIN
        RESTRICTIONS:
        ALONG WILLOWFONTEIN ROAD AND F.J.SITHOLE AND F.J.SITHOLE ROAD (FROM N10 TO SUTHERLAND ROAD), ONLY OFF-LOADING OF PASSENGERS IS PERMITTED. THE LOADING OF PASSENGERS ALONG THIS SECTION OF THE ROUTE IS NOT PERMITTED.
        SPECIAL CONDITIONS: DISPUTES AGAINST WILLOWFONTEIN TAXI ASSOCIATION:NONE.
12.3 22068T22068T00137069 - WILLOWFONTEIN TO SLATTER STREET - PMB
        TOMU
        INBOUND
        FROM (ORIGIN): WILLOWFONTEIN TAXI TERMINUS - WILLOWFONTEIN/Z356 (KPE0061)
        TO (DESTINATION): SLATTER STREET TAXI TERMINAL (KPC0023)
        ROUTE: Z356, Z371, Z381, V359, Z356, WILLOWFONTEIN, F.J.SITHOLE, SUTHERLAND, MOSES MABHIDA (EDENDALE), LANGALIBALELE (LONGMARKET), RETIEF, PIETERMARITZ, SLATTER.
        OUTBOUND:
        FROM (ORIGIN): SLATTER STREET TAXI TERMINAL (KPC0023)
        TO (DESTINATION): WILLOWFONTEIN TAXI TERMINUS-WILLOWFONTEIN/Z356 (KPE0061) ROUTE: PIETERMARITZ, PINE, MOSES MABHIDA (EDENDALE), SUTHERLAND, F.J.SITHOLE, WILLOWFONTEIN.
        ALTERNATIVE ROUTING: OUTBOUND
        A: PIETERMARITZ, WEST STREET BUS/TAXI STATION, WEST, JABU NDLOVU (LOOP), MOSES MABHIDA (EDENDALE), SUTHERLAND, F.J.SITHOLE, WILLOWFONTEIN
        B: PIETERMARITZ, WEST STREET BUS/TAXI STATION, WEST, BURGER, MOSES MABHIDA (EDENDALE), SUTHERLAND, F.J.SITHOLE, WILLOWFONTEIN
        C: PIETERMARITZ, WEST STREET BUS/TAXI STATION, WEST, PRINCE ALFRED, CAMPSDRIFT, MOSES MABHIDA (EDENDALE) SUTHERLAND, F.J.SITHOLE, WILLOWFONTEIN
        RESTRICTIONS:
        ALONG WILLOWFONTEIN ROAD AND F.J.SITHOLE ROAD (FROM N10 TO SUTHERLAND ROAD), ONLY OFF-LOADING OF PASSENGERS IS PERMITTED. THE LOADING OF PASSENGERS ALONG THIS SECTION OF THE ROUTE IS NOT PERMITTED.
12.4 2206T22068T00137070 - WILLOWFONTEIN TO SLATTER STREET - PMB

INBOUND.
WILLOWFONTEIN TAXI TERMINUS / Z356 (KPE0061) TO SLATTER STREET.
FROM WILLOWFONTEIN TAXI TERMINUS N48, Z255, Z248, WILLOWFONTEIN, F.J.SITHOLE, SUNDERLAND, MOSES MABHIDA (EDENDALE),
LANGALIBALELE (LONGMARKET), RETIEF, PIETERMARITZ, SLATTER STREET.

OUTBOUND.
FROM SLATTER STREET TAXI TERMINAL (KPC0023) ROUTE: PIETERMARITZ, PINE, MOSES MABHIDA (EDENDALE), SUTHERLAND, F.J.SITHOLE,
WILLOWFONTEIN TAXI TERMINUS.

ALTERNATIVE ROUTING.

OUTBOUND.
A. PIETERMARITZ, WEST STREET BUS/TAXI STATION, WEST, JABU NDLOVU, WEST, JABU NDLOVU (LOOP), MOSES MABHIDA (EDENDALE)
SUNDERLAND, F.J.SITHOLE, WILLOWFONTEIN, Z248, Z272, Z255, N48, WILLOWFONTEIN
B. PIETERMARITZ, WEST STREET BUS/TAXI STATION, WEST BURGER, MOSES MABHIDA (EDENDALE), SUNDERLAND, F.J. SITHOLE, WILLOWFONTEIN,
Z248, Z272, Z255, N48, WILLOWFONTEIN.
C. PIETERMARITZ, WEST STREET BUS/TAXI STATION, WEST, PRINCE ALFRED, CAMPSDRIFT, MOSES MABHIDA (EDENDALE), SUTHERLAND,
F.J.SITHOLE, WILLOWFONTEIN.

RESTRICTIONS:
ALONG WILLOWFONTEIN ROAD AND F.J. SITHOLE ROAD (FROM 10H00 ON SUTHERLAND ROAD) ONLY OFF-LOADING OF PASSENGERS IS
PERMITTED THE LOADING OF PASSENGERS ALONG THIS SECTION OF THE ROUTE IS NOT PERMITTED.

SPECIAL CONDITIONS: DISPUTES AGAINST WILLOWFONTEIN TAXI ASSOCIATION.

12.5 2206T22068T00137066 - WILLOWFONTEIN TO SLATTER STREET - PMB

KHUDAYO

INBOUND.
FROM WILLOWFONTEIN TAXI TERMINUS Z356 (KPE0061) TO SLATTER STREET TAXI TERMINAL (KPC0023).
FROM WILLOWFONTEIN, Z248, Z290 RETURN Z290, Z248, WILLOWFONTEIN F.J. SITHOLE, SUNDERLAND, MOSES MABHIDA (EDENDALE)
LANGALIBALELE (LONGMARKET), RETIEF, PIETERMARITZ, SLATTER.

OUTBOUND.
FROM SLATTER STREET TAXI TERMINAL (KPC0023) TO WILLOWFONTEIN TAXI TERMINUS / Z356 (KPE0061).
FROM SLATTER STREET, PIETERMARITZ, PINE, MOSES MABHIDA (EDENDALE), SUTHERLAND, F.J. SITHOLE, WILLOWFONTEIN.

ALTERNATIVE ROUTING.

OUTBOUND.
A. PIETERMARITZ, WEST STREET BUS/TAXI STATION, WEST, JABU NDLOVU (LOOP), MOSES MABHIDA (EDENDALE), SUNDERLAND, F.J. SITHOLE,
WILLOWFONTEIN
B. PIETERMARITZ, WEST STREET BUS/TAXI STATION, WEST, BURGER, MOSES MABHIDA (EDENDALE), S UTHERLAND, F.J. SITHOLE, WILLOWFONTEIN
C. PIETERMARITZ, WEST STREET BUS/TAXI STATION, WEST, PRINCE ALFRED, CAMPSDRIFT, MOSES MABHIDA (EDENDALE), SUTHERLAND,
F.J.SITHOLE, WILLOWFONTEIN.

RESTRICTIONS: ALONG WILLOWFONTEIN ROAD AND F.J. SITHOLE ROAD (FROM 10H00 ON SUTHERLAND ROAD), ONLY OFF LOADING OF
PASSENGERS IS PERMITTED THE LOADING OF PASSENGERS ALONG THIS SECTION OF THE ROUTE IS NOT PERMITTED.

SPECIAL CONDITIONS: DISPUTES AGAINST WILLOWFONTEIN TAXI ASSOCIATION.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1)</th>
<th>Application Number:</th>
<th>APP0116488</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2)</td>
<td>Gazette Number:</td>
<td>LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3)</td>
<td>Applicant:</td>
<td>NM ZINDELA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ID NO.</td>
<td>6903145762083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Association:</td>
<td>IZINGOLWENI TAXI OWNERS ASSOCIATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4)</td>
<td>Applicant Address:</td>
<td>P.O BOX 4260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IZINGOLWENI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5)</td>
<td>Existing Licence Holder:</td>
<td>NOT APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ID NO.</td>
<td>NOT APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6)</td>
<td>Existing Licence Holder Address:</td>
<td>NOT APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7)</td>
<td>Type of application:</td>
<td>NEW OPERATING LICENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8)</td>
<td>Operating Licence Number:</td>
<td>NOT AVAILABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9)</td>
<td>Vehicle Type:</td>
<td>MINIBUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 X 15 (SEATED) + 0 (STANDING)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11)</td>
<td>Region:</td>
<td>UGU-OGWINI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| 12.1 | 21008S21004R10005684 - IZINGOLWENI TO DURBAN |
|      | FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN IZINGOLWENI, TURN LEFT INTO N2-22, AND TURN LEFT INTO M4. PROCEED ALONG M4 TO DURBAN APPROVED TAXI RANK. OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE. |
| 12.2 | 21008S21008S00050687 - IZINGOLWENI TO EDEN STORE |
|      | FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK TAKE P284 TO EDEN STORE APPROVED TAXI RANK. OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE. |
| 12.3 | 21008S21008S00050709 - IZINGOLWENI RURAL TO HARDING |
|      | FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK TURN LEFT TO N2-22. PROCEED ALONG N2-22 INTO HARDING TAXI RANK OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE. |
| 12.4 | 21008S21008S00050719 - IZINGOLWENI TO MARGATE |
|      | FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK TAKE P284 AND TURN LEFT TO P732 AND STRAIGHT TO MARGATE TAXI RANK AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE. |
| 12.5 | 21008S21008S00050732 - FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK TAK P284, TURN LEFT TO P57 ROAD AND INTO BIZANA TAXI RANK. OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE. |
| 12.6 | 21008S21008S00050738 - IZINGOLWENI TO ORIBI FLATS |
|      | FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK TURN TO N2-22 ORIBI FLATS AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE. |
| 12.7 | 21008S21008S00050769 - IZINGOLWENI TO THONJENI / MAHLABATHINI |
|      | FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK, TURN LEFT TO N2-22, TURN RIGHT TO D860 TO THONJENI / MAHLABATHINI AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE. |
| 12.8 | 21008S21008S00050773 - IZINGOLWENI TO THUNGWA TAXI RANK |
|      | FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK TURN LEFT TO N2-22, TURN RIGHT TO D1084 TO THUNGWA TAXI RANK. OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE. |
| 12.9 | 21008S21008S00050765 - IZINGOLWENI TO PORT SHEPSTONE TAXI RANK |
|      | FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK TAKE P284, THEN TURN LEFT TO N2-22 STRAIGHT THROUGH TO PORT SHEPSTONE TAXI RANK AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE. |
| 12.10 | 22064C2205S10005681 - IZINGOLWENI TO CHIBINI |
|       | FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN IZINGOLWENI TURN RIGHT INTO P284 INTO N2, TURN LEFT INTO P58, TO CHIBINI TAXI RANK. OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE. |
| 12.11 | 2209WC2209WC00050609 - IZINGOLWENI TO GCILIMA BAMBULA |
|       | FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN IZINGOLWENI, INTO P284, PROCEED ALONG P284 INTO APPROVED TAXI RANK BAMBULA TAXI RANK, TURN LEFT TO P732 ROAD TO GCILIMA TAXI RANK, OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE. |
| 12.12 | KZPRERC2709712 - FROM OSIZWENI TAXI RANK OB1 STREET LEFT INTO P483, TURN LEFT JOINING N11 ROAD, TURN RIGHT ALLEN STREET, TURN TO NEWCASTLE MALL TAXI RANK AND RETURN. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th><strong>Application Number:</strong> APP0118510</th>
<th><strong>Gazette Number:</strong> LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2)</td>
<td><strong>Application Number:</strong> LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3)</td>
<td><strong>Gazette Number:</strong> LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4)</td>
<td><strong>Applicant:</strong> DS CELE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5)</td>
<td><strong>Existing Licence Holder:</strong> MA CELE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6)</td>
<td><strong>Existing Licence Holder Address:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7)</td>
<td><strong>Type of application:</strong> DECEASED TRANSFER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8)</td>
<td><strong>Operating Licence Number:</strong> LGKZN1003000615</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9)</td>
<td><strong>Vehicle Type:</strong> MINIBUS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10)</td>
<td><strong>Region:</strong> UGU-OGWINI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11)</td>
<td><strong>Region:</strong> UGU-OGWINI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th><strong>12.1</strong> 21008S21008S00050687 - IZINGOLWENI TO EDEN STORE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK TAKE P284 TO EDEN STORE APPROVED TAXI RANK, OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>12.2</strong> 21008S21008S00050736 - IZINGOLWENI TO ORIBI FLATS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK TURN TO N2-22 ORIBI FLATS AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>12.3</strong> 21008S21008S00050765 - IZINGOLWENI TO PORT SHEPSTONE TAXI RANK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK TAKE P284, THEN TURN LEFT TO N2-22 STRAIGHT THROUGH TO PORT SHEPSTONE TAXI RANK AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>12.4</strong> 21008S21008S00050769 - IZINGOLWENI TO THONJENI / MAHLABATHINI.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK, TURN LEFT TO N2-22, TURN RIGHT TO D680 TO THONJENI / MAHLABATHINI AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>12.5</strong> 21008S21008S00050773 - IZINGOLWENI TO THUNGWA TAXI RANK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK TURN LEFT TO N2-22, TURN RIGHT TO D1084 TO THUNGWA TAXI RANK, OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>12.6</strong> 2209WC2209WC00050609 - IZINGOLWENI TO GCILIMA BAMBULA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN IZINGOLWENI, INTO P284. PROCEED ALONG P284 INTO APPROVED TAXI RANK BAMBULA TAXI RANK, TURN LEFT TO P732 ROAD TO GCILIMA TAXI RANK, OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>12.7</strong> 22064C2206LS10050681 - IZINGOLWENI TO CHIBINI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN IZINGOLWENI TURN RIGHT INTO P284, INTO N2, TURN LEFT INTO P58, TO CHIBINI TAXI RANK. OFF LOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>12.8</strong> 21008S21008S00050764 - IZINGOLWENI TO DURBAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN IZINGOLWENI, TURN LEFT INTO N2-22, AND TURN LEFT INTO M4. PROCEED ALONG M4 TO DURBAN APPROVED TAXI RANK, OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>12.9</strong> 21008S21008S00050706 - IZINGOLWENI RURAL TO HARDING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK TURN LEFT TO N2-22, PROCEED ALONG N2-22 INTO HARDING TAXI RANK, OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
transport
Department: Transport
Province of KwaZulu-Natal

1) Application Number: APP0116526
2) Gazette Number: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT
3) Applicant: SP HLOPHE
   ID NO. 7205175339082
   Association: VULAMEHLLO TAXI OWNERS ASSOCIATION
4) Applicant Address: PRIVATE BAG X01 WESTVILLE 3630
5) Existing Licence Holder: MS HLOPHE
   ID NO. 4201215281080
6) Existing Licence Holder Address: PO BOX 204 UMZINTO UMAZINTO KWA-ZULU NATAL 4200
7) Type of application: DECEASED TRANSFER AND NEW OPERATING LICENCE
8) Operating Licence Number: LKNKZN0120390
9) Vehicle Type: MINIBUS TAXI
10) Region: UGU-OGWINI
11) 1 X 9-16 (SEATED) + 0 (STANDING)

12.1 2206SW21004R00055720 - UMKOMAAS TO DURBAN
FROM THE TAXI RANK IN UMKOMAAS DRIVE ALONG PATTerson STREET BECOMING HARVEY ROAD TURN LEFT INTO MOODIE STREET THEN CONTINUE AND TURN RIGHT INTO R102 FROM SCOTTBURGH, AND PROCEED STRAIGHT ALONG R102 NORTH PASSING IFIRACOMBE, AND EITHER TURN LEFT INTO P491 WHICH LEADS TO N2 FREEWAY TOWARDS NORTH.
ALTERNATIVELY,
FOR THE PURPOSES OF SETTING DOWN PASSENGERS EN ROUTE CONTINUE ALONG R102, TURN LEFT INTO R603 (Kingsway/WinkleSpur) AND RIGHT INTO N2 ON RAMP PROCEED ALONG N2 FREEWAY THEN LEFT INTO SEADOWNE ROAD DOOMSIDE OFF RAMP AFTER SETTING DOWN PASSENGERS AT DESIGNATED AREA DRIVE BACK TO N2 FREEWAY NORTHWARDS. TURN LEFT INTO ADAMS ROAD OFF RAMP AND LEFT INTO LEWIS DRIVE THEN LEFT AGAIN INTO ADAMS ROAD IN AMANZIMTOTI. TURN RIGHT INTO KINGSWAY R102 AND LEFT INTO ADAMS ROAD AND THEN DRIVE BACK INTO N2 FREEWAY.
ALTERNATIVELY,
TURN LEFT INTO MOSS KOLNIC DRIVE, RIGHT INTO R102 KINGSWAY AND THEN PROCEED ALONG R102 PASSING KINGSWAY HISPITAL, LEFT INTO HEATHER ROAD LEFT AGAIN INTO DICKENS ROAD THEN RIGHT INTO N2 FREEWAY NORTHWARDS AND CONTINUED DRIVING ALONG THE FREEWAY. ON ARRIVAL AT PROSPECTON TURN LEFT INTO JOYNER ROAD BECOMING JEFFELS ROAD AND PROCEED ALONG THEN TURN RIGHT INTO WILCOX ROAD M35 AND THEN TURN RIGHT INTO PROSPECTON ROAD THEN LEFT INTO N2 FREEWAY NORTHWARDS AND PROCEED ALONG TOWARDS DURBAN.
ALTERNATIVELY,
TURN LEFT INTO PROSPECTON ROAD AND RIGHT INTO OLD MAIN ROAD AND RIGHT INTO PRINCE MWAYIZENI DRIVE. TURN RIGHT INTO M30 THEN JOIN R102 SOUTH COAST ROAD TOWARDS MEREIBANK THEN DURBAN.
ALTERNATIVELY,
FROM OLD MAIN ROAD IN ISIPINGO AREA TURN RIGHT INTO RANA ROAD THEN THEN LEFT INTO R102 TOWARDS DURBAN. PROCEED ALONG AND JOIN M4 INKOSI ALBERT LUTHULI AND CONTINUE DRIVING ALONG M4, OR TURN LEFT INTO AN OFF RAMP NEAR CLAIRWOOD HORSE RACE COURSE AND PROCEED ALONG HIMALAYAS ROAD THEN TURN RIGHT INTO R102 SOUTH COAST ROAD THEN CARRY ON ALONG R102 SOUTH COAST ROAD.
ALTERNATIVELY,
TURN RIGHT INTO QUALITY STREET IN JACOBS EITHER TURN LEFT INTO M4 INKOSI ALBERT OR PROCEED ALONG QUALITY STREET THEN TURN LEFT INTO BALFORD ROAD BECOMING JACOBS ROAD THEN RIGHT INTO M4 ON RAMP AND DRIVE ALONG TOWARDS DURBAN. ALONG SOUTH COAST ROAD R102 EITHER.
(A) TURN LEFT INTO M7 / EDWIN SWALES DRIVE THEN RIGHT INTO R102 UMBILIO DIRECTION AND PROCEED ALONG R102N BECOMING UMBILIO ROAD AND FINALLY TURN RIGHT INTO BREA AND JOIN WEST STREET.
(B) PROCEED AND JOIN WISLEY ROAD TOWARDS MAYDON WAF. THEN JOIN MYDON ROAD AND TURN LEFT INTO M11 / MOORE ROAD. (C) LEFT INTO M7 RIGHT ON M5 TOWARDS UMBILIO DIRECTION AGAIN INTO UMBILIO ROAD BECOMING THEN DRIVE FORWARD AS STATED IN PARAGRAPHS 9A0 ABOVE.

12.2 2206SW2209W00055311 - UMKOMAAS TO UMBANGABA
FROM THE TAXI RANK IN UMKOMAAS DRIVE ALONG PATTerson STREET BECOMING HARVEY STREET THEN TURN LEFT INTO MOODIE STREET AND RIGHT INTO R102 FROM SCOTTBURGH, CONTINUED ALONG PASSING IFIRACOMBE THEN ARRIVE AT UMBANGABA.
REVERSE ROUTE:
FROM A TAXI RANK IN UMBANGABA JOIN R102 THEN DRIVE ALONG BACK TO THE STARTING POINT.
Gazette Number: LGKZN28-2019-OCT

Vehicle Type: MINIBUS

Region: UGULGWINI

1) Application Number: APP0116552
2) Gazette Number: LGKZN28-2019-OCT
3) Applicant: NJ JULIA
4) Applicant Address: PO BOX 59154
5) Existing Licence Holder: VD JULIA
6) Existing Licence Holder Address: PO BOX 66300
7) Type of application: DECEASED TRANSFER
8) Operating Licence Number: LGKZN1003001253
9) Vehicle Type: MINIBUS
10) Type of application: DECEASED TRANSFER

Region: UGULGWINI

12.1 2206FG2206EZ00055162 - MARGATE TO PORT EDWARD

FROM PORT EDWARD TAXI RANK TURN RIGHT INTO MAIN ROAD ROBOT, PROCEED R61 TOLL TOWARDS MARGATE, PROCEED R61 PALM BEACH, TURN LEFT TOWARDS IZINGOLWENI, NZIMAKWE ROAD — TARRY ROAD, PROCEED TO MUNSTER ROAD / MUNSTER SHOPPING CENTRE, TURN RIGHT INTO IZINGOLWENI GRAVEL ROAD PASS JERICHO STORE PICK UP AND DROP OFF AT GATE STORE, THONGASI ROAD D1097, TURN RIGHT D0861 - VMUTSHINI ROAD, PROCESS STRAIGHT ALONG WOZA ROAD, TURN LEFT TO PORT EDWARD TAXI RANK.

12.2 2206FG2206EZ00055160 - PORT EDWARD - XOLO/GCILIMA ROUTE

FROM PORT EDWARD /XOLO/ GCILIMA ROUTE PORT EDWARD TAXI RANK TOWARDS XOLO ROUTE TRIBAL AREA, PORT EDWARD / IZINGOLWENI TARRY ROAD, TURN RIGHT PENDUKA TOWARDS GCILIMA AND MARGATE TAXI RANK, PROCESS WITH GRAVEL ROAD — PENDUKA MANZAMHLHOPE GRAVEL ROAD, PROCESS PASS JABULANI STORE D1095 MARGATE XOLO SERVICE GRAVEL ROAD, PROCESS ALONG TOWARDS GCILIMA, KWA MKHIZE STORE DROP OFF AND PICK UP, TURN LEFT TO D1092 NKOTHANE / THUTHUKA TAXI RANK, TURN RIGHT OKUSHWINI GRAVEL ROAD, THOKOTHE SERVICE DELIHLAZO TAXI RANK, TURN AROUND SAME BACK.

12.3 2206FG2207AZ00055161 - PORT EDWARD TO SHEPSTONE

FROM PORT EDWARD TAXI RANK TURN RIGHT TO THE ROBOT, AT THE ROBOT TURN LEFT TO R61 AND PROCEED WITH R61 TOWARDS MUNSTER PICK UP AND DROP OFF AT MUNSTER - PROCEED TO TRAFALGAR PICK UP AND DROP OFF AND PROCEED TOWARDS SAN LAMÈRE PICK UP AND DROP OFF MARINA BEACH PROCEED TOWARDS SOUTHBROOK BUS STOP PICK UP AND DROP. PROCEED STRAIGHT WITH R61, TURN LEFT TO ALFORD ROAD AND TURN RIGHT WITH ALFORD TO R620, PROCEED WITH R620 MARINE DRIVE TO MANABA PICK UP AND DROP OFF AT MANABA BUS STOP. PROCEED WITH MARINE DRIVE UNGONO PICK UP AND DROP OFF. UNGONO BUS STOP. PROCEED TO ST MICHAELS PICK UP AND DROP OFF AT ST MICHAELS. PROCEED TO SHELLY BEACH STOP AT ABRI SPIES PICK UP AND DROP OFF. PROCEED WITH MARINE DRIVE TOWARDS MC DONALDS FARM STOP AND DROP OFF PORT SHEPSTONE TECHNIKON PROCEED WITH R61 TURN RIGHT AT QUARRY ROAD INTERSECTION TURN LEFT IN BAZLEY ROAD TURN LEFT INTO CORNRO ROAD TURN RIGHT IN MC ARTHUR STREET TURN RIGHT IN DENNIS SHEPSTONE TURN LEFT IN RYDER STREET ACROSS NELSON MANDELA INTO PORT SHEPSTONE TAXI RANK SAME ROUTE BACK TO PORT EDWARD. CHANGE OF STARTING POINT AS PER THE DECISION OF THE BOARD.

12.4 2206EV2206EZ00055164 - MVUTSHINI TO MARGATE

FROM MVUTSHINI STAR POINTS TAXI RANK, PROCESS WITH GRAVEL ROAD TO MANKUNTSHANE PICK UP AT MBHELE BUS STOP, TURN RIGHT TO D1091 AT BANGUNI STORE PICK UP BANGUNI STORE, PROCEED THEN TURN LEFT INTO GRAVEL ROAD OATLANDS TOWARDS GAMALAHIKE, TURN RIGHT INTO FASCADALE ROAD TO RAMSGATE PICK UP AND DROP OFF RAMSGATE TURN LEFT WITH R620 TO MARGATE - PROCEED WITH MARINE DRIVE PENDUKA MANZAMHLHOPE GRAVEL ROAD, SAME ROUTE BACK TO MVUTSHINI.

12.5 2206EO2206EZ00055165 - 6.GCILIMA ROUTE TO MARGATE.

FROM GCILIMA ROAD, MARGATE SERVICE TURN LEFT NKAMPINI MBAMBI HIGH SCHOOL PICK UP AND DROP OFF, MQADI STOPPING ZONE TURN RIGHT D203 BHOKODISA, STOP AT MHLABULUNGILE SCHOOL, THANDOKUHLE / SHAKA STORE DROP OFF AND PICK UP, PROCEED ALONG D203, TURN LEFT AT R61 TO MARGATE, TURN LEFT AT RAMSGATE TURN OFF, TURN LEFT IN MARINE DRIVE, TURN RIGHT INTO EMOYENI TAXI RANK, RETURN SAME BACK TO GCILIMA.

12.6 2206FG2206EZ00055162 - PORT EDWARD TO SHEPSTONE

FROM PORT EDWARD TAXI RANK TURN RIGHT TO THE ROBOT, AT THE ROBOT TURN LEFT TO R61 AND PROCEED WITH R61 TOWARDS MUNSTER PICK UP AND DROP OFF AT MUNSTER - PROCEED TO TRAFALGAR PICK UP AND DROP OFF AND PROCEED TOWARDS SAN LAMÈRE PICK UP AND DROP OFF MARINA BEACH PROCEED TOWARDS SOUTHBROOK BUS STOP PICK UP AND DROP OFF. PROCEED STRAIGHT WITH R61, TURN LEFT TO ALFORD ROAD AND TURN RIGHT WITH ALFORD TO R620, PROCEED WITH R620 MARINE DRIVE TO MANABA PICK UP AND DROP OFF AT MANABA BUS STOP. PROCEED WITH MARINE DRIVE UNGONO PICK UP AND DROP OFF. UNGONO BUS STOP. PROCEED TO ST MICHAELS PICK UP AND DROP OFF AT ST MICHAELS. PROCEED TO SHELLY BEACH STOP AT ABRI SPIES PICK UP AND DROP OFF. PROCEED WITH MARINE DRIVE TOWARDS MC DONALDS FARM STOP AND DROP OFF PORT SHEPSTONE TECHNIKON PROCEED WITH R61 TURN RIGHT AT QUARRY ROAD INTERSECTION TURN LEFT IN BAZLEY ROAD TURN LEFT INTO CORNRO ROAD TURN RIGHT IN MC ARTHUR STREET TURN RIGHT IN DENNIS SHEPSTONE TURN LEFT IN RYDER STREET ACROSS NELSON MANDELA INTO PORT SHEPSTONE TAXI RANK SAME ROUTE BACK TO PORT EDWARD. CHANGE OF STARTING POINT AS PER THE DECISION OF THE BOARD.

12.7 2206EO2206EZ00055163 - GCILIMA TO MARGATE

FROM GCILIMA ROAD, MARGATE SERVICE TURN LEFT NKAMPINI MBAMBI HIGH SCHOOL PICK UP AND DROP OFF, MQADI STOPPING ZONE TURN RIGHT D203 BHOKODISA, STOP AT MHLABULUNGILE SCHOOL, THANDOKUHLE / SHAKA STORE DROP OFF AND PICK UP, PROCEED ALONG D203, TURN LEFT AT R61 TO MARGATE, TURN LEFT AT RAMSGATE TURN OFF, TURN LEFT IN MARINE DRIVE, TURN RIGHT INTO EMOYENI TAXI RANK, RETURN SAME BACK TO GCILIMA.

12.8 2206FG2206EZ00055162 - MARGATE TO PORT EDWARD

FROM MARGATE TAXI RANK TURN LEFT TO MARINE DRIVE PICK UP AT VILLA DEL SOL TURN RIGHT ALFORD ROAD 61 - TURN LEFT R61 TOLL ROAD, PROCEED WITH TOLL THROUGH SOUTHBROOK PICK UP AND DROP OFF SOUTH BROOK, PROCEED ALONG R620 TOWARDS PORT EDWARD PICK UP AND DROP OFF AT SAN LAMÈRE, PROCEED ON THE R620 TOWARDS TRAFALGAR PICK UP AND DROP OFF AT TRAFALGAR, PROCEED ON THE R620 TOWARDS MUNSTER PICK UP AND DROP OFF AT MUNSTER, PROCEED ON THE R620 PICK UP AND DROP OFF AT GCILIMA, PROCEED ON THE R620 PICK UP AND DROP OFF, PROCEED TO MARGATE TAXI RANK, SAME ROUTE BACK TO MARGATE.

12.9 2206FG2207FK00055163 - 2. PORT EDWARD /IZINGOLWENI/BRAEMER/MARGATE ROUTE.

FROM BRAEMAR ROAD, IZINGOLWENI, PORT EDWARD, TURN LEFT INTO BRAEMAR ROAD, PROCEED ALONG BRAEMAR ROAD TOWARDS IZINGOLWENI, TURN RIGHT - GRAVEL ROAD BRAEMAR NZIMAKWE ROAD - ENKOMENI STORE PICK UP AND DROP OFF. ENKOMENI STORE - GRASSLAND ROAD - ENKOMENI TOWARDS NZIMAKWE PROCEED ALONG PASS ENKOMENI SCHOOL, PROCEED SOMBIKO STORE, TURN LEFT D0861 TO WOZA PROCEED TO BAMBULA TAXI RANK TONGAA TAXI RANK TO PORT EDWARD PROCEED PAST TONGAA SCHOOL, TONGAA TAXI RANK, BALUNA ROAD TURN RIGHT TOWARDS PORT EDWARD TAXI RANK SAME ROUTE BACK.

12.10 2206FG2206FD00055164 - PORT EDWARD TO WOZA

FROM PORT EDWARD TAXI RANK TURN RIGHT INTO MAIN ROAD ROBOTS PROCEED R61 TOLL TOWARDS MARGATE, PROCEED R61 PAST PALM BEACH, TURN LEFT TOWARDS IZINGOLWENI, NZIMAKWE ROAD — TARRY ROAD PROCEED TO THE OLD MUNSTER ROAD – MUNSTER SHOPPING CENTRE, TURN LEFT INTO IZINGOLWENI ROAD PASS JERICHO STORE PICK UP AND DROP OFF AT GATE STORE, TONGAA ROAD D1097, TURN RIGHT D0861 - WOZA ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT ALONG WOZA ROAD, TURN LEFT TO PORT EDWARD TAXI RANK.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12.11</td>
<td>2206/E2/2020/EZ00055165 - 4 PORT EDWARD / XOLO / GCILIMA ROUTE PORT EDWARD TAXI RANK TOWARDS XOLO ROUTE TRIBAL AREA, PORT EDWARD / ZINGOLWENI TAR ROAD, TURN RIGHT PENDUKA TOWARDS GCILIMA AND TOWARDS MARGATE TAXI RANK PROCEED WITH GRAVEL ROAD - PENDUKA MANZAMHLORO GRAVEL ROAD PROCEED PASS JABULANI STORE D1995 GRAVEL XOLO SERVICE GRAVEL ROAD PROCEED ALONG TOWARDS GCILIMA, KWAMKHIZHA STORE - DROP OFF AND PICK UP TURN LEFT TO D1092 NKONENI, TURN AROUND AT NKONENI / TUTUKA TAXI RANK, TURN RIGHT - OKUSHVYINI GRAVEL ROAD - THOKOTHE ROAD - SERVICE ROAD, DELHLAZO TAXI RANK, TURN AROUND SAME ROUTE BACK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.12</td>
<td>2206/E2/2020/EZ00055166 - GCILIMA TO MARGATE GCILIMA TAXI RANK, GCILIMA ROAD, MARGATE, SERVICE - TURN LEFT NKAMPINI - MBAMBI HIGH SCHOOL PICK UP AND DROP OFF, MQADI STOPPING ZONE, TURN RIGHT D203 - BHODISA, STOP AT MHLABULUNGILE SCHOOL, THANDOKUHLE / SHAKA STORE DROP OFF AND PICK UP PROCEED ALONG D203, TURN LEFT R61 TOWARDS MARGATE, TURN LEFT AT RAMSGATE TURN OFF, TURN RIGHT AT ALFORD AVENUE, TURN LEFT IN MARINE DRIVE, TURN RIGHT INTO EMOYENI TAXI RANK, RETURN OPPOSITE ROUTE BACK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.13</td>
<td>2206/E2/2100/CY00055167 - GCILIMA TO MARGATE TAXI RANK FROM MARGATE TAXI RANK TURN LEFT IN R61 MARINE DRIVE PROCEED ON THE R61 TOWARDS RAMSGATE, USE OLD RAMSGATE ROAD - ROAD AT SOUTHBOOM, TURN RIGHT INTO BUSHY VALE NO.1. PROCEED ON GRAVEL ROAD COME OUT AT BUSHY VALE NO.3 D337 - MARINA BEACH, PICK UP AT GCILIMA PHATHWA HIGH SCHOOL, TURN ON THE R102 MARINA BEACH, PICK AND DROP OFF ZONE AT SOUTHBOOM, TURN LEFT ON THE R102 TO RAMSGATE, TAKE RAMSGATE TURN OFF ON TOLL ROAD, TURN RIGHT AT ALFORD AVENUE, TURN LEFT IN R61 MARINE DRIVE TURN RIGHT INTO EMOYENI TAXI RANK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.14</td>
<td>2206/E2/2206/TA00055168 - MVUSHINI TO MARGATE MVUSHINI ROUTE TURN LEFT INTO MARINE DRIVE, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO MARINE DRIVE, TURN RIGHT INTO FASCADALE ROAD TURN RIGHT INTO GRAVEL ROAD - OATSLANDS - TOWARDS GAMALAKHE, TURN RIGHT INTO D1097 TURN LEFT INTO D1091 AT BUNGANI STORE PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO GRAVEL ROAD, PICK UP AND DROP OFF AT THE STAR POINTS RANK, MVUTSHINI STOP - OFF AND PICK UP, WILTON ROAD - PROCEED LEFT STOP AT MBHELE STOP - PICK UP AND DROP OFF POINTS, TURN RIGHT MANKUTSHANE ROAD GRAVEL, TURN AROUND AT MANKUTSHANE RANK SAME ROUTE BACK TO MARGATE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.15</td>
<td>2206/F2/2100/BS10055171 - PORT EDWARD TO PORT SHEPSTONE FROM TAXI RANK TURN RIGHT IN MARINE DRIVE - R61, PROCEED WITH MARINE DRIVE TOWARDS SHELLEY BEACH, MANABA PICK UP ON MARINE DRIVE - GOLDEN MOON, DROP OFF IN MARINE DRIVE - UVONGO BUS STOP UVONGO - MARINE DRIVE PICK UP AND DROP OFF AT ST. MICHAEL-ON-SEA PROCEED MARINE DRIVE R61 TOWARDS SHELLEY BEACH, STOP AT ABRIE SPIES MARINE DRIVE AT PICK UP AND DROP OFF ZONE PROVIDE WITH MARINE DRIVE, STOP AND PICK UP IN MARINE DRIVE (OLD DRIVE-IN), PROVIDE WITH MARINE DRIVE PICK UP AND DROP OFF AT OLD MCDONALDS FARM, STOP AND DROP OFF AT PORT SHEPSTONE TECHNIKON PROVIDE WITH THE R61, TURN RIGHT AT QUARRY ROAD INTERSECTION, TURN LEFT IN BAZELY ROAD, TURN LEFT IN CONNER STREET, TURN RIGHT IN MCAERTHER STREET, TURN RIGHT IN DENNIS SHEPSTONE, TURN LEFT IN RYDER STREET ACROSS NELSON MANDELA DRIVE INTO PORT SHEPSTONE TAXI RANK SAME ROUTE BACK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.16</td>
<td>2206/F2/2206/LS10055170 - 8. LAMONT ROUTE - MARGATE. FROM MANKUTSHANE RANK, TURN RIGHT GRAVEL ROAD D1091, STOP MONDE HIGH SCHOOL PROCEED ALONG D1091 GRAVEL ROAD, DLAMINI STOP PICK AND DROP OFF, MTHOMBOTHI SCHOOL STOPPING ZONE PROCEED ALONG TO LUDIMOLA CLINIC – PICK AND DROP OFF ZONE, LAMONG BIG STOP - STOP OFF AND PICK UP - DIP TANK, TURN OFF TO SERVICE ROAD NMQWEMABALA, TURN RIGHT TOWARDS SUNDUZA ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT WITH DINGSTONE GRAVEL ROAD, TURN AROUND AT SUNDUZA TAXI RANK USE THE SAME ROUTE BACK TO MARGATE TAXI RANK AND RETURN.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.17</td>
<td>2208/G2/2208/FZ000194258 - PORT EDWARD / BREEMAR/IZINGOLWENI/ MARGATE ROUTE STARTING POINT – BREEMAR ROAD, IZINGOLWENI, PORT EDWARD TURN LEFT INTO BREEMAR ROAD. PROCEED ALONG BREEMAR ROAD TOWARDS IZINGOLWENI, TURN RIGHT - GRAVEL ROAD BREEMAR /IZINGOLWENI ROAD, ENKONENI STORE - DROP OFF AND PICK UP, PROCEED ALONG GRAVEL ROAD - ENKONENI TOWARDS NZIMAKWE, PROCEED ALONG, PASS ENTabeni SCHOOL, PROCEED SOMPSI STORE, TURN LEFT D861 TO WOZA, PROCEED TO BHAMBULA TAXI RANK, THONGASI ROAD TOWARDS PORT EDWARD, PROCEED PASS THONGASI SCHOOL, THONGASI TAXI RANK, BALULA ROAD, TURN RIGHT TOWARDS PORT EDWARD TAXI RANK, SAME ROUTE BACK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Application Number: APP0116553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Gazette Number: LGKZNG28-2019-Oct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Applicant: MZOPHETHE TRADING ENTERPRISE CC ID NO. 2007/045517/23 Association: NOT AVAILABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Applicant Address: 10 MAHATMA GANDHI RD DURBAN 4001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Existing Licence Holder: NOT APPLICABLE ID NO. NOT APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Existing Licence Holder Address: NOT APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Type of application: NEW OPERATING LICENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Operating Licence Number: NOT AVAILABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Vehicle Type: OTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1 X 13 (SEATED) + 0 (STANDING)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Region: DURBAN CENTRAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

12.1 KZPRERC2802175 - CHARTER SERVICE: FROM 10 MAHATMA GANDHI ROAD TO PRE-ARRANGED PICK UP POINTS WITHIN THE PROVINCE OF KWAZULU-NATAL AND RETURN.
Transport
Province of KwaZulu-Natal

1) Application Number: APP0116554
2) Gazette Number: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT
3) Applicant: NJ JULA
4) Applicant Address: P.O BOX 59154
   MUSTER
   4278
5) Existing Licence Holder: VD JULIA
6) Existing Licence Holder Address: PO BOX 227
   RAMSGATE
   GAUTENG
   4065
7) Type of application: DECEASED TRANSFER AND NEW OPERATING
8) Licence
9) Vehicle Type: MINIBUS TAXI
10) Region: UGU-OGWINI

12.1 220BG2206FG00194258 - PORT EDWARD / BREAMER/IZINGOLWENI/ MARGATE ROUTE

STARTING POINT – BREAMER ROAD, IZINGOLWENI. PORT EDWARD TURN LEFT INTO BREAMER ROAD. PROCEED ALONG BREAMER ROAD TOWARDS IZINGOLWENI, TURN RIGHT - GRAVEL ROAD BREAMER/NZIMAKWE ROAD, ENKONENI STORE- DROP OFF AND PICK UP. PROCEED ALONG GRAVEL ROAD – ENKONENI TOWARDS NZIMAKWE, PROCEED ALONG, PASS ENTAEBI SCHOOL, PROCEED SOMPISI STORE, TURN LEFT D861 TO WOZA, PROCEED TO BHAMUBILA TAXI RANK, THONGASI-ROAD TOWARDS PORT EDWARD. PROCEED PASS THONGASI SCHOOL, THONGASI TAXI RANK, BALLULA ROAD, TURN RIGHT TOWARDS PORT EDWARD TAXI RANK, SAME ROUTE BACK.

12.2 220FG2206BG00194259 - PORT EDWARD TO WOZA / NZIMAKWE ROUTE.

FROM PORT EDWARD TAXI RANK TURN RIGHT INTO MAIN ROAD ROBOT, PROCEED R61 TOLL TOWARDS MARGATE , PROCEED R61 PALM BEACH, TURN LEFT TOWARDS IZINGOLWENI. NZIMAKWE ROAD —TARR ROAD, PROCEED TO MUNSTER ROAD ?MUNSTER SHOPPING CENTRE, TURN RIGHT INTO IZINGOLWENI GRavel. R-D MARGATE, SERVICE TURN LEFT NKAMPINI-MBAMBI HIGH SCHOOL PICK UP AND DROP OFF AT GATE STORE. THONGASI ROAD D1097, TURN RIGHT D061- WOZA ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT ALONG WOZA ROAD, TURN LEFT TO PORT EDWARD TAXI RANK.

12.3 220FG2206BG00194260 - PORT EDWARD - XOLO/ GCILIMA ROUTE

FROM PORT EDWARD / XOLO/ GCILIMA ROUTEPORT EDWARD TAXI RANK TOWARDS XOLO ROUTE TRIBAL AREA, PORT EDWARD/ IZINGOLWENI TARR ROAD, TURN RIGHT PENDUKA TOWARDS GCILIMA AND MARGATE TAXI RANK, PROCEED WITH GRAVEL ROAD --- PENDUKA MANZAMLOPHIE GRAVEL ROAD, PROCEED PASS JASULANI STORE D1095 GRAVEL XOLO SERVICE GRAVEL ROAD, PROCEED ALONG TOWARDS GCILIMA, KWA MKHIZE STORE 7 DROP OFF AND PICK UP. TURN LEFT TO D1092 NOKITAMBENI, TURN AROUND AT NOKITAMBENI/THUTHUKA TAXI RANK, TURN RIGHT OKUSHWINI GRAVEL ROAD, THOKOTHE ROAD SERVICE DELIHLAZO TAXI RANK, TURN AROUND SAME BACK.

12.4 220FG2206A0194261 - PORT EDWARD TO PORT SHEPSTONE

FROM PORT EDWARD TAXI RANK TURN RIGHT TO THE ROBOT, AT THE ROBOT TURN LEFT TO R61 AND PROCEED WITH R61 TOWARDS MUNSTER PICK UP AND DROP OFF AT MUNSTER, PROCEED TO TRAFALGAR PICK UP AND DROP OFF AND PROCEED TOWARDS SAN LAMΕER PICK UP AND DROP OFF MARINE BEACH PROCEED TOWARDS SOUTHROOM BUS STOP PICK UP AND DROP, PROCEED STRAIGHT WITH R61, TURN LEFT TO ALFORD ROAD AND TURN RIGHT WITH ALFORD TO R620, PROCEED WITH R620 MARINE DRIVE TO MANABA BUS STOP, PROCEED WITH MARINE DRIVE UVONGO PICK UP AND DROP OFF. UVONGO BUS STOP, PROCEED TO ST MIHAELS PICK UP AND DROP OFF AT ST MIHAELS, PROCEED TO SHELLY BEACH STOP AT ABRI SPIES PICK UP AND DROP OFF, PROCEED WITH MARINE DRIVE TOWARDS MC DONALDS FARM STOP AND DROP OFF PORT SHEPSTONE TECHNIKON PROCEED WITH R61TURN RIGHT AT QUARRY ROAD INTERSECTION TURN LEFT IN BAZLEY ROAD TURN LEFT INTO CORNINER ROAD TURN RIGHT IN MC ARTHUR STREET TURN RIGHT IN DENNIS SHEPSTONE TURN LEFT IN DYKSTER STREET ACROSS NELSON MANDELA INTO PORT SHEPSTONE TAXI RANK SAME ROUTE BACK TO PORT EDWARD.(CHANGE OF STARTING POINT) AS PER THE DECISION OF THE BOARD.

12.5 220BG2206EZ00194262 - PORT EDWARD TO MARGATE.

FROM PORT EDWARD TAXI RANK TURN RIGHT TO THE ROBOT, AT THE ROBOT TURN LEFT TO R61 AND PROCEED WITH R61 TOWARDS MUNSTER PICK UP AND DROP OFF AT MUNSTER, PROCEED TO TRAFALGAR PICK UP AND DROP OFF AND PROCEED TOWARDS SAN LAMΕER PICK UP AND DROP OFF MARINE BEACH PROCEED TOWARDS SOUTHROOM BUS STOP PICK UP AND DROP, PROCEED STRAIGHT WITH R61, TURN LEFT TO ALFORD ROAD AND TURN RIGHT WITH ALFORD TO R620, PROCEED WITH R620 TO EMOYENI TAXI RANK, SAME ROUTE BACK TO THE RANK.

12.6 220EC2206EZ00194263 - GCILIMA TO MARGATE GCILIMA TAXI RANK.

FROM GCILIMA R-D MARGATE, SERVICE TURN LEFT NKAMPINI-MBAMBI HIGH SCHOOL PICK UP DROP OFF MQADI STOPPING ZONE, TURN RIGHT D0203- BHOKODISA, STOP AT MHLALUBLUNGILE SCHOOL, THANDOKHILE STORE/SHAKA STORE DROP OFF AND PICK UP, PROCEED ALONG D203, TURN LEFT R61 TOWARDS MARGATE, TURN LEFT AT RAMSGATE TAXI RANK, TURN LEFT AT ALFORD AVENUE, TURN LEFT IN MARINE DRIVE, TURN INTO EMOYENI TAXI RANK, RETURN SAME BACK TO GCILIMA.

12.7 220EC2206EZ00194264 - MVUTSHINI TO MARGATE.

FROM MVUTSHINI STAR POINTS TAXI RANK, PROCEED WITH GRAVEL ROAD TO MANKUNTSHANE PICK UP AT MBHELE BUS STOP, TURN RIGHT TO D1091 AT BANGUNI STORE PICK UP BANGUNI BUS STOP, THEN TURN LEFT INTO GRAVEL ROAD OATLANDS TOWARDS GAMALAKHE, TURN RIGHT INTO FASCADALE ROAD TO RAMSGATE PICK UP AND DROP OFF RAMSGATE TURN LEFT WITH R620 TO MARGATE-PROCEED WITH MARINE DRIVE TURN RIGHT TO MARGATE TAXI RANK, SAME ROUTE BACK TO MVUTSHINI.

12.8 220EC2206EZ00194265 - 8. GCILIMA ROUTE TO MARGATE.

FROM GCILIMA TAXI RANK, GCILIMA ROAD, MARGATE SERVICE TURN LEFT NKAMPINI MBAMBI HIGH SCHOOL PICK UP DROP OFF, MQADI STOPPING ZONE TURN RIGHT D203 BHOKODISA, STOP AT MHLALUBLUNGILE SCHOOL, THANDOKHILE / SHAKA STORE DROP OFF AND PICK UP, PROCEED ALONG D203, TURN LEFT R61 TOWARDS MARGATE, TURN LEFT AT RAMSGATE TAXI RANK, TURN LEFT IN MARINE DRIVE, TURN RIGHT INTO EMOYENI TAXI RANK, RETURN OPPOSITE ROUTE BACK.

12.9 220GY2206EZ00194266 - LAMONT ROUTE- MARGATE.

FROM MANKUNTSHANE RANK, TURN RIGHT GRAVEL ROAD D1091, STOP MLODNE HIGH SCHOOL, PROCEED ALONG D1091 GRAVEL ROAD, DLAMINI STOP PICK UP AND DROP OFF, MTHOMBOOTH SCHOOL STOPPING ZONE, PROCEED ALONG TO LUDIMALA CLINIC --- PICK UP AND DROP OFF ZONE, LAMONT BIG STOP 7 DROP OFF AND PICK UP 7 DIp TANK, TURN OFF TO SERVICE ROAD NGWEKBALA, TURN TOWARDS SUNDLU TAXI RANK, USE THE SAME ROUTE BACK TO MARGATE TAXI RANK AND RETURN.
Applicant: MR KHUMALO
ID NO. 6112225773081
Association: MADADENI TAXI OWNERS ASSOCIATION

Applicant Address:
P O BOX 141982
MADADENI
2951

Existing Licence Holder Address:
NOT APPLICABLE

Operating Licence Number: 254766
10) 1 X 13 (SEATED) + 0 (STANDING)

Application Number:
2100F52207I010057635 - NEWCASTLE TO MONDLO
2100F52206LS10057629 - NEWCASTLE TO DURBAN
2100F52207GY10057636 - NEWCASTLE TO NQUTU
2100F522068T10057628 - NEWCASTLE TO PITERMARITZBURG.
2100F52202BQ00057623 - NEWCASTLE TO NEWCASTLE (IMPONDO/BAHLOKAZI)
2100F52206LS10057640 - NEWCASTLE TO EMPANGENI.
2100F52207I010057629 - NEWCASTLE TO MONDLO.
2100F521005B10057640 - NEWCASTLE TO EMPANGENI.
2100F521005B10057662 - NEWCASTLE TO NORMANDEEN.

Region: AMAJUBA

Applicant: NOT APPLICABLE
Vehicle Type: MINIBUS

Gazette Number: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT

Application of: NEW OPERATING LICENCE

Route:
1. FROM MADADENI APPROVED TAXI RANK, PROCEED ACROSS TERMINUS STREET TO KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT TO ALLEN STREET, TURN RIGHT TOat Rd PETERS ROAD, TURN RIGHT TO COLENSO ROAD, TURN LEFT TO R103, ENTER ALBERT STREET, TURN LEFT TO ALICE STREET, TURN LEFT TO HELPFMEKKAR, TURN LEFT TO PETERS ROAD, TURN RIGHT TO COLENSO ROAD, TURN LEFT TO R103, TURN LEFT TO ALBERT ROAD, TURN LEFT TO MNGENI ROAD ENTER APPROVED DURBAN TAXI RANK, RETURN WITH THE SAME ROUTE TO NEWCASTLE.
2. FROM MADADENI APPROVED TAXI RANK, PROCEED ACROSS TERMINUS STREET INTO KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT TO ALLEN STREET, TURN RIGHT TO HELPFMEKKAR, TURN TO PETERS ROAD, TURN RIGHT TO COLENSO ROAD, TURN LEFT TO R103, ENTER ALBERT STREET, TURN LEFT TO ALICE STREET, TURN LEFT TO HELPFMEKKAR, TURN LEFT TO PETERS ROAD, TURN RIGHT TO COLONSO ROAD, TURN LEFT TO R103, TURN LEFT TO ALBERT ROAD, TURN LEFT TO MNGENI ROAD ENTER APPROVED DURBAN TAXI RANK, RETURN WITH THE SAME ROUTE TO NEWCASTLE.
3. FROM MADADENI APPROVED TAXI RANK, PROCEED ACROSS TERMINUS STREET, ENTER VOORTREKKER STREET, TURN LEFT TO KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT TO ALLEN STREET, ENTER VOORTREKKER STREET, TURN LEFT TO KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT TO ALLEN STREET, TURN RIGHT TO HELPFMEKKAR, TURN TO PETERS ROAD, TURN RIGHT TO COLENSO ROAD, TURN LEFT TO R103, ENTER ALBERT STREET, TURN LEFT TO ALICE STREET, TURN LEFT TO HELPFMEKKAR, TURN TO PETERS ROAD, TURN RIGHT TO COLENSO ROAD, TURN LEFT TO R103, TURN LEFT TO ALBERT ROAD, TURN LEFT TO MNGENI ROAD ENTER APPROVED DURBAN TAXI RANK, RETURN WITH THE SAME ROUTE TO NEWCASTLE.
4. FROM MADADENI APPROVED TAXI RANK, PROCEED ACROSS TERMINUS STREET, ENTER VOORTREKKER STREET, TURN LEFT TO KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT TO ALLEN STREET, ENTER VOORTREKKER STREET, TURN LEFT TO KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT TO ALLEN STREET, TURN RIGHT TO HELPFMEKKAR, TURN TO PETERS ROAD, TURN RIGHT TO COLENSO ROAD, TURN LEFT TO R103, ENTER ALBERT STREET, TURN LEFT TO ALICE STREET, TURN LEFT TO HELPFMEKKAR, TURN TO PETERS ROAD, TURN RIGHT TO COLONSO ROAD, TURN LEFT TO R103, TURN LEFT TO ALBERT ROAD, TURN LEFT TO MNGENI ROAD ENTER APPROVED DURBAN TAXI RANK, RETURN WITH THE SAME ROUTE TO NEWCASTLE.
5. FROM MADADENI APPROVED TAXI RANK, PROCEED ACROSS TERMINUS STREET, ENTER VOORTREKKER STREET, TURN LEFT TO KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT TO ALLEN STREET, ENTER VOORTREKKER STREET, TURN LEFT TO KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT TO ALLEN STREET, TURN RIGHT TO HELPFMEKKAR, TURN TO PETERS ROAD, TURN RIGHT TO COLENSO ROAD, TURN LEFT TO R103, ENTER ALBERT STREET, TURN LEFT TO ALICE STREET, TURN LEFT TO HELPFMEKKAR, TURN TO PETERS ROAD, TURN RIGHT TO COLONSO ROAD, TURN LEFT TO R103, TURN LEFT TO ALBERT ROAD, TURN LEFT TO MNGENI ROAD ENTER APPROVED DURBAN TAXI RANK, RETURN WITH THE SAME ROUTE TO NEWCASTLE.
6. FROM MADADENI APPROVED TAXI RANK, PROCEED ACROSS TERMINUS STREET, ENTER VOORTREKKER STREET, TURN LEFT TO KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT TO ALLEN STREET, ENTER VOORTREKKER STREET, TURN LEFT TO KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT TO ALLEN STREET, TURN RIGHT TO HELPFMEKKAR, TURN TO PETERS ROAD, TURN RIGHT TO COLENSO ROAD, TURN LEFT TO R103, ENTER ALBERT STREET, TURN LEFT TO ALICE STREET, TURN LEFT TO HELPFMEKKAR, TURN TO PETERS ROAD, TURN RIGHT TO COLONSO ROAD, TURN LEFT TO R103, TURN LEFT TO ALBERT ROAD, TURN LEFT TO MNGENI ROAD ENTER APPROVED DURBAN TAXI RANK, RETURN WITH THE SAME ROUTE TO NEWCASTLE.
7. FROM MADADENI APPROVED TAXI RANK, PROCEED ACROSS TERMINUS STREET, ENTER VOORTREKKER STREET, TURN LEFT TO KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT TO ALLEN STREET, ENTER VOORTREKKER STREET, TURN LEFT TO KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT TO ALLEN STREET, TURN RIGHT TO HELPFMEKKAR, TURN TO PETERS ROAD, TURN RIGHT TO COLENSO ROAD, TURN LEFT TO R103, ENTER ALBERT STREET, TURN LEFT TO ALICE STREET, TURN LEFT TO HELPFMEKKAR, TURN TO PETERS ROAD, TURN RIGHT TO COLONSO ROAD, TURN LEFT TO R103, TURN LEFT TO ALBERT ROAD, TURN LEFT TO MNGENI ROAD ENTER APPROVED DURBAN TAXI RANK, RETURN WITH THE SAME ROUTE TO NEWCASTLE.
8. FROM MADADENI APPROVED TAXI RANK, PROCEED ACROSS TERMINUS STREET, ENTER VOORTREKKER STREET, TURN LEFT TO KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT TO ALLEN STREET, ENTER VOORTREKKER STREET, TURN LEFT TO KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT TO ALLEN STREET, TURN RIGHT TO HELPFMEKKAR, TURN TO PETERS ROAD, TURN RIGHT TO COLENSO ROAD, TURN LEFT TO R103, ENTER ALBERT STREET, TURN LEFT TO ALICE STREET, TURN LEFT TO HELPFMEKKAR, TURN TO PETERS ROAD, TURN RIGHT TO COLONSO ROAD, TURN LEFT TO R103, TURN LEFT TO ALBERT ROAD, TURN LEFT TO MNGENI ROAD ENTER APPROVED DURBAN TAXI RANK, RETURN WITH THE SAME ROUTE TO NEWCASTLE.
9. FROM MADADENI APPROVED TAXI RANK, PROCEED ACROSS TERMINUS STREET, ENTER VOORTREKKER STREET, TURN LEFT TO KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT TO ALLEN STREET, ENTER VOORTREKKER STREET, TURN LEFT TO KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT TO ALLEN STREET, TURN RIGHT TO HELPFMEKKAR, TURN TO PETERS ROAD, TURN RIGHT TO COLENSO ROAD, TURN LEFT TO R103, ENTER ALBERT STREET, TURN LEFT TO ALICE STREET, TURN LEFT TO HELPFMEKKAR, TURN TO PETERS ROAD, TURN RIGHT TO COLONSO ROAD, TURN LEFT TO R103, TURN LEFT TO ALBERT ROAD, TURN LEFT TO MNGENI ROAD ENTER APPROVED DURBAN TAXI RANK, RETURN WITH THE SAME ROUTE TO NEWCASTLE.
10. FROM MADADENI APPROVED TAXI RANK, PROCEED ACROSS TERMINUS STREET, ENTER VOORTREKKER STREET, TURN LEFT TO KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT TO ALLEN STREET, ENTER VOORTREKKER STREET, TURN LEFT TO KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT TO ALLEN STREET, TURN RIGHT TO HELPFMEKKAR, TURN TO PETERS ROAD, TURN RIGHT TO COLENSO ROAD, TURN LEFT TO R103, ENTER ALBERT STREET, TURN LEFT TO ALICE STREET, TURN LEFT TO HELPFMEKKAR, TURN TO PETERS ROAD, TURN RIGHT TO COLONSO ROAD, TURN LEFT TO R103, TURN LEFT TO ALBERT ROAD, TURN LEFT TO MNGENI ROAD ENTER APPROVED DURBAN TAXI RANK, RETURN WITH THE SAME ROUTE TO NEWCASTLE.

This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwonline.co.za
12.12
2100FS2207J510057625 - NEWCASTLE (MADADENI) TO VRYHEID FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK AND FROM MADADENI SECTION 6 TO VRYHEID FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK IN NEWCASTLE PROCEED STRAIGHT ACROSS THE R11 ROAD TO VOORTREKKER STREET, TURN LEFT AT KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT AT ALLEN STREET (MAIN STREET) PROCEED STRAIGHT ACROSS TERMINUS STREET TURN LEFT AT KIRKLAND STREET TURN RIGHT AT ALLEN STREET TURN RIGHT AT BLOOD RIVER ENTER R33 ROAD AND R34 PROCEED STRAIGHT TO VRYHEID, TURN LEFT AT STILWATER BP GARAGE PROCEED STRAIGHT TO R33 ROAD TO PAULPIETERSBURG TURN RIGHT AT KRUGER STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT ENTER PAULPIETERSBURG TAXI RANK RETURN SAME ROUTE TO NEWCASTLE.

12.13
2100FS71005R105007656 - NEWCASTLE TO FRANKFORT FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK EXIT WITH VOORTREKKER STREET AND TURN LEFT TO 34 KIRKLAND STREET AND TURN LEFT TO 31 ALLEN STREET AND FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK EXIT WITH VOORTREKKER STREET AND TURN LEFT TO 34 KIRKLAND STREET AND TURN LEFT TO R34 TURN RIGHT TO R103 AND TURN LEFT TO R34 ENTER BACK STREET FRANKFORT WITH RIGHT AND TURN RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET TO PAULPIETERSBURG RETURN USING THE SAME ROUTE.

12.14
2202BQ2100F500057632 - NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK TO NEWCASTLE TOWNLANDS FROM TAXI RANK INTO TERMINUS STREET TURN LEFT TO VOORTREKKER STREET TURN LEFT INTO KIRKLAND STREET, TURN LEFT INTO ALLEN STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT, VIA MONTE VISTA, TURN LEFT INTO AQUAMARINE DRIVE, TURN RIGHT INTO AMETHYST ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT TURN RIGHT AT DRAKENSBURG DRIVE, TURN LEFT INTO VICTORIA ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA AMAJUBA LODGE, CHECKER'S SHOPPING CENTRE, TURN RIGHT AT ROBOT INTO ALLEN STREET PICK AND DROP TO AND FROM RETURN WITH SAME ROUTE TO NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK.

12.15
2202BQ2100HB10057641 - NEWCASTLE TO PONGOLA FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK PROCEED STRAIGHT ACROSS TERMINUS STREET TURN LEFT AT KIRKLAND STREET TURN RIGHT AT ALLEN STREET (MAIN STREET) PROCEED STRAIGHT ACROSS TERMINUS STREET TURN LEFT AT KIRKLAND STREET TURN RIGHT AT ALLEN STREET TURN LEFT AT BLOOD RIVER ENTER R33 ROAD AND R34 PROCEED STRAIGHT TO VRYHEID, TURN LEFT AT STILWATER BP GARAGE PROCEED STRAIGHT TO R33 ROAD TO PAULPIETERSBURG TURN RIGHT AT KRUGER STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT ENTER PAULPIETERSBURG TAXI RANK RETURN SAME ROUTE TO NEWCASTLE.

12.16
2202BQ2207950057663 - NEWCASTLE TO UTRECHT FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK WITH VOORTREKKER STREET TURN LEFT TO 34 KIRKLAND STREET AND TURN LEFT TO 31 ALLEN STREET AND TURN LEFT TO JOIN N11 ROAD TURN LEFT TO UTRECHT STREET AND TURN LEFT TO UTRECHT STREET TO APPROVED TAXI RANK AND RETURN BACK USING THE SAME ROUTE.

12.17
2202BQ2207J810057637 - NEWCASTLE TO PAULPIETERSBURG FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK PROCEED STRAIGHT ACROSS TERMINUS STREET INTO VOORTREKKER STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN LEFT AT KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT AT ALLEN STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT, VIA AMETHYST ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT TO R483, TURN RIGHT AT MAZULU HIGH SCHOOL, TURN LEFT AT ZENZELE STREET, ENTER NEWCASTLE, TURN LEFT AT KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT AT ALLEN STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT TO ARBOR PARK SUBURB TURN LEFT ENTER N2 ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT ENTER PAULPIETERSBURG TAXI RANK RETURN SAME ROUTE TO NEWCASTLE.

12.18
2202BQ2207J810057638 - FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK PROCEED STRAIGHT ACROSS TERMINUS STREET INTO VOORTREKKER STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN LEFT AT KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT AT ALLEN STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA ARBOR PARK SUBURB, TURN LEFT ENTER R11 ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN RIGHT INTO R483 VIA OSIZWENI TO UTRECHT, TURN RIGHT AT UTRECHT ROAD INTERSECTION ENTER R34 ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN LEFT AT BLOOD RIVER ENTER R33 ROAD AND R34 PROCEED STRAIGHT TO VRYHEID, TURN LEFT AT STILWATER BP GARAGE PROCEED STRAIGHT TO R33 ROAD TO PAULPIETERSBURG TURN RIGHT AT KRUGER STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT ENTER PAULPIETERSBURG TAXI RANK RETURN SAME ROUTE TO NEWCASTLE.

12.19
2202BQ2100F500057611 - MADADENI TO NEWCASTLE FROM KWAHOFINA ECANAN SECTION NEW SETTLEMENT HOUSING AND THE RIVERSIDE PROCEED STRAIGHT ON ROAD BETWEEN SECTION 3 AND RIVERSIDE HOUSING AT FOUR WAY STOP PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA METHODIST CHURCH VIA SECTION 1 CLINIC AND TAXI RANK, TURN RIGHT AT SECTION 1 RANK PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN LEFT AT KWAMAVUSO CORNER HOUSE PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN LEFT AT LUTHERAN CHURCH PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN RIGHT EMBONGOLWENI CHURCH, VIA BP GARAGE, VIA AMAJUBA DISTRICT OFFICE IKWEZI SECTION AND VIA SAPS STATION MADADENI AT ROBOT, TURN RIGHT TO INGAGANE INTERSECTION, TURN RIGHT AT THE ROBOT CROSSING INGAGANE RIVER VIA RAILWAY STATION MATUKUSA NEW TOWNSHIP AT KEYWAY MOTORS (MATUKUSA) ROBOT PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA RAILWAY STATION KARBOCHEM, TURN LEFT AT N11 AND TURN RIGHT INTO R11 ROAD TO ALLEN STREET TO NEWCASTLE, VIA ARBOR PARK TOWN HOUSES, PROCEED ON ALLEN STREET ENTER NEWCASTLE, TURN LEFT AT KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT AT VOORTREKKER STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT ACROSS TERMINUS STREET TAXI RANK, RETURN WITH THE SAME ROUTE TO MADADENI TOWNSHIP.

OR

TURN RIGHT AT KEYWAY MOTORS ROBOT INTO ALBERT WESSELS ROAD VIA EMBAHODI NEWCASTLE TEXTILE INDUSTRIES AND HEAVY ENGINEERING INDUSTRY, PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA ENGINE GARAGE, VIA FOUR WAY STOP PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN RIGHT AT ROBOT VIA KARDIBRO TESTING STATION, TURN RIGHT ENTER HARDWICK STREET, TURN LEFT AT KINGS HOTEL INTO HARDWING STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN RIGHT AT BP GARAGE AND BRAD LOWS FURNISHERS, INTO ALLEN STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN LEFT AT KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET PROCEED ACROSS TERMINUS STREET ENTER NEWCASTLE APPROVED TAXI RANK, RETURN WITH SAME ROUTE TO MADADENI TOWNSHIP.

12.20
2202BQ2100F500057618 - MADADENI TO NEWCASTLE FROM R-SECTION TAXI RANK RED HOUSE RIGHT, ENTER ROAD BETWEEN R-SECTION AND SECTION 6, TURN LEFT RASTA PIZZA SHOP, STRAIGHT, VIA ZENZELE SHOPPING COMPLEX, VIA MADADENI HOSPITAL, TURN RIGHT AT INTERSECTION, VIA CRIPPLE CENTRE AND VIA CIRCUIT OFFICE, VIA AMAJUBA TECHNOLOGY CENTRE, TURN LEFT ENTER SECTION 2, VIA AMAJUBA COLLEGE, VIA MAGISTRATES OFFICES AND MADADENI POLICE SERVICE, TURN LEFT AT INGAGANE INTERSECTION ROBOT ROAD 483, VIA MATUKUSA NEW SETTLEMENT, AT MATUKUSA ROBOT, TURN RIGHT INTO ASIPHEPHE ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT ENTER ALBERT WESSELS ROAD, VIA EMBAHODI TEXTILE AND LIGHT INDUSTRIES.

ALTERNATIVE ROUTE

FROM EGESINI SECTION 7 R VIA KULAKALEHE CRÈCHE, VIA MCEBOWOLWAZI PRIMARY SCHOOL, TURN RIGHT AT MCEBOWOLWAZI PRIMARY SCHOOL, TURN LEFT AT POST OFFICE BOX, TURN LEFT AT HOUSE LS97, TURN RIGHT AT MAZULU HIGH SCHOOL, TURN LEFT AT ZENZELE SUPERMARKET, VIA MADADENI HOSPITAL, TURN RIGHT AT ROAD INTERSECTION, VIA CRIPPLE CENTRE, VIA EDUCATION CIRCUIT OFFICE, VIA AMAJUBA TECHNOLOGY, TURN LEFT, ENTER SECTION 2 ROAD, VIA AMAJUBA COLLEGE, VIA MAGISTRATES OFFICE AND SAPS STATION, PROCEED STRAIGHT, VIA IKWEZI STATION, TURN RIGHT AT ASIPHEPHE ROAD, ENTER ALBERT WESSELS ROAD, VIA EMBAHODI WHITE sails, VIA PROTECTION SERVICES, TURN LEFT, ENTER ALLEN STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN LEFT AT KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT AT VOORTREKKER STREET, PROCEED ACROSS TERMINAL STREET ENTER NEWCASTLE APPROVED TAXI RANK AND RETURN WITH SAME ROUTE TO MADADENI TOWNSHIP.

This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwonline.co.za
12.21 2202BR2020R00057620 - MADADENI (JOBSTOWN / EMASONDEZA) TO MADADENI

FROM KWADANISA STOP JOBSTOWN, TURN RIGHT ON ROAD D1335, VIA ZUKA TRUST FARM, TURN LEFT JOBSTOWN SCHOOL AND ISIKHALISEZWE S. PRIMARY SCHOOL, PROCEED ACROSS THEKU RIVIA MASKRAAL PROCEED STRAIGHT, ENTER SECTION MADADENI, TURN RIGHT AT ISCOR HOSTEL, VIA ISCOR HOSTEL (INGQAYI HOSTEL) PROCEED STRAIGHT TURN LEFT AT EMATSHENI AMHLOPNE, TURN RIGHT AT CORNER HOUSE KWAMADALILASE PROCEED STRAIGHT TURN LEFT SHOPIRE CHECKERS ENTER CHECKERS APPROVED TAXI RANK OFF-LOAD AND RETURN WITH SAME ROUTE TO MASONDEZA. ALTERNATIVE ROUTE FROM KWAMADALILASE CORNER HOUSE PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA CHECKERS SHOPPING CENTER, VIA SECTION 3 CLINIC, TURN RIGHT AT ROAD INTERSECTION PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA KWASIBALI TURN LEFT AT METHODIST CHURCH PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA SECTION 1 TAXI RANK VIA EKHZANU, VIA EMBONGOLWENI, VIA BP GARAGE, VIA IKWWEZI SECTION, VIA MADADENI POLICE STATION AT THE ROBOT TURN LEFT PROCEED STRAIGHT ENTER MAGISTRATE AND WELFARE OFFICE PARKING AND LOAD / OFFLOAD. RETURN THE SAME ROUTE TO MADADENI CHECKERS.

12.22 2202BR2020R00057621 - MADADENI TO MADADENI (SIBHASHA KILBARCHAN)

FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK, TURN LEFT INTO TERMINUS STREET, TURN RIGHT AT VOORTREKKER STREET, TURN LEFT AT KIRKLAND STREET, AND TURN RIGHT AT ALLEN STREET.

ALTERNATIVE.

FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK TURN LEFT TERMINUS STREET TURN LEFT AT SUTHERLAND STREET TURN LEFT AT HOSPITAL VIA PROVINCIAL HOSPITAL NEWCASTLE PRISON TURN RIGHT INTO ALLEN STREET TURN RIGHT INTO N11 LADYSMITH ROAD TURN RIGHT TO INDIAN VILLAGE RETURN SAME ROUTE ACROSS N11, LEFT INTO KILBARCHEN VILLAGE. TURN LEFT AT 4TH AVENUE RETURN SAME ROUTE TURN LEFT INTO INGAGANE ROAD. TURN LEFT TO KILBARCHEN GOLF CLUB RETURN SAME ROUTE TURN LEFT AT BUTHELEZI STREET VIA OLD POWERSTATION. PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO INGAGANE TOWNSHIP TURN LEFT INTO INGAGANE CLUB INTO 3RD AVENUE AT INGAGANE TOWNSHIP OFFICE RETURN WITH SAME ROUTE TO MADADENI.

ALTERNATIVE.

ROUTE FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK PROCEED ACROSS TERMINUS STREET TURN LEFT AT VOORTREKKER STREET TURN RIGHT AT KIRKLAND STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT TURN LEFT AT SUTHERLAND STREET VIA PICK N PAY SHOPPING CENTER VIA TECHNIKON SA. TURN LEFT AT HOSPITAL STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT TURN RIGHT AT ALLEN STREET VIA ARBOR PARK SUBURB TURN LEFT ENTER N11 TURN RIGHT INTO P483 ROAD TO MADADENI. OSIZWENI AND URECHT, TURN RIGHT KARBOCHEM VIA KARBOCHEM PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA ROY POINT CEMETERY, PROCEED STRAIGHT ENTER VEZIBUHLE SETTLEMENT (KNOWN AS EMPONGPONGWENI) RETURN WITH THE SAME ROUTE NEWCASTLE APPROVED TAXI RANK. ALTERNATIVE TO ROUTE 11 TURN RIGHT TO BALLANGIEGH AND RETURN AND TURN LEFT TO VEZIBUHLE.

12.23 2202BR2020R00057631 - MADADENI TO ALL SECTIONS

FROM MADADENI SHOPRITE SHOPPING CENTRE TO ALL SECTIONS WITHIN MADADENI TOWNSHIP. PICK AND DROP TO AND FROM AND TURN TO MADADENI SHOPRITE SHOPPING CENTRE.

12.24 2202BR2020BS00057622 - MADADENI TO OSIZWENI

FROM MADADENI TO OSIZWENI TOWNSHIP FROM MAGISTRATE OFFICE, MADADENI TOWNSHIP, TURN LEFT ENTER ROAD BETWEEN SECTION 2 AND MUNICIPALITY OFFICES. TURN RIGHT AT BP GARAGE PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA IMBONGOLWENI CHURCH, VIA KHZANU SHOPPING CENTRE VIA METHODIST CHURCH. SECTIONS 1 PROCEED STRAIGHT AT FOUR WAY STOP ON ROAD BETWEEN RIVERSIDE HOUSES AND SECTION 3 TURN RIGHT AT KWAMABOYA, VIA EASHINH STOP, VIA ST HONH CHURCH, TURN RIGHT AT CHECKERS SHOPPING CENTER VIA CLINIC SECTION 3, TURN LEFT AT CLINIC, AND PROCEED VIA MADADENI LIBRARY VIA BEER WHOLESALE DEPORT VIA MAZIBUYE TESTING STATION PROCEED STRAIGHT, AT ZENZILE SHOPPING CENTER, TURN RIGHT AND TURN LEFT VIA MADADENI HOSPITAL ROAD BETWEEN SECTION 6 AND MADADENI HOSPITAL, TURN LEFT AT AMAZULU HIGH SCHOOL, TURN RIGHT AT ROAD INTERSECTION (ROAD BETWEEN SECTION 6 AND SECTION 7), VIA MADODA SHOPPING ENTERPRISE, TURN RIGHT MADADENI BREWERY VIA MOYOUMULE TAXI RANK, TURN LEFT AT THE ROBOT ENTER ROAD TO OSIZWENI AND URECHT VIA NINE MILE STOP, VIA BLAUBOSCH AREA, TURN RIGHT AT EMPIANGENI, TURN LEFT ENTER OSIZWENI TOWNSHIP (SOUTH). PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA QHUBIMFUNDU S. P. SCHOOL AND VIA XOLANI HIGH SCHOOL TURN RIGHT AT KWMASHI STOP TURN LEFT AT MPHAZIMA RESTAURANT AND HLANGANANI SHOPPING CENTRE PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN RIGHT AT ROAD INTERSECTION VIA OSIZWENI BUSINESS ARE, VIA POST OFFICE (OSIZWENI) AND S.A.P.S. STATION TURN LEFT PROCEED STRAIGHT TO TOP TANK TURN LEFT KWAMBHOKO (SAND SUPPLY DEPORT) VIA LONG HOMES HOUSING TURN RIGHT VIA MATSHEKETSHENI SECTION VIA KWA BOB SHOPPING CENTRE, AND MASKOPHASI, TURN LEFT AT DEPOT ON THE THIRD ROAD FROM KUHADI SHOPPING CENTRE TURN RIGHT VIA KWMASHI STOP SHOPPING CENTRE, TURN RIGHT VIA KWA YILAKAZI CORNER HOUSE, VIA 5 STAR CENTRE AND FIRE STATION OSIZWENI, AND TURN RIGHT AT T.V. LIQUOR STORE. PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA KAKALASPAN AREA (RURAL AREA) VIA MILLENNIUM CASH STORE. EMPOMPINI RETURN SAME ROUTE TO MADADENI TOWNSHIP.
1) Application Number: APP0116558

2) Gazette Number: LGKZN28-2019-OCT

3) Applicant: MG KHUMALO

4) Applicant Address: P.O BOX 3007 NEWCASTLE 2940

5) Existing Licence Holder: KS KHOZA

6) Existing Licence Holder Address: HOUSE NO C3455 MADADENI 2951

7) Type of application: DECREASED TRANSFER AND NEW OPERATING LICENCE AND CONVERSION

8) Operating Licence Number: 251057

9) Vehicle Type: MINIBUS TAXI

10) Region: AMAJUBA

11) Region: ALL

12.1 2100F52200BQ00057623 - NEWCASTLE TO NEWCASTLE (IMPONDO/BAHLOKAZI)

FROM NEWCASTLE APPROVED TAXI RANK, TURN RIGHT AT TERMINUS STREET, TURN LEFT AT GURTHERLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT AT SCOTTS STREET, VIA PICK N PAY SHOPPING CENTRE, PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA CAPRICORNIA HOTEL, ENTER BOUNDARY STREET AT LENNOXTOWN TOWNSHIP, PROCEED VIA CALTEX GARAGE (PETROL), VIA RICHVIEW CIVIC HALL, VIA BABS SCRAP YARD, VIA NCANDU COMBINED SCHOOL, TURN LEFT AT CHEMFORD ROAD, VIA FARMERS ASSOCIATION AUCTION SALE, TURN RIGHT TO ROAD 2952 TO EKUBENI YOUTH DEVELOPMENT CENTRE, TURN CHEMFORD ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT, AT CHEMFORD DAM, TURN RIGHT INTO ROAD R621 TO BAHLOKAZI HIGH SCHOOL, RETURN WITH THE SAME ROAD, RIGHT TO HAGHI SCHOOL, TURN LEFT AT CHEMFORD WATER WORKS, RETURN WITH THE SAME ROUTE FROM GIJUMA SCHOOL R621, TURN RIGHT AT CHELMFORD DAM, RETURN WITH THE SAME ROUTE TO NEWCASTLE APPROVED TAXI RANK.

12.2 2100F52200BQ00057662 - NEWCASTLE TO NORMANDIEEN

FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK EXIT WITH TERMINUS STREET TURN LEFT WITH SUTHERLAND STREET TURN RIGHT WITH SCOTT STREET TO LENNOXTOWN WITH ROAD P39 TO NORMANDIEEN PICK AND DROP RETURNING USING SAME ROUTE.

12.3 2200BQ2100F500057632 - NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK TO NEWCASTLE TOWNLANDS

FROM TAXI RANK INTO TERMINUS STREET TURN LEFT AT VOORTREKKER STREET TURN LEFT INTO KIRKLAND STREET, TURN LEFT INTO ALLEN STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT TURN RIGHT AT DRAGENSBURG DRIVE PROCEED STRAIGHT, VIA MONTE VISTÀ, TURN LEFT INTO AQUAMARINE DRIVE, TURN RIGHT INTO AMETHYST ROAD ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT TURN RIGHT AT DRAGENSBURG DRIVE, TURN LEFT INTO VICTORIA ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA AMAJUBA LODGE, CHECKERS SHOPPING CENTRE, TURN RIGHT AT ROBOT INTO ALLEN STREET PICK AND DROP TO AND FROM. RETURN WITH SAME ROUTE TO NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK.

12.4 2200BQ2100F500057633 - NEWCASTLE TO PONGOLA

FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK PROCEED STRAIGHT ACROSS TERMINUS STREET TURN LEFT AT KIRKLAND STREET TURN RIGHT AT ALLEN STREET (MAIN STREET) PROCEED STRAIGHT TO ARBOR PARK SUBURB TURN LEFT ENTER NO 1 ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT TURN RIGHT INTO R43 TO OSIZWENI, UTRECHT TURN RIGHT AT UTRECHT ROAD INTERSECTION ENTER R34 ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT TURN LEFT AT BLOODRIVER ROAD INTERSECTION ENTER R33 AND R34 PROCEED STRAIGHT TO STILWATER BP GARAGE TURN RIGHT AT CROSS ROAD BEFORE RACHING VRYHEID PROCEED ON R34 TO BHEKZULU TOWN TURN LEFT AT ROAD INTERSECTION ENTER R66 ROAD TO MAGUDI TURN LEFT ENTER N2 ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT ENTER PONGOLA TAXI RANK RETURN SAME ROUTE TO NEWCASTLE.

12.5 2200BQ220200057642 - NEWCASTLE TO DANNHAUSER

FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK TURN LEFT AT VOORTREKKER STREET TURN LEFT INTO KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO ALLEN STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT TO ARBOR PARK SUBURB, TURN RIGHT INTO NO 11 ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT TO BALLENGICH TURN LEFT INTO R621 ROAD TO SKOBARIN SETTLEMENT PROCEED STRAIGHT TURN RIGHT ENTER DANNHAUSER TOWN TURN LEFT TO DANNHAUSER APPROVED TAXI RANK RETURN WITH SAME ROUTE TO NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK.

12.6 2200BQ2207B500057663 - NEWCASTLE TO UTRECHT

FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK PROCEED STRAIGHT ACROSS TERMINUS STREET TURN LEFT AT KIRKLAND STREET TURN RIGHT AT ALLEN STREET (MAIN STREET) PROCEED STRAIGHT TO ARBOR PARK SUBURB TURN LEFT ENTER NO 1 ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT TURN RIGHT INTO R43 VIA OSIZWENI TO UTRECHT, TURN RIGHT AT UTRECHT ROAD INTERSECTION ENTER R34 ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT TURN LEFT AT BLOODRIVER ENTER R33 ROAD AND R34 PROCEED STRAIGHT TO VRYHEID, TURN LEFT AT STILWATER BP GARAGE PROCEED STRAIGHT ENTER R33 ROAD TO PAULPIETERSBURG TURN RIGHT AT KRUGER STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT ENTER PAULPIETERSBURG TAXI RANK RETURN SAME ROUTE TO NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK.

12.7 2200BQ2207J810057637 - NEWCASTLE TO PAULPIETERSBURG

FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK PROCEED STRAIGHT ACROSS TERMINUS STREET TURN LEFT AT VOORTREKKER STREET TURN LEFT INTO KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT AT ALLEN STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA ARBOR PARK SUBURB, TURN LEFT ENTER NO 11 ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN RIGHT INTO R43 VIA OSIZWENI TO UTRECHT, TURN RIGHT AT UTRECHT ROAD INTERSECTION ENTER R34 ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN LEFT AT BLOOD RIVER ENTER R33 ROAD AND R34 PROCEED STRAIGHT TO VRYHEID, TURN LEFT AT STILWATER BP GARAGE, PROCEED STRAIGHT ENTER R33 ROAD TO PAULPIETERSBURG TURN RIGHT AT KRUGER STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT ENTER PAULPIETERSBURG TAXI RANK, RETURN SAME ROUTE TO NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK.

12.8 2200BQ2207J810057638 - NEWCASTLE TO STANDERTON

FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK PROCEED STRAIGHT ACROSS TERMINUS STREET TURN LEFT AT VOORTREKKER STREET TURN LEFT INTO KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT AT ALLEN STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA ARBOR PARK SUBURB, TURN LEFT ENTER NO 11 ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN RIGHT INTO R43 VIA OSIZWENI TO UTRECHT, TURN RIGHT AT UTRECHT ROAD INTERSECTION ENTER R34 ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN LEFT AT BLOOD RIVER ENTER R33 ROAD AND R34 PROCEED STRAIGHT TO VRYHEID, TURN LEFT AT STILWATER BP GARAGE, PROCEED STRAIGHT ENTER R33 ROAD TO PAULPIETERSBURG TURN RIGHT AT KRUGER STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT ENTER PAULPIETERSBURG TAXI RANK, RETURN SAME ROUTE TO NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK.

12.9 2200BQ2100F51057644 - NEWCASTLE TO STANDERTON

FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK EXIT WITH VOLKREIKER STREET TURN LEFT TO R34 KIRKLAND STREET AND TURN LEFT TO 31 ALLEN STREET AND TURN TO JOIN ROAD NO 11 TO VOLKRIUS TO ENTER VOLKSTAD TURN LEFT AT LAINGNSKIE STREET AND TURN LEFT TO JOUBERT AND TURN RIGHT TO DANPIENAAR STREET ROAD R33 ENTER STANDERTON WITH BOTH STREET TURN RIGHT TO VOY STREET ENTER TO APPROVED STANDERTON TAXI RANK EXIT WITH ANDRIES PRETORIUS STREET AND RETURN USING THE SAME ROUTE.

12.10 2200BQ203F10189337 - NEWCASTLE TO WITBANK

FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK EXIT WITH VOLKREIKER STREET TURN LEFT TO R34 KIRKLAND STREET AND TURN LEFT TO 31 ALLEN STREET AND TURN TO JOIN ROAD NO 11 TO VOLKRIUS TO ENTER VOLKSTAD TURN LEFT AT LAINGNSKIE STREET AND TURN LEFT TO JOUBERT AND TURN RIGHT TO DANPIENAAR STREET ROAD R33 ENTER STANDERTON WITH BOTH STREET TURN RIGHT TO VOY STREET ENTER TO APPROVED STANDERTON TAXI RANK EXIT WITH ANDRIES PRETORIUS STREET AND RETURN USING THE SAME ROUTE.

12.11 2200BQ120D0101057666 - MADADENI TO GERMISTON

FROM MADADENI CHECKERS LEFT TO BEER WHOLESALE, TURN RIGHT BETWEEN SECTION 5 AND SECTION 2 TURN RIGHT TO MAJUBA COLLEGE PASS MAGISTRATE OFFICE PROCEED TO TURN RIGHT AT INGAGANE RIVER PROCEED TO MATUKUZA ROBOT PROCEED STRAIGHT TO RAILWAY STATION KARBOCHEM, TURN LEFT ENTER ROAD NO 11 AND TURN RIGHT INTO ALLEN STREET TO NEWCASTLE LEFT R34 RIGHT R103 RIGHT N3 RIGHT M2 NORTH LEFT TO RAILWAY STREET TAXI RANK AND RETURN.

This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwonline.co.za
12.12 2020BR110500057611 - MADADENI TO NEWCASTLE

FROM KWAFHOFINO ECANAN SECTION 5 TO MADADENI TOWNSHIP AND THE RIVERSIDE PROCEED STRAIGHT ON ROAD BETWEEN SECTION 3 AND RIVERSIDE HOSPITAL AT FOUR WAY STOP PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA METHODIST CHURCH VIA SECTION 1 AND CLINIC AND TAXI RANK, TURN RIGHT AT SECTION 1 RANK PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN LEFT AT KYAMAVUSO CORNER HOUSE PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN LEFT AT LUTHERAN CHURCH PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN RIGHT EMBONGOLWENI CHURCH, VIA BP GARAGE, VIA AMAJUBA DISTRICT OFFICE KHWEZI SECTION AND VIA SAPS STATION MADADENI TO ROBOT, TURN RIGHT TO INGAGANE INTERSECTION, TURN RIGHT AT THE ROBOT CROSSING INGAGANE RIVER VIA RAILWAY STATION MATUKUSA NEW TOWNSHIP TO KEYWAY MOTORS (MATUKUSA) ROBOT PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA RAILWAY STATION KARBOCHEM, TURN LEFT ENTER ROAD N11 AND TURN RIGHT INTO ALBERT WESSELS ROAD, TURN RIGHT AT VOORTREKKER STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT ACROSS TERMINUS STREET TAXI RANK. RETURN WITH THE SAME ROUTE TO MADADENI TOWNSHIP.

OR

TURN RIGHT AT KEYWAY MOTORS ROBOT INTO ALBERT WESSELS ROAD VIA EMBAMHOINI NEWCASTLE TEXTILE INDUSTRIES AND HEAVY ENGINEERING INDUSTRY. PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA ENGINE GARAGE. VIA FOUR WAY STOP PROCEED STRAIGHT. TURN RIGHT AT ROBOT VIA CARDBO TESTING STATION, TURN LEFT ENTER HARDWICK STREET, TURN LEFT AT KING ST, INTO HARDING STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN RIGHT AT BP GARAGE AND BRAND LOWS FURNISHERS, INTO ALLEN STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT. TURN LEFT AT KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT ACROSS TERMINUS STREET ENTER NEWCASTLE APPROVED TAXI RANK. RETURN WITH THE SAME ROUTE TO MADADENI TOWNSHIP.

12.13 2020BR110500057612 - MADADENI (LIBRARY) TO NEWCASTLE

FROM MADADENI LIBRARY AND COMMUNITY HALL, TURN LEFT INTO BEER WHOLESALE, TURN RIGHT AT ROBOT, AND PROCEED TO AMAJUBA COLLEGE, TURN LEFT AT INKUNGA SOUTH DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION. FROM MADADENI LIBRARY AND COMMUNITY HALL, TURN LEFT TO KWASBALI TAVERN, TURN LEFT AT METHODIST CHURCH, TO CLINIC NO.1 AT SECTION 1 TO TERMINUS STREET. TURN LEFT AT BP GARAGE, TO AMAJUBA MUNICIPALITY OFFICE, INTO INHWEZI SECTION, TO MADADENI POLICE STATION, TURN RIGHT AT ROBOT, TURN TO INGAGANE INTERSECTION, ROBOT PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA RAILWAY STATION, TURN RIGHT AT KEYWAY MOTORS OFF-RAMP, TURN RIGHT AT KEYWAY MOTORS PROFESSIONAL SERVICE AND PROCEED TO IMPLEMENT SUMMATION SERVICE TURN ENTER RIGHT ALBERT WESSELS ROAD, TURN RIGHT AT KEYWAY MOTORS PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO RAILWAY STATION, TURN RIGHT AT ROBOT, PROCEED. TURN LEFT AT ALLEN STREET TO NEWCASTLE, PROCEED ON ALLEN STREET, TURN LEFT AT KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET, PROCEED ACROSS TERMINUS STREET ENTER NEWCASTLE APPROVED TAXI RANK. RETURN WITH THE SAME ROUTE TO MADADENI TOWNSHIP.

ALTERNATE: ROUTE

STARTING POINT SAME AS ABOVE BUT AT KEYWAY MOTORS PROCEED STRAIGHT, TO RAILWAY STATION, TO KARBOCHEM OFF-RAMP, TURN LEFT ENTER N11, TURN RIGHT AT ALBERT WESSELS ROAD TO NEWCASTLE, PROCEED ACROSS ALBERT WESSELS ROAD TO MADADENI TOWNSHIP. RETURN WITH THE SAME ROUTE TO MADADENI TOWNSHIP.

12.14 2020BR110500057613 - MADADENI (HIGH SCHOOL) TO NEWCASTLE

FROM MADADENI HIGH SCHOOL, TURN RIGHT AT EMATSHENI AMHLophe TO ENYOKENI SECTION 3, TURN LEFT VODACOM CONTAINERS TO SHEKUKUPHWA RESTAURANT, LEFT AT EKSHINI SHOP TO ST JOHN CHURCH, TURN RIGHT TOWARDS SHOPRITE CENTRE, RIGHT AT CLINIC NO.1, TO KWASBALI TAVERN, TURN LEFT AT METHODIST CHURCH, TO CLINIC NO.1 AT SECTION 1 TO TERMINUS STREET. TURN LEFT AT BP GARAGE, TO AMAJUBA MUNICIPALITY OFFICE, INTO INHWEZI SECTION, TO MADADENI POLICE STATION, TURN RIGHT AT ROBOT, TURN TO INGAGANE INTERSECTION, ROBOT PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA RAILWAY STATION, TURN RIGHT AT KEYWAY MOTORS OFF-RAMP, TURN RIGHT AT KEYWAY MOTORS PROFESSIONAL SERVICE AND PROCEED TO IMPLEMENT SUMMATION SERVICE TURN ENTER RIGHT ALBERT WESSELS ROAD, TURN RIGHT AT ALBERT WESSELS ROAD TO NEWCASTLE, TURN RIGHT AT ALBERT WESSELS ROAD TO MADADENI TOWNSHIP.

ALTERNATE: ROUTE

STARTING POINT SAME AS ABOVE BUT AT KEYWAY MOTORS PROCEED STRAIGHT, TO RAILWAY STATION, TO KARBOCHEM OFF-RAMP, TURN LEFT ENTER N11, TURN RIGHT AT ALBERT WESSELS ROAD TO NEWCASTLE, PROCEED ACROSS ALBERT WESSELS ROAD TO MADADENI TOWNSHIP. RETURN WITH THE SAME ROUTE TO MADADENI TOWNSHIP.

12.15 2020BR110500057615 - MADADENI TO NEWCASTLE (TEXTILE INDUSTRY)

FROM ZENZELE SHOPPING CENTRE, TURN RIGHT AT MADADENI HOSPITAL, TURN LEFT AT THOKOZA SHOPPING CENTRE, TURN RIGHT AT SCHOOL FOR DEAF. TURN LEFT CLINIC NO.5, SECTIONS, VIA NTOMBOKO L.P. SCHOOL, TURN LEFT OR RIGHT AMJUBA COLLEGE, VIA MAGISTRATE OFFICE, VIA POLICE STATION, TURN LEFT AT INGAGANE INTERSECTION, TURN RIGHT AT THE ROBOT CROSSING INGAGANE RIVER, VIA MATUKUSA NEW TOWNSHIP, TO KEYWAY MOTORS (MATUKUSA) ROBOT TURN RIGHT AT INTERSECTION BETWEEN 5 AND 2 TOWARDS BEER WHOLESALE, TURN LEFT AT ROBOT, PROCEDE. TURN LEFT AT CLINIC 3 SECTION 3 VIA KWASIBALI TAVERN, TURN LEFT AT METHODIST VIA SECTION 1, VIA AMAJUBA DISTRICT OFFICE, VIA KHUZANI SHOPPING CENTER, LEFT AT BP GARAGE, VIA MAGISTRATE VIA AMAJUBA DISTRICT, VIA INHWEZI SECTION, TURN RIGHT AT MADADENI STATION ROBOT, INGAGANE ROAD TO KEYWAY, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO RAILWAY STATION (PICK AND DROP) PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN AT KARBOCHEM INTO ASIPHEPHE ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT ENTER ALBERT WESSELS DRIVE TO NEWCASTLE TEXTILE INDUSTRIES, OFFLOAD AND LOAD ALL OVER TEXTILE INDUSTRIES OR RETURN WITH SAME ROUTE TO MADADENI APPROVED TAXI RANK. PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA KEYWAY TO RAILWAY STATION, TURN RIGHT AT KEYWAY MOTORS, VIA KWASIBALI TAVERN, TURN LEFT AT ROBOT, AND PROCEED TO AMAJUBA COLLEGE, VIA KHUZANI SHOPPING CENTER, LEFT AT BP GARAGE VIA MAGISTRATE OFFICE VIA AMAJUBA DISTRICT, VIA INHWEZI SECTION, RIGHT AT MADADENI POLICE STATION, ROBOT PROCEED TO MARTUKUSA NEW TOWNSHIP OR RETURN WITH SAME ROUTE TO MADADENI APPROVED TAXI RANK.

12.16 2020BR110500057616 - MADADENI (KWAMIMANGO) TO NEWCASTLE

FROM BREWERY (Sorghini BEER) TOWN MILES TAVERN (KWAMIMANGO), TURN LEFT AT BREWERY, VIA ITHALA INDUSTRIAL SITE AT SECTION 6, TURN RIGHT ACROSS ROAD MOYO,MHLE TAXI RANK, TURN RIGHT AT KWADLAMINI CORNER HOUSE BETWEEN HOSPITAL AND SECTION 6, PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN LEFT ZENZELE SHOPPING CENTER AT SECTION 5, PROCEED BETWEEN SECTIONS AND MADADENI HOSPITAL. TURN RIGHT AT ROBOT INTERSECTION SHORT HOUSES. VIA CRIPPLE CENTRE VIA EDUCATION (OFFICE CIRCUIT OFFICE) ROAD BETWEEN SECTION 5 OPENINGVELD, VIA AMAJUBA TECHNOLOGY CENTRE, LEFT ENTER ROAD FROM OLD K2T DEPOT, BEER WHOLESALE, VIA AMAJUBA COLLEGE, VIA MAGISTRATE OFFICE PROCEED STRAIGHT TO INGAGANE RIVER, VIA MATUKUSA NEW TOWNSHIP, TO KEYWAY MOTORS (MATUKUSA) ROBOT PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA RAILWAY STATION, KARBOCHEM, TURN LEFT ENTER ROAD N11 AND RETURN RIGHT INTO ALBERT WESSELS ROAD, VIA PARK TOWN HOUSES. PROCEED ON ALBERT WESSELS ROAD TO NEWCASTLE, TURN LEFT AT KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT AT VOORTREKKER STREET, PROCEED ACROSS TERMINUS STREET ENTER NEWCASTLE APPROVED TAXI RANK. RETURN WITH THE SAME ROUTE TO MADADENI TOWNSHIP.

12.17 2020BR110500057617 - MADADENI (KWANYEMBE) TO NEWCASTLE

FROM N SECTION TAXI RANK KWANYEMBE, TURN RIGHT ENTER P SECTION ENTER ROAD FROM P1 STOP, VIA POST BOX, TURN LEFT AT STAFFORD CLINIC OR RIGHT. TURN LEFT AT ROAD INTERSECTION VIA DEDANGFUNDI HIGH SCHOOL. TURN LEFT Mzukuyise Junior Primary, TURN RIGHT ENTER 5 SECTION STRAIGHT TURN LEFT ON ROAD BETWEEN SECTION 7 AND SECTION 6 TO MADADENI BREWERY VIA VIRGINIA SUPERMARKET, VIA MADADENI LIGHT INDUSTRIES. VIA BINDA HARDWARE MOYOMHLI TAXI RANK AND COMMUNITY CENTRE. FROM ROBOT TURN RIGHT ENTER MAIN ROAD P483 FROM NEWCASTLE TO OSIZWENI, BUDDHA FLATS AND UTRECHT TO NEWCASTLE AT INGAGANE ROBOT CROSS-OVER INGAGANE RIVER TURN LEFT AT KEYWAY MOTORS ROBOT INTO ASIPHEPHE ROAD ENTER ALBERT WESSELS VIA LIGHT AND TEXTILE INDUSTRIES EMABHODINI TO NEWCASTLE VIA PROTECTION SERVICE TURN RIGHT ALLEN STREET TO NEWCASTLE, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO ARBOR PARK TOWN HOUSES, PROCEED ON ALLEN STREET.
2202BR2100F500057619 - MADADENI (LISTER FARM) TO NEWCASTLE
2202BR2100F500057618 - MADADENI TO NEWCASTLE
2202BR2100F500057624 - MADADENI TO NEWCASTLE

1 TAXI RANK VIA EKHUZANI, VIA EMBONGOLWENI, VIA BP GARAGE, VIA IKHWEZI SECTION, VIA MADADENI POLICE STATION AT THE ROBOT

12.18

FROM P1 SECTION 7(P) PROCEED STRAIGHT TO KWAMAHUKHULUKHULU SUPERMARKET, TURN LEFT AT THE CORNER PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN RIGHT ENGLULUNEBENI OR KUSAKUSIKA ENTER M-SECTION 7, VIA EYAKHO SHOPPING COMPLEX PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA EKHAMDUZI STATION, TURN LEFT AT LOKOTHAWOY BRICK & TILE SUPPLY, TURN LEFT AT EKHAMDUZI LIQOR STORE ENTER L-SECTION, PROCEED STRAIGHT TURN RIGHT AT INTERSECTION, ENTER ROAD BETWEEN SECTION 7 L0 AND SECTION 6, TURN LEFT PROCEED STRAIGHT, VIA AMAGAZI HOSPITAL, TURN LEFT AT EYETHU MARKET AND SPARES, PROCEED STRAIGHT ON ROAD BETWEEN MADADENI HOSPITAL AND SECTION 6, TURN LEFT AT ZENZELE SHOPPING CENTRE ENTER ROAD BETWEEN SECTION 5 MADADENI HOSPITAL, PROCEED STRAIGHT TURN RIGHT ENTER ROAD SECTION 5 AND OPEN VELD, VIA CRIPPLE CENTRE, VIA CIRCUIT OFFICE, VIA AMAJUBA TECHNOLOGY CENTRE PROCEED STRAIGHT TURN LEFT, VIA AMAJUBA COLLEGE, VIA MECBOWOLOLA BM COMMUNITY, PROCEED STRAIGHT ACROSS ROBOT STATION PROCEED STRAIGHT TO NEWCASTLE, VIA MATUKUSA NEW SETTLEMENT, TURN RIGHT KEYWAY ROBOT ENTER ASIPHWE ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT ENTER ALBERT WESSELS DRIVE, VIA EMBAMOKHUNDI PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA ENGGIENA, PROCEED STRAIGHT ACROSS 4 WAY STOP TURN RIGHT AT ROBOT INTO FARADAY STREET, VIA KADIBO VILLAGE TESTING ENTER HARDWICK STREET, TURN OR PROCEED STRAIGHT, VIA VLAM CRESCENT TURN RIGHT AT HARDWICK STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN LEFT KINGS HOTEL ENTER HARDWICK STREET, TURN OR PROCEED STRAIGHT, VIA KADBRO VEHICLE TESTING ENTER HARDWICK STREET, TURN OR PROCEED STRAIGHT, VIA VLAM CRESCENT TURN RIGHT AT HARDWICK STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN LEFT KINGS HOTEL ENTER HARDWICK STREET, TURN OR PROCEED STRAIGHT, VIA EMABHODINI PROCEED STRAIGHT, VIA MAGISTRATES OFFICE AND SAPS STATION, PROCEED STRAIGHT ACROSS ROBOT STATION PROCEED STRAIGHT TO NEWCASTLE, VIA AMAJUBA TECHNOLOGY CENTRE, TURN LEFT ENTER SECTION 6, TURN LEFT PROCEED STRAIGHT, VIA AMAJUBA TECHNOLOGY CENTRE, VIA EMBONGOLWENI, VIA COMMUNITY CENTRE, AT ROBOT TURN RIGHT ENTER MAIN ROAD FROM NEWCASTLE TO OSIZWENI UTRECHT, STRAIGHT ACROSS INGAGANE RIVER ROBOT TO THE NEXT ROBOT VIA KEYWAY MOTORS, RETURN RIGHT TO ALBERT WESSELS DRIVE OR STRAIGHT, VIA RAILWAY STATION KARBOCHEM OFF-RAMP, TURN LEFT ENTER N11 ABOUT 1 KILOMETER DRIVE TURN RIGHT INTO ALLEN STREET, VIA ARIBON KARBOCHEM STRAIGHT INTO TOWN (ALLEN STREET) TURN LEFT AT KILBARCHEN STREET, TURN RIGHT AND DRIVE ACROSS STREET ENTER APPROVED NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK. RETURN THE SAME ROUTE TO P1 SECTION 7(P).

12.19

FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK, TURN LEFT INTO TERMINUS STREET, TURN RIGHT AT VOORTREKKER STREET, TURN LEFT AT KIRKLAND STREET, AND TURN RIGHT AT ALLEN STREET.

ALTERNATIVE.

FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK, TURN LEFT INTO TERMINUS STREET, TURN LEFT AT SUTHERLAND STREET, TURN LEFT AT HOSPITAL VIA PROVINCIAL HOSPITAL NEWCASTLE PRISON TURN LEFT INTO ALLEN STREET, PROCEED TURN RIGHT INTO N11 LADYSMITH ROAD, TURN RIGHT TO INDIAN VILLAGE RETURN SAME ROUTE ACROSS N11, LEFT INTO KILBARCHEN VILLAGE, TURN LEFT AT 4TH AVENUE RETURN SAME ROUTE TURN LEFT INTO INGAGANE ROAD, TURN LEFT TO KILBARCHEN GOLF CLUB RETURN SAME ROUTE TURN LEFT AT BUTHELEZI STREET VIA OLD POWERSTATION. PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO INGAGANE TOWNSHIP TURN LEFT INTO INGAGANE CLUB INTO 3RD AVENUE AT INGAGANE TOWNSHIP OFFICE RETURN WITH SAME ROUTE TO MADADENI.

ALTERNATIVE.

ROUTE FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK PROCEED ACROSS TERMINUS STREET, TURN LEFT AT VOORTREKKER STREET, TURN RIGHT AT KIRKLAND STREET, TURN LEFT AT ALLEN STREET, WHAT'S TOOL, PROCEED STRAIGHT TURN LEFT INTO ALLEN STREET, WHAT'S TOOL, PROCEED STRAIGHT TO NEWCASTLE, VIA COMMUNITY CENTRE. AT ROBOT TURN RIGHT ENTER MAIN ROAD FROM NEWCASTLE TO OSIZWENI UTRECHT, STRAIGHT ACROSS INGAGANE RIVER ROBOT TO THE NEXT ROBOT VIA KEYWAY MOTORS, RETURN RIGHT TO ALBERT WESSELS DRIVE OR STRAIGHT, VIA RAILWAY STATION KARBOCHEM OFF-RAMP, TURN LEFT ENTER N11 ABOUT 1 KILOMETER DRIVE TURN RIGHT INTO ALLEN STREET, VIA ARIBON KARBOCHEM STRAIGHT INTO TOWN (ALLEN STREET) TURN LEFT AT KILBARCHEN STREET, TURN RIGHT AND DRIVE ACROSS STREET ENTER APPROVED NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK. RETURN THE SAME ROUTE TO P1 SECTION 7(P).

12.20

FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK, TURN LEFT INTO TERMINUS STREET, TURN RIGHT AT VOORTREKKER STREET, TURN LEFT AT KIRKLAND STREET, AND TURN RIGHT AT ALLEN STREET.

ALTERNATIVE.

FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK, TURN LEFT INTO TERMINUS STREET, TURN LEFT AT SUTHERLAND STREET, TURN LEFT AT HOSPITAL VIA PROVINCIAL HOSPITAL NEWCASTLE PRISON TURN LEFT INTO ALLEN STREET, PROCEED TURN RIGHT INTO N11 LADYSMITH ROAD, TURN RIGHT TO INDIAN VILLAGE RETURN SAME ROUTE ACROSS N11, LEFT INTO KILBARCHEN VILLAGE, TURN LEFT AT 4TH AVENUE RETURN SAME ROUTE TURN LEFT INTO INGAGANE ROAD, TURN LEFT TO KILBARCHEN GOLF CLUB RETURN SAME ROUTE TURN LEFT AT BUTHELEZI STREET VIA OLD POWERSTATION. PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO INGAGANE TOWNSHIP TURN LEFT INTO INGAGANE CLUB INTO 3RD AVENUE AT INGAGANE TOWNSHIP OFFICE RETURN WITH SAME ROUTE TO MADADENI.

ALTERNATIVE.

ROUTE FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK PROCEED ACROSS TERMINUS STREET, TURN LEFT AT VOORTREKKER STREET, TURN RIGHT AT KIRKLAND STREET, TURN LEFT AT ALLEN STREET, WHAT'S TOOL, PROCEED STRAIGHT TO NEWCASTLE, VIA COMMUNITY CENTRE. AT ROBOT TURN RIGHT ENTER MAIN ROAD FROM NEWCASTLE TO OSIZWENI UTRECHT, STRAIGHT ACROSS INGAGANE RIVER ROBOT TO THE NEXT ROBOT VIA KEYWAY MOTORS, RETURN RIGHT TO ALBERT WESSELS DRIVE OR STRAIGHT, VIA RAILWAY STATION KARBOCHEM OFF-RAMP, TURN LEFT ENTER N11 ABOUT 1 KILOMETER DRIVE TURN RIGHT INTO ALLEN STREET, VIA ARIBON KARBOCHEM STRAIGHT INTO TOWN (ALLEN STREET) TURN LEFT AT KILBARCHEN STREET, TURN RIGHT AND DRIVE ACROSS STREET ENTER APPROVED NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK. RETURN THE SAME ROUTE TO P1 SECTION 7(P).
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1)</strong> Application Number:</td>
<td><strong>API0118570</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3)</strong> Applicant: DZ NTULI</td>
<td><strong>4)</strong> Gazette Number: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID NO. 6504105335082</td>
<td><strong>5)</strong> Existing Licence Holder: NOT APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association: NOT AVAILABLE</td>
<td><strong>6)</strong> Existing Licence Holder Address: NOT APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7)</strong> Type of application: NEW OPERATING LICENCE</td>
<td><strong>8)</strong> Operating Licence Number: NOTAVAILABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9)</strong> Vehicle Type: OTHER</td>
<td><strong>10)</strong> 1 X 15 (SEATED) + 0 (STANDING)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **11)** Region: UTHUKELA | **12.1** KZPRERC2802322 - FROM NO:16 UMDOLOTI AVENUE, NCANDU PARK, NEWCASTLE TO POINTS WITHIN PROVINCE OF KWAZULU NATAL DIRECT AND RETURN.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Application Number</td>
<td>APP0116571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Gazette Number</td>
<td>LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Applicant</td>
<td>DZ NTULI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Applicant Address</td>
<td>PO BOX 14077 MADADENI KWAZULU-NATAL 2952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Existing Licence Holder</td>
<td>NOT APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Existing Licence Holder Address</td>
<td>NOT APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Type of application</td>
<td>NEW OPERATING LICENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Operating Licence Number</td>
<td>NOT AVAILABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Vehicle Type</td>
<td>OTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1 X 15 (SEATED) + 0 (STANDING)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Region</td>
<td>UTHUKELA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>Route</td>
<td>KZPRERC2802322 - FROM NO:16 UMDLOTI AVENUE, NCANDU PARK, NEWCASTLE TO POINTS WITHIN PROVINCE OF KWAZULU NATAL DIRECT AND RETURN.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1)</strong> Application Number: <strong>APP0118574</strong></td>
<td><strong>2)</strong> Gazette Number: <strong>LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **3)** Applicant: DZ NTULI  
ID NO. 6504105335082  
Association: NOT AVAILABLE | **4)** Applicant Address:  
PO BOX 14077  
MADADENI  
KWAZULU-NATAL |
| **5)** Existing Licence Holder: NOT APPLICABLE  
ID NO. NOT APPLICABLE | **6)** Existing Licence Holder Address:  
NOT APPLICABLE |
| **7)** Type of application: **NEW OPERATING LICENCE** | **8)** Operating Licence Number: NOT AVAILABLE |
| **9)** Vehicle Type: **OTHER** | **10)** 1 X 15 (SEATED) + 0 (STANDING) |
| **11)** Region: **UTHUKELA** |   |

**12.1** KZPRERC2802322 - FROM NO:16 UMDLOTI AVENUE, NCANDU PARK, NEWCASTLE TO POINTS WITHIN PROVINCE OF KWAZULU NATAL DIRECT AND RETURN.
1) Application Number: APP0116598
2) Gazette Number: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT
3) Applicant: BN SITHOLE
4) Applicant Address: PO BOX 14068 MARGATE
5) Existing Licence Holder: NOT APPLICABLE
6) Existing Licence Holder Address: NOT APPLICABLE
7) Type of application: NEW OPERATING LICENCE
8) Operating Licence Number: LKNKZN0153992
9) Vehicle Type: MINIBUS TAXI
10) 1 X 9-16 (SEATED) + 0 (STANDING)
11) Region: UGU-OGWINI

12.1 2206FG2206FG00194258 - PORT EDWARD / BREAMER/IZINGOLWENI/ MARGATE ROUTE
STARTING POINT – BREAMER ROAD, IZINGOLWENI. PORT EDWARD TURN LEFT INTO BREAMER ROAD, PROCEED ALONG BREAMER ROAD TOWARDS IZINGOLWENI, TURN RIGHT – GRAVEL ROAD BREAMER/IZINGOLWENI ROAD, ENKONENI STORE, DROP OFF AND PICK UP, PROCEED ALONG GRAVEL ROAD, ENKONENI TOWARDS NZIPAKWE, PROCEED ALONG, PASS ENKONENI SCHOOL, PROCEED SOMPISI STORE, TURN LEFT D681 TO WOZA, PROCEED TO MBHALUMILI TAXI RANK, THONGASI ROAD TOWARDS PORT EDWARD, PROCEED PASS THONGASI SCHOOL, THONGASI TAXI RANK, BALLULA ROAD, TURN RIGHT TOWARDS PORT EDWARD TAXI RANK, SAME ROUTE BACK.

12.2 2206FG2206EZ00194259 - PORT EDWARD TO WOZA / NZIMAKWE ROUTE.
FROM PORT EDWARD TAXI RANK TURN RIGHT INTO MAIN ROAD ROBOT, PROCEED R61 TOLL TOWARDS MARGATE, PROCEED R61 PALM BEACH, TURN LEFT TOWARDS IZINGOLWENI, NZIMAKWE ROAD — TARR ROAD, PROCEED TO MANKUNTSHANE ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO IZINGOLWENI GRAVEL ROAD. PASS JERICHO STORE PICK UP AND DROP OFF AT GATE STORE, THONGASI ROAD D1097, TURN RIGHT D0861- WOZA ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT ALONG WOZA ROAD. TURN LEFT TO PORT EDWARD TAXI RANK.

12.3 2206FG2206G000194260 - PORT EDWARD - XOLO/ GCILIMA ROUTE
FROM PORT EDWARD / XOLO GCILIMA ROUTE PORT EDWARD TAXI RANK TOWARDS XOLO ROUTE TRIBAL AREA, PORT EDWARD/ IZINGOLWENI TARR ROAD, TURN RIGHT PENDUKA TOWARDS GCILIMA AND MARGATE TAXI RANK, PROCEED WITH GRAVEL ROAD — PENDUKA MANZAMHLHLOPE GRAVEL ROAD, PROCEED PASS JABULANI STORE D1095 GRAVEL XOLO SERVICE GRAVEL ROAD. PROCEED ALONG TOWARDS GCILIMA, KWA MKHIZE STORE ? DROP OFF AND PICK UP, TURN LEFT TO D1092 MUTHANENI, TURN AROUND AT MUTHANENI/MTUHUKA TAXI RANK, TURN RIGHT OKULUSHWINI GRAVEL ROAD, THOKOTHE ROAD SERVICE DELILHAZO TAXI RANK, TURN AROUND SAME BACK.

12.4 2206FG2206A00194261 - PORT EDWARD TO PORT SHEPSTONE
FROM PORT EDWARD TAXI RANK TURN RIGHT TO THE ROBOT, AT THE ROBOT TURN LEFT TO R61 AND PROCEED WITH R61 TOWARDS MUNSTER PICK UP AND DROP OFF AT MUNSTER. FROM PORT EDWARD TAXI RANK PROCEED TO TRAFALGAR PICK UP AND DROP OFF AND PROCEED TOWARDS SAN LAMBER PICK UP AND DROP OFF MARINE BEACH PROCEED TOWARDS SOUTHBOOM BUS STOP PICK UP AND DROP. PROCEED STRAIGHT WITH R61. TURN LEFT TO ALFORD ROAD AND TURN RIGHT WITH ALFORD TO R820. PROCEED WITH R820 MARINE DRIVE TO MANABA PICK UP AND DROP OFF AT MANABA BUS STOP. PROCEED WITH MARINE DRIVE. UVONGO PICK UP AND DROP OFF UVONGO BUS STOP. PROCEED TO ST MICHAELOS PICK UP AND DROP OFF AT ST MICHAELOS.

12.5 2206FG2206E00194262 - PORT EDWARD TO MARGATE.
FROM PORT EDWARD TAXI RANK TURN RIGHT TO THE ROBOT, AT THE ROBOT TURN LEFT TO R61 AND PROCEED WITH R61 TOWARDS MUNSTER PICK UP AND DROP OFF AT MUNSTER. FROM PORT EDWARD TAXI RANK PROCEED TO TRAFALGAR PICK UP AND DROP OFF AND PROCEED TOWARDS SAN LAMBER PICK UP AND DROP OFF MARINE BEACH PROCEED TOWARDS SOUTHBOOM BUS STOP PICK UP AND DROP OFF. PROCEED STRAIGHT WITH R61, TURN LEFT TO ALFORD ROAD AND TURN RIGHT WITH ALFORD TO R820. PROCEED WITH R820 TO EMOYENI TAXI RANK, SAME ROUTE BACK TO THE RANK.

12.6 2206EO2206EZ00194263 - GCILIMA TO MARGATE GCILIMA TAXI RANK.
FROM GCILIMA R-D MARGATE, SERVICE TURN LEFT NKAMPINI-MBAMBI HIGH SCHOOL PICK UP DROP OFF MQADI STOPPING ZONE, TURN RIGHT D0203 - BHIKODISI, STOP AT MHLABULUNGILE SCHOOL, THANDOKHULE/SHAKA STORE DROP OFF AND PICK UP, PROCEED ALONG D0203, TURN LEFT R61 TOWARDS MARGATE, TURN LEFT AT RAMSGATE TURN OFF, TURN RIGHT AT ALFORD AVENUE, TURN LEFT IN MARINE DRIVE, TURN INTO EMOYENI TAXI RANK, RETURN SAME BACK TO GCILIMA.

12.7 2206VE2206EZ00194264 - MVUTSHINI TO MARGATE.
FROM MVUTSHINI STAR POINTS TAXI RANK, PROCEED WITH GRAVEL ROAD TO MANKUNTSHANE PICK UP AT MBHELE BUS STOP, TURN RIGHT TO D1091 AT BANGUNI STORE PICK UP BANGUNI STORE, PROCEED THEN TURN LEFT INTO GRAVEL ROAD OATLANDS TOWARDS GAMALAKHE, TURN RIGHT INTO FASCADALE ROAD TO RAMSGATE PICK UP AND DROP OFF, RAMSGATE TURN LEFT WITH R620 TO MARGATE-PROCEED WITH MARINE DRIVE TURN RIGHT TO MARGATE TAXI RANK, SAME ROUTE BACK TO MVUTSHINI.

12.8 2206EO2206EZ00194265 - GCILIMA ROUTE TO MARGATE.
FROM GCILIMA TAXI RANK, GCILIMA ROAD, MARGATE SERVICE TURN LEFT NKAMPINI MBAMBI HIGH SCHOOL PICK UP AND DROP OFF. MQADI STOPPING ZONE TURN RIGHT D0203 - BHIKODISI, STOP AT MHLABULUNGILE SCHOOL, THANDOKHULE / SHAKA STORE DROP OFF AND PICK UP. PROCEED ALONG D0203, TURN LEFT AT R61 TOWARDS MARGATE, TURN LEFT AT RAMSGATE TURN OFF, TURN LEFT IN MARINE DRIVE, TURN INTO EMOYENI TAXI RANK, AND RETURN OPPOSITE ROUTE BACK.

12.9 2206GY2206EZ00194266 - LMONT ROUTE: MARGATE.
FROM MANKUNTSHANE TAXI RANK, TURN RIGHT GRAVEL ROAD D1091, STOP MLONDE HIGH SCHOOL, PROCEED ALONG D1091 GRAVEL ROAD, DLAMINI STOP PICK UP AND DROP OFF, MTHEMBUTHI SCHOOL STOPPING ZONE, PROCEED ALONG TO LUDUDUTUMA CLINIC — PICK UP AND DROP OFF ZONE, LMONT BIG STOP ? DROP OFF AND PICK UP ? DIP TANK, TURN OFF TO SERVICE ROAD NGWEMABALA, TOWARDS SUNDUZA TAXI RANK. USE THE SAME ROUTE BACK TO MARGATE TAXI RANK AND RETURN.
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Application Number:</td>
<td>APP0118599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Gazette Number:</td>
<td>LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Applicant:</td>
<td>J.J SHONGWE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Applicant Address:</td>
<td>P O BOX 1066 PAULPIETERSBURG 3180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Existing Licence Holder:</td>
<td>NOT APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) Existing Licence Holder Address:</td>
<td>NOT APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7) Type of application:</td>
<td>NEW OPERATING LICENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8) Operating Licence Number:</td>
<td>NOT AVAILABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9) Vehicle Type:</td>
<td>OTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10)</td>
<td>1 X 0 (SEATED)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11) Region:</td>
<td>UTHUKELA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

12.1 KZPRERC2802567 - SCHOLARS AND THEIR PERSONAL EFFECTS:
BILANYONI STAND NO: C 1032 TO KWASHUKU HIGH SCHOOL STARTING FROM HOME AT BILANYONI STAND NO: C 1032 AND TAKE THREE CHILDREN AND TURN LEFT TO KWA HLATSHWAYO STORE AND TURN LEFT AND GO STRAIGHT TO BOTTLE STORE AND TAKE ONE CHILD AT NDLOVU HOME AND GO BACK TO THE MAIN ROAD AND TURN LEFT TO THE TRAFFIC CIRCLE AND GO DOWN TO BUTHELEZI CORNER AND TAKE TWO CHILDREN AT KWASHABANGU HOME AND GO DOWN TO MOSCOW AND TAKE TWO CHILDREN AT KWAZULU HOME I THEN MAKE A U TURN AND PROCEED IN THE MAIN ROAD TO MANGOSUTHU AREA AND TURN RIGHT NEXT TO UMUDWENZIZWE SCHOOL AT KWANDLANGAMANDLA HOME I TAKE TWO CHILDREN AND GO BACK TO THE MAIN ROAD AND TURN RIGHT AND GO TO KWAMILOKHOZO HOME AND TAKE ONE CHILD AT MASONDO HOME NEXT TO THE ROAD AND PROCEED TO KWAKHALISHWAYO HOME AND TAKE TWO CHILDREN THERE AND TURN LEFT TO OPHUZANE AREA AND ON THE WAY AT NDENDENDE I TAKE ONE CHILD AT KWAZULU HOME AND PROCEED TO KWASOKESIMBONE AND TAKE ONE CHILD AT KWAMTHETHWA HOME AND RETURN BACK TO THE MAIN ROAD TO PAULPIETERSBURG TOWN AND AT THE T JUNCTION I TURN RIGHT TO R33 ROAD TO PIET RETIEF AND AT COMMONDALE I TURN RIGHT TAKING THE PONGOLA SUB ROAD AND ON THE WAY AT THE BOARD WRITTEN KWASHUKU HIGH SCHOOL I TURN LEFT AND GO STRAIGHT UNTIL I REACH THE SCHOOL. I THEN ENTER THE SCHOOL GATES AND DROP ALL THE CHILDREN IN THE SCHOOL PREMISES. I GO OUTSIDE AND PARK THERE WAITING FOR SCHOOL-OUT. THE VERY SAME SEQUENCE THAT OCCURRED WHEN THEY WERE BROUGHT TO SCHOOL WILL ALSO HAPPEN IN AFTER SCHOOL WHEN THEY ARE DELIVERED BACK TO THEIR RESPECTIVE HOMES.
12.1 2206FG22069G00194259 - PORT EDWARD TO WOZA / NZIMAKWE ROUTE.
FROM PORT EDWARD TAXI RANK TURN RIGHT INTO MAIN ROAD ROBOT, PROCEED R61 TOLL TOWARDS MARGATE, PROCEED R61 PALM BEACH, TURN LEFT TOWARDS IZINGOLWENI, NZIMAKWE ROAD — TARR ROAD, PROCEED TO MUNSTER ROAD / MUNSTER SHOPPING CENTRE, TURN RIGHT INTO IZINGOLWENI GRAVEL ROAD PASS IZINGOLWENI SHOPS, PICK UP AND DROP OFF AT GATE STORE, THONGASI ROAD D1097, TURN RIGHT D061- WOZA ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT ALONG WOZA ROAD, TURN LEFT TO PORT EDWARD TAXI RANK.

12.2 2206FG22069G00194260 - PORT EDWARD / XOLO / GCILIMA ROUTE
FROM PORT EDWARD / XOLO / GCILIMA ROUTEPORT EDWARD TAXI RANK TOWARDS XOLO ROUTE TRIBAL AREA, PORT EDWARD / IZINGOLWENI TARR ROAD, TURN RIGHT PENDUKA TOWARDS GCILIMA AND MARGATE TAXI RANK, PROCEED WITH GRAVEL ROAD — PENDUKA MANZAMHLOPHE GRAVEL ROAD, PROCEED PASS JABULANI STORE D1095 GRAVEL XOLO SERVICE GRAVEL ROAD, PROCEED ALONG TOWARDS GCILIMA, XA MKHIZE STORE — DROP OFF AND PICK UP, TURN LEFT TO D1092 NKOThANE, TURN AROUND AT NKOThANE / THUTHUKA TAXI RANK, TURN RIGHT OKHUSHWINI GRAVEL ROAD, THOKOTHE ROAD SERVICE DELILHAZI TAXI RANK, TURN AROUND SAME BACK.

12.3 2206FG22069G00194261 - PORT EDWARD TO PORT SHEPSTONE
FROM PORT EDWARD TAXI RANK TOWARDS THE ROBOT, AT THE ROBOT TURN LEFT TO R61 AND PROCEED WITH R61 TOWARDS MUNSTER PICK UP AND DROP OFF AT MUNSTER, PROCEED TO TRAFALGAR PICK UP AND DROP OFF AND PROCEED TOWARDS SAN LAMEER PICK UP AND DROP OFF MARINA BEACH PROCEED TOWARDS SOUTHBROOM BUS STOP PICK UP AND DROP OFF. PROCEED STRAIGHT WITH R61, TURN LEFT TO ALFORD ROAD AND TURN RIGHT WITH ALFORD TO R620, PROCEED WITH R620 MARINE DRIVE TO MANABA PICK UP AND DROP OFF AT MANABA BUS STOP, PROCEED WITH MARINE DRIVE UVONGO PICK UP AND DROP OFF. UVONGO BUS STOP, PROCEED TO ST MICHAELS PICK UP AND DROP OFF AT ST MICHAELS, PROCEED TO SHelly BEACH STOP AT ABRI SPIES PICK UP AND DROP OFF. PROCEED WITH MARINE DRIVE TOWARDS MC DONDALS FARM STOP AND DROP OFF PORT SHEPSTONE TECHNikon PROCEED WITH R61 TURN RIGHT AT QUARRY ROAD INTERSECTION TURN LEFT IN BAZLEY ROAD TURN LEFT INTO CORNIER ROAD TURN RIGHT IN MC ARTHUR STREET TURN RIGHT IN DENS WSHEPSTONE TURN LEFT IN RYDER STREET ACROSS NELSON MANDELA INTO PORT SHEPSTONE TAXI RANK SAME ROUTE BACK TO PORT EDWARD. (CHANGE OF STARTING POINT) AS PER THE DECISION OF THE BOARD.

12.4 2206EV2206EZ00194264 - MVUTHSHINI TO MARGATE.
FROM MVUTHSHINI STAR POINTS TAXI RANK, PROCEED WITH GRAVEL ROAD TO MANKUNTSHANE PICK UP AT MBHELE BUS STOP, TURN RIGHT TO D1091 AT BANGUNI STORE PICK UP BANGUNI STORE, PROCEED THEN TURN LEFT INTO GRAVEL ROAD OATLANDS TOWARDS GAMALAKHE, TURN RIGHT INTO FASCADALE ROAD TO RAMSGATE PICK UP AND DROP OFF RAMSGATE TURN LEFT WITH R620 TO MARGATE PROCEED WITH MARINE DRIVE TURN RIGHT TO MARGATE TAXI RANK, SAME ROUTE BACK TO MVUTHSHINI.

12.5 2206EO2206EZ00194265 - GCILIMA ROUTE TO MARGATE.
FROM GCILIMA TAXI RANK, GCILIMA ROAD, MARGATE SERVICE TURN LEFT NKAMPINI MBAMBI HIGH SCHOOL PICK UP AND DROP OFF, MQADI STOPPING ZONE TURN RIGHT D203 BHOKODISA, STOP AT MHLABULUNGILE SCHOOL, THANDOKHULU / SHAKA STORE DROP OFF AND PICK UP, PROCEED ALONG D203, TURN LEFT AT R61 TOWARDS MARGATE, TURN LEFT AT RAMSGATE TURN OFF, TURN LEFT IN MAIN DRIVE, TURN RIGHT INTO EMOYENI TAXI RANK AND RETURN OPPOSITE ROUTE BACK.

12.6 2206EG2206EZ00194266 - LAMONT ROUTE: MARGATE
FROM MANKUNTSHANE RANK, TURN RIGHT GRAVEL ROAD D1091, STOP MLONDE HIGH SCHOOL, PROCEED ALONG D1091 GRAVEL ROAD DLMANINI STOP PICK UP AND DROP OFF, MTHOMBOTHI SCHOOL STOPPING ZONE, PROCEED ALONG TO LUDIMALZA CLINIC — PICK UP AND DROP OFF ZONE, LAMONT BIG STOP 7 DROP OFF AND PICK UP 7 DIP TANK, TURN OFF TO SERVICE ROAD NWEMBABA, TURN TOWARDS SUNDURA TAXI RANK USE THE SAME ROUTE BACK TO MARGATE TAXI RANK AND RETURN.

12.7 2206GG2206EZ00194262 - PORT EDWARD TO MARGATE.
FROM PORT EDWARD TAXI RANK TOWARDS THE ROBOT, AT THE ROBOT TURN LEFT TO R61 AND PROCEED WITH R61 TOWARDS MUNSTER PICK UP AND DROP OFF AT MUNSTER, PROCEED TO TRAFALGAR PICK UP AND DROP OFF AND PROCEED TOWARDS SAN LAMEER PICK UP AND DROP OFF MARINA BEACH PROCEED TOWARDS SOUTHBROOM BUS STOP PICK UP AND DROP OFF. PROCEED STRAIGHT WITH R61, TURN LEFT TO ALFORD ROAD AND TURN RIGHT WITH ALFORD TO R620, PROCEED WITH R620 TO EMOYENI TAXI RANK, SAME ROUTE BACK TO THE RANK.

12.8 2206EO2206EZ00194263 - GCILIMA TO GCILIMA TAXI RANK.
FROM GCILIMA R-D MARGATE, SERVICE TURN LEFT NKAMPINI MBAMBI HIGH SCHOOL PICK UP DROP OFF MQADI STOPPING ZONE, TURN RIGHT D203 BHOKODISA, STOP AT MHLABULUNGILE SCHOOL, THANDOKHULU / SHAKA STORE DROP OFF AND PICK UP, PROCEED ALONG D203, TURN LEFT AT R61 TOWARDS MARGATE, TURN LEFT AT RAMSGATE TURN OFF, TURN RIGHT AT ALFORD AVENUE, TURN LEFT IN MAIN DRIVE, TURN RIGHT INTO EMOYENI TAXI RANK, RETURN SAME BACK TO GCILIMA.

12.9 2206GG2206EZ00194258 - PORT EDWARD / BRAEMAR/IZINGOLWENI/ MARGATE ROUTE
STARTING POINT = BREEMER ROAD, IZINGOLWENI, PORT EDWARD TURN LEFT INTO BREEMER ROAD, PROCEED ALONG BREEMER ROAD TO IZINGOLWENI, TURN RIGHT - GRAVEL ROAD BREEMER NZIMAKWE ROAD, ENKONENI STORE— DROP OFF AND PICK UP, PROCEED ALONG GRAVEL ROAD — ENKONENI, TOWARDS NZIMAKWE ROAD, PROCEED ALONG, PASS ENKONENI SCHOOL, TOWARDS ALFORD ROAD, TURN LEFT D861 TO WOZA, PROCEED TO BHAMBULA TAXI RANK, THONGASI ROAD TOWARDS PORT EDWARD, PROCEED PASS THONGASI SCHOOL, THONGASI TAXI RANK, BALLULA ROAD, TURN RIGHT TOWARDS PORT EDWARD TAXI RANK, SAME ROUTINE BACK.
1) Application Number: APP0116601
2) Gazette Number: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT
3) Applicant: BN SITHOLE
4) Applicant Address: PO BOX 14068 MARGATE
5) Existing Licence Holder: NOT APPLICABLE
6) Existing Licence Holder Address: NOT APPLICABLE
7) Type of application: NEW OPERATING LICENCE
8) Operating Licence Number: LGKZN1003000359
9) Vehicle Type: MINIBUS TAXI
10) Region: UGU-OGWINI

12.1 2206FG2208GG00194259 - PORT EDWARD TO WOZA / NZIMAKWE ROUTE.
FROM PORT EDWARD TAXI RANK TURN RIGHT INTO MAIN ROAD ROBOT, PROCEED R61 TOLL TOWARDS MARGATE, PROCEED R61 PALM BEACH, TURN LEFT TOWARDS IZINGOLWENI, NZIMAKWE ROAD --- TARR ROAD, PROCEED TO MUNSTER ROAD --- MUNSTER SHOPPING CENTRE, TURN RIGHT INTO IZINGOLWENI GRAVEL ROAD PASS JERICO STORE PICK UP AND DROP OFF AT GATE STORE, THONGASI ROAD D1097, TURN RIGHT D0861- WOZA ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT ALONG WOZA ROAD, TURN LEFT TO PORT EDWARD TAXI RANK.

12.2 2206FG2208GG00194260 - PORT EDWARD / XOLO/ GCILIMA ROUTE
FROM PORT EDWARD / XOLO/ GCILIMA ROUTE PORT EDWARD TAXI RANK TOWARDS XOLO ROUTE TRIBAL AREA, PORT EDWARD/ IZINGOLWENI TARR ROAD, TURN RIGHT PENDUKA TOWARDS GCILIMA AND MARGATE TAXI RANK, PROCEED WITH GRAVEL ROAD --- PENDUKA MANZANHLONI GRAVEL ROAD, PROCEED PASS JABULANI STORE D1095 GRAVEL, XOLO SERVICE GRAVEL ROAD, PROCEED ALONG TOWARDS GCILIMA, KWA MKHIZE STORE? DROP OFF AND PICK UP, TURN LEFT TO D1092 KOTHANENI, TURN AROUND AT KOTHANENI/THUTHUKA TAXI RANK, TURN RIGHT OKUSHWINI GRAVEL ROAD, THOKOTHE ROAD SERVICE DELLHLAZO TAXI RANK, TURN AROUND SAME BACK.

12.3 2206FG2208TA00194261 - PORT EDWARD TO PORT SHEPSTONE.
FROM PORT EDWARD TAXI RANK TURN RIGHT TO THE ROBOT, AT THE ROBOT TURN LEFT TO R61 AND PROCEED WITH R61 TOWARDS MUNSTER PICK UP AND DROP OFF AT MUNSTER, PROCEED TO TRAFALGAR PICK UP AND DROP OFF AND PROCEED TOWARDS SAN LAMERE PICK UP AND DROP OFF MARINA BEACH PROCEED TOWARDS SOUTH BROOM BUS STOP PICK UP AND DROP. PROCEED STRAIGHT WITH R61, TURN LEFT TO ALFORD ROAD AND TURN RIGHT WITH ALFORD TO R620, PROCEED WITH R620 MARINE DRIVE TO MANABA PICK UP AND DROP OFF AT MANABA BUS STOP, PROCEED WITH MARINE DRIVE UVONGO PICK UP AND DROP OFF. UVONGO BUS STOP, PROCEED TO ST MICAELS PICK UP AND DROP OFF AT ST MICAELS, PROCEED TO SHELLY BEACH STOP AT ABRI SPIES PICK UP AND DROP OFF, PROCEED WITH MARINE DRIVE TOWARDS MC DONALDS FARM STOP AND DROP OFF PORT SHEPSTONE TECHNICON PROCEED WITH RETURN RIGHT AT QUARRY ROAD INTERSECTION TURN LEFT IN BAZLEY ROAD TURN LEFT INTO CORNNER ROAD TURN RIGHT IN MC ARTHUR STREET TURN RIGHT IN DENNIS SHEPSTONE TURN LEFT IN RYDER STREET CROSS NELSON MANDELA INTO PORT SHEPSTONE TAXI RANK SAME ROUTE BACK TO PORT EDWARD (CHANGE OF STARTING POINT) AS PER THE DECISION OF THE BOARD.

12.4 2206EV2206EZ00194264 - MVUTSHINI TO MARGATE.
FROM MVUTSHINI STAR POINTS TAXI RANK, PROCEED WITH GRAVEL ROAD TO MANKUNTSHANE PICK UP AT MBHELE BUS STOP, TURN STOP, PROCEED D61 TO D1091 AT BANGUNI STORE PICK UP AT BANGUNI STORE, PROCEED THEN TURN LEFT TO THE ROBOT, AT THE ROBOT TURN LEFT TO R61 AND PROCEED WITH R61 TOWARDS MUNSTER PICK UP AND DROP OFF AT MUNSTER, PROCEED TO TRAFALGAR PICK UP AND DROP OFF AND PROCEED TOWARDS SAN LAMERE PICK UP AND DROP OFF MARINA BEACH PROCEED TOWARDS SOUTH BROOM BUS STOP PICK UP AND DROP. PROCEED STRAIGHT WITH R61, TURN LEFT TO ALFORD ROAD AND TURN RIGHT WITH ALFORD TO R620, PROCEED WITH R620 MARINE DRIVE TO MANABA PICK UP AND DROP OFF AT MANABA BUS STOP, PROCEED WITH MARINE DRIVE UVONGO PICK UP AND DROP OFF. UVONGO BUS STOP, PROCEED TO ST MICAELS PICK UP AND DROP OFF AT ST MICAELS, PROCEED TO SHELLY BEACH STOP AT ABRI SPIES PICK UP AND DROP OFF, PROCEED WITH MARINE DRIVE TOWARDS MC DONALDS FARM STOP AND DROP OFF PORT SHEPSTONE TECHNICON PROCEED WITH RETURN RIGHT AT QUARRY ROAD INTERSECTION TURN LEFT IN BAZLEY ROAD TURN LEFT INTO CORNNER ROAD TURN RIGHT IN MC ARTHUR STREET TURN RIGHT IN DENNIS SHEPSTONE TURN LEFT IN RYDER STREET CROSS NELSON MANDELA INTO PORT SHEPSTONE TAXI RANK SAME ROUTE BACK TO PORT EDWARD (CHANGE OF STARTING POINT) AS PER THE DECISION OF THE BOARD.

12.5 2206OE2206EZ00194265 - GCILIMA ROUTE TO MARGATE.
FROM GCILIMA TAXI RANK, GCILIMA ROAD, MARGATE SERVICE TURN LEFT NKAMPINI MBAMBI HIGH SCHOOL PICK UP AND DROP OFF. MQADI STOPPING ZONE TURN RIGHT D023 BHOKODISA, STOP AT MHLABULUNGE SCHOOL, THANDOKUHLE / SHAKA STORE DROP OFF AND PICK UP, PROCEED ALONG D023, TURN LEFT AT R61 TOWARDS MARGATE, TURN LEFT AT R61 MARGATE TAXI RANK, SAME ROUTE BACK TO GCILIMA.
1) Application Number: APP0116604
2) Gazette Number: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT
3) Applicant: CN LATA
4) Applicant Address: INDALENI LOCATION
   ID NO. 7805315524087
   SLAHLA
   3780
5) Existing Licence Holder: NOT APPLICABLE
6) Existing Licence Holder Address: NOT APPLICABLE
7) Type of application: NEW OPERATING LICENCE
8) Operating Licence Number: LKNKZN0121217
9) Vehicle Type: MINIBUS TAXI
10) 1 X 9-16 (SEATED) + 0 (STANDING)
11) Region: UMGUNGUNDLOVU

12.1 2206A02206A000051080 - MASANGAZANE TO RICHMOND.
     INBOUND: FROM MASANGAZANE – P121/D388 (KPX0025) ROUTE PASSING, P121, SHEPSTONE
     TO RICHMOND RANK NO.1-OFF SHEPSTONE STREET (KPX0023).
     OUTBOUND: FROM RICHMOND RANK NO.1-OFF SHEPSTONE STREET (KPX0023) ROUTE PASSING SHEPSTONE, P121 TO MASANGAZANE – P121/D388
     (KPX0025).

12.2 2206A02206A000051083 - GENGESHE TO RICHMOND.
     INBOUND
     FROM: GENGESHE ROUTE - PASSING: D684, P121, MR5, SHEPSTONE STREET TO RICHMOND RANK NO.1 SHEPSTONE STREET (KPX0024).
     OUTBOUND
     FROM: RICHMOND RANK NO.1 SHEPSTONE STREET (KPX0024) ROUTE - PASSING: SHEPSTONE STREET, MR5, P121, D684 TO GENGESHE.

12.3 2206A02206A000051085 - NDALENI TO RICHMOND.
     INBOUND FROM: NDALENI ROUTE - PASSING: D1229, SHEPSTONE STREET TO RICHMOND RANK NO.1 SHEPSTONE STREET (KPX0024).
     OUTBOUND
     FROM: RICHMOND RANK NO.1 SHEPSTONE STREET (KPX0024) ROUTE - PASSING: SHEPSTONE STREET, D1229 TO NDALENI.

12.4 2206A02206A000051087 - SIMOZOMENI TO RICHMOND.
     INBOUND FROM: SIMOZOMENI ROUTE - PASSING D1230, D1229, SHEPSTONE STREET TO RICHMOND RANK NO.1 SHEPSTONE STREET (KPX0024).
     OUTBOUND: FROM RICHMOND RANK NO.1-SHEPSTONE STREET (KPX0024) ROUTE - PASSING: SHEPSTONE STREET, D1229, D1231, D1230 TO
     SIMOZOMENI.
12.1 2100F52100F500047716 - OSIZWENI TO NEWCASTLE

(A) OSIZWENI TAXI ASSOCIATION ROUTES TO NEWCASTLE STARTING POINTS
1. FROM SECTION C OSIZWENI (BOB'S SHOPPING COMPLEX).
2. (A) TURN LEFT TO KHUZANI SHOPPING COMPLEX ON THE INTERSECTION TUN LEFT TO MSOMI, PROCEED AND TURN RIGHT TO MAKANYI ROAD. PROCEED TILL INTERSECTION AND TURN RIGHT TO EMPOPMINI CENTRE THEN TURN LEFT TO (R34) NEWCASTLE ROAD.
3. (B) TURN RIGHT TO LONG HOME AREA; PROCEED AND TURN LEFT TO TOPRANK. PROCEED UNTIL VALLEY CAFE INTERSECTION AND TURN RIGHT TO POLICE STATION ROAD AND ON THE INTERSECTION TURN TOWARDS SIX. MAZAMAZAMA, PROCEED TILL MAKASANA INTERSECTION AND TURN RIGHT; PROCEED AND TURN LEFT TO EMPOPMINI. PROCEED TILL (R34) NEWCASTLE ROAD.
4. (C) PROCEED TO OSIZWENI HIGH SCHOOL-TURN LEFT AND TURN RIGHT TO TOTOP RANK, PROCEED TILL VALLEY CAFE INTERSECTION. PROCEED TILL EGAGASINI GENERAL DEALER, PHULAMA MQASHI GENERAL DEALER, MAKHASANA GENERAL DEALER. PROCEED AND TURN LEFT TO EMPOPMINI AREA AND TURN LEFT TO (R34) NEWCASTLE ROAD.

TO NEWCASTLE

(A) PROCEED FROM MATHUKUSA INTERSECTION WITH (R34) NEWCASTLE ROAD TILL N11 (NATIONAL ROAD). TURN LEFT TO N11 THEN TURNTOWARDS LADYSMITH ROAD, ALLEN STREET AND TURN LEFT TO TOTOKIRKLAND STREET. TURN RIGHT TO VOORTREKKER AND TO TONEWCASTLE TERMINUS AND RETURN.

(B) PROCEED FROM MATHUKUSA INTERSECTION WITH (R34) NEWCASTLE ROAD TILL INTERSECTION AND TURN RIGHT TO N11 (NATIONAL ROAD). AND PROCEED TILL THE LEFT OFF-RAMP TO ALBERT WESSEL DRIVE AND PROCEED TO THE THIRD INTERSECTION AND TURN RIGHT TO LADYSMITH ROAD, ALLEN STREET AND TURN LEFT TO EITHER MURCHISON OR KIRKLAND STREET. TURN RIGHT TO VOORTREKKER ROAD AND TO NEWCASTLE TERMINUS AND RETURN ALONG THE RESERVE ROUTE TOOSIZWENI.

CONDITIONS: NO PICKING UP OR DROPPING OFF ON THE N34 AND N11.

12.2 2100F52100F500047717 - NEWCASTLE SUBURBS (EMAKHISINI) TO NEWCASTLE

NEWCASTLE SUBURBS (EMAKHISINI) ROUTES CONDITIONS: PASSENGERS ARE LOADED AND OFF-LOADED ANYWHERE AT THEIR REQUEST. STARTING POINT NEWCASTLE TERMINUS FROM TERMINUS TURN LEFT TO VOORTREKKER ROAD AND TURN LEFT TO ALLEN STREET. PROCEED UNTIL DRAKENSBURG ROAD INTERSECTION AND TURN RIGHT TO DRAKENSBURG ROAD. PROCEED AND TURN LEFT TO TUGELA DRIVE AND TURN RIGHT TO VON ECK STREET. TURN LEFT TO AQUA-MARINE STREET AND TURN RIGHT TO AMETHYS STREET. TURN RIGHT TO DRAKENSBURG ROAD ON THE INTERSECTION TURN TO VICTORIA ROAD. PROCEED TILL HARDWICK STREET INTERSECTION AND TURN RIGHT TO MURCHISON ON THE SECOND INTERSECTION TURN RIGHT TO VOORTREKKER STREET. PROCEED TILL NEWCASTLE TERMINUS.

CONDITIONS: NO PICKING UP OR DROPPING OFF ON THE N34 AND N11.

12.3 2100F52100F600047718 - OSIZWENI TO KWAMDAKANE

FROM TOP RANK TO MOVE BETWEEN OSIZWENI AND LEKKERWATER AREA TILL YOU CROSS THE BRIDGE OF NTENDEKA RIVER. CONTINUE AND MOVE BETWEEN MAFAHLAWANE AND (42) OR INVERNESS AREA. PROCEED TILL SIRAAM AREA NEAR RAMLAN STORE AND PROCEED TILL YOU CROSS MBABANE RIVER NEAR SPOOKMILL FARM AND PROCEED TILL SPRINGBOKLAAGTE. PROCEED TILL BLACKBANK PRIMARY SCHOOL. FAIRBREEZE PRIMARY SCHOOL AND KILKEL PRIMARY SCHOOL. PROCEED TILL ANNIEVALE AREA TILL MDAKANE TERMINUS AND RETURN TO OSIZWENI.

12.4 2100F52100F500047719 - OSIZWENI TO NEWCASTLE

(A) SEVENTIEN, TEKU, NINE MILES TILL MATHUKUSA INTERSECTION AND TURN RIGHT TO NEWCASTLE INDUSTRIAL. PROCEED WITH ASHIPHEPE ROAD TILL ALBERT WESSEL DRIVE ON THE THIRD INTERSECTION TURN RIGHT TO DIESEL STREET AND TURN RIGHT TO GUTENBERG ROAD AND TURN LEFT TO STEPHENSON STREET. PROCEED TILL INTERSECTION AND TURN LEFT TO MARCONI DRIVE. PROCEED AND TURN RIGHT TO ALBERT WESSEL DRIVE INTERSECTION. THEN TURN RIGHT TO FARADAY STREET AND TURN RIGHT TO INDUSTRIA STREET. PROCEED TILL INTERSECTION NEAR CEMETERY AND TURN LEFT TO VAN DER BULK ROAD AND TURN RIGHT TO HARDWICK STREET. TURN LEFT TO EITHER HARDING STREET OR MURCHISON STREET. PROCEED TILL INTERSECTION TURN RIGHT TO ALLEN STREET AND TURN LEFT TO KIRKLAND STREET. TURN RIGHT TO VOORTREKKER ROAD AND TO NEWCASTLE TERMINUS AND RETURN TO OSIZWENI.

(B) (I) PROCEED FROM MATHUKUSA INTERSECTION WITH (R34) NEWCASTLE ROAD TILL N11 (NATIONAL ROAD). TURN LEFT TO N11 THEN TURNRIGHT TO LADYSMITH ROAD, ALLEN STREET AND TURN LEFT TO TOTOKIRKLAND STREET. TURN RIGHT TO VOORTREKKER ROAD AND TO NEWCASTLE TERMINUS AND RETURN.

(i) PROCEED FROM MATHUKUSA INTERSECTION WITH (R34) NEWCASTLE ROAD TILL INTERSECTION AND TURN RIGHT TO N11 (NATIONAL ROAD) AND PROCEED TILL THE LEFT OFF-RAMP TO ALBERT WESSEL DRIVE AND PROCEED TO THE THIRD INTERSECTION AND TURN RIGHT TO LADYSMITH ROAD, ALLEN STREET THERIGHT TO EITHER MURCHISON OR KIRKLAND STREET. TURN RIGHT TO VOORTREKKER ROAD TO NEWCASTLE TERMINUS AND RETURN.
12.5 2202S2100F500005319 - OSIZWENI TO NEWCASTLE
FROM SECTION C OSIZWENI (BOB'S SHOPPING COMPLEX).

ROUTES
(A) TURN LEFT TO KHUZANI SHOPPING COMPLEX ON THE INTERSECTION TURN LEFT TO MSOMI, PROCEED AND TURN RIGHT TO MAHIYAYA ROAD, PROCEED TILL INTERSECTION AND TURN RIGHT TO FIVE STAR SHOPPING CENTRE, TURN LEFT TO KOLANI HIGH SCHOOL ROAD, PROCEED TILL INTERSECTION AND TURN RIGHT TO EMPOMPINI CENTRE THEN TURN LEFT TO (R34) NEWCASTLE ROAD.

(B) TURN RIGHT TO LONG HOMES AREA, PROCEED AND TURN LEFT TO TOP RANK, PROCEED UNTIL VALLEY CAFE INTERSECTION AND TURN RIGHT TO POLICE STATION ROAD AND ON THE INTERSECTION TURN LEFT TO WARD SIX, ZAMAZAMA, PROCEED TILL MAHASANA INTERSECTION AND TURN RIGHT, PROCEED AND TURN LEFT TO EMPOMPINI. TURN LEFT TO (R34) NEWCASTLE ROAD.

(C) PROCEED TO OSIZWENI HIGH SCHOOL TURN LEFT AND TURN RIGHT TO TOP RANK, PROCEED TILL VALLEY CAFE INTERSECTION, PROCEED TILL EGGAGASINI GENERAL DEALER, PHUMLA MQASHI GENERAL DEALER, MAHASANA GENERAL DEALER, PROCEED AND TURN LEFT TO EMPOMPINI AREA AND TURN LEFT TO (R34) NEWCASTLE ROAD.

TO NEWCASTLE.

A) PROCEED FROM MATHUKUSA INTERSECTION WITH (R34) NEWCASTLE ROAD TILL N11 (NATIONAL ROAD) TURN TO LEFT TO N11 THEN TURN RIGHT TO LADYSMITH ROAD, ALLEN STREET AND TURN LEFT TO KIRKLAND STREET TURN RIGHT TO VOORTREKKER ROAD AND TO NEWCASTLE TERMINUS AND RETURN.

B) PROCEED FROM MATHUKUSA INTERSECTION WITH (R34) NEWCASTLE ROAD TILL INTERSECTION TURN RIGHT TO N11 (NATIONAL ROAD) AND PROCEED TILL THE LEFT OFF-RAMP TO ALBERT WESSEL DRIVE AND PROCEED TO THE THIRD INTERSECTION AND TURN RIGHT TO LADYSMITH ROAD, ALLEN STREET AND TURN LEFT TO EITHER MURCHISON OR KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT TO VOORTREKKER ROAD TO NEWCASTLE TERMINUS AND RETURN ALONG THE REVERSE ROUTE TO OSIZWENI.

CONDITIONS: NO PICKING UP OR DROPPING OFF ON THE R34 AND N11

12.6 2202BQ2202BQ00050320 - NEWCASTLE TO BENONI
FROM TERMINUS TURN LEFT TO VOORTREKKER STREET AND TURN LEFT TO KIRKLAND STREET AND TURN LEFT TO ALLEN STREET. PROCEED TILL OFF-RAMP AND TURN LEFT TO N11 (NATIONAL ROAD) TO VOLKSRUST (NO PICKING UP OR DROPPING OFF IN VOLKSRUST), FROM N11 PROCEED TILL LANGNEK STREET, VOLKSRUST. PROCEED TILL JOUBERT STREET AND TURN LEFT TO DAN PIENAAR STREET AND TURN RIGHT TO R23 TO STANDERTON (NO PICKING UP OR DROPPING OFF IN STANDERTON). PROCEED TILL BOTHA STREET, STANDERTON. PROCEED TILL HANDEL STREET AND PROCEED TILL LOMBARD STREET AND TURN LEFT TO R23 TO HEIDELBERG (NO PICKING UP OR DROPPING OFF IN HEIDELBERG), R42 PAST NIGEL, R51 TO SPRINGS. PROCEED AND TURN LEFT TO N17 AND TURN LEFT TO R29 TO SPRINGS AND TURN LEFT TO ERMELO ROAD. PROCEED TILL SECOND AVENUE TURN RIGHT TO SPRINGS TAXI RANK (DROP OFF ON FORWARD JOURNEY ONLY). FROM THERE TURN RIGHT TO FIRST STREET AND TURN RIGHT TO SECOND STREET AND TURN LEFT TO FOURTH AVENUE AND PROCEED TILL R29. PROCEED TILL R51 TO BENONI AND TURN RIGHT TO PAUL KRUGER AND TURN LEFT TO MAIN REEF ROAD AND TURN LEFT TO WILSTEARD AVENUE AND TURN LEFT TO HARPUR EVE STREET AND TURN RIGHT TO BENONI STATION TAXI RANK. FROM BENONI STATION TAXI RANK TURN TO LUTON ROAD AND TURN RIGHT TO LOMBARD STREET AND TURN LEFT TO LANCASTER ROAD, TURN RIGHT TO BIRMINGHAM ROAD TURN RIGHT TO LINCOLN STREET TURN LEFT TO COMMISSIONER STREET AND TURN LEFT TO VAN DYK ROAD. TURN RIGHT TO BARRY MARAIS ROAD AND TURN RIGHT TO R23 TO HEIDELBERG. RETURN VIA SAME ROADS AS FORWARD JOURNEY VIA HEIDELBERG, STANDERTON, VOLKSRUST.
### Transport

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Number:</th>
<th>PO BOX 2769</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID NO.</td>
<td>MADADENI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association:</td>
<td>2951</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 8. Operating Licence Number: 251820

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of application:</th>
<th>DECEASED TRANSFER AND NEW OPERATING LICENCE &amp; CONVERSION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle Type:</td>
<td>MINIBUS TAXI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Number:</th>
<th>12.1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID NO.</td>
<td>MADADENI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association:</td>
<td>2951</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Number:</th>
<th>12.2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID NO.</td>
<td>MADADENI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association:</td>
<td>2951</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Number:</th>
<th>12.3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID NO.</td>
<td>MADADENI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association:</td>
<td>2951</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Number:</th>
<th>12.4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID NO.</td>
<td>MADADENI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association:</td>
<td>2951</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Number:</th>
<th>12.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID NO.</td>
<td>MADADENI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association:</td>
<td>2951</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Number:</th>
<th>12.6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID NO.</td>
<td>MADADENI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association:</td>
<td>2951</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Number:</th>
<th>12.7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID NO.</td>
<td>MADADENI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association:</td>
<td>2951</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Number:</th>
<th>12.8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID NO.</td>
<td>MADADENI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association:</td>
<td>2951</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Number:</th>
<th>12.9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID NO.</td>
<td>MADADENI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association:</td>
<td>2951</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Number:</th>
<th>12.10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID NO.</td>
<td>MADADENI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association:</td>
<td>2951</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Number:</th>
<th>12.11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID NO.</td>
<td>MADADENI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association:</td>
<td>2951</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
12.12 2100FS2207J510057625 - NEWCASTLE (MADADENI 6) TO VRYHEID

FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK AND FROM MADADENI TAXI RANK TO VRYHEID, TURN LEFT AT TERMINUS STREET, TURN LEFT INTO KIRKLAND STREET, TURN LEFT INTO ALLEN STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT TURN RIGHT AT DRAKENSBURG DRIVE PROCEED STRAIGHT, VIA MONTE VISTA, TURN LEFT INTO AQUAMARINE DRIVE, TURN RIGHT INTO AMETHYST ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT TO DRAKENSBURG DRIVE, TURN LEFT INTO VICTORIA ROAD, TURN LEFT AT TOWNLANDS CHECKERS, VIA CHECKERS SHOPPING CENTRE, TURN RIGHT AT ROBOT INTO ALLEN STREET, PICK UP AND DROP AT FROM TAXI RANK, RETURN SAME ROUTE TO NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK.

12.13 2202BQ2100FS500057632 - NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK TO NEWCASTLE TOWNSHIPS

FROM TAXI RANK INTO TERMINUS STREET TURN LEFT TO VOORTREKKER STREET TURN LEFT INTO KIRKLAND STREET, TURN LEFT INTO ALLEN STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT TURN RIGHT AT DRAKENSBURG DRIVE PROCEED STRAIGHT, VIA MONTE VISTA, TURN LEFT INTO AQUAMARINE DRIVE, TURN RIGHT INTO AMETHYST ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT TO DRAKENSBURG DRIVE, TURN LEFT INTO VICTORIA ROAD, TURN LEFT AT TOWNLANDS CHECKERS, VIA CHECKERS SHOPPING CENTRE, TURN RIGHT AT ROBOT INTO ALLEN STREET, PICK UP AND DROP AT FROM TAXI RANK, RETURN SAME ROUTE TO NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK.

12.14 2202BQ2100FH10057641 - NEWCASTLE TO PONGOLA

FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK PROCEED STRAIGHT ACROSS TERMINUS STREET TURN LEFT AT KIRKLAND STREET TURN LEFT AT ALLAN STREET (MAIN STREET) PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA ARBOR PARK SUBURB TURN LEFT ENTER N11 ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN RIGHT INTO P483 VIA OSIZWENI TO UTRECHT, TURN RIGHT AT UTRECHT ROAD INTERSECTION ENTER R34 ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN LEFT AT BLOOD RIVER ENTER R33 ROAD AND R34 PROCEED STRAIGHT TO VRYHEID, TURN LEFT AT STILWATER BP GARAGE PROCEED STRAIGHT ENTER R33 ROAD TO PAULPIETERSBURG TURN RIGHT AT KRUGER STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT TO PAULPIETERSBURG TAXI RANK RETURN SAME ROUTE TO NEWCASTLE.

12.15 2202BQ2207B500057663 - NEWCASTLE TO UTRECHT

FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK WITH VOORTREKKER STREET TURN LEFT TO 34 KIRKLAND STREET AND TURN LEFT TO 31 ALLEN STREET AND TURN LEFT TO JOIN N11 ROAD TURN RIGHT AT UTRECHT TO APPROVED TAXI RANK AND RETURN BACK USING THE SAME ROUTE.

12.16 2202BQ2207J10057673 - FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK, PROCEED STRAIGHT ACROSS TERMINUS STREET ENTER VOORTREKKER STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN LEFT AT KIRKLAND STREET, TURN LEFT AT ALLEN STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA ARBOR PARK SUBURB, TURN LEFT ENTER N11 ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN RIGHT INTO P483 VIA OSIZWENI TO UTRECHT, TURN RIGHT AT UTRECHT ROAD INTERSECTION ENTER R34 ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN LEFT AT BLOOD RIVER ENTER R33 ROAD AND R34 PROCEED STRAIGHT TO VRYHEID, TURN LEFT AT STILWATER BP GARAGE PROCEED STRAIGHT ENTER R33 ROAD TO PAULPIETERSBURG TURN RIGHT AT KRUGER STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT TO PAULPIETERSBURG TAXI RANK RETURN SAME ROUTE TO NEWCASTLE.

12.17 2202BQ2207J10057673 - FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK, PROCEED STRAIGHT ACROSS TERMINUS STREET ENTER VOORTREKKER STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN LEFT AT KIRKLAND STREET, TURN LEFT AT ALLEN STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA ARBOR PARK SUBURB, TURN LEFT ENTER N11 ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN RIGHT INTO P483 VIA OSIZWENI TO UTRECHT, TURN RIGHT AT UTRECHT ROAD INTERSECTION ENTER R34 ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN LEFT AT BLOOD RIVER ENTER R33 ROAD AND R34 PROCEED STRAIGHT TO VRYHEID, TURN LEFT AT STILWATER BP GARAGE PROCEED STRAIGHT ENTER R33 ROAD TO PAULPIETERSBURG TURN RIGHT AT KRUGER STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT TO PAULPIETERSBURG TAXI RANK RETURN SAME ROUTE TO NEWCASTLE.

12.18 2202BQ2207J500057611 - MADADENI TO NEWCASTLE

FROM KWAFHOINA ECANAN SECTION NEW SETTLEMENT HOUSING AND THE RIVERSIDE PROCEED STRAIGHT ON ROAD BETWEEN SECTION 3 AND RIVERBANK ROAD, VIA AMATUKUSA TOWNSHIP TO NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK, PROCED STRAIGHT, VIA POLICE STATION, TURN RIGHT TO INGAGANE INTERSECTION, TURN RIGHT AT THE ROBOT CROSSING INGAGANE RIVER, VIA MATUKUSA NEW TOWNSHIP AT KEYWAY Motors (MATUKUSA) ROBOT PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA RAILWAY STATION KARBOCHEM, TURN LEFT AT N11 ROAD AND N1 ROAD, TURN LEFT AT POLO, TURN LEFT AT ALLEN STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN LEFT AT ALBIE'S, TURN LEFT AT BP GARAGE AND TURN LEFT AT ALBERT WESSELS ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT, TO NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK RETURN SAME ROUTE TO MADADENI TOWNSHIP OR

TURN RIGHT AT KEYWAY MOTORS ROBOT INTO ALBERT WESSELS ROAD VIA EMBABHODINI NEWCASTLE TEXTILE INDUSTRIES AND HEAVY ENGINEERING INDUSTRY, PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA ENGINE GARAGE, VIA FOUR WAY STOP PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN RIGHT AT ROBOT VIA KARDBRO TESTING STATION, TURN RIGHT ENTER HARDWICK STREET, TURN LEFT AT KINGS HOTEL INTO HARDING STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN LEFT AT BLOOD RIVER AND TURN RIGHT AT AMATUKUSA BP GARAGE PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO ALBERT WESSELS ROAD TO NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK RETURN SAME ROUTE TO MADADENI TOWNSHIP.

12.19 2202BQ2207J500057615 - MADADENI TO NEWCASTLE (TEXTILE INDUSTRIES)

FROM ZENZELE SHOPPING CENTRE, TURN RIGHT AT MADADENI HOSPITAL, TURN LEFT AT THOKOZA SHOPPING CENTRE, TURN RIGHT AT SCHOOL FOR DEAF, TURN LEFT CLINIC NO.5, SECTION 6, VIA NTBECOP L.P. SCHOOL, TURN LEFT OR RIGHT AMAJUBA COLLEGE, VIA MAGISTRATE OFFICE, VIA POLICE STATION, TURN RIGHT TO INGAGANE INTERSECTION, TURN RIGHT AT THE ROBOT CROSSING INGAGANE RIVER, VIA MATUKUSA NEW TOWNSHIP, AT KEYWAY MOTORS (MATUKUSA) ROBOT TURN RIGHT AT INTERSECTION BETWEEN 5 AND 2 TOWARDS BEER WHOLESALE, TURN LEFT AT ROBOT, PROCEED. TURN LEFT AT CLINIC 3 SECTION 3 VIA KAWSIBALI TAVERN, TURN LEFT AT METHODIST, VIA SECTION 1, VIA AMAJUBA DISTRICT OFFICE, VIA KHUZANI SHOPPING CENTER, LEFT AT BP GARAGE, VIA MAGISTRATE VIA AMAJUBA DISTRICT, VIA KHUZANI SECTION, TURN RIGHT AT MADADENI POLICE STATION ROBOT, PROCEED STRAIGHT PROCEED TURN RIGHT INTO P483 ROAD TO MATUKUSA NEW SETTLEMENT (PICK AND DROP) PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN AT KEYWAY MOTORS INTO ASPHENPE ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT ENTER ALBERT WESSELS DRIVE TO NEWCASTLE TEXTILE INDUSTRIES OFFLOAD AND LOAD ALL AROUND TEXTILE INDUSTRIES OR RETURN WITH SAME ROUTE TO MADADENI APPROVED TAXI RANK, PROCEED TURN LEFT AT CLINIC 3 SECTION 3 VIA KAWSIBALI TAVERN, LEFT AT METHODIST, VIA SECTION 1, VIA AMAJUBA DISTRICT OFFICE, VIA KHUZANI SHOPPING CENTER, LEFT AT BP GARAGE VIA MAGISTRATES OFFICE VIA AMAJUBA DISTRICT VIA INKHEWI SECTION, RIGHT AT MADADENI POLICE STATION ROBOT, PROCEED TO NEWCASTLE OR RETURN WITH SAME ROUTE TO APPROVED CHECKERS TAXI RANK.

12.20 2202BQ2100FS500057618 - MADADENI TO NEWCASTLE

FROM R-SECTION TAXI RANK R265 HOUSE RIGHT, ENTER ROAD BETWEEN R-SECTION AND SECTION 8, TURN LEFT RASTA PAZZA SHOP, STRAIGHT, VIA ZENZELE SHOPPING CENTRE, CROSS MADADENI HOSPITAL, TURN RIGHT AT INTERSECTION, VIA CRIPPLE CENTRE AND VIA CIRCUIT OFFICE, VIA AMAJUBA TECHNOLOGY CENTRE, ENTRANCE TO SECTION 2 VIA AMAJUBA COLLEGE, VIA MAGISTRATES OFFICE AND SAPS STATION, PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN LEFT AT INGAGANE INTERSECTION ROBOT ROAD 483, VIA MATUKUSA NEW SETTLEMENT, AT AMATUKUSA ROBOT, TURN RIGHT INTO ASPHENPE ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT ENTER ALBERT WESSELS ROADS, VIA EMBABHODINI TEXTILE AND LIGHT INDUSTRIES, ALBERT WESSELS R33 ROAD TO PAULPIETERSBURG TURN LEFT AT ROBOT VIA KARDBRO TESTING STATION, TURN RIGHT ENTER HARDWICK STREET, TURN LEFT AT KINGS HOTEL INTO HARDING STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN LEFT AT BLOOD RIVER AND TURN RIGHT AT AMATUKUSA BP GARAGE PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO ALBERT WESSELS ROAD TO NEWCASTLE TEXTILE INDUSTRIES OFFLOAD AND LOAD ALL AROUND TEXTILE INDUSTRIES OR RETURN WITH SAME ROUTE TO MADADENI APPROVED TAXI RANK, PROCEED TURN LEFT AT CLINIC 3 SECTION 3 VIA KAWSIBALI TAVERN, LEFT AT METHODIST, VIA SECTION 1, VIA AMAJUBA DISTRICT OFFICE, VIA KHUZANI SHOPPING CENTER, LEFT AT BP GARAGE VIA MAGISTRATES OFFICE VIA AMAJUBA DISTRICT VIA INKHEWI SECTION, RIGHT AT MADADENI POLICE STATION ROBOT, PROCEED TO NEWCASTLE OR RETURN WITH SAME ROUTE TO APPROVED CHECKERS TAXI RANK.

This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwonline.co.za
12.21 2202BR2100F50007624 - MADADENI TO NEWCASTLE
FROM P1 SECTION 7/P7 PROCEED STRAIGHT TO KWAMAKHLUKHULU SUPERMARKET, TURN LEFT AT THE CORNER PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN RIGHT ENGULUNIBEN OR KUKUSUKA ENTER M-SECTION 7, VIA EYAKHO SHOPPING COMPLEX PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA EKHAMDUZE STREET, TURN LEFT AT LOKOMAYO BRICK & TILE SUPPLY, TURN LEFT AT EKHAMDUZEJUOZI STORE ENTER 1, SECTION PROCEED, SHORT RIGHT TURN RIGHT AT INTERSECTION, ENTER ROAD BETWEEN SECTION 7 I/0 AND SECTION 6, TURN LEFT PROCEED STRAIGHT, VIA AMAZULU HIGH SCHOOL, TURN LEFT AT EYETHU MOTORS SPARES, PROCEED STRAIGHT ON ROAD BETWEEN MADADENI HOSPITAL AND SECTION 6, TURN LEFT AT ZENZELILE SHOPPING CENTRE ENTER ROAD BETWEEN SECTION 5 MADADENI HOSPITAL, PROCEED STRAIGHT TURN RIGHT ENTER ROAD SECTION 5 AND OPEN VELD, VIA CRIPPLE CENTRE, VIA CIRCUIT OFFICE, VIA AMAJUBA TECHNOLOGY CENTRE PROCEED STRAIGHT TURN LEFT, VIA AMAJUBA COLLEGE, VIA MAGISTRATES OFFICE, VIA MADADENI POLICE STATION PROCEED STRAIGHT ACROSS ROBOT, TURN RIGHT ON P430 ROAD, TO NEWCASTLE, VIA MATUKUSA NEW SETTLEMENT, TURN RIGHT KEYWAY ROBOT ENTER ASIPHEPHE ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT ENTER ALBERT WESSELS DRIVE, VIA EMBABHODI PROCEED STRAIGHT ACROSS 4 WAY STOP TURN RIGHT AT ROBOT INTO FARADAY STREET VIA KADBRO VEHICLE TESTING ENTER HARDWICK STREET, TURN OR PROCEED STRAIGHT, VIA VLAM CRESCENT TURN RIGHT AT HARDWICK STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN LEFT KINGS HOTEL ENTER HARDING STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN LEFT. ALLEN STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN LEFT AT KRILAND STREET, TURN RIGHT AT VOORTREKKER STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT TERMINUS ENTER APPROVED NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK. RETURN SAME ROUTE TO MADADENI TOWNSHIP.

12.22 2202BR2202BR00057620 - MADADENI (JOBSTOWN / EMASONDEZA) TO MADADENI
FROM KWADANISA STOP JOBSTOWN, TURN RIGHT ON ROAD D1335, VIA ZUKA TRUST FARM, TURN LEFT JOBSTOWN SCHOOL AND ISIKHALISEZWE S. PRIMARY SCHOOL, PROCEED ACROSS THE KRIA MAGKAAL PROCEED STRAIGHT, ENTER SECTION MADADENI, TURN RIGHT AT ISCOR HOSTEL, VIA ISCOR HOSTEL (INQAYI HOTEL) PROCEED STRAIGHT TURN LEFT AT EMATSHENI AMLOPIHE, TURN RIGHT AT CORNER HOUSE KWAMALALOSO PROCEED STRAIGHT TURN LEFT SHOPRITE CHECKERS ENTER CHECKERS APPROVED TAXI RANK OFF-LOAD AND RETURN WITH SAME ROUTE TO MADADENI. ALTERNATIVE ROUTE FROM KWAMALALOSO CORNER HOUSE PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA CHECKERS SHOPPING CENTER, VIA SECTION 3 CLINIC, TURN RIGHT AT ROAD INTERSECTION PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA KWAISBALI TURN LEFT AT METHODIST CHURCH PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA SECTION 1 TAXI RANK VIA EKHALUSI, VIA EMASONGOLWINI, VIA BP GARAGE, VIA KOHWEZI SECTION, VIA MADADENI POLICE STATION AT THE ROBOT TURN LEFT PROCEED STRAIGHT ENTER MAGISTRATE AND WELFARE OFFICE PARKING AND LOAD / OFFLOAD, RETURN THE SAME ROUTE TO MADADENI CHECKERS.

12.23 2202BR2202BR00057621 - MADADENI TO MADADENI (SIBHASHA KILBARCHAN)
FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK, TURN LEFT INTO TERMINUS STREET, TURN RIGHT AT VOORTREKKER STREET, TURN LEFT AT KRILAND STREET, AND TURN RIGHT AT ALLEN STREET.
ALTERNATIVE.
FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK, TURN RIGHT AT TERMINUS STREET, TURN LEFT AT SUTHERLAND STREET, TURN LEFT AT HOSPITAL VIA PROVINCIAL HOSTEL PRISON PICASSO STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT TO ALLEN STREET, TURN PROCEED STRAIGHT TO INDIAN VILLAGE RETURN SAME ROUTE ACROSS N11, LEFT INTO KILBARCHEN VILLAGE, TURN LEFT AT 4TH AVENUE RETURN SAME ROUTE TURN LEFT INTO INGANGANE ROAD, TURN LEFT TO KILBARCHEN GOLF CLUB RETURN SAME ROUTE TURN LEFT, AT BUTHELEZI STREET VIA OLD POWERSTATION, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO INGANGANE TOWNSHIP TURN LEFT INTO INGANGANE CLUB INTO 3RD AVENUE AT INGANGANE TOWNSHIP OFFICE RETURN WITH SAME ROUTE TO MADADENI.
ALTERNATIVE.
ROUTE FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK PROCEED STRAIGHT ACROSS TERMINUS STREET, TURN LEFT AT VOORTREKKER STREET, TURN RIGHT AT KRILAND STREET, TURN LEFT AT SUTHERLAND STREET VIA P Nick PAY SHOPPING CENTER VIA TECHNOKIN 5A, TURN LEFT AT HOSPITAL STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT TURN RIGHT ALLEN STREET TO ARBOR PARK SUBURB, TURN LEFT Enter N11 TURN RIGHT INTO P483 ROAD TO MADADENI, OSIZWENI AND UTRECHT, TURN RIGHT KARBOCHEM VIA KARBOCHEM PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA ROY POINT CEMETERY, PROCEED STRAIGHT ENTER VIZIBUHLE SETTLEMENT (KNOWN AS EMPONGONGWENI) RETURN WITH THE SAME ROUTE TO NEWCASTLE APPROVED TAXI RANK. ALTERNATIVE TO ROUTE 11 TURN RIGHT TO BALLANGEIGCH AND RETURN TURN LEFT TO VIZIBUHLE.

12.24 2202BR2202BR00057631 - MADADENI TO ALL SECTIONS
FROM MADADENI SHOPRITE CHECKERS SHOPPING CENTRE TO ALL SECTIONS WITHIN MADADENI TOWNSHIP. PICK AND DROP TO AND FROM TO MADADENI SHOPRITE SHOPPING CENTRE.

12.25 2202BR2202BR00057667 - CHARTER SERVICE
FROM MADADENI TAXI OWNERS RANK TO POINT WITHIN THE PROVINCE OF KZN ONLY. NO PICKING UP OR SETTING DOWN OF PASSENGERS EN ROUTE.

12.26 2202BR2202BS00057622 - MADADENI TO OSIZWENI
FROM MADADENI TO MADADENI TOWNSHIP FROM MAGISTRATE OFFICE, MADADENI TOWNSHIP. TURN LEFT ENTER ROAD BETWEEN SECTION 2 AND MUNICIPALITY OFFICES. TURN RIGHT AT BP GARAGE PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA IMBONGOLWENI CHURCH, VIA KHUZANI SHOPPING CENTRE VIA METHODIST CHURCH, SECTIONS 1 PROCEED STRAIGHT AT FOUR WAY STOP ON ROAD BETWEEN RIVERSIDE HOUSES AND SECTION 3 TURN RIGHT AT KWAIBAMBOYA, VIA EHASHINI STOP, VIA ST HONAN CHURCH, TURN RIGHT AT CHECKERS SHOPPING CENTER VIA CLINIC SECTION 3, TURN LEFT AT CLINIC, AND PROCEED VIA MADADENI LIBRARY, VIA BEER WHOLESALE DEPORT, VIA MAIZIBUVE TESTING STATION, PROCEED STRAIGHT, AT ZENZELILE SHOPPING CENTRE RIGHT AND TURN LEFT VIA MADADENI HOSPITAL ROAD BETWEEN SECTION 6 AND MADADENI HOSPITAL TOWNSHIP, TURN LEFT AT AMALUZI HIGH SCHOOL, TURN RIGHT AT ROAD INTERSECTION (ROAD BETWEEN SECTION 6 AND SECTION 7), VIA MADODA SHOPPING ENTERPRISE, TURN RIGHT AT MADADENI BREWERY VIA MOYOMUHLE TAXI RANK, TURN LEFT AT THE ROBOT ENTER ROAD TO OSIZWENI AND UTRECHT VIA NINE MILE STOP, VIA BLAUBOSCH AREA, TURN RIGHT AT EMPANGENI, TURN LEFT ENTER OSIZWENI TOWNSHIP (SOUTH), PROCEED RESTAURANT AND HLANGANANI SHOPPING CENTRE, TURN RIGHT AT ROAD INTERSECTION VIA OSIZWENI BUSINESS ARE, VIA POST OFFICE (OSIZWENI) AND S.A.P.S. STATION, TURN LEFT PROCEED STRAIGHT TO TOP TANK, TURN LEFT KWAMAHOKO (SAND SUPPLY DEPORT), VIA LONG HOMES HOUSE, TURN RIGHT AT MATSHEKETHENI SECTION, VIA KWABOB SHOPPING CENTRE, AND MASKOPHASINI, PROCEED STRAIGHT TO DEPOT, ON THE THIRD ROAD FROM SHOPRITE SHOPPING CENTRE, TURN RIGHT VIA KWAMAHOKA SHOPPING CENTER, TURN RIGHT AT KWA VILAAXA CORNER HOUSE, VIA 5 STAR CENTRE AND FIRE STATION OSIZWENI, AND TURN RIGHT AT T.V. LIQUOR STORE. PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA KAKALASAN AREA (RURAL AREA) VIA MILLENNIUM CASH STORE. EMPOMPINI RETURN SAME ROUTE TO MADADENI TOWNSHIP.

12.27 2207GY2202DH1004762 - NOUTHU TO LADYSMITH
FROM NOUTHU TAXI RANK, INTO AND ALONG P361/R88, LEFT INTO R33 TO DUNDEE, PASSING THROUGH DUNDEE ALONG VICTORIA STREET, INTO KAREL LANDMAN STREET, JOINING R68 AND PROCEED ALONG R68, BYPASSING GLONCO, LEFT INTO ALONG N11-2 TO LADYSMITH. AT THE FIRST ROBOT, TURN LEFT INTO ILLING ROAD; AND PROCEEDS TO ILLING ROAD TAXI RANK AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARDS ROUTE IN REVERSE.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>From Hlabisa Taxi Rank turn right to R618, proceed to mtubatuba and turn right on to John Ross High Way to the Taxi at mtubatuba, load return.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>From Hlabisa to Empangeni turn right on to R168, proceed straight to the Cross Road at nkodibe, turn right on to N2, proceed straight, turn right on to D249 to enelesi, drop the passengers then proceed with P517 and turn right on to N2, proceed and turn right on to R102, proceed turn to Turner-Road and proceed to B/R rank at empangeni load and return.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>From Hlabisa to Durban, turn on to R618, proceed to nkobide crosses, turn right onto N2, proceed straight and turn left on to M4, proceed and turn right onto Argyle Street, proceed turn left on to Umgeni Road, proceed and turn right onto leopold street and turn right on to Warwick Avenue, proceed and turn right on to Alice Street, proceed straight to join Umgeni Road to a taxi rank at Durban station, load and return.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>From Hlabisa to Nongoma turn left on to P233. Proceed straight to Nongoma Taxi Rank load and return.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1)</strong></td>
<td><strong>2)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Number:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Gazette Number:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APP0116661</td>
<td>LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3)</strong></td>
<td><strong>4)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Applicant:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Gazette Number:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT ZULU</td>
<td>LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ID NO.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Applicant Address:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7107280387081</td>
<td>P.O. BOX 844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Association:</strong></td>
<td>ESTCOURT KWAZULU-NATAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESTCOURT DISTRICT TAXI ASSOCIATION</td>
<td>KWA-ZULU NATAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5)</strong></td>
<td><strong>6)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Existing Licence Holder:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Existing Licence Holder Address:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOT APPLICABLE</td>
<td>NOT APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7)</strong></td>
<td><strong>8)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type of application:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Operating Licence Number:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW OPERATING LICENCE</td>
<td>LGKZN0303000090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9)</strong></td>
<td><strong>10)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vehicle Type:</strong></td>
<td><strong>1 X 15 (SEATED) + 0 (STANDING)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINIBUS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>11)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Region:</strong></td>
<td><strong>12.1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTHUKELA</td>
<td>2202EN2020EN00050208 - ESTCOURT TO ESTCOURT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN MVUNDLWENI KWANDABA, MH-LUNGWNI SCHOOL, A 1416, LOADING AND OFFLOADING INTO EMTSHEZI HIGH SCHOOL, INTO P29, NTABAMHLOPHE ROAD, OFFLOADING ONLY PASS SHAYAMOYA, NEWLANDS, LOCKSLOY, WEMBEZI INTO A MARTIN ROAD, HELLET ROAD, RICHMOND ROAD, CONNOR STREET AND TURN LEFT INTO ALEXANDRA STREET INTO THE TAXI RANK, OFFLOADING AND LOADING AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALTERNATIVE</td>
<td>FROM P29 INTO HARRY MILLER ROAD, SUBWAY ROAD, ALBERT STREET ALONG ALEXANDRA STREET, INTO THE TAXI RANK, OFFLOADING, LOADING AND RETURN.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>12.2</strong></td>
<td>2202EN2020EN00050205 - MDWEBU TO ESCOURT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN NDWEBU INTO AND ALONG D1382, LEFT INTO P29, PASS EMTSHEZI HIGH SCHOOL, SHAYAMOYA, NEWLANDS, LOCKSLOY, WEMBEZI, INTO MARTIN ROAD, HELLET ROAD, RICHMOND ROAD, CONNOR STREET, LEFT INTO ALEXANDRA STREET, INTO TAXI RANK AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD IN REVERSE.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Number: APP0116679</td>
<td>Gazette Number: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applicant: MB SITHOLE</td>
<td>Applicant:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID NO. 6201055350084</td>
<td>PO BOX 1 IZINGOLWENI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association: IZINGOLWENI TAXI OWNERS ASSOCIATION</td>
<td>KWAZULU NATAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existing Licence Holder: NOT APPLICABLE</td>
<td>ID NO. NOT APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of application: NEW OPERATING LICENCE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle Type: MINIBUS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region: UGU-OGWINI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

12.1 21008S21008S000500597 - IZINGOLWENI TO EDEN STORE
FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK TAKE P284 TO EDEN STORE APPROVED TAXI RANK, OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.

12.2 21008S21008S00050732 - FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK TAKE P284, TURN LEFT TO P57 ROAD AND INTO BIZANA TAXI RANK, OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.

12.3 21008S21008S00050736 - IZINGOLWENI TO ORIBI FLATS
FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK TURN TO N2-22 ORIBI FLATS AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

12.4 21008S2100HE10050765 - IZINGOLWENI TO PORT SHEPSTONE TAXI RANK
FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK TAKE P284, THEN TURN LEFT TO N2-22 STRAIGHT THROUGH TO PORT SHEPSTONE TAXI RANK AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

12.5 21008S21008S00050769 - IZINGOLWENI TO THONJENI / MAHLABATHINI
FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK, TURN LEFT TO N2-22, TURN RIGHT TO D860 TO THONJENI / MAHLABATHINI AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

12.6 21008S21008S00050773 - IZINGOLWENI TO GCILIMA BAMBULA
FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN IZINGOLWENI, INTO P284, PROCEED ALONG P284 INTO APPROVED TAXI RANK BAMBULA TAXI RANK, TURN LEFT TO PT32 ROAD TO GCILIMA TAXI RANK, OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.

12.7 2209WC2209WC000505009 - IZINGOLWENI TO GCILIMA BAMBULA
FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN IZINGOLWENI, INTO P284, PROCEED ALONG P284 INTO APPROVED TAXI RANK BAMBULA TAXI RANK, TURN LEFT TO PT32 ROAD TO GCILIMA TAXI RANK, OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.

12.8 2209WC2209WC000505684 - IZINGOLWENI TO DURBAN
FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN IZINGOLWENI, TURN RIGHT INTO P284, INTO N2, TURN LEFT INTO P58, TO CHIBINI TAXI RANK. OFF LOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.

12.9 21008S21004R10050684 - IZINGOLWENI TO DURBAN
FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN IZINGOLWENI, TURN LEFT INTO N2-22, AND TURN LEFT INTO M4. PROCEED ALONG M4 TO DURBAN APPROVED TAXI RANK, OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.

12.10 21008S21008S00050790 - IZINGOLWENI RURAL TO HARDING
FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK TURN LEFT TO N2-22, PROCEED, ALONG N2-22 INTO HARDING TAXI RANK OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.

12.11 21008S21008S00050719 - IZINGOLWENI TO MARGATE
FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK TAKE P284 AND TURN LEFT TO PT32 AND STRAIGHT TO MARGATE TAXI RANK AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1)</strong> Application Number:</td>
<td>APP0116684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2)</strong> Gazette Number:</td>
<td>LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3)</strong> Applicant:</td>
<td>VB MKHIZE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4)</strong> Applicant Address:</td>
<td>30404 SINQOBILE PHASE 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5)</strong> Existing Licence Holder:</td>
<td>NOT APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6)</strong> Existing Licence Holder Address:</td>
<td>NOT APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7)</strong> Type of application:</td>
<td>NEW OPERATING LICENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8)</strong> Operating Licence Number:</td>
<td>LKNKZNO125317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9)</strong> Vehicle Type:</td>
<td>MINIBUS TAXI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>10)</strong></td>
<td>1 X 9-16 (SEATED) + 0 (STANDING)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>11)</strong> Region:</td>
<td>DURBAN WEST</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 12.1 CL06K2206RK00048105 - KWANDENGEZI TO PINETOWN

From KWANDENGEZI TAXI RANK IN TOM-TOM ROAD, RIGHT INTO AND ALONG OLD RICHMOND ROAD (MR518 WHICH BECOMES MR468), TURN LEFT INTO THE M1, PROCEED INTO AND ALONG RICHMOND ROAD, INTO WESTMEAD AND BACK INTO RICHMOND ROAD, INTO AND ALONG OLD MAIN ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO ANDERSON STREET TAXI RANK IN PINETOWN, AND RETURN TO KWANDENGEZI TAXI RANK AND RETURN USING THE SAME ROUTE. 

KWANDENGEZI TO NEW GERMANY AND RETURN: FROM KWANDENGEZI TAXI RANK IN TOM-TOM ROAD, RIGHT INTO AND ALONG OLD RICHMOND ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO THE M1, PROCEED INTO AND ALONG RICHMOND ROAD, INTO AND ALONG OLD MAIN ROAD, INTO CROMPTON STREET, INTO SHEPSTONE ROAD (M32), INTO ESTON ROAD AND PROCEED TO ANDERSON STREET TAXI RANK ALONG CROMPTON STREET, LAUTH ROAD, GLENUGIE ROAD, OLD MAIN ROAD INTO ANDERSON STREET AND RETURN TO KWANDENGEZI TAXI RANK USING THE SAME ROUTE.

### 12.2 CL06K2206RK00048106 - KWANDENGEZI TO DURBAN METRO

From KWANDENGEZI TAXI RANK IN TOM-TOM ROAD, RIGHT INTO AND ALONG OLD MAIN ROAD, INTO THE M1 WHICH BECOMES HIGGINSON HIGHWAY IN AN EASTERLY DIRECTION AND PROCEED INTO GRIMSBY ROAD, INTO SOUTH COAST ROAD, INTO M7, INTO UMBILO ROAD, INTO WARWICK AVENUE, INTO ALICE STREET, LEFT INTO LEOPOLD STREET AND PROCEED TO CANNONGATE TAXI RANK, AND RETURN TO KWANDENGEZI TAXI RANK GENERALLY ALONG THE SAME ROUTE IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION.

2.2 FROM KWANDENGEZI TAXI RANK IN TOM-TOM ROAD, RIGHT INTO AND ALONG OLD RICHMOND ROAD (MR518 WHICH BECOMES MR468), TURN LEFT INTO M1, PROCEED INTO AND ALONG RICHMOND ROAD TO THE ON-RAMP TO THE N3, TURN RIGHT ONTO THE N3 AND PROCEED ALONG THE WESTERN FREEWAY (EAST) INTO OLD DUTCH ROAD, INTO ALICE STREET, INTO SOLDIERS' WAY, RIGHT INTO QUEEN STREET, INTO PINE STREET, INTO RUSSEL STREET, LEFT INTO LEOPOLD STREET AND PROCEED TO CANNONGATE TAXI RANK, AND RETURN TO KWANDENGEZI TAXI RANK GENERALLY ALONG THE SAME ROUTE IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Number:</th>
<th>LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gazette Number:</td>
<td>LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applicant ID NO.</td>
<td>NOT APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association</td>
<td>KWANDENGEZI TAXI OWNERS ASSOCIATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existing Licence Holder ID NO.</td>
<td>NOT APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of application</td>
<td>NEW OPERATING LICENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle Type</td>
<td>MINIBUS TAXI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region</td>
<td>DURBAN WEST</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

12.1 2206R2206R00048105 - KWANDENGEZI TO PINETOWN
FROM KWANDENGEZI TAXI RANK IN TOM-TOM ROAD, RIGHT INTO AND ALONG OLD RICHMOND ROAD (MR518 WHICH BECOMES MR468), TURN LEFT INTO THE M1, PROCEED INTO AND ALONG RICHMOND ROAD. INTO WESTMEAD AND BACK INTO RICHMOND ROAD, INTO AND ALONG OLD MAIN ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO ANDERSON STREET TAXI RANK IN PINETOWN, AND RETURN TO KWANDENGEZI TAXI RANK AND RETURN USING THE SAME ROUTE.

KWANDENGEZI TO NEW GERMANY AND RETURN: FROM KWANDENGEZI TAXI RANK IN TOM-TOM ROAD, RIGHT INTO AND ALONG OLD RICHMOND ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO THE M1. PROCEED INTO AND ALONG RICHMOND ROAD. INTO AND ALONG OLD MAIN ROAD. INTO CROMPTON STREET, INTO SHEPSTONE ROAD (M32), INTO ESTON ROAD AND PROCEED TO ANDERSON STREET TAXI RANK ALONG CROMPTON STREET, LAUTH ROAD, GLENUGIE ROAD, OLD MAIN ROAD INTO ANDERSON STREET AND RETURN TO KWANDENGEZI TAXI RANK USING THE SAME ROUTE.

12.2 2206R21004R00048106 - KWANDENGEZI TO DURBAN METRO
FROM KWANDENGEZI TAXI RANK IN TOM-TOM ROAD, RIGHT INTO AND ALONG OLD MAIN ROAD, INTO THE M1 WHICH BECOMES HIGGINSON HIGHWAY IN AN EASTERNLY DIRECTION AND PROCEED INTO GRIMSBY ROAD, INTO SOUTH COAST ROAD, INTO M7 INTO UMBILO ROAD, INTO WARWICK AVENUE, INTO ALICE STREET, LEFT INTO LEOPOLD STREET AND PROCEED TO CANNONGATE TAXI RANK, AND RETURN TO KWANDENGEZI TAXI RANK GENERALLY ALONG THE SAME ROUTE IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION.

2.2 FROM KWANDENGEZI TAXI RANK IN TOM-TOM ROAD, RIGHT INTO AND ALONG OLD RICHMOND ROAD (MR518 WHICH BECOMES MR468), TURN LEFT INTO M1. PROCEED INTO AND ALONG RICHMOND ROAD TO THE ON-RAMP TO THE N3, TURN RIGHT ONTO THE N3 AND PROCEED ALONG THE WESTERN FREEWAY (EAST) INTO OLD DUTCH ROAD, INTO ALICE STREET, INTO SOLDIERS’ WAY, RIGHT INTO QUEEN STREET, INTO PINE STREET, INTO RUSSEL STREET, LEFT INTO LEOPOLD STREET AND PROCEED TO CANNONGATE TAXI RANK, AND RETURN TO KWANDENGEZI TAXI RANK GENERALLY ALONG THE SAME ROUTE IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION.
1) Application Number: APP0116689

2) Gazette Number: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT

3) Applicant: INKEZO YAMADLABA TRANSPORT SERVICE
   ID NO. 2019/055668/07
   Association: HIGHFLATS TAXI ASSOCIATION

4) Applicant Address: UNIT 8 BLOCK 1 152 AND 157
   BALFOUR ROAD
   JACOBS
   KWAZULU NATAL
   4052

5) Existing Licence Holder: BR SHEZI
   ID NO. 6908085305082

6) Existing Licence Holder Address: 1069 KWAMAKHUTHA
   PO AMANZIMTOTI, DURBAN
   KWA ZULU NATAL
   4126

7) Type of application: RENEWAL AND NORMAL TRANSFER

8) Operating Licence Number: LGKZN0503000008

9) Vehicle Type: MINIBUS

10) 1 X 15 (SEATED) + 0 (STANDING)

11) Region: SISONKE

12.1 2100HE22086O10048952 - HIGHFLATS TO HLOKOZI
     FROM HIGHFLATS TAXI RANK INTO R612, TURN INTO AND ALONG P73 TO HLOKOZI TAXI RANK AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

12.2 2100HE21004R10048948 - HIGHFLATS TO DURBAN
     FROM HIGHFLATS TAXI RANK, TURN LEFT INTO R612 AND PROCEED TO PARK RYNIE, LEFT INTO N2 AND PROCEED TO DURBAN, ENTERING DURBAN
     ALONG THE M4 SOUTHERN FREEWAY, TURN LEFT INTO MOORE ROAD AND PROCEED TO RANK 100A IN SYDNEY ROAD AND RETURN TO HIGHFLATS
     TAXI RANK AS FAR AS:
     FROM SYDNEY ROAD TAXI RANK, RIGHT INTO CANBERRA ROAD OR MC DONALD ROAD, RIGHT INTO GALE STREET AND PROCEED AS PER ROUTE 1
     IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION TO HIGHFLATS TAXI RANK.
     INBOUND ROUTE
     SAME AS ROUTE 1 UP TO M4 THEN: LEFT INTO SMITH STREET OR LEFT INTO MOORE ROAD, RIGHT INTO WARWICK AVENUE, LEFT INTO ETNA LANE
     AND PROCEED TO ETNA ROAD TAXI RANK, AND RETURN SUBSTANTIALLY ALONG THE SAME ROUTES TO HIGHFLATS.

12.3 2100HE21004H10048949 - HIGHFLATS TO PIETERMARITZBURG
     FROM HIGHFLATS TAXI RANK, RIGHT INTO AND ALONG R612, TURN RIGHT INTO R56 AND PROCEED TO PORT SHEPSTONE ROAD TAXI RANK IN
     RICHMOND AND RETURN TO R56 AND PROCEED TO PIETERMARITZBURG, ENTERING PIETERMARITZBURG ALONG RICHMOND ROAD, ALEXANDRA
     ROAD, LEFT INTO COMMERCIAL ROAD, RIGHT INTO LONGMARKET STREET, LEFT INTO OLD MARKET TAXI RANK AND RETURN ALONG LONGMARKET
     STREET, RIGHT INTO BOSCHOFF STREET, RIGHT INTO LOOP STREET, LEFT INTO COMMERCIAL ROAD AND RETURN TO HIGHFLATS ALONG THE SAME
     ROUTE IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION.

12.4 2100HE22089O10048950 - HIGHFLATS TO IXOPO
     FROM HIGHFLATS TAXI RANK INTO ALONG R612 TO IXOPO, LEFT INTO MAIN STREET TO THE IXOPO TAXI RANK IN MAIN STREET AND RETURN TO
     HIGHFLATS TAXI RANK ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

12.5 2100HE22086V10048951 - HIGHFLATS TO UMZINTO
     FROM HIGHFLATS TAXI RANK, TURNS LEFT INTO R612 AND PROCEED TO UMZINTO TAXI RANK AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

12.6 2100HE22086V10048953 - HIGHFLATS TO ST FAITHS.
     FROM HIGHFLATS TAXI RANK TO ST FAITHS TAXI RANK ALONG P68 AND RETURN.
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### Application Number: APP0116705

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1) Application Number: APP0116705</th>
<th>2) Gazette Number: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Applicant: JS MASANGO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1) Application Number: APP0116705</th>
<th>2) Gazette Number: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID NO. 600709062008</td>
<td>P.O. BOX 504 WARTBURG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association: SWAYIMANA TAXI ASSOCIATION</td>
<td>Existing Licence Holder Address: P.O. BOX 504 WARTBURG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Existing Licence Holder: MM MASANGO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1) Application Number: APP0116705</th>
<th>2) Gazette Number: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID NO. 5009165728086</td>
<td>P.O. BOX 504 WARTBURG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Applicant Address: P.O. BOX 504 WARTBURG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1) Application Number: APP0116705</th>
<th>2) Gazette Number: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3) Applicant: JS MASANGO</td>
<td>4) Applicant Address: P.O. BOX 504 WARTBURG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Existing Licence Holder Address: P.O. BOX 504 WARTBURG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1) Application Number: APP0116705</th>
<th>2) Gazette Number: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Type of application: DECEASED TRANSFER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1) Application Number: APP0116705</th>
<th>2) Gazette Number: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Vehicle Type: MINIBUS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1) Application Number: APP0116705</th>
<th>2) Gazette Number: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Region: UMGUNGUNDLOVU

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1) Application Number: APP0116705</th>
<th>2) Gazette Number: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

#### 12.1 2100M92100H310049479 - WARTBURG TO PIETERMARITZBURG

- **OUTBOUND ROUTE:** FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK AT WARTBURG INTO MILL RD, LEFT INTO R614, LEFT INTO R33 INTO OLD GREYTOWN RD, INTO CHURCH ST, LEFT INTO MARKET ST RANK DROP OFF AT MARKET RANK, LEFT INTO LONG MARKET ST, LEFT INTO RETIEF ST, RIGHT INTO BERG ST TO CHURCH ST RANK NO 5 BELOW EAST ST, INBOUND ROUTE: FROM CHURCH ST RANK NO 5 INTO EAST ST, INTO CHURCH ST, INTO GREYTOWN RD, INTO R33 RIGHT INTO R614 TO APPROVED TAXI RANK AT WARTBURG.

#### 12.2 2100M92100H310049477 - SWAYIMANE TO DURBAN VIA HAMMERSDALE AND PINETOWN.

- **OUTBOUND FROM:** APPROVED TAXI RANK AT SWAYIMANE, LEFT INTO P423 LEFT INTO NAGEL DAM RD (MR1-3), RIGHT INTO R 103 INTO KELLY RD TO APPROVED TAXI RANK AT HAMMERSDALE DROP OFF PASSENGERS. NO PICKING UP AT HAMMERSDALE. RETURN TO R 103 RIGHT ONTO N3, LEFT AT M13 TAKE PINETOWN / WESTMEAD OFF RAMP. LEFT INTO OLD MAIN RD, RIGHT INTO MODIE ST, RIGHT INTO HILL ST, LEFT INTO LINK RD TO APPROVED TAXI RANK AT PINETOWN. DROP OFF ONLY NO PICKING UP AT PINETOWN. INTO CHAPEL ST, RIGHT INTO CROMPTON ST, LEFT INTO M13, INTO N3, LEFT INTO M4, RIGHT INTO MARKET RD, RIGHT INTO UNIVERSITY AVE, RIGHT INTO LANCERS RD TO APPROVED RANK IN DURBAN, LANCERS RD RANK.

- **INBOUND FROM:** LANCERS RD RANK DURBAN, LEFT INTO WARWICK AVE, LEFT ONTO N3 NORTHBOUND, TAKE CATO RIDGE OFF RAMP, RIGHT INTO R 103, LEFT INTO NAGEL DAM RD, RIGHT INTO P423 TO APPROVED TAXI RANK IN SWAYIMANE. DROP OFF ON ROADS D1017, D457, D 1019 AND D1013 IN SWAYIMANE PERMITTED.

- **ALTERNATIVE INBOUND ROUTE:** FROM LANCERS RD RANK DURBAN, LEFT INTO WARWICK AVE INTO N3 NORTHBOUND, TAKE OFF RAMP AT GREYTOWN RD PIETERMARITZBURG INTO R33 RIGHT INTO R614 RIGHT INTO WINDYHILL RD LEFT INTO D599 TO APPROVED TAXI RANK AT SWAYIMANE.

#### 12.3 2100M92100H310049474 - SWAYIMANE TO PIETERMARITZBURG

- **OUTBOUND ROUTE:** FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK AT SWAYIMANE INTO P423, LEFT INTO R614, LEFT INTO NOODSBURG RD, LEFT INTO KHAMANZI RD, RIGHT INTO R33, RIGHT ONTO SERGEANT ST, TO APPROVED TAXI RANK IN GREYTOWN.

- **INBOUND ROUTE:** FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN GREYTOWN, INTO SERGEANT ST INTO R 33 INTO KHAMANZI RD, INTO NOODSBURG RD, INTO D681, INTO R614, INTO MILL RD TO APPROVED TAXI RANK IN WARTBURG.

#### 12.4 2202L32100H310049474 - SWAYIMANE TO PIETERMARITZBURG.

- **OUTBOUND ROUTE:** FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK AT SWAYIMANE INTO P423, LEFT INTO R614, LEFT INTO R33 INTO GREYTOWN RD, INTO CHURCH STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO RETIEF ST, RIGHT INTO BERG ST TO CHURCH ST RANK NO.5

- **INBOUND ROUTE:** FROM CHURCH ST RANK NO 5 INTO EAST ST, INTO CHURCH ST, INTO GREYTOWN RD, INTO R33 RIGHT INTO R614 INTO P423 TO APPROVED TAXI RANK AT SWAYIMANE.

#### 12.5 2100M92100H310049476 - WARTBURG TO NEW HANOVER

- **OUTBOUND ROUTE:** FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK AT WARTBURG INTO MILL RD, LEFT INTO R 614, RIGHT INTO SCHROEDER’S RD, LEFT INTO R 33 LEFT TO APPROVED TAXI RANK AT NEW HANOVER.

- **INBOUND ROUTE:** FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK AT NEW HANOVER INTO R 33 INTO SCHROEDER RD INTO R 614, INTO MILL RD TO APPROVED TAXI RANK AT WARTBURG.

#### 12.6 2100M92100H310049476 - WARTBURG TO DALTON.

- **FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN WARTBURG INTO MILL RD, RIGHT INTO R 614, LEFT INTO D681 INTO NOODSBURG RD LEFT INTO DALTON TO APPROVED TAXI RANK AT DALTON.**

- **INBOUND ROUTE:** FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK AT DALTON, INTO NOODSBURG RD INTO D681 INTO R614 INTO MILL RD TO APPROVED TAXI RANK AT WARTBURG.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1) Application Number:</th>
<th>APP0116717</th>
<th>2) Gazette Number:</th>
<th>LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3) Applicant: KR RADEBE</td>
<td></td>
<td>4) Applicant Address:</td>
<td>PO BOX 20414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID NO. 5609180765086</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NEWCASTLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association: MASHIMBISANE BARA BUFFALO FLATS T.A</td>
<td></td>
<td>5) Existing Licence Holder:</td>
<td>TJ MNGOMEZULU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID NO. 4707020555088</td>
<td></td>
<td>6) Existing Licence Holder Address:</td>
<td>P.O BOX 5639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SEC 4 MAD 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7) Type of application:</td>
<td>DECEASED TRANSFER</td>
<td>8) Operating Licence Number:</td>
<td>LGKZN0103001095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9) Vehicle Type:</td>
<td>MINIBUS</td>
<td>10)</td>
<td>1 X 15 (SEATED) + 0 (STANDING)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 11) Region: | AMAJUBA | 12.1 | 2202BQ2202BQ000055680 - MIDAKANE TO NEWCASTLE
FROM MIDAKANE TAXI RANK, JOIN ROAD P272, ANNADALE MINE, ROOI POINT FARM, SHARPSTONE LAKE, KALVLAKTE, MBABANE, EMOYENI, NTENDEKA, HAALBOOM, JOIN P296 NINE MILES JOIN P283, CAVAN FARM. KWAMATHUKUZA JOIN N11 VIA EMMASOTSHENI ENTER ALLEN ST, TURN LEFT KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT VOORTREKKER ST, TURN LEFT TERMINUS ST ENTER APPROVED NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK AND RETURN. |
| 12.2 | 2202BQ220100B1005567 - NEWCASTLE TO EMPANGENI
FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK PROCEED ACROSS TERMINUS STREET INTO VOORTREKKER STREET, TURN LEFT AT KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT AT ALLEN STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA ARBOR PARK SURBURB, TURN LEFT N11 ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT TURN RIGHT TO P483 ROAD, VIA BLAUBOSCH OSIZWENI TO UTERECHT, TURN RIGHT AT UTERECHT ROAD INTERSECTION ENTER R34 ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN LEFT AT BLOODDRIVER ENTER R33 ROAD AND CROSS ROADS STRAIGHT VIA STILWATER BP GARAGE ON ROAD TO VRYHEID, TURN RIGHT ACROSS ROADS BEFORE ENTERING VRYHEID PROCEED ON R34 ROAD VIA VRYHEID. PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA ULUNDI, VIA NELMOTH, TURN LEFT AT ENKWALINI NDUNDULU AREA. PROCEED STRAIGHT ON R34 ENTER EMPANGENI TAXI RANK. RETURN SAME ROUTE TO NEWCASTLE. |
| 12.3 | 2202BQ22020100T10055703 - NEWCASTLE TO PIETERMARITZBURG
FROM NEWCASTLE APPROVED TAXI RANK PROCEED ACROSS TERMINUS STREET, ENTER VOORTREKKER STREET, TURN LEFT TO KIRKLAND STREET. TURN RIGHT ENTER ALLEN STREET, TURN LEFT TO N11, TURN LEFT TO HELPMEKKAR ROAD, TURN RIGHT TO PETERS ROAD THROUGH INDUSTRIAL, TURN RIGHT TO PETERS ROAD TURN RIGHT TO COLENSO ROAD. ROAD TURN RIGHT TO N3, TURN LEFT TO EAST STREET ENTER PIETERMARITZBURG APPROVED TAXI RANK. RETURN WITH THE SAME ROUTE TO NEWCASTLE. |
| 12.4 | 2202BQ22020100L10055685 - NEWCASTLE TO DURBAN.
FROM NEWCASTLE APPROVED TAXI RANK, PROCEED ACROSS TERMINUS ST, TURN RIGHT AT VOORTREKKER STREET. TURN LEFT TO KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT ENTER ALLEN STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN RIGHT TO N11, TURN LEFT TO HELPMEKKAR, TURN RIGHT TO PETERS ROAD, TURN RIGHT COLENSO ROAD, TURN LEFT TO R103, TURN LEFT TO N3, PROCEED TO MOODRIVER TOLLGATE, MARIANHILL TOLLGATE, VIA PINETOWN, TURN LEFT TO ALICE STREET TURN LEFT TO ALBERT ROAD, UMINGENI ROAD AND OSBORN ROAD. RETURN WITH THE SAME ROUTE TO NEWCASTLE. |
| 12.5 | 2202BQ22020100L10055701 - NEWCASTLE TO PONGOLA.
FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK PROCEED ACROSS TERMINUS STREET INTO VOORTREKKER STREET, TURN LEFT AT KIRKLAND STREET TURN RIGHT AT ALLEN STREET (MAIN STREET) PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA ARBOR PARK SURBURB, TURN LEFT ENTER N11 ROAD. PROCEED STRAIGHT TURN RIGHT INTO R483 VIA OSIZWENI TO UTERECH. TURN RIGHT UTRECHT ROAD INTERSECTION ENTER R34 ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN LEFT AT BLOODDRIVER ROAD INTERSECTION ENTER R33 AND R34 PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA STILWATER BP GARAGE. TURN RIGHT AT CROSS-ROAD BEFORE REACHING VRYHEID PROCEED ON R34 VIA BHEKUZULU TOWNSHIP ENTER R69 ROAD, LOWNSBURG, TURN LEFT AT ROAD INTERSECTION ENTER R69 ROAD VIA MAGUDU, TURN LEFT ENTER N2 ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT ENTER PONGOLA TAXI RANK. RETURN SAME ROUTE TO NEWCASTLE. |
| 12.6 | 2202BQ22020100T10055702 - NEWCASTLE TO LADYSMITH.
FROM NEWCASTLE APPROVED TAXI RANK PROCEED ACROSS TERMINUS STREET ENTER VOORTREKKER STREET, TURN LEFT AT KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT ENTER ALLEN STREET TURN RIGHT TO N11 JOIN CRAGCHAW STREET, TURN LEFT ENTER LADYSMITH APPROVED TAXI RANK, RETURN WITH THE SAME ROUTE TO NEWCASTLE. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1) Application Number:</th>
<th>2) Gazette Number:</th>
<th>3) Applicant:</th>
<th>4) Applicant Address:</th>
<th>5) Existing Licence Holder:</th>
<th>6) Existing Licence Holder Address:</th>
<th>7) Type of application:</th>
<th>8) Operating Licence Number:</th>
<th>9) Vehicle Type:</th>
<th>10)</th>
<th>11) Region:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APP0116740</td>
<td>LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</td>
<td>DV HLONGWA</td>
<td>P O BOX 134</td>
<td>NOT APPLICABLE</td>
<td>NOT APPLICABLE</td>
<td>NEW OPERATING Licence</td>
<td>NOT AVAILABLE</td>
<td>MINIBUS</td>
<td>1 X 15 (SEATED) + 0 (STANDING)</td>
<td>UGU-OGWIni</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 12.1 | 21008S21009R10050684 - IZINGOLWENI TO DURBAN | FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN IZINGOLWENI, TURN LEFT INTO N2-22, AND TURN LEFT INTO M4. PROCEED ALONG M4 TO DURBAN APPROVED TAXI RANK. OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE. |
| 12.2 | 21008S21008S00050687 - IZINGOLWENI TO EDEN STORE | FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK TAKE P284 TO EDEN STORE APPROVED TAXI RANK. OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE. |
| 12.3 | 21008S21008S00050709 - IZINGOLWENI RURAL TO HARDING | FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK TURN LEFT TO N2-22. PROCEED ALONG N2-22 INTO HARDING TAXI RANK. OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE. |
| 12.4 | 21008S21008S00050719 - IZINGOLWENI TO MARGATE | FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK TAKE P284 AND TURN LEFT TO P732 AND STRAIGHT TO MARGATE TAXI RANK AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE. |
| 12.5 | 21008S21008S00050732 - FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK TAKE P284, TURN LEFT TO P57 ROAD AND INTO BIZANA TAXI RANK. OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE. |
| 12.6 | 21008S21008S00050736 - IZINGOLWENI TO ORIBI FLATS | FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK TURN TO N2-22 ORIBI FLATS AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE. |
| 12.7 | 21008S21008S00050769 - IZINGOLWENI TO THONJENI / MAHLABATHINI | FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK, TURN LEFT TO N2-22, TURN RIGHT TO D860 TO THONJENI / MAHLABATHINI AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE. |
| 12.8 | 21008S21008S00050773 - IZINGOLWENI TO THUNGWA TAXI RANK | FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK TURN LEFT TO N2-22, TURN RIGHT TO D1084 TO THUNGWA TAXI RANK. OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE. |
| 12.9 | 21008S21008S00050785 - IZINGOLWENI TO PORT SHEPSTONE TAXI RANK. | FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK TAKE P284, THEN TURN LEFT TO N2-22 STRAIGHT THROUGH TO PORT SHEPSTONE TAXI RANK AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE. |
| 12.10 | 22064C2206LS10050681 - IZINGOLWENI TO CHIBINI | FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN IZINGOLWENI TURN RIGHT INTO P284, INTO N2, TURN LEFT INTO P58, TO CHIBINI TAXI RANK. OFF LOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE. |
| 12.11 | 2209WC2209WC00050609 - IZINGOLWENI TO GCILIMA BAMBULA | FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN IZINGOLWENI, INTO P284. PROCEED ALONG P284 INTO APPROVED TAXI RANK BAMBU TAXI RANK, TURN LEFT TO P732 ROAD TO GCILIMA TAXI RANK. OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE. |
| 12.12 | EZIPREC2709712 - FROM OSIZWENI TAXI RANK CB1 STREET LEFT INTO P483, TURN LEFT JOINING N11 ROAD, TURN RIGHT ALLEN STREET, TURN TO NEWCASTLE MALL TAXI RANK AND RETURN. |
1) Application Number: APP0116742

2) Gazette Number: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT

3) Applicant: ES MZELEMU
   ID NO. 6504235575086
   Association: ZAMOKUHLE TAXI ASSOCIATION (PORT SHEPS)

4) Applicant Address:
   P.O BOX 26138
   PORT SHEPSTONE
   4240

5) Existing Licence Holder: BA MZELEMU
   ID NO. 3203225121083

6) Existing Licence Holder Address:
   P.O BOX 26138
   OSHABENI
   PORT SHEPSTONE
   4240

7) Type of application: NORMAL TRANSFER

8) Operating Licence Number: LGKZN1003001424

9) Vehicle Type: MIDIBUS

10) 1 X 23 (SEATED) + 0 (STANDING)

11) Region: UGU-OGWINI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Application</th>
<th>Route Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>22067A22066O10054977 - 2. PORT SHEPSTONE TO UMZINTO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PORT SHEPSTONE TAXI RANK ALONG RYDER STREET JOINING R102 TO HIBBERDEN JOINING SEZELA ROAD TO UMZINTO TAXI RANK RETURN TO PORT SHEPSTONE TAXI RANK OFF LOAD FAPA, HIBBERDENE DIRECT TO PORT SHEPSTONE TAXI RANK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>2100H6202US10054979 - PORT SHEPSTONE TO MTATA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PORT SHEPSTONE TAXI RANK TO MANDELA DRIVE ALONG N2 ZINCOWENI-HARDING-KOKSTAD OFF LOAD MT AYLIFF, QUMBU, TSOLIO, MT FREE TO UMTATA TO MADERIA STREET, AND RETURN TO PORT SHEPSTONE. OFF LOAD Paddock, Murchison, BoboYi, Marburg Bates Direct to Port Shepstone Taxi Rank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>2100H611096Z10054980 - 4. PORT SHEPSTONE TO JOHANNESBURG.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PORT SHEPSTONE TAXI RANK TO RYDER STREET JOINING R102 TO HIBBERDEN TURN WINKELSPrUIT TO UMUMBULU TO PIETERMARITZBURG TO N3 WEST JOHANNESBURG, INTO AND ALONG HARRROW ROAD, ANDERSON STREET TO WANDERERS STREET TAXI RANK JOHANNESBURG AND RETURN.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>22067A22066A10054982 - FROM ZAMOKUHLE TAXI RANK TO POINT WITHIN THE PROVINCE OF KZN ONLY. NO PICKING UP OR SETTING DOWN OF PASSENGERS EN ROUTE.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**TRANSPORT**

**Department:** Transport

**Province of KwaZulu-Natal**

1. **Application Number:** APP0116745
2. **Gazette Number:** LGKZNG28-2019-OCT
3. **Applicant:** LS MTHEMBU
4. **Applicant Address:** P O BOX 2339 STANGER 4450
5. **Existing Licence Holder Address:** NOT APPLICABLE
6. **Existing Licence Holder Address:** NOT APPLICABLE
7. **Type of application:** NEW OPERATING LICENCE
8. **Operating Licence Number:** LKNKZN0120497
9. **Vehicle Type:** MINIBUS
10. **Region:** UMVUMA

### 12.1 GHMSHELA TO TONGAAT
- FROM TONGAAT TAXI RANK TO R614, PASS NSUZE POLICE STATION PICKING UP AND DROPPING OFF, PASS QINISANI SCHOOL UP TO FAIRBREEZE
- ROBOT, TURN RIGHT INTO R102 PROCEED TO TONGAAT WITH MAIN ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO MARKET LANE TO TONGAAT TAXI RANK.

### 12.2 TONGAAT TO STANGER
- FROM TONGAAT TAXI RANK ON MARKET LANE, TURN LEFT INTO R102 MAIN ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO CHIEF ALBERT LUTHULI STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO BALCOM STREET AND PROCEED TO STANGER TAXI RANK NEAR CHECKERS SHOPPING CENTRE AND FROM STANGER TO TONGAAT TAXI RANK ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

### 12.3 TONGAAT TO VERULAM
- FROM TONGAAT TAXI RANK ON MARKET LANE TURN RIGHT TO R102 MAIN ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO VINCENT DICKSON STREET, TURN LEFT INTO WICK STREET, TURN LEFT INTO IRELAND STREET AND PROCEED TO THE TAXI RANK ON IRELAND STREET AND FROM VERULAM TO TONGAAT TAXI RANK ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

### 12.4 TONGAAT TO WEWE
- FROM TONGAAT TAXI RANK ON MARKET LANE TURN LEFT TO R102 MAIN ROAD, TURN LEFT AT NOORDSBURG ROAD, R614 PASS NEWTOWN, SBHUDU FLYING LOTUS DEPOT, MAZIBUKO, MARY GREY, MSENGENI TO WEWE TAXI RANK, RETURN TO TONGAAT TAXI RANK ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

### 12.5 TONGAAT TO BALLITO
- FROM TONGAAT TAXI RANK ON MARKET LANE TURN LEFT TO THE MAIN ROAD R102 TURN LEFT ONTO WATSON HIGHWAY (M43) TURN LEFT ON LEO BOYD HIGHWAY (M4) TURN RIGHT INTO BALLITO DRIVE (M4) LEFT INTO COMPENSATION BEACH ROAD TO DRIEFONTEIN TAXI RANK. FROM DRIEFONTEIN TAXI RANK ALONG COMPENSATION BEACH ROAD RIGHT INTO HAWKINS ROAD BALLITO DRIVE (M4) ACROSS N2 LEFT INTO R102 TO MAIN ROAD TONGAAT, RIGHT INTO MARKET LANE TO TONGAAT TAXI RANK.

### 12.6 TONGAAT TO LA MERCY
- FROM TONGAAT TAXI RANK ON MARKET LANE TURN LEFT AT MAIN ROAD (R102) RIGHT AT WATSON HIGHWAY (M43) RIGHT AT GENAZZANO ROAD, LEFT AT DOLPHIN AVENUE, LEFT AT SOUTH BEACH ROAD TO RANK AT LA MERCY, RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

### 12.7 TONGAAT TO BELVEDERE
- FROM TONGAAT TAXI RANK TO BELVEDERE ON MARKET LANE TURN RIGHT INTO MAIN ROAD R102 TURN RIGHT INTO DAHLJA ROAD TO STATION AND PROCEED TO RANK.

### 12.8 TONGAAT TO BHAMSHELA
- FROM TONGAAT TO BHAMSHELA ON MARKET LANE TURN LEFT AT ROBOT TO R102 MAIN ROAD TURN LEFT R614 TAKE NOORDSBURG ROAD AND PROCEED TO BHAMSHELA TAXI RANK.

### 12.9 TONGAAT TO CHIBINI
- FROM TONGAAT TAXI RANK ON MARKET LANE TURN LEFT INTO R102 MAIN ROAD TURN LEFT INTO NOORDSBURG ROAD (R614), PASS BHAMSHELA TAXI RANK TURN RIGHT PASS DEDA SCHOOL AND PROCEED TO THE CHIBINI TAXI RANK AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

### 12.10 TONGAAT TO MAPHUMULO
- FROM TONGAAT TAXI RANK ON MARKET LANE TO R102 MAIN ROAD TURN LEFT TO NOORDSBURG ROAD R614, TURN RIGHT INTO KWAMAZIBUKO, PASS QINISANI HIGH SCHOOL, PROCEED INTO CROSS THE BRIDGE PASS UMVOTI AND PROCEED TO KWA-MAPHUMULO TAXI RANK AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

### 12.11 TONGAAT TO PIETERMARITZBURG
- FROM TONGAAT TAXI RANK ON MARKET LANE TURN RIGHT INTO MAIN ROAD (R102) INTO M41 TURN SOUTH ON THE N2 TURN WEST ON N3 TAKE CHURCH STREET OFF, RAMP INTO PIETERMARITZBURG ALONG CHURCH STREET RIGHT INTO EAST STREET, LEFT INTO PIETERMARITZ STREET TAXI RANK, LEFT INTO CHURCH STREET TO N3 TURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

### 12.12 TONGAAT TO KWA-MAPHUMULO
- FROM TONGAAT TAXI RANK ON MARKET LANE TURN LEFT INTO R102 MAIN ROAD INTO MAIN ROAD (R102) INTO M41 SOUTH INTO N3 INTO M13 JS MRWICK HIGHWAY TAKE OLD MAIN ROAD OFF-RAMP RIGHT INTO OLD MAIN ROAD INTO ANDERSON STREET TO PINETOWN TAXI RANK AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

### 12.13 TONGAAT TO EMPANGENI
- FROM TONGAAT TAXI RANK TO EMPANGENI TONGAAT TAXI RANK ON MARKET LANE TURN LEFT INTO R102 MAIN ROAD PASS GINGINDLOVU PASS FELIXTON TO R34 TURN LEFT AND PROCEED TO THE EMPANGENI TAXI RANK NEAR BOXER SUPERMARKET AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

### 12.14 TONGAAT TO CHIBINI
- FROM CHIBINI TAXI RANK PASS QALAKALHE HIGH SCHOOL VIA NAMBITHANE PASS NSUZE POLICE STATION PROCEEDING WITH R614 TO FAIRBREEZE TURN RIGHT TO R102 MAIN ROAD TO TONGAAT TAXI RANK AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

### 12.15 TONGAAT TO KWA-MAPHUMULO
- FROM BHAMSHELA TAXI RANK ROAD R614 PASS NSUZE POLICE STATION LEFT TURN TO QINISANI SCHOOL CROSS THE BRIDGE TO UMVOTI T JUNCTION AND TURN TOWARDS KWA-MAPHUMULO TAXI.

### 12.16 TONGAAT TO DALTON
- FROM R614 ROAD PASS GLÉNSIDE FAWN LEAS STRAIGHT TO DALTON TAXI RANK AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE. RANK RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.
12.17 2202H12202H100047559 - CONDITIONS
1. PASSENGERS MAY BE PICKED UP AND/OR SET DOWN ONLY AT DESIGNATED TAXI RANKS OR TAXI STOPS, WHICH SHALL EXCLUDE BUS STOPS.
2. ENTRY OR RANKING ON PRIVATE PROPERTY IS NOT PERMITTED WITHOUT THE WRITTEN PERMISSION OF THE LANDLORD, A COPY OF WHICH MUST BE SUPPLIED TO THE BOARD.
3. WITHOUT HAVING ENTERED INTO AN AGREEMENT WITH OTHER OPERATORS ON A COMMON ROUTE AS CONTEMPLATED BY SECTION 88(2)(B) OF ACT 22 OF 2000 THE PICKING UP OR SETTING DOWN OF PASSENGERS ON SUCH ROUTE IS NOT PERMITTED. A COPY OF SUCH AGREEMENT MUST BE SUPPLIED TO THE BOARD.
4. AT RANKS WHETHER ON-STREET OR OFF-STREET ONLY THE TAXIS THAT CAN BE ACCOMMODATED IN THE DEMARCATED AREA MAY OCCUPY THE RANK. EXCESS VEHICLES MUST HOLD ELSEWHERE.

12.18 2202H12202H100047562 - TONGAAT TO UMVOTI FROM TONGAAT TAXI RANK ON MARKET LANE TURN LEFT INTO R102 MAIN ROAD TURN LEFT NOODSBUG ROAD R614 TURN RIGHT KWAMAZIBUKO PASS QINISANI HIGH SCHOOL STRAIGHT AND CROSS THE BRIDGE PROCEED TO UMVOTI TAXI RANK RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1)</strong> Application Number:</td>
<td>APP0116750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2)</strong> Gazette Number:</td>
<td>LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3)</strong> Applicant:</td>
<td>IB MNGWENGWE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4)</strong> Applicant Address:</td>
<td>P O BOX 12944 HILLCREST PINETOWN KWA-ZULU NATAL 3650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5)</strong> Existing Licence Holder:</td>
<td>NOT APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6)</strong> Existing Licence Holder Address:</td>
<td>NOT APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7)</strong> Type of application:</td>
<td>NEW OPERATING LICENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8)</strong> Operating Licence Number:</td>
<td>NOT AVAILABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9)</strong> Vehicle Type:</td>
<td>MINIBUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>10)</strong></td>
<td>1 X 15 (SEATED) + 0 (STANDING)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>11)</strong> Region:</td>
<td>DURBAN WEST</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Route Details:

12.1 **21004R2206RK00048725 - KWANGCOLISI/NQETHO TO PINETOWN**

- From Ngwele Road, becoming Fischer Road, then turn right to Inanda Road, towards Hillcrest Taxi Rank and drop. Turn left to R103 Old Main Road, left into M13 Pass Ebereton, Gillitts, Maytime, Kloof, left into Old Main Road, turn right to Anderson Road Taxi Rank, Pinetown and return along the same route in reverse.

12.2 **2206NE22068710052784 - HILLCREST TO PIETERMARITZBURG**

- From Hillcrest Taxi Rank turn to N3 R103 to left Mpumalanga Road then turn right Inchangora Road to join Old Main Redmore Road, drive left into P103, right into P100, right into P193, left into P93/M25, into North Coast, joining Umgeni Road, into Old Dutch Road, drive and pick up, and return along the same route in reverse.

12.3 **2206RK2206RK00052164 - KWANGCOLOSI/NQETHO TO DURBAN**

- From Ngwele Road Taxi Rank becoming Fischer Road, then turn right to Inanda Road towards Hillcrest Taxi Rank and drop. Turn left to R103 Old Main Left into M13, left into Spine Road, drop off only at Caltex Garage opposite Pavilion Shopping Centre. Back into N3, left into Berea Road North, into Old Dutch Road, drive and pick up, and return along the same route in reserve.

12.4 **2206RK2206RK00052165 - KWANGCOLOSI/NQETHO TO DURBAN VIA INANDA**

- From Ngwele Road Taxi Rank, into P259, right into P100, right into P93, left into P93/M25, into North Coast, joining Umgeni Road, into Old Dutch Road, drive and pick up, and return along the same route in reverse.
### Application Details

1. **Application Number:** APP0116753  
2. **Gazette Number:** LGKZNG28-2019-OCT  
3. **Applicant:** SPP MTHEMBU  
   - **ID NO.:** 8503065671088  
   - **Association:** NOT AVAILABLE  
4. **Applicant Address:**  
   - **P. O BOX 1432**  
   - **VRYHEID 3100**  
5. **Existing Licence Holder:** NOT APPLICABLE  
   - **ID NO.:** NOT APPLICABLE  
6. **Existing Licence Holder Address:**  
   - NOT APPLICABLE  
7. **Type of application:** NEW OPERATING LICENCE  
8. **Operating Licence Number:** NOT AVAILABLE  
9. **Vehicle Type:** OTHER  
   - **1 X 0 (SEATED)**  
10. **Region:** UTHUKELA  

---

### Route Details

**KZPRERC2802616 - SCHOLARS AND THEIR PERSONAL EFFECTS:**  
**Starting Point:** 469/470 KINGSLEY FARM WHERE THE VEHICLE IS STATIONED TURN RIGHT TO TAKE GRAVEL ROAD COMING FROM R33 ROAD CARRY ON STRAIGHT, TAKE A CURVE ON THE RIGHT HAND SIDE, GO STRAIGHT AND TURN LEFT TO DO A FIRST PICK UP AT KINGSLEY POLICE STATION FOR 3 LEARNERS, THEN DO A U-TURN THEN TURN RIGHT, GO STRAIGHT AND TURN LEFT, GO STRAIGHT THEN TAKE LEFT TO DO A SECOND PICK UP AT PLOT 82 KINGSLEY FARM FOR 4 LEARNERS TAKE A U-TURN GO STRAIGHT, TAKE A CURVE ON THE LEFT HAND SIDE AND GO STRAIGHT TO DO A THIRD PICK UP AT SIVANANDA COMBINED SCHOOL IN KINGSLEY FOR 3 LEARNERS, PROCEED STRAIGHT THEN TURN RIGHT TO JOIN R33 ROAD TO BLOODRIVER, TURN RIGHT AND JOIN R34 ROAD TO NDLANGAMANDLA SECONDARY SCHOOL, NKANDE, GO STRAIGHT AND TURN RIGHT ON THE GRAVEL ROAD BY THE TAXI RANK, PROCEED STRAIGHT TILL NDLANGAMANDLA SECONDARY SCHOOL DROPPING POINT. TAKE A U-TURN, GO STRAIGHT AND TAKE RIGHT AND JOIN R34. IN NKANDE FIRST PICK UP AT KOKOKO FROM R34 PROCEED STRAIGHT AND STOP AT: HOUSE NO: 561261, NCOME AREA FOR 8 LEARNERS, PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TAKE RIGHT TO DO A SECOND PICK UP AT HOUSE NO: 561261, NCOME AREA FOR 10 LEARNERS. PROCEED STRAIGHT AND TAKE RIGHT TO DO A SECOND PICK UP AT HOUSE NO: 561261, NCOME AREA FOR 8 LEARNERS. TAKE A U-TURN, GO STRAIGHT AND TAKE LEFT TO JOIN R34. PROCEED STRAIGHT TILL NTSHANGASE PRIMARY SCHOOL DROPPING POINT.  
**Vehicle is stationed at NTSHANGASE PRIMARY SCHOOL TILL SCHOOLS COME OUT AND THE ROUTES IN REVERSE.**
1) Application Number: APP0116754
2) Gazette Number: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT
3) Applicant: PE DIKGOMO
   ID NO. 7412040486086
   Association: OSIZWENI UTRECHT B.TAXI ASSOCIATION
4) Applicant Address: PO BOX 50601
   OSIZWENI
   KWA-ZULU NATAL
   2952

5) Existing Licence Holder: KS MAVUSO
   ID NO. 4806110631088
6) Existing Licence Holder Address: P.O. BOX 50601
   OSIZWENI
   NEWCASTLE
   KWA-ZULU NATAL
   2952

7) Type of application: DECEASED TRANSFER AND NEW OPERATING
   LICENCE
8) Operating Licence Number: LGKZN0103000005
9) Vehicle Type: MINIBUS
10) 1 X 15 (SEATED) + 0 (STANDING)
11) Region: AMAJUBA

12.1 2100F521005B10047394 - NEWCASTLE TO NONGOMA

   FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK, LEFT KIRKLAND, RIGHT ALLEN STREET, LEFT N11, RIGHT MR483, RIGHT R34 LEFT R33 ONTO R69 RIGHT INTO R618 TO
   NONGOMA TAXI RANK AND RETURN.

12.2 2100F521006B10047395 - NEWCASTLE TO EMPANGENI

   FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK TURN LEFT INTO KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO ALLEN STREET, TURN LEFT INTO N11, TURN RIGHT INTO MR483,
   TURN RIGHT INTO R34, TURN LEFT INTO R33 IN EMPANGENI AND RETURN.

12.3 2100F52100GN10047396 - NEWCASTLE TO NOUTHU

   FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK LEFT KIRKLAND RIGHT ALLEN STREET LEFT N11 RIGHT MR483 RIGHT R34 ONTO NKAnder ROAD TO NOUTHU TAXI
   RANK AND RETURN.

12.4 2100F52100MM10047397 - NEWCASTLE TO DUMIE

   FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK LEFT KIRKLAND RIGHT ALLEN LEFT N11 LEFT MR483 RIGHT R34 LEFT R33 RIGHT DUMIE TAXI RANK IN
   PAULPIETERSBURG AND RETURN.

12.5 2100F52100RR10047398 - NEWCASTLE TO VRYHEID

   FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK, LEFT INTO KIRKLAND RIGHT ALLEN STREET LEFT MR483 RIGHT R34 LEFT R33 LEFT R33 VRYHEID TAXI RANK AND
   RETURN.

12.6 2100F52100HS10047399 - NEWCASTLE TO DURBAN

   FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK, LEFT KIRKLAND, RIGHT ALLEN STREET, RIGHT N11, LEFT R621 LEFT R68 TO DURBAN TAXI RANK AND RETURN.

12.7 2202BQ2207BP10189241 - NEWCASTLE TO DUNDEE

   FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK, LEFT KIRKLAND, RIGHT ALLEN STREET, RIGHT N11, LEFT R621 LEFT R68 TO DUNDEE TAXI RANK AND RETURN.

12.8 2100F52100GQ10047401 - NEWCASTLE TO DUMIE

   FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK, LEFT KIRKLAND RIGHT ALLEN LEFT N11 LEFT MR483 RIGHT R34 RIGHT DUMIE TAXI RANK IN
   PAULPIETERSBURG AND RETURN.

12.9 2100F52100GQ10047402 - NEWCASTLE TO VRYHEID

   FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK, LEFT INTO KIRKLAND RIGHT ALLEN STREET LEFT MR483 RIGHT R34 LEFT R33 RIGHT R33 VRYHEID TAXI RANK AND
   RETURN.

12.10 2202BS2100FP10047406 - NEWCASTLE TO DUMIE

   FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK, LEFT KIRKLAND, RIGHT ALLEN STREET, RIGHT N11, LEFT R621 LEFT R68 TO DUMIE Taxi RANK AND RETURN.

12.11 2100F521009G10047414 - NEWCASTLE TO UMBUMELIN

   FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK, LEFT KIRKLAND, RIGHT ALLEN STREET, RIGHT N11, LEFT R621 LEFT R68 TO UMBUMELIN TAXI RANK AND RETURN.

12.12 2202BS2100F600047419 - NEWCASTLE TO KWA-MDAKANE TAXI RANK

   FROM NEWCASTLE TOP RANK P209 TO KWA-MDAKANE TAXI RANK.

12.13 2100F57001L010047419 - OSIZWENI TO MADADENI

   FROM OSIZWENI TOWNSHIP TO MADADENI TOWNSHIP ALL SECTIONS AND RETURN.

12.14 2100F621000F50047424 - MAKHANYA TAXI RANK OAT5 TO NEWCASTLE (TERMINUS STREET)

   FROM MAKHANYA TAXI RANK IN OSIZWENI ALONG OAT5, TURN RIGHT INTO OSIZ2 STREET, TURN LEFT INTO MR483, TURN RIGHT INTO ALBERT STREET,
   TURN RIGHT INTO HARDWICK STREET, TURN LEFT INTO HARDING STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO ALBERT STREET, TURN LEFT INTO KIRKLAND STREET,
   TURN RIGHT INTO VRYHEID STREET TO TERMINUS STREET TAXI RANK NEWCASTLE AND RETURN.

12.15 2100F621000F50047425 - MAKHANYA TAXI RANK TO NEWCASTLE (TERMINUS STREET TAXI RANK)

   FROM MAKHANYA TAXI RANK IN OSIZWENI ALONG OAT5 STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO OAT3 STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO OAT2 STREET, TURN LEFT INTO
   OSIZ2 STREET, TURN LEFT INTO MR483, TURN RIGHT INTO ALBERT STREET, TURN LEFT INTO HARDWICK STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO HARDING STREET,
   TURN RIGHT INTO ALBERT STREET, TURN LEFT INTO KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO VRYHEID STREET TO TERMINUS STREET TAXI RANK
   NEWCASTLE AND RETURN.

12.16 2202BQ2206LS10189243 - NEWCASTLE TO DURBAN

   FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK TURN LEFT INTO KIRKLAND THEN TURNS RIGHT INTO ALLEN STREET THEN TURNS RIGHT INTO N11 THEN TURNS
   LEFT INTO RD THEN TURNS LEFT INTO ALICE STREET THEN TURNS LEFT INTO ALBERT STREET THEN TURNS RIGHT INTO UMBUMELIN ROAD DURBAN
   TAXI RANK AND RETURN.
12.17 2202BQ2207610189247 - NEWCASTLE TO NONGOMA
FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK TURN LEFT INTO KIRKLAND THEN TURNS RIGHT INTO ALLEN STREET THEN TURNS LEFT INTO N11 THEN TURNS RIGHT INTO MR483 THEN TURNS RIGHT INTO R34 THEN TURNS LEFT INTO R33 THEN ONTO R69 THEN TURNS RIGHT INTO R618 TO NONGOMA TAXI RANK AND RETURN.

12.18 2202BQ22077810189248 - NEWCASTLE TO PAULPiETERSBURG
FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK TURN LEFT INTO KIRKLAND THEN TURNS RIGHT INTO ALLEN THEN TURNS LEFT INTO N11 THEN TURNS LEFT INTO MR483 THEN TURNS RIGHT INTO R34 THEN TURNS LEFT INTO R33 THEN TURNS RIGHT INTO DUMBE TAXI RANK IN PAUL PiETERSBURG AND RETURN.

12.19 2202BQ22080010189249 - UtreCHT TO NEWCASTLE
FROM UtreCHT TAXI RANK INTO R34 THEN INTO MR483 THEN INTO N11 THEN INTO ALLEN STREET THEN RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET THEN TO TERMINAS STREET TAXI RANK IN NEWCASTLE.

12.20 2202BQ22077810189250 - NEWCASTLE TO NQUTHU
FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK TURN LEFT INTO KIRKLAND THEN TURNS RIGHT INTO ALLEN STREET THEN TURNS LEFT INTO N11 THEN TURNS RIGHT INTO MR483 THEN TURNS RIGHT INTO R34 ONTO NKANDE ROAD TO NQUTHU TAXI RANK AND RETURN.

12.21 2202BQ2207810189246 - NEWCASTLE TO EMPANGENI
FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK, TURN LEFT INTO KIRKLAND STREET THEN TURN RIGHT INTO ALLEN STREET THEN TURN LEFT INTO N11 THEN TURN RIGHT INTO MR483 THEN TURN RIGHT INTO R34 THEN TO THE TAXI RANK IN EMPANGENI AND RETURN.

12.22 2100F521004P10047400 - NEWCASTLE TO PIETERMARITZBURG
FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK, LEFT KIRKLAND, RIGHT ALLEN STREET, RIGHT N11, LEFT INTO N3 RIGHT INTO CHURCH STREET TO PIETERMARITZBURG TAXI RANK AND RETURN.
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Application Number:</td>
<td>APP0116755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Gazette Number:</td>
<td>LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Applicant:</td>
<td>PE DIGKOMO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID NO:</td>
<td>7412040486086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association:</td>
<td>OSIZWENI UTRECHT B.TAXI ASSOCIATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Applicant Address:</td>
<td>P.O BOX 50601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSIZWENI</td>
<td>2952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Existing Licence Holder:</td>
<td>KS MAVUSO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID NO:</td>
<td>4806110631088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) Existing Licence Holder Address:</td>
<td>P.O. BOX 50601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEWCASTLE</td>
<td>KWA-ZULU NATAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2952</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7) Type of application:</td>
<td>DECEASED TRANSFER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8) Operating Licence Number:</td>
<td>LGKZN0103000284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9) Vehicle Type:</td>
<td>MINIBUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10) 1 X 15 (SEATED) + 0 (STANDING)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11) Region:</td>
<td>AMAJUBA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **12.1** 2100FS21000B10047394 - NEWCASTLE TO NONGOMA
  FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK, LEFT KIRKLAND, RIGHT ALLEN STREET, LEFT N11, RIGHT MR483, RIGHT R34 LEFT R33 ONTO R69 RIGHT INTO R618 TO NONGOMA TAXI RANK AND RETURN.

- **12.2** 2100FS21000E10047395 - NEWCASTLE TO EMPANGENI
  FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK TURN LEFT INTO KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO ALLEN STREET, TURN LEFT INTO N11, TURN RIGHT INTO MR483, TURN RIGHT INTO R34, INTO THE TAXI RANK IN EMPANGENI AND RETURN.

- **12.3** 2100FS21000N10047396 - NEWCASTLE TO NQUTHU
  FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK LEFT KIRKLAND RIGHT ALLEN STREET LEFT N11 RIGHT MR483 RIGHT R34 ONTO NKANDE ROAD TO NQUTHU TAXI RANK AND RETURN.

- **12.4** 2100FS21000M10047397 - NEWCASTLE TO DUMBE
  FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK, LEFT KIRKLAND RIGHT ALLEN LEFT N11 LEFT MR483 RIGHT R34 LEFT R33 RIGHT DUME TAXI RANK IN PAULPIETERSBURG AND RETURN.

- **12.5** 2100FS21000R10047398 - NEWCASTLE TO VRYHEID
  FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK, LEFT INTO KIRKLAND RIGHT ALLEN STREET LEFT MR483 RIGHT R34 LEFT R33 RIGHT VRYHEID TAXI RANK AND RETURN.

- **12.6** 2100FS210004310047395 - NEWCASTLE TO DURBAN
  FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK, LEFT KIRKLAND, RIGHT ALLEN STREET, RIGHT N11, LEFT N3, LEFT INTO ALICE STREET LEFT INTO ALBERT STREET RIGHT TO UMGENI ROAD DURBAN TAXI RANK AND RETURN.

- **12.7** 2202BQ2207BP10189241 - NEWCASTLE TO DUNDEE
  FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK, LEFT KIRKLAND, RIGHT ALLEN STREET, RIGHT N11, LEFT R621 LEFT R68 TO DUNDEE TAXI RANK AND RETURN.

- **12.8** 2100FS21000Q10047401 - NEWCASTLE TO DUNDEE
  FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK, LEFT KIRKLAND RIGHT ALLEN STREET RIGHT N11 LEFT R621 LEFT R68 TO DUNDEE TAXI RANK AND RETURN.

- **12.9** 2100FS21000Q10047402 - UTRECHT TO NEWCASTLE
  FROM UTRECHT TAXI RANK INTO R34, INTO MR483, INTO N11, INTO ALLEN STREET RIGHT VOORTREKKER STREET TO TERMINAS STREET TAXI RANK IN NEWCASTLE.

- **12.10** 2202BS21000F600047408 - OSIZWENI TAXI RANK TO UTRECHT TAXI RANK
  FROM OSIZWENI TAXI RANK RIGHT INTO MR483, LEFT R34, RIGHT TO UTRECHT TAXI RANK AND RETURN.

- **12.11** 2202BS21000F600047418 - OSIZWENI TOP RANK P209 TO KWA-MDAKANE TAXI RANK
  FROM OSIZWENI TOP RANK P209 ROAD TO KWA-MDAKANE TAXI RANK AND RETURN.

- **12.12** 2100FS7101XL10047419 - OSIZWENI TO MADADENI
  FROM OSIZWENI TOWNSHIP ALL UNITS TO MADADENI TOWNSHIP ALL SECTIONS AND RETURN.

- **12.13** 2100FS21000P10047400 - NEWCASTLE TO PIETERMARITZBURG
  FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK, LEFT KIRKLAND, RIGHT ALLEN STREET, RIGHT N11, LEFT INTO N3 RIGHT INTO CHURCH STREET TO PIETERMARITZBURG TAXI RANK AND RETURN.
1) Application Number: APP0116756
2) Gazette Number: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT
3) Applicant: PE DIKGOMO
4) Applicant Address: PO BOX 50601
5) Existing Licence Holder: KS MAVUSO
6) Existing Licence Holder Address: P.O. BOX 50601
7) Type of application: DECEASED TRANSFER
8) Operating Licence Number: LGKZN0103000004
9) Vehicle Type: MINIBUS
10) Region: AMAJUBA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>12.1</th>
<th>2100FS2100S1100447394 - NEWCASTLE TO NONGOMA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK, LEFT KIRKLAND, RIGHT ALLEN STREET, LEFT N11, RIGHT MR483, RIGHT R34 LEFT R33 ONTO R69 RIGHT INTO R618 TO NONGOMA TAXI RANK AND RETURN.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>12.2</th>
<th>2100FS2100NE100447395 - NEWCASTLE TO EMPANGENI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK TURN LEFT INTO KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO ALLEN STREET, TURN LEFT INTO N11, TURN RIGHT INTO MR483, TURN RIGHT INTO R34, INTO THE TAXI RANK IN EMPANGENI AND RETURN.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>12.3</th>
<th>2100FS2100SN100447396 - NEWCASTLE TO NQUTHU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK LEFT KIRKLAND RIGHT ALLEN STREET LEFT N11 RIGHT MR483 RIGHT R34 INTO NKANDE ROAD TO NQUTHU TAXI RANK AND RETURN.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>12.4</th>
<th>2100FS2100M1100447397 - NEWCASTLE TO DUMBE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK, LEFT KIRKLAND RIGHT ALLEN LEFT N11 LEFT MR483 RIGHT R34 LEFT R33 RIGHT DUMBE TAXI RANK IN PAULPIETERSBURG AND RETURN.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>12.5</th>
<th>2100FS2100R100447398 - NEWCASTLE TO VRYHEID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK, LEFT INTO KIRKLAND RIGHT ALLEN STREET LEFT MR483 RIGHT R34 LEFT R33 RIGHT TO R33 VRYHEID TAXI RANK AND RETURN.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>12.6</th>
<th>2100FS2100H1100447399 - NEWCASTLE TO DURBAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK, LEFT KIRKLAND, RIGHT ALLEN STREET, RIGHT N11, LEFT N3, LEFT INTO ALICE STREET LEFT INTO ALBERT STREET RIGHT TO UMGENI ROAD DURBAN TAXI RANK AND RETURN.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>12.7</th>
<th>2200BQ2207BP10189241 - NEWCASTLE TO DUNDEE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK, LEFT KIRKLAND RIGHT ALLEN STREET, LEFT N11, LEFT R621 LEFT R68 TO DUNDEE TAXI RANK AND RETURN.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>12.8</th>
<th>2100FS2100O100447401 - NEWCASTLE TO DUNDEE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK, LEFT KIRKLAND RIGHT ALLEN STREET RIGHT N11 LEFT R621 LEFT R68 TO DUNDEE TAXI RANK AND RETURN.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>12.9</th>
<th>2100FS2100Q100447402 - UTRECHT TO NEWCASTLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FROM UTRECHT TAXI RANK INTO R34, INTO MR483, INTO N11, INTO ALLEN STREET,RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET TO TERMINAS STREET TAXI RANK IN NEWCASTLE.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>12.10</th>
<th>2200BQ2206F000447406 - OSIZWENI TAXI RANK TO UTRECHT TAXI RANK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FROM OSIZWENI TAXI RANK, RIGHT INTO MR483, LEFT R34, RIGHT TO UTRECHT TAXI RANK AND RETURN.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>12.11</th>
<th>2200BQ2206F000447416 - OSIZWENI TOP RANK P209 TO KWA-MDAKANE TAXI RANK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FROM OSIZWENI TOP RANK P209 ROAD TO KWA-MDAKANE TAXI RANK AND RETURN.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>12.12</th>
<th>2100FS7100L1100447419 - OSIZWENI TO MADADENI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FROM OSIZWENI TOWNSHIP ALL UNITS TO MADADENI TOWNSHIP ALL SECTIONS AND RETURN.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>12.13</th>
<th>2200BQ2206L110189243 - NEWCASTLE TO DURBAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK TURN LEFT INTO KIRKLAND THEN TURNS RIGHT INTO ALLEN STREET THEN TURNS RIGHT INTO N11 THEN TURNS LEFT INTO N3 THEN TURNS LEFT INTO ALICE STREET LEFT INTO ALBERT STREET THEN TURNS RIGHT INTO UMGENI ROAD DURBAN TAXI RANK AND RETURN.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>12.14</th>
<th>2200BQ2207J110189245 - NEWCASTLE TO PAULPIETERSBURG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK TURN LEFT INTO KIRKLAND THEN TURNS RIGHT INTO ALLEN THEN TURNS LEFT INTO N11 THEN TURN LEFT INTO MR483 THEN TURN RIGHT INTO R34 THEN TURN LEFT INTO R33 THEN TURN RIGHT INTO DUMBE TAXI RANK IN PAUL PIETERSBURG AND RETURN.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>12.15</th>
<th>2200BQ2208Q0010189240 - UTRECHT TO NEWCASTLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FROM UTRECHT TAXI RANK INTO R34 THEN INTO MR483 THEN INTO N11 THEN INTO ALLEN STREET THEN RIGHT INTO VOORTREKKER STREET THEN TO TERMINAS STREET TAXI RANK IN NEWCASTLE.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>12.16</th>
<th>2200BQ2207G110189245 - NEWCASTLE TO NQUTHU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK TURN LEFT INTO KIRKLAND THEN TURNS RIGHT INTO ALLEN STREET THEN TURNS LEFT INTO N11 THEN TURNS RIGHT INTO MR483 THEN TURN RIGHT INTO R34 ONTO NKANDE ROAD TO NQUTHU TAXI RANK AND RETURN.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>12.17</th>
<th>2200BQ2207J110189246 - NEWCASTLE TO EMPANGENI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK, TURN LEFT INTO KIRKLAND STREET THEN TURN RIGHT INTO ALLEN STREET THEN TURN LEFT INTO N11 THEN TURN RIGHT INTO MR483 THEN TURN RIGHT INTO R34 THEN TO THE TAXI RANK IN EMPANGENI AND RETURN.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
12.18 2100F521004P10047400 - NEWCASTLE TO PIETERMARITZBURG
FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK, LEFT KIRKLAND, RIGHT ALLEN STREET, RIGHT N11, LEFT INTO N3 RIGHT INTO CHURCH STREET TO
PIETERMARITZBURG TAXI RANK AND RETURN.
### Application Details

1. **Application Number:** APP0116758
2. **Gazette Number:** LGKZNG28-2019-OCT
3. **Applicant:** B TSHAZI
   - **ID NO.:** 7112256140084
   - **Association:** KOKSTAD TAXI OWNERS ASSOCIATION
4. **Applicant Address:** 6059 SHAYAMOYA LOCATION, KOKSTAD 4700
5. **Existing Licence Holder:** NOT APPLICABLE
   - **ID NO.:** NOT APPLICABLE
6. **Existing Licence Holder Address:** NOT APPLICABLE
7. **Type of application:** NEW OPERATING LICENCE
8. **Vehicle Type:** MINIBUS
9. **Region:** SISONKE
   - **Operating Licence Number:** LKNKZN0123033
   - **Vehicle Capacity:** 1 X 15 (SEATED) + 0 (STANDING)

### Route Details

12.1 **22024E202204E00052955 - KOKSTAD TO GCADINJA**
   - FROM DOWER STREET TAXI RANK INTO MURRAY STREET, INTO MAKAIE ROAD, INTO STEMERE STREET, INTO MATHE STREET, INTO MASINYANE ROAD, INTO MOYANA ROAD, INTO JULY ROAD, INTO SIWELA LANE, INTO NKOYNA ROAD, INTO GCADINJA ROAD AND RETURN.

12.2 **22024E202204E00052956 - KOKSTAD TO FRANKLIN**
   - FROM (KOKSTAD TAXI RANK) DOWER STREET ALONG MAIN STREET, HOPE STREET, JOIN R56 TO PAKADE STATION, JOIN R61 TO FORT DONALD AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE TO KOKSTAD. FROM KOKSTAD TAXI RANK DOWER STREET, JOIN MAIN STREET, JOIN R394 TO FRANKLIN R617 AND BACK ON THE SAME ROUTE TO KOKSTAD.

12.3 **22024E202204E00052957 - KOKSTAD TO GOGELA**
   - FROM KOKSTAD TAXI RANK DOWER STREET JOIN MAIN STREET JOIN R56 PASS THE MAXIMUM PRISION TO GOGELA TAXI RANK AND ON RETURN SAME ROUTE TO KOKSTAD.
   - FROM KOKSTAD TAXI RANK DOWER STREET JOIN MAIN STREET TO HOPE STREET TO R56 TO PAKKIES TAXI RANK AND ON RETURN SAME ROUTE TO KOKSTAD.KOKSTAD - NTSIKENI.
   - FROM KOKSTAD TAXI RANK DOWER STREET JOIN HOPE STREET TO R56 TO NTSIKENI TAXI RANK AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE TO KOKSTAD.

12.4 **22024E202204E00052958 - KOKSTAD TO PAKKIES**
   - FROM KOKSTAD TAXI RANK DOWER STREET JOIN MAIN STREET TO HOPE STREET TO R56 TO PAKKIES TAXI RANK AND ON RETURN SAME ROUTE TO KOKSTAD.

12.5 **22024E202204E00052960 - KOKSTAD TO UMZIMKULU**
   - FROM KOKSTAD TAXI RANK DOWER STREET JOIN HOPE STREET TO R56 TO NTSIKENI TAXI RANK RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE TO KOKSTAD.

12.6 **22024E202204E00127427 - KOKSTAD TO SWARTBERG**
   - FROM DOWER STREET, MAIN STREET, JOIN R394, DROP OFF PASSENGERS AND PASS R617, DROP OFF PASSENGERS AND PASS FRANKLIN TO SWARTBERG TAXI RANK AND BACK SAME ROUTE TO KOKSTAD.

12.7 **22024E202204E00127428 - KOKSTAD TO TIGER HOEK**
   - FROM DOWER STREET, MAIN STREET, JOIN GROOM STREET, JOIN HOPE STREET TO R56 TURN LEFT TO SINGISI ROAD, DROP OFF PASSENGERS AND PASS NGWINJINI TO TIGER HOEK TAXI RANK AND BACK SAME ROUTE TO KOKSTAD.

12.8 **22024E202204E00127431 - KOKSTAD TO NGWINJINI**
   - FROM DOWER STREET, MAIN STREET, REJOIN HOPE STREET TO R56, TURN LEFT TO SINGISI ROAD TO NGWINJINI TAXI RANK AND BACK SAME ROUTE TO KOKSTAD.
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1)</td>
<td>Application Number: APP0116775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2)</td>
<td>Gazette Number: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 3) | Applicant: MV MPANZA  
ID NO. 7801017989082  
Association: UMNGENI TAXI ASSOCIATION |
| 4) | Applicant Address: 11 KINGFISHER  
YELLOWWOOD  
MONTCLAIR  
DURBAN  
4004 |
| 5) | Existing Licence Holder: MN GUMEDE  
ID NO. 7512295407081 |
| 6) | Existing Licence Holder Address: 2 THORNBROOK PLACE  
PHOENIX  
DURBAN  
KWA-ZULU NATAL  
4068 |
| 7) | Type of application: NORMAL TRANSFER |
| 8) | Operating Licence Number: LKNKZN0155176 |
| 9) | Vehicle Type: NOT AVAILABLE |
| 10 | 1 X 14 (SEATED) + 0 (STANDING) |
| 11 | Region: DURBAN CENTRAL |

12.1 239JNT239L0C00047548 - MARKET ROAD (WARWICK) TO OLD NORTH COAST ROAD  
FORWARD JOURNEY  
START-MARKET ROAD, RIGHT INTO LEOPOLD STREET, RIGHT INTO WARWICK AVENUE, RIGHT INTO ALICE STREET, LEFT INTO ALBERT STREET, INTO UMNGENI ROAD, RIGHT INTO INTERSITE AVENUE, RIGHT INTO KOZI PLACE AND RETURN.

12.2 2266LS239J9B00047550 - DURBAN CBD TO MARKET ROAD (WARWICK)  
RETURN JOURNEY  
FROM KOZI PLACE, LEFT INTO INTERSITE AVENUE, LEFT INTO UMGENI ROAD, INTO SOLDIERS WAY, RIGHT INTO QUEEN STREET, RIGHT INTO RUSSEL STREET, LEFT INTO LEOPOLD STREET, RIGHT INTO WARWICK AVENUE, RIGHT INTO ALICE STREET, RIGHT INTO MARKET ROAD, AND PROCEED TO THE TAXI RANK ON MARKET ROAD.

12.3 239L0C239J9B00047552 - OLD NORTH COAST ROAD TO MARKET ROAD  
RETURN JOURNEY  
OLD NORTH COAST ROAD, LEFT INTO NORTH COAST ROAD, INTO UMGENI ROAD, INTO SOLDIERS WAY, RIGHT INTO QUEEN STREET, RIGHT INTO RUSSEL STREET, LEFT INTO LEOPOLD STREET, RIGHT INTO WARWICK AVENUE RIGHT INTO ALICE STREET, RIGHT INTO MARKET ROAD, AND PROCEED TO THE TAXI RANK ON MARKET ROAD.

12.4 239J8B239L0C00047553 - MARKET ROAD TO OLD NORTH COAST ROAD  
FORWARD JOURNEY  
START - MARKET ROAD, RIGHT INTO LEOPOLD STREET, RIGHT INTO WARWICK AVENUE, RIGHT INTO ALICE STREET, LEFT INTO ALBERT STREET, INTO UMGENI ROAD, INTO NORTH COAST ROAD, RIGHT INTO OLD NORTH COAST ROAD AND RETURN.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Number</th>
<th>Gazette Number</th>
<th>Applicant Address</th>
<th>Operating Licence Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APP0116786</td>
<td>LGKZN28-2019-0CT</td>
<td>PO BOX 85 PAULPIETERSBURG</td>
<td>P.O. Box 85 PAULPIETERSBURG KWAZULU-NATAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route</td>
<td>Details</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.12</td>
<td>2207J92207J900052975 - LONGRIDGE TO PAULPIETERSBURG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK AT LONGRIDGE TURN LEFT TO JOIN R33, STRAIGHT TO PAULPIETERSBURG, TURN RIGHT INTO KRUGER STREET, DROP AND PICK PASSENGERS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.13</td>
<td>2207J92207J900052977 - MANGOSUTHU TO PAULPIETERSBURG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FROM MANGOSUTHU INTO PIENSRANS ROAD P271, TURN LEFT TO R33, STRAIGHT INTO MARK STREET, TURN INTO JOUBERT STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO TAXI RANK, DROP AND PICK PASSENGERS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.14</td>
<td>2207J92207J900052978 - OPHUZANE TO PAULPIETERSBURG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FROM OPHUZANE, JOIN PIENSRAND ROAD P271, TURN LEFT TO JOIN R33, STRAIGHT INTO MARK STREET, TURN INTO JOUBERT STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO KERK STREET, DROP AND PICK PASSENGERS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.15</td>
<td>2207J92207J900052979 - THOLAKELE TO PAULPIETERSBURG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN THOLAKELE, JOIN PIENSRAND ROAD P271, TURN LEFT TO JOIN R33 STRAIGHT INTO MARK STREET, TURN LEFT INTO HIGH STREET, TURN LEFT INTO KRUGER STREET, STRAIGHT INTO THE RANK, DROP AND PICK PASSENGERS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.16</td>
<td>2207J92207J900052980 - UBIVANYANA TO PAULPIETERSBURG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FROM UBIVANYANA TURN LEFT TO JOIN R33, STRAIGHT TO PAULPIETERSBURG, TURN LEFT TO HIGH STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO KRUGER STREET, STRAIGHT INTO THE RANK, DROP AND PICK PASSENGERS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.17</td>
<td>2100GN2207J510055221 - PAULPIETERSBURG TO VRYHEID</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FROM TAXI RANK PAULPIETERSBURG TO VRYHEID, STRAIGHT TO NATAL SPAR, TURN RIGHT INTO R33, RIGHT INTO TAXI RANK IN VRYHEID.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Number: APP0116787</td>
<td>1) Application Number: APP0116787</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID NO. 5705075836089</td>
<td>ID NO. 5705075836089</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association: DUNDEE TRANSPORT ASSOCIATION</td>
<td>Association: DUNDEE TRANSPORT ASSOCIATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existing Licence Holder: SM MTHETHWA</td>
<td>Existing Licence Holder: SM MTHETHWA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID NO. 4005185214082</td>
<td>ID NO. 4005185214082</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of application: NORMAL TRANSFER</td>
<td>Type of application: Normal Transfer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating Licence Number: 5705075836089</td>
<td>Operating Licence Number: 5705075836089</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle Type: MINIBUS</td>
<td>Vehicle Type: Minibus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region: UMZINTHATHI</td>
<td>Region: Umzintathih</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**12.1**

| 21004P21003Q10047349 - DUNDEE TO POMEROY (VIA HELPMEKAAR) | FROM DUNDEE TAXI RANK TURN RIGHT INTO SMITH STREET. PROCEED ALONG SMITH STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO VICTORIA STREET (R69). PROCEED ALONG VICTORIA STREET, LEFT INTO WILSON STREET (R33). PROCEED ALONG WILSON STREET. FOLLOW R33 TO HELPMEKAAR. FOLLOW R33 TO POMEROY TAXI RANK AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE. |

| 21004P2100F510047349 - DUNDEE TO DANNHAUSER | FROM DUNDEE TAXI RANK TURN RIGHT INTO SMITH STREET, PROCEED ALONG SMITH STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO VICTORIA STREET (R69). PROCEED ALONG VICTORIA STREET, TURN INTO KARL LANDMAN STREET. PROCEED ALONG KARL LANDMAN STREET, TURN LEFT INTO R614, PROCEED ALONG R614, TURN LEFT INTO R602. PROCEED ALONG R602, TURN LEFT INTO N11. FOLLOW N11 TO LADYSMITH, PROCEED ALONG N11 STRAIGHT TO NEWCASTLE ROAD. PROCEED ALONG NEWCASTLE ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO WILIS STREET, PROCEED WILIS STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO ILLING STREET TAXI RANK, OFFLOAD ONLY, PROCEED ALONG ILLING STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO ALFRED STREET, TURN LEFT INTO CROWSHAW ROAD, PROCEED ALONG CROWSHAW ROAD, STRAIGHT INTO LYELL ROAD, PROCEED ALONG LYELL ROAD, AND TURN LEFT INTO LADYSMITH TAXI RANK, OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE. |

| 21004P2100FF10047349 - DUNDEE TO LADYSMITH | FROM DUNDEE TAXI RANK TURN RIGHT INTO SMITH STREET, PROCEED ALONG SMITH STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO VICTORIA STREET (R69). PROCEED ALONG VICTORIA STREET, TURN INTO KARL LANDMAN STREET. PROCEED ALONG KARL LANDMAN STREET, TURN LEFT INTO R614, PROCEED ALONG R614, TURN LEFT INTO R602. PROCEED ALONG R602, TURN LEFT INTO CHURCH STREET BECOMING OLD GREYTOWN ROAD AND PROCEED ALONG THE REMAINDER OF THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE. |

**12.2**

| 21004P2100FF10047349 - DUNDEE TO LADYSMITH | FROM DUNDEE TAXI RANK TURN RIGHT INTO SMITH STREET, PROCEED ALONG SMITH STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO VICTORIA STREET (R69). PROCEED ALONG VICTORIA STREET, TURN INTO KARL LANDMAN STREET. PROCEED ALONG KARL LANDMAN STREET, TURN LEFT INTO R614, PROCEED ALONG R614, TURN LEFT INTO R602. PROCEED ALONG R602, TURN LEFT INTO N11. FOLLOW N11 TO LADYSMITH, PROCEED ALONG N11 STRAIGHT TO NEWCASTLE ROAD. PROCEED ALONG NEWCASTLE ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO WILIS STREET, PROCEED WILIS STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO ILLING STREET TAXI RANK, OFFLOAD ONLY, PROCEED ALONG ILLING STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO ALFRED STREET, TURN LEFT INTO CROWSHAW ROAD, PROCEED ALONG CROWSHAW ROAD, STRAIGHT INTO LYELL ROAD, PROCEED ALONG LYELL ROAD, AND TURN LEFT INTO LADYSMITH TAXI RANK, OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE. |

| 21004P2100FF10047349 - DUNDEE TO LADYSMITH | FROM DUNDEE TAXI RANK TURN RIGHT INTO SMITH STREET, PROCEED ALONG SMITH STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO VICTORIA STREET (R69). PROCEED ALONG VICTORIA STREET, TURN INTO KARL LANDMAN STREET. PROCEED ALONG KARL LANDMAN STREET, TURN LEFT INTO R614, PROCEED ALONG R614, TURN LEFT INTO R602. PROCEED ALONG R602, TURN LEFT INTO CHURCH STREET BECOMING OLD GREYTOWN ROAD AND PROCEED ALONG THE REMAINDER OF THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE. |

| 21004P2100FF10047349 - DUNDEE TO LADYSMITH | FROM DUNDEE TAXI RANK TURN RIGHT INTO SMITH STREET, PROCEED ALONG SMITH STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO VICTORIA STREET (R69). PROCEED ALONG VICTORIA STREET, TURN INTO KARL LANDMAN STREET. PROCEED ALONG KARL LANDMAN STREET, TURN LEFT INTO R614, PROCEED ALONG R614, TURN LEFT INTO R602. PROCEED ALONG R602, TURN LEFT INTO CHURCH STREET BECOMING OLD GREYTOWN ROAD AND PROCEED ALONG THE REMAINDER OF THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE. |

**12.3**

| 21004P2100FF10047349 - DUNDEE TO LADYSMITH | FROM DUNDEE TAXI RANK TURN RIGHT INTO SMITH STREET, PROCEED ALONG SMITH STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO VICTORIA STREET (R69). PROCEED ALONG VICTORIA STREET, TURN INTO KARL LANDMAN STREET. PROCEED ALONG KARL LANDMAN STREET, TURN LEFT INTO R614, PROCEED ALONG R614, TURN LEFT INTO R602. PROCEED ALONG R602, TURN LEFT INTO CHURCH STREET BECOMING OLD GREYTOWN ROAD AND PROCEED ALONG THE REMAINDER OF THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE. |

**12.4**

| 21004P2100FF10047349 - DUNDEE TO LADYSMITH | FROM DUNDEE TAXI RANK TURN RIGHT INTO SMITH STREET, PROCEED ALONG SMITH STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO VICTORIA STREET (R69). PROCEED ALONG VICTORIA STREET, TURN INTO KARL LANDMAN STREET. PROCEED ALONG KARL LANDMAN STREET, TURN LEFT INTO R614, PROCEED ALONG R614 INTO GLINCO, TURN LEFT INTO BIGGAR STREET OR UITHOEK STREET, ACROSS MAIN STREET TO SITHEMBILE, OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE. |

**12.5**

| 21004P21004R10047349 - DUNDEE TO PIETERMARITZBURG | FROM DUNDEE TAXI RANK TURN RIGHT INTO SMITH STREET, PROCEED ALONG SMITH STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO VICTORIA STREET (R69). PROCEED ALONG VICTORIA STREET, TURN INTO KARL LANDMAN STREET. PROCEED ALONG KARL LANDMAN STREET, TURN LEFT INTO R614, PROCEED ALONG R614, TURN LEFT INTO R602, FOLLOW R602 TO WASBANK, FOLLOW R602 TO WESSESNEK, FOLLOW R602 TO ELANDSLAAGTE. PROCEED ALONG R602, TURN LEFT INTO N11. FOLLOW N11 TO LADYSMITH, PROCEED ALONG N11 STRAIGHT TO NEWCASTLE ROAD. PROCEED ALONG NEWCASTLE ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO WILIS STREET, PROCEED WILIS STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO ILLING STREET TAXI RANK, OFFLOAD ONLY, PROCEED ALONG ILLING STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO BOSHOFF STREET, TURN LEFT INTO PIET-MARITZ STREET, TURN LEFT INTO PINE STREET TO CHURCH STREET TERMINAL NO1 (CHURCH/ PINE) (KPC0031). ALTERNATIVE: NEW GREYTOWN ROAD LEFT INTO NHUMBU (GREYTOWN ROAD) INTO CHURCH STREET, TURN LEFT INTO MASUKWANA (EAST STREET). TURN RIGHT INTO JABU NDLOVU LOOP STREET, PROCEED ALONG JABU NDLOVU LOOP STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO BOSHOFF STREET, TURN LEFT INTO PIET-MARITZ STREET, TURN LEFT INTO PINE STREET TO CHURCH STREET TERMINAL NO1 (CHURCH / PINE) (KPC0031), AND RETURN INTO CHURCH STREET, LEFT INTO WEST STREET, RIGHT INTO BERG STREET, RIGHT INTO EAST STREET, LEFT INTO CHURCH STREET BECOMING OLD GREYTOWN ROAD AND PROCEED ALONG THE REMAINDER OF THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE. |

**12.6**

| 2207BP2207BP00050962 - DUNDEE TO PEACEVALE/FORESTDALE | FROM DUNDEE TAXI RANK TURN RIGHT INTO SMITH STREET, PROCEED ALONG SMITH STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO VICTORIA STREET (R69). TURN RIGHT INTO JABU NDLOVU (LOOP) STREET, RIGHT INTO BOSHOFF STREET, LEFT INTO PIET-MARITZ STREET, LEFT INTO PINE STREET, TO CHURCH STREET TERMINAL NO1 (CHURCH/ PINE) (KPC0031), AND RETURN INTO CHURCH STREET, LEFT INTO WEST STREET, RIGHT INTO BERG STREET, RIGHT INTO EAST STREET, LEFT INTO CHURCH STREET BECOMING OLD GREYTOWN ROAD AND PROCEED ALONG THE REMAINDER OF THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE. |

**12.7**

| 2207BP2207BP00050963 - DUNDEE TO PEACEVALE / FORESTDALE | FROM DUNDEE TAXI RANK TURN RIGHT INTO SMITH STREET, PROCEED ALONG SMITH STREET, TURN LEFT INTO VICTORIA STREET (R69), TURN LEFT INTO BROWNING STREET, AND PROCEED ALONG BROWNING STREET STRAIGHT INTO MPATI ROAD. PROCEED ALONG MPATI ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO UNION STREET, PROCEED ALONG UNION STREET, TURN LEFT INTO KARL LANDMAN STREET TO PICK N PAY CENTRE, OFFLOAD, LOAD. PROCEED ALONG KARL LANDMAN STREET, TURN LEFT INTO BEACONSFIELD STREET TO SPAR, OFFLOAD, LOAD. |
FROM DUNDEE TAXI RANK FOLLOW ROUTE UP TO THE N3, PROCEED WITH N3 TO CATO RIDGE, ALONG N3 OFF RAMP INTO M13, PROCEED WITH OLD MAIN ROAD (M31), TURN RIGHT INTO MOODLE STREET PINETOWN, AND OFFLOAD ONLY. PROCEED WITH MOODLE STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO OLD MAIN ROAD M31, PROCEED WITH OLD MAIN ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO STAPPLETON ROAD (M5) PROCEED WITH STAPPLETON ROAD (M5), TURN LEFT INTO J. S. MARWICK HIGHWAY (M13), PROCEED WITH J. S. MARWICK HIGHWAY (M13) ONRAMP, INTO N3, PROCEED WITH N3 OFFRAMP INTO OLD DUTCH ROAD (M13), PROCEED WITH OLD DUTCH ROAD STRAIGHT INTO ALICE STREET, OFFLOAD ONLY AT YMCA, PROCEED WITH ALICE STREET (M4) TURN LEFT INTO ALBERT STREET, THEN UMGANI ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO CRABBLE STREET, TURN LEFT INTO OSBORNE STREET, OFFLOAD AND LOAD AND RETURN AS PER RETURN ROUTE BELOW AND THE REMAINDER OF THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.

CONDITIONS/RESTRICTIONS NO PICKING UP OF PASSENGERS IS ALLOWED ON THE FORWARD JOURNEY, NO SETTING DOWN OF PASSENGERS IS PERMITTED ON THE RETURN JOURNEY BETWEEN DUNDEE AND DURBAN.

RETURN ROUTE FROM DURBAN TO DUNDEE FROM OSBOURNE STREET TAXI RANK INTO FIRST AVENUE JOIN EPSON ROAD, UMGANI ROAD INTO LEOPOLDS STREET, CANONGATE ROAD, INTO THE WESTERN FREEWAY (N3) AND PROCEED ALONG N3 AND THE REMAINDER OF THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.

FROM DUNDEE TAXI RANK FOLLOW THE SAME ROUTE UP TO POMEROY, PROCEED TO TUGELA FERRY, PROCEED TO KEATS DRIFT, PROCEED TO GREYTOWN, PROCEED TO NEW HANOVER, AND PROCEED TO PIETERMARITZBURG, ENTERING ALONG NEW GREYTOWN ROAD, PROCEED WITH NEW GREYTOWN ROAD TO ONRAMP TO N3, PROCEED WITH N3, BYPASS CATO RIDGE, PROCEED ALONG N3- OFF RAMP INTO M13, LEFT INTO OLD MAIN ROAD (M31), PROCEED WITH OLD MAIN ROAD (M31), TURN RIGHT INTO MOODLE STREET PINETOWN, OFFLOAD ONLY. PROCEED WITH MOODLE STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO OLD MAID ROAD (M31), PROCEED WITH OLD MAIN ROAD M31, TURN RIGHT INTO STAPPLETON ROAD (M5) PROCEED WITH STAPPLETON ROAD (M5), TURN LEFT INTO J. S. MARWICK HIGHWAY (M13), PROCEED WITH J. S. MARWICK HIGHWAY (M13), INTO N3, PROCEED WITH N3 OFFRAMP INTO OLD DUTCH ROAD (M13), PROCEED WITH OLD DUTCH ROAD STRAIGHT INTO ALICE STREET, OFFLOAD ONLY AT YMCA, PROCEED WITH ALICE STREET (M4) TURN LEFT INTO ALBERT STREET, THEN INTO UMGANI ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO CRABBLE STREET, TURN LEFT INTO OSBORNE STREET TO OSBORNE TAXI RANK, OFFLOAD AND LOAD AND RETURN AS PER RETURN ROUTE AND THE REMAINDER OF THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.

FROM DUNDEE TAXI RANK TURN RIGHT INTO SMITH STREET, PROCEED ALONG SMITH STREET, PROCEED ALONG SMITH STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO ALBERT STREET, THEN INTO UMGENI ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO VICTORIA STREET (R68), TURN LEFT INTO MORRIS STREET (R68), TURN LEFT INTO RAILWAY STATION (R68), FOLLOW R68 TURN LEFT INTO CORPORATION STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO DUNDEE HOSPITAL, OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.

FROM DUNDEE TAXI RANK TURN RIGHT INTO SMITH STREET, PROCEED ALONG SMITH STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO ALBERT STREET, THEN INTO UMGENI ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO VICTORIA STREET (R68), TURN LEFT INTO CORPORATION STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO DUNDEE HOSPITAL, OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.

FROM DUNDEE TAXI RANK TURN RIGHT INTO SMITH STREET, PROCEED ALONG SMITH STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO VICTORIA STREET (R68), FOLLOW R68 TURN LEFT INTO CORPORATION STREET, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO DUNDEE HOSPITAL, OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.
### Transfers

1. **Application Number**: APP0116790  
2. **Gazette Number**: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT  
3. **Applicant**: BT NGIDI  
4. **Gazette Number**: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT  
5. **Existing Licence Holder**: PC MTHEMBU  
6. **Existing Licence Holder ID NO.**: 7601185341086  
7. **Applicant Address**: 11 THEVILLAGE MEWS  
8. **Type of application**: NORMAL TRANSFER  
9. **Vehicle Type**: MINIBUS  
10. **Address**: 20 ELAND AVENUE AMANZIMTOTI  
11. **Region**: UGU-OGWINI  

#### Route Descriptions

12.1 **22067422066V10055288 - TSHEKOMBE TO UMZINTO**  
FROM PICK-UP POINTS IN SETTLEMENTS SUCH AS ESIKEBHENI, QIKO, LEMBE, MANDLAKAPHELI, ETC, THEN TRAVEL ALONG MARKED AND UNMARKED ROADS SUCH AS D1109, D1068, D1069, ETC, PROCEED ALONG ROAD NUMBER P177 AND PICK-UP PASSENGERS AT EMASHWENI TAXI RANK, THEN DRIVE ALONG ROAD NUMBER P77/0 AND JOIN ROAD NUMBER P197/3 WHICH LEADS TO AMANDAWE JUNCTION TAXI RANK AT THE CORNER OF P77/0 AND P197/3 THEN SET DOWN PASSENGERS OF DEPARTING TO UMZINTO. DRIVE ALONG P197/3 BECOMING MAIN ROAD IN UMZINTO AND TURN RIGHT INTO ROAD NUMBER R16 AND DRIVE BACK USING MAIN ROAD AND THEN RIGHT INTO THE TAXI RANK IN UMZINTO.

**REVERSE ROUTE.**  
FROM UMZINTO TAXI RANK TURN RIGHT INTO MAIN ROAD BECOMING ROAD NUMBER P197/3 THEN DRIVE BACKWARDS USING THE SAME FORWARD ROUTE.

12.2 **22067422066O00055297 - AMANDAWE TO SCOTTBURGH**  
FROM AMANDAWE JUNCTION TAXI RANK PROCEED ALONG R102/ P188 TURN RIGHT INTO R102 SCOTTBURGH DIRECTION THEN LEFT AIRST STREET THEN PARK IN THE TAXI RANK IN SCOTTBURGH.

**REVERSE ROUTE.**  
FOR PURPOSE OF SETTING DOWN PASSENGERS WHOSE DESTINATION POINTS IS PARK RYNE, PROCEED ALONG AIRST STREET TOWARDS SCOTT STREET TRAFFIC CIRCLE THEN DRIVE BACK INTO AIRST STREET AND DRIVE STRAIGHT THEN TURN LEFT INTO R102 AND FOLLOW THE SAME FORWARDS ROUTE IN REVERSE. AS STATED ABOVE IN 12.1 THE DIRECTION WILL LEAD BACK TO THE STARTING POINT IN AMANDAWE JUNCTION. TO PARK RYNE, PROCEED LEFT ALONG R102 AND DRIVE STRAIGHT INTO PARK RYNE TAXI RANK ON THE LEFT HAND SIDE. AFTER SETTING DOWN PASSENGERS USING THE ROAD R102 TO THE STARTING POINT.

12.3 **22067422066O00055299 - AMAHLONGWA TO SCOTTBURGH**  
FORM PICK-UP POINTS IN AMAHLONGWA RURAL AREA ALONG ALL UNMARKED ROADS WHICH LEAD TO THE MAIN ROAD NUMBER P197/3, TURN LEFT INTO ROAD NUMBER P188 BECOMING R102 SCOTTBURGH DIRECTION THEN FOLLOW THE ROUTE AS STATED IN ROUTE 12 ABOVE TO BOTH DESTINATION POINTS.

**REVERSE ROUTE.**  
SAME AS THE REVERSE ROUTE IN 12 ABOVE, THEN ALONG ROAD NUMBER P197/3 DRIVE BACK TO ALL PICK-UP POINTS USING THE SAME FORWARD ROUTES WHICH WERE USE IN 12 ABOVE.

12.4 **22067422066O00055312 - MKHUNYA TO UMZINTO**  
FROM ALL PICK-UP POINTS ALONG ALL MARKED AND UNMARKED ROADS PROCEED ALONG P197/3 TURN BACK AT AMANDAWE JUNCTION CORNER OF P197/3 AND P188 THEN PROCEED ALONG P197/3 UNTIL ARRIVING AT A DESTINATION POINT.

**REVERSE ROUTE.**  
FROM THE TAXI RANK IN UMZINTO DRIVE BACKWARDS THEN PROCEED ALONG P197/3 TO ALL THE PICK-UP POINTS.

12.5 **22067422066O00055313 - JONNY TO UMZINTO**  
FROM ALL PICK-UP POINTS ALONG ALL MARKED AND UNMARKED ROADS PROCEED ALONG P197/3 THEN FOLLOW THE ROUTE TO THE DESTINATION POINTS.

**REVERSE ROUTE.**  
USE THE SAME REVERSE ROUTE THEN PROCEED ALONG TO ALL THE PICK-UP POINTS.

12.6 **22066O22060S10055314 - UMZINTO TO UKOMAAS**  
FROM UMZINTO TAXI RANK TURN RIGHT INTO ROAD NUMBER P197/3 PASS AMANDAWE JUNCTION AND PROCEED ONTO AMAHLONGWA AREA STILL TRAVELLING ALONG THE SAME ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO ROAD NUMBER P78. CONTINUE ALONG AND PASS CRAIGIEBURN AND ON ARRIVAL AT UKOMAAS P78 BECOMES MACLEAN STREET THEN TURN RIGHT INTO ROBINSON STREET AND THEN LEFT INTO BISSET STREET AND PARK IN THE TAXI RANK AT THE CORNER OF PATTERSON STREET AND BISSET STREET.

**REVERSE ROUTE.**  
FROM THE RANK IN UKOMAAS PROCEED ALONG PATTERNSON STREET BECOMING MACLEAN STREET THEN JOIN ROAD NUMBER P78 AND DRIVE BACKWARDS TOWARDS THE STARTING POINT USING THE SAME FORWARD ROUTE.

12.7 **22066O2206LS000550277 - Dududu to Durban**  
FROM DUDUDU TAXI RANK PICK-UP PASSENGERS FROM ALL MAIN SUCH AS D1112 AND OTHER UNMARKED ROADS, THEN DRIVE ALONG ROAD NUMBER P177 BECOMING P77/0 WHICH BECOMES P197/3 TURN RIGHT INTO ROAD NUMBER P78 THEN LEFT INTO N2 FREeways TOWARDS NORTH AND DRIVE ALONG AS STATED IN ROUTE1 ABOVE.

**ALTERNATIVELY:**  
ALONG P197/3 TURN RIGHT INTO P188 THEN LEFT INTO N2 FREeway NORTH AND PROCEED AS STATED IN ROUTE 1 ABOVE.

**REVERSE ROUTE.**  
FROM NUMBER 68A IN DURBAN DRIVE BACKWARDS AS STATED ABOVE ROUTE 1 THEN ALONG N2 FREeway EITHER TURN RIGHT INTO ROAD NUMBER P188 OR TAKE AN OFF RAMP AT UKOMAAS AND JOIN ROAD NUMBER P78 TOWARDS THE LEFT THEN DRIVE BACK TO THE STARTING POINT USING THE SAME FORWARD ROUTE.
12.8 2206722065SW12005290 - VULINDLELA RURAL AREA TO UMKOMAAS

FROM PICK-UP POINTS IN ALL SETTLEMENTS IN VULINDLELA AREA AND TRAVEL ALONG MARKED AND UNMARKED ROADS SUCH AS D963, D152, D736, ETC THEN PROCEED ALONG CROWDER MAIN ROAD AND / OR D1112 TOWARDS DUDUDU. PICK-UP PASSENGERS AT THSENKOMBE AREA AND EMSAHVENI TAXI RANK THEN DRIVE BACKWARDS ALONG THE SAME ROADS. FROM CROWDER MAIN ROAD TURN RIGHT INTO ROAD NUMBER P197 /3 THEN LEFT INTO ROAD NUMBER P78 AND PROCEED STRAIGHT THEN RIGHT INTO ROBINSON STREET AND LEFT INTO BISSET STREET THEN PARK AT A CORNER OF PATTERSON STREET AND BISSET STREET IN UMKOAAAS TAXI RANK.

REVERSE ROUTE:
FROM UMKOMAAS TAXI RANK JOIN PATTERSON STREET BECOMING MACLEAN STREET AND THEN PROCEED ALONG JOINING ROAD NUMBER P78 EITHER TURN RIGHT INTO CALENDULA AVENUE THEN PROCEED ALONG ROAD NUMBER P78 AND TURN RIGHT INTO P197 /3 THEN JOIN CROWDER MAIN ROAD USING THE SAME FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.

12.9 2206522065LS12005260 - AMANDAWE TO DURBAN

FROM AMANDAWE JUNCTION TAXI RANK PROCEED ALONG ROAD NUMBER P188 TURN LEFT INTO N2 FREEWAY TOWARDS NORTH AND DRIVE ALONG AS STATED ABOVE IN ROUTE 1.

ALTERNATIVELY:
FROM AMANDAWE JUNCTION TAXI RANK PROCEED ALONG ROAD NUMBER P197 /3 TURN RIGHT INTO ROAD NUMBER P78 THEN LEFT INTO N2 FREEWAY NORTH AND THEN PROCEED AS STATED IN ROUTE 1.

ALTERNATIVELY:
FROM AMANDAWE JUNCTION TAXI RANK PROCEED ALONG ROAD NUMBER P197 /3 TURN RIGHT INTO ROAD NUMBER P78 AND THEN PROCEED STRAIGHT AND AFTER PASSING SAPPI THEN MAGABHENI AND TURN RIGHT AND JOIN N2 FREEWAY NORTH.

12.10 22065L2206LS12005308 - AMANDAWE TO DURBAN

FROM AMANDAWE JUNCTION TAXI RANK PROCEED ALONG ROAD NUMBER P188 BECOMING R102 SCOTTBURGH DIRECTION TURN LEFT INTO ROAD NUMBER P102 UMKOMAAS PROCEED ALONG ROAD NUMBER P102 PASSING IFIRACOMBE THEN DRIVE TO THE DESTINATION POINTS USING THE SAME FORWARD ROUTE IN 1 ABOVE.

ALTERNATIVELY:
FROM AMANDAWE JUNCTION TAXI RANK PROCEED ALONG ROAD NUMBER P197 /3 TURN RIGHT INTO ROAD NUMBER P78 THEN LEFT INTO N2 FREEWAY NORTH AND DRIVE ALONG AS STATED ABOVE IN ROUTE 1 CARRY ON WITH P78 BECOMING MACLEAN STREET THEN TURN RIGHT INTO PATTERSON STREET BECOMING HARVEY STREET TURN LEFT INTO MOODIE STREET THE RIGHT INTO ROAD NUMBER P102 FROM SCOTTBURGH. AFTER PASSING IFIRACOMBE THEN UMGBABABA CONTINUED ALONG AND FOLLOW THE SAME FORWARD ROUTE IN 1 ABOVE.

REVERSE ROUTE FROM RANK NUMBER 68A IN DURBAN FOLLOW THE REVERSE ROUTE AS STATED IN 1 ABOVE THEN ALONG N2 FREEWAY EITHER TAKE AN OFF RAMP AT UMKOMAAS AND JOIN ROAD NUMBER P78 THEN DRIVE BACKWARDS USING THE SAME FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE TO THE STARTING POINT OR TURN LEFT INTO ROAD NUMBER P102 SCOTTBURGH THEN RIGHT INTO ROAD NUMBER P188 AND DRIVE BACK TO THE STARTING POINT.

12.11 22065H2209WC120055319 - SCOTTBURGH TO ISIPINGO

FROM SCOTTBURGH TAXI RANK PROCEED ALONG AIRTH STREET THEN TURN RIGHT INTO ROAD NUMBER P102 FROM PARK RYNE CONTINUE ALONG PASSING UMKOMAAS THEN IFIRACOMBE AND CONTINUED ALONG ROAD NUMBER P102 USING THE SAME FORWARD ROUTE IN 1 OR ALTERNATIVELY, ALONG ON ROAD NUMBER P102 PARK RYNE TURN LEFT INTO ROAD NUMBER P102 SCOTTBURGH BECOMING P188 DRIVE STRAIGHT AND TURN RIGHT INTO ROAD NUMBER P197 /3 PASSING AMAHLONGWA AREA THEN TURN RIGHT INTO P78 AND LEFT INTO N2 FREEWAY NORTH TOWARDS AMANZIMTOTI THEN FOLLOW THE SAME DIRECTION AS IN ROUTE 1 ABOVE ALONG N2 FREEWAY TURN LEFT INTO JOYNER ROAD (PROSPECTON WEST) RIGHT INTO WILCOX ROAD M35 LEFT INTO PROSPECTON ROAD AND LEFT AGAIN INTO OLD MAINT ROAD THEN RIGHT INTO ALEXANDER ROAD THEN PROCEED STRAIGHT TO THE TAXI RANK ON THE LEFT HAND SIDE.

REVERSE ROUTE:
FROM ISIPINGO TAXI RANK PROCEED ONTO ALEXANDER AVENUE AND LEFT INTO THOMAS AVENUE THEN RIGHT INTO INWABI ROAD AND TURN LEFT INTO OLD MAIN ROAD AND THEN RIGHT INTO PROSPECTON ROAD AND DRIVE BACK TO THE STARTING POINT USING THE SAME FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.
12.12 2206SW21004R00055270 - UMKOMAAS TO DURBAN

FROM THE TAXI RANK IN UMKOMAAS DRIVE ALONG PATTERSON STREET BECOMING HARVEY ROAD TURN LEFT INTO MOODIE STREET THEN CONTINUE AND TURN RIGHT INTO R102 FROM SCOTTBURGH, AND PROCEED STRAIGHT ALONG R102 NORTH PASSING IFIRACOMBE, AND EITHER TURN LEFT INTO P491 WHICH LEADS TO N2 FREEWAY TOWARDS NORTH. ALTERNATIVELY, FOR THE PURPOSES OF SETTING DOWN PASSENGERS EN ROUTE CONTINUE ALONG R102, TURN LEFT INTO R603 (KINGSWAY/WINKLESPRUIT) AND RIGHT INTO N2 ON RAMP PROCEED ALONG N2 FREEWAY THEN LEFT INTO SEADOWNE ROAD ONSIDE OFF RAMP AFTER SETTING DOWN PASSENGERS AT A DESIGNATED AREA DRIVE BACK TO N2 FREEWAY NORTHWARDS. TURN LEFT INTO ADAMS ROAD ONSIDE OFF RAMP AND LEFT INTO LEWIS DRIVE THEN LEFT AGAIN INTO ADAMS ROAD IN AMANZIMTOTI. TURN RIGHT INTO KINGSWAY R102 AND LEFT INTO ADAMS ROAD AND THEN DRIVE BACK INTO N2 FREEWAY. ALTERNATIVELY, TURN LEFT INTO MOSS KOLNIC DRIVE, RIGHT INTO R102 KINGSWAY AND THEN PROCEED ALONG R102 PASSING KINGSWAY HOSPITAL LEFT INTO HEATHER ROAD AND LEFT AGAIN INTO DICKENS ROAD THEN RIGHT INTO N2 FREEWAY NORTHWARDS AND CONTINUED DRIVING ALONG THE FREEWAY. ON ARRIVAL AT PROSPECTON TURN LEFT INTO JOYNER ROAD BECOMING JEFFELS ROAD AND PROCEED ALONG THEN TURN RIGHT INTO WILCOX ROAD M53 AND THEN TURN RIGHT INTO PROSPECTON ROAD THEN LEFT INTO N2 FREEWAY NORTHWARDS AND PROCEED ALONG TOWARDS DURBAN. ALTERNATIVELY, TURN LEFT INTO PROSPECTON ROAD AND RIGHT INTO OLD MAIN ROAD AND RIGHT INTO PRINCE MCWAYIZENI DRIVE. TURN RIGHT INTO M30 THEN JOIN R102 SOUTH COAST ROAD TOWARDS MERE BANK THEN DURBAN. ALTERNATIVELY, FROM OLD MAIN ROAD IN ISPINGO AREA TURN RIGHT INTO RANA ROAD THEN THEN LEFT INTO R102 TOWARDS DURBAN. PROCEED ALONG AND JOIN M4 INKOSI ALBERT LUTHULI AND CONTINUE DRIVING ALONG M4, OR TURN LEFT INTO AN OFF RAMP NEAR CLAIRWOOD HORSE RACE COURSE AND PROCEED ALONG HIMALAYAS ROAD THEN TURN RIGHT INTO R102 SOUTH COAST ROAD THEN CARRY ON ALONG R102 SOUTH COAST ROAD. ALTERNATIVELY, TURN RIGHT INTO QUALITY STREET IN JACOBS EITHER TURN LEFT INTO M4 INKOSI ALBERT OR PROCEED ALONG QUALITY STREET THEN TURN LEFT INTO BALLENGER ROAD THEN INTO M7 / EDWIN SWALES DRIVE THEN RIGHT INTO R102 UMBILO DIRECTION AND PROCEED ALONG R102 BECOMING UMBILO ROAD AND FINALLY TURN RIGHT INTO BREEA AND JOIN WEST STREET. (A) PROCEED AND JOIN WISLEY ROAD TOWARDS MAYDON WAF. THEN JOIN MYDON ROAD AND TURN LEFT INTO M11 / MOORE ROAD AND JOIN M11 / MOORE ROAD. (B) LEFT INTO M7 RIGHT ON M5 TOWARDS UMBILO DIRECTION AGAIN INTO UMBILO ROAD BECOMING THEN DRIVE FORWARD AS STATED IN PARAGRAPH 9A0 ABOVE.

12.13 2206SW2209WC00055311 - UM KOMAAS TO UMGABABA.

FROM THE TAXI RANK IN UMKOMAAS DRIVE ALONG PATTERSON STREET BECOMING HARVEY STREET THEN TURN LEFT INTO MOODIE STREET AND RIGHT INTO R102 FROM SCOTTBURGH, CONTINUED ALONG PASSING IFIRACOMBE THEN ARRIVE AT UMGABABA. REVERSE ROUTE: FROM A TAXI RANK IN UMGABABA JOIN R102 THEN DRIVE ALONG BACK TO THE STARTING POINT.

12.14 2206LS2206LS00055321 - FROM VULAMEHLLO TAXI RANK TO POINT WITHIN THE KZN ONLY. NO PICKING UP OR SETTING DOWN OF PASSENGERS EN ROUTE.

12.15 2206742206LS10055286 - JONNY RURAL TO DURBAN

FROM PICK-UP POINTS IN MARKED AND UNMARKED ROADS SUCH AS D971, D972, TWO STICKS ROAD, ETC. AND PROCEED ALONG ROAD NUMBER P77 AND DRIVE ALONG AS STATED IN ROUTE 2 ABOVE TO THE DESTINATION POINTS. REVERSE ROUTE: FROM PICK-UP NUMBER 68A IN DURBAN DRIVE BACKWARDS AS STATED IN THE REVERSE ROUTE 2 ABOVE THEN FOLLOW THE DIRECTION AS GIVEN IN ROUTE 4 BACK TO ALL THE PICK-UP POINTS.

12.16 22067421004R10055280 - MHUNUYA TO DURBAN

FROM PICK-UP POINTS IN SETTLEMENTS SUCH AS VISHAVISHA, MOSHANA, CHIBINI TAXI RANK ETC., DRIVE ALONG MARKED AND UNMARKED ROADS SUCH AS D905, D907, D1101, ETC PROCEED ALONG INTO RAD NUMBER P77 THEN DRIVE ALONG AS STATED IN ROUTE 2 ABOVE TO THE DESTINATION POINT. REVERSE ROUTE: FROM RANK NUMBER 68A IN DURBAN DRIVE BACKWARDS AS STATED IN THE REVERSE ROUTE2 ABOVE THEN PROCEED BACK TO THE DIFFERENT PICK-UP POINTS MENTIONED TO THE DESTINATION POINTS.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1)</th>
<th>Application Number: APP0116798</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2)</td>
<td>Gazette Number: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3)</td>
<td>Applicant: SA KUBHEKA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ID NO. 7612025555082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Association: HLHINDLELA TAXI ASSOCIATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4)</td>
<td>Applicant Address:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P.O BOX 1006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EMONDLO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5)</td>
<td>Existing Licence Holder: M A SIYAYA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ID NO. 6509175308083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6)</td>
<td>Existing Licence Holder Address:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P.O BOX 2698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EMONDLO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KWAZULU-NATAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7)</td>
<td>Type of application: NORMAL TRANSFER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8)</td>
<td>Operating Licence Number: LGKZNO803001225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9)</td>
<td>Vehicle Type: MINIBUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10)</td>
<td>1 X 15 (SEATED) + 0 (STANDING)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11)</td>
<td>Region: ZULULAND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

12.1 **2207XJ2207J510054638 - MVUNYANE TO VRYHEID**

FROM MVUNYANE TAXI RANK JOIN P199, PROCEED TO THE INTERSECTION TO MEET P258 WHICH IS MONDLO, NQUTU ROAD, TURN RIGHT UNTIL YOU REACH EMONDLO, AT THE FOUR WAY STOP, TURN RIGHT AT GOBINSIMBI ROAD, TURN LEFT R14 TO VRYHEID INTO VRYHEID ROAD, INTO R34, TURN INTO CHURCH STREET, AND PROCEED INTO THE VRYHEID PLAZA TAXI RANK, PICK UP AND RETURN.

12.2 **2207XJ2207G110054642 - MVUNYANE TO NQUTU**

FROM MVUNYANE TAXI RANK JOIN P199, AT THE INTERSECTION, TURN RIGHT INTO P258 INTO R9, TURN LEFT AND PROCEED TO NQUTU TAXI RANK, OFF LOAD AND PICK UP PASSENGERS AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

12.3 **2207W312055J110054643 - MVUNYANE TO JOHANNESBURG**

FROM MVUNYANE TAXI RANK, JOIN P199 TO P258, TURN LEFT PROCEED AND JOIN NQUTU, BLOODRIVER ROAD, TURN RIGHT AND PASS BLOODRIVER TAKE R34, PASS UTRECHT, UNTIL YOU REACH N11, TURN RIGHT TO VOLKSRUST, USING R23, CONTINUE ON P44, THAT BECOMES P45, CONTINUE STANDERTON, TURN RIGHT USING P44 TO N3 TO HEIDELBERG, TURN TO VOSLOORUS TAXI RANK, OFF LOAD PASSENGERS AND PROCEED ALONG N3 AND PROCEED TO JOHANNESBURG TAXI RANK, OFF LOAD AND PICK UP AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

12.4 **2207XJ2206L110054644 - MVUNYANE TO DURBAN**

FROM MVUNYANE TAXI RANK, JOIN P199 AT THE STOP SIGN, TURN RIGHT USING P258 AND PASS MONDLO, TURN RIGHT INTO R14 AND PASS VRYHEID INTO R34 AND PASS MELMOTH, TURN RIGHT INTO R34, PASS MELMOTH INTO R32 AND PASS ESHOVE INTO R20, PASS GINGINDLOVU INTO R23 INTO STANGER AND PASS INTO R15 INTO FREEWAY R28, OFF RAMP BALLYTO, INTO UMGENI ROAD, PASS DURBAN STATION INTO SOLDIERS WAY, PROCEED TO BEREA MARKET AND INTO UNIVERSITY PARK TAXI RANK AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

12.5 **2207XJ2202G110054640 - MVUNYANE TO NEWCASTLE**

FROM MVUNYANE TAXI RANK, JOIN P199, TURN LEFT INTO P258 TO MEET P54, AT THE INTERSECTION OF NQUTU TO BLOOD RIVER, PROCEED ALONG R34, AND PASS UTRECHT, TURN LEFT INTO R37, INTO OSIZWENI ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO N11 TURN LEFT SHORTLY AND TURN RIGHT INTO R34 INTO ALLEN STREET, PROCEED TO NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

12.6 **2207XJ2207B110054641 - MVUNYANE TO DUNDEE**

FROM MVUNYANE TAXI RANK, JOIN P199 AT THE INTERSECTION TURN LEFT INTO P258, TURN RIGHT MONDLO, AND PROCEED AND PASS NKANDE PASS GRACE INTO P54, TURN RIGHT TO BLOODRIVER, INTO R33, TURN LEFT DUNDEE TAXI RANK AND PROCEED TO, TURN TO THE RANK, OFF LOAD AND PICK UP AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

This gazette is also available free online at [www.gpwonline.co.za](http://www.gpwonline.co.za)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Number: APP0116799</th>
<th>Gazette Number: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3) Applicant: SE MLAMBO</td>
<td>4) Applicant Address: P.O BOX 31982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID NO. 7406285903086</td>
<td>KWAZULU-NATAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association: UMZUMBE TAXI OWNERS ASSOCIATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Existing Licence Holder: NOT APPLICABLE</td>
<td>6) Existing Licence Holder Address: NOT APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID NO. NOT APPLICABLE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7) Type of application: NEW OPERATING LICENCE</td>
<td>8) Operating Licence Number: LGKZN10030000647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9) Vehicle Type: MINIBUS</td>
<td>10) 1 X 15 (SEATED) + 0 (STANDING)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11) Region: UGU-OGWINI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**12.1**

22063U2206V00165427 - UMZUMBE TO HIBBERDENE

**EXIT 2 TO HIBBERDENE**

FROM UMZUMBE TAXI RANK TO ALL VILLAGES WITHIN UMZUMBE, NAMES OF THE VILLAGES: KWALHONGOWA FAIRVIEW, MORRISON, MSWILLI PEAK STORE, ODEKE, MAGOG, OWABE, MAHLALANE KWAAMADAKA TRIBAL COURT, COMMUNITY HALL, KWAMADALA, PICK AND DROP PASSENGERS AND EXIT TO DIFFERENT DESTINATION. PROCEED WITH D150 PASSING FAIRVIEW MISSION TURN LEFT JOINING R102 TO DURBAN, PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO BROOK STREET RANK NO 90, OFFLOAD AND LOAD PASSENGERS AND RETURN TO UMZUMBE RANK IN REVERSE ORDER.

**12.2**

22063U2206V0500165434 - UMZUMBE TO MAGISTRATE COURT

**EXIT 3 TO MAGISTRATE COURT**

FROM UMZUMBE TAXI RANK TO ALL VILLAGES WITHIN UMZUMBE, NAMES OF THE VILLAGES: KWALHONGOWA FAIRVIEW, MORRISON, MSWILLI PEAK STORE, ODEKE, MAGOG, OWABE, MAHLALANE KWAAMADAKA TRIBAL COURT, COMMUNITY HALL, KWAMADALA, PICK AND DROP PASSENGERS AND EXIT TO DIFFERENT DESTINATION. PROCEED WITHIN D150 PASSING FAIRVIEW MISSION TURN LEFT JOINING R102 PROCEED STRAIGHT WITH R102 TURN RIGHT JOINING FREeway N2 NORTH, TURN LEFT UMZINTO NORTH R612, TURN LEFT INTO R612, UMZINTO NORTH PROCEED WITH R612, RIGHT INTO UMZINTO PASS SET OF ROBOTS TURN RIGHT INTO MAIN ROAD, RIGHT INTO UMZINTO TAXI RANK DROP OFF LOAD RETURN TO THE UMZUMBE ON THE SAME ROUTE.

**12.3**

22063U2206V0165435 - UMZUMBE TO UMTENTWENI

**EXIT 4 TO UMZINTO**

FROM UMZUMBE TAXI RANK TO ALL VILLAGES WITHIN UMZUMBE, NAMES OF THE VILLAGES: KWALHONGOWA FAIRVIEW, MORRISON, MSWILLI PEAK STORE, ODEKE, MAGOG, OWABE, MAHLALANE KWAAMADAKA TRIBAL COURT, COMMUNITY HALL, KWAMADALA, PICK AND DROP PASSENGERS AND EXIT TO DIFFERENT DESTINATION. PROCEED WITH D150 PASSING FAIRVIEW MISSION TURN RIGHT JOINING R102 PROCEED STRAIGHT, ROBOT TURN RIGHT IMMEDIATE LEFT, RIGHT STRAIGHT TO THE TAXI RANK OFF LOAD AND BACK TO UMZUMBE.

**12.4**

22063U2206V0500165443 - UMZUMBE TO PORT SHEPSTONE

**EXIT 5 TO PORT SHEPSTONE**

FROM UMZUMBE TAXI RANK TO ALL VILLAGES WITHIN UMZUMBE, NAMES OF THE VILLAGES: KWALHONGOWA FAIRVIEW, MORRISON, MSWILLI PEAK STORE, ODEKE, MAGOG, OWABE, MAHLALANE KWAAMADAKA TRIBAL COURT, COMMUNITY HALL, KWAMADALA, PICK AND DROP PASSENGERS AND EXIT TO DIFFERENT DESTINATION. PROCEED WITH D150 PASSING FAIRVIEW MISSION TURN LEFT JOINING R102 PROCEED WITH R102 TURN RIGHT JOINING FREeway N2 NORTH, PROCEED STRAIGHT TURN AT ISIPINGO LEFT TO JOYNER ROAD AND AT INTERSECTION TURN LEFT INTO WEPA TAXI RANK OFF LOAD AND LOAD BACK TO UMZUMBE.

**12.5**

22063U2206V0500165444 - UMZUMBE TO WEMA

**EXIT 6 TO WEMA**

FROM UMZUMBE TAXI RANK TO ALL VILLAGES WITHIN UMZUMBE, NAMES OF THE VILLAGES: KWALHONGOWA FAIRVIEW, MORRISON, MSWILLI PEAK STORE, ODEKE, MAGOG, OWABE, MAHLALANE KWAAMADAKA TRIBAL COURT, COMMUNITY HALL, KWAMADALA, PICK AND DROP PASSENGERS AND EXIT TO DIFFERENT DESTINATION. PROCEED WITH D150 PASSING FAIRVIEW MISSION TURN LEFT JOINING R102 PROCEED WITH R102 TURN RIGHT JOINING FREeway N2 NORTH, PROCEED STRAIGHT TURN AT ISIPINGO LEFT TO JOYNER ROAD AND AT INTERSECTION TURN LEFT INTO WEPA TAXI RANK OFF LOAD AND LOAD BACK TO UMZUMBE.

**12.6**

22063U2206V0500165445 - UMZUMBE TO PORT SHEPSTONE

**EXIT 7 TO PORT SHEPSTONE**

FROM UMZUMBE TAXI RANK TO ALL VILLAGES WITHIN UMZUMBE, NAMES OF THE VILLAGES: KWALHONGOWA FAIRVIEW, MORRISON, MSWILLI PEAK STORE, ODEKE, MAGOG, OWABE, MAHLALANE KWAAMADAKA TRIBAL COURT, COMMUNITY HALL, KWAMADALA, PICK AND DROP PASSENGERS AND EXIT TO DIFFERENT DESTINATION. PROCEED WITH D150 PASSING FAIRVIEW MISSION TURN LEFT, IMMEDIATE LEFT INTO FREeway N2 NORTH PASS TOLLGATE CALLED UMTENTWENI JOIN FREeway N2 AND PROCEED TO NORMAL DESCRIPTION TO DURBAN AND WEMA.

**12.7**

22063U2206V0500165446 - UMZUMBE TO DURBAN AND WEMA

**ALTERNATIVE EXIT**

FROM UMZUMBE JOINING FREeway TO DURBAN AND WEMA FROM UMZUMBE TAXI RANK TO ALL VILLAGES WITHIN UMZUMBE, NAMES OF THE VILLAGES: KWALHONGOWA FAIRVIEW, MORRISON, MSWILLI PEAK STORE, ODEKE, MAGOG, OWABE, MAHLALANE KWAAMADAKA TRIBAL COURT, COMMUNITY HALL, KWAMADALA, PICK AND DROP PASSENGERS AND EXIT TO DIFFERENT DESTINATION. PROCEED WITH D150 RIGHT TO LOISIANA ROAD PROCEED LOISIANA INTERSECTION TURN LEFT, IMMEDIATE LEFT INTO FREeway N2 NORTH PASS TOLLGATE CALLED UMTENTWENI JOIN FREeway N2 AND PROCEED TO NORMAL DESCRIPTION TO DURBAN AND WEMA.

**12.8**

22063U2206V0500165459 - UMZUMBE QWABE TO PORT SHEPSTONE

**ALTERNATIVE EXIT**

FROM UMZUMBE QWABE TO PORT SHEPSTONE FROM UMZUMBE TAXI RANK TO ALL VILLAGES WITHIN UMZUMBE, NAMES OF THE VILLAGES: KWALHONGOWA FAIRVIEW, MORRISON, MSWILLI PEAK STORE, ODEKE, MAGOG, OWABE, MAHLALANE KWAAMADAKA TRIBAL COURT, COMMUNITY HALL, KWAMADALA, PICK AND DROP PASSENGERS AND EXIT TO DIFFERENT DESTINATION. PROCEED WITH D150 RIGHT TO LOISIANA ROAD PROCEED LOISIANA INTERSECTION CROSS ST FAITS ROAD TO BATSTONES DRIFT ROAD UMZIMKHULU BRIDGE LEFT TO SUGARMILL ROAD AND JOIN NELSON MANDELA DRIVE AND PROCEED TO PORT SHEPSTONE.
12.9 22063UZ2066S10165425 - UMZUMBE TO DURBAN

EXIT 1 TO DURBAN:
FROM UMZUMBE TAXI RANK TO ALL VILLAGES WITHIN UMZUMBE, NAMES OF THE VILLAGES: KWAILONGWA FAIRVIEW, MARRISON, MSWILLI, PEAK, STORE, CODE, MAGOS, DWABE, MAHLAHLANE, KWAAMDACA, TRIBAL COURT, COMMUNITY HALL, KWAMADLALA, PICK AND DROP PASSENGERS AND EXIST TO DIFFERENT DESTINATION, PROCEED TO D150 PASSING FAIRVIEW MISSION, TURN LEFT JOINING R102 PROCEED WITH R102 TURN RIGHT JOINING FREEWAY N2 NORTH, TURN LEFT EXIT 51 JOINING M4 TO DURBAN PROCEED STRAIGHT INTO BROOK STREET RANK NO 9 OFF LOAD AND LOAD PASSENGERS AND RETURN TO UMZUMBE RANK REVERSE ORDER.
1) Application Number: APP0116802
2) Gazette Number: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT
3) Applicant: AP DLADLA
   ID NO. 6412210147086
   Association: MASHIMBISANE BABA BUFFALO FLATS T.A
4) Applicant Address:
   P O BOX 1737
   OSIZWENI
   2952
5) Existing Licence Holder: SRB DLADLA
   ID NO. 6005215928089
6) Existing Licence Holder Address:
   P O BOX 1737
   OSIZWENI
   2952
7) Type of application: DECEASED TRANSFER
8) Operating Licence Number: LGKZN0103001167
9) Vehicle Type: MINIBUS
10) Region: AMAJUBA

12.1 2202BQ220BQ00055680 - MDKANE TO NEWCASTLE.
     FROM MDKANE TAXI RANK, JOIN R34 ROAD, TURN LEFT TO ROAD P272, ANNACADEL MINE, ROAD POINT FARM, SHARPSTONE LAKE, KALVAKTE, MBABANE, EMONEY, N'TENDEKA, HAALBOOM, JOIN P396, NINE MILES JOIN P283, CAVAN FARM, KWAMATHUKUZA JOIN N11 VIA EMMAFOTSHENI ENTER ALLEN ST, TURN LEFT KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT VOORTREKKER ST, TURN LEFT TERMINUS ST ENTER APPROVED NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK AND RETURN.

12.2 2202BQ220BQ00055687 - NEWCASTLE TO EMPIANGENI.
     FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK PROCEED ACROSS TERMINUS STREET INTO VOORTREKKER STREET, TURN LEFT AT KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT AT ALLEN STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA ARIOR PARK SURBURB, TURN LEFT N11 ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT TURN RIGHT TO R483 ROAD, VIA BLAUAUWLSCHZ TO UTRECCHT, TURN RIGHT AT UTRECCHT ROAD INTERSECTION ENTER R34 ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN LEFT AT BLOODRIVER ENTER R33 ROAD AND CROSS ROADS STRAIGHT VIA STILLWATER BP GARAGE ON ROAD TO VRYHEID, TURN RIGHT ACROSS ROADS BEFORE ENTERING VRYHEID PROCEED ON R34 ROAD VIA VRYHEID, PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA ULLUNDI, VIA MELMOTH, TURN LEFT AT ENKHALI NUNDULU AREA. PROCEED STRAIGHT ON R34 ENTER EMPIANGENI TAXI RANK. RETURN SAME ROUTE TO NEWCASTLE.

12.3 2202BQ220BQ00055706 - NEWCASTLE TO QWAQWA.
     FROM NEWCASTLE APPROVED TAXI RANK, PROCEED TO ACROSS TERMINUS STREET INTO VOORTREKKER STREET, TURN LEFT TO KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT ENTER ALLEN STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT TURN RIGHT TO N11 PASS LADYSMITH INTO N3 DROP OFF HARRISMITH AND STRAIGHT, TURN RIGHT TO N11 PASS LADYSMITH INTO N3 DROP OFF HARRISMITH AND PROCEED TO QWAQWA TAXI RANK AND RETURN WITH PASSENGERS VIA SAME ROUTE.

12.4 2202BQ220BQ00055712 - NEWCASTLE TO VREININGEN.
     FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK IN TERMINUS STREET LEFT VOORTREKKER STREET TURN LEFT KIRKLAND STREET INTO ALLEN STREET LEFT INTO R43 RIGHT INTO R103 LEFT INTO N3 LEFT INTO R34 LEFT INTO GENERAL HERTZOG ROAD LEFT INTO UNION LEFT TO VEREENING TAXI RANK AND RETURN.

12.5 2202BQ220BQ00055682 - MDKANE TO NEWCASTLE.
     FROM MDKANE APPROVED TAXI RANK JOIN P38 ROAD PICK AND DROP KILKEEL, MFUNDWENI, FAIBREEZE JOIN P296 JOKIS, SPRINGBOK, NAAS FARM, KWAMANIL, MAFAHLAWANE, UBULLESIMONIYATHI, TOP ROAD P296, 42 COMPLEX OFFLOADING AND LOADING AT ALL POINTS, NINE MILES JOIN P43, CAVAN FARM PICK AND DROP PROCEED TO KWAMATHUKUZA TURN RIGHT ASPHEIPHE DRIVE. ENTER INDUSTRIAL AREA PASS N11 JOIN ALBERT STREET, TURN LEFT KIRKLAND STREET, TURN LEFT TERMINUS ST ENTER TAXI RANK AND RETURN TO SUTHERLAND ST, TURN LEFT YORK ST OR HOSPITAL ST AND TURN RIGHT ALLEN STREET RESTRICTIONS NO RESTRICTION TO AND FROM.

12.6 2202BQ220BQ00055685 - NEWCASTLE TO DURBAN.
     FROM NEWCASTLE APPROVED TAXI RANK, PROCEED ACROSS TERMINUS ST, TURN RIGHT AT VOORTREKKER STREET, TURN LEFT TO KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT ENTER ALLEN STREET PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN RIGHT TO N11, TURN LEFT TO HELMPKEKKAR, TURN RIGHT TO PETERS ROAD, JOIN R34 ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA KIRKLAND STREET, TURN LEFT TO ALLEN STREET STRAIGHT VIA ARBOR PARK SURBURB, TURN LEFT AT ENKHALI NUNDUNDLU AREA, TURN LEFT TO KIRKLAND STREET TURN LEFT VOORTRECKER ST, TURN LEFT ALLEN STREET RETURN WITH THE SAME ROUTE TO NEWCASTLE.

12.7 2202BQ220BQ00055701 - NEWCASTLE TO PONGOLA.
     FROM NEWCASTLE APPROVED TAXI RANK PROCEED STRAIGHT ACROSS TERMINUS STREET INTO VOORTREKKER STREET, TURN LEFT AT KIRKLAND STREET TURN RIGHT AT ALLEN STREET (MAIN STREET) PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA ARIOR PARK SURBURB, TURN LEFT ENTER N11 ROAD, PROCEED STRAIGHT TURN RIGHT INTO R483 VIA OSIZWENI TO UTRECCHT, TURN RIGHT UTRECCHT ROAD INTERSECTION ENTER R34 ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT, TURN LEFT AT BLOODRIVER ROAD INTERSECTION ENTER R33 ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT VIA STILLWATER BP GARAGE, TURN RIGHT AT CROSS ROAD BEFORE REACHING VRYHEID PROCEED ON R34 VIA BHEKUZULU TOWNSHIP ENTER R69 ROAD, LOUWSBURG, TURN LEFT AT ROAD INTERSECTION ENTER R66 ROAD VIA MAGUDU, TURN LEFT ENTER N2 ROAD PROCEED STRAIGHT ENTER PONGOLA TAXI RANK, RETURN SAME ROUTE TO NEWCASTLE.

12.8 2202BQ220BQ00055707 - NEWCASTLE TO JOHANNESBURG.
     FROM NEWCASTLE APPROVED TAXI RANK PROCEED ACROSS TERMINUS STREET INTO VOORTREKKER STREET, TURN LEFT TO KIRKLAND STREET, TURN LEFT TO ALLEN STREET, TURN LEFT TO MEMEL ROAD FROM MEMEL ROAD JOIN R34 AND THEN PROCEED UP TO N3 AND THEN RIGHT TO JOHANNESBURG. PROCEED WITH N3 LEFT INTO M2 WEST AND THEN OFF-RAMP LEFT INTO HARROW ROAD AND THEN LEFT INTO MOSELEY ROAD, STREET, TURN RIGHT TO JEEP STREET INTO JEPPE STREET RIGHT INTO VONVELEGE THEN ENTER INTO LEIN STREET AND THEN TURN RISSIK STREET TURN RIGHT BEVERS STREET TURN LEFT INTO WANDERERS STREET TURN LEFT INTO PARK CITY TAXI RANK. FROM N3 TURN LEFT INTO N12 TURN LEFT INTO OLD POTCHESTM ROAD TURN LEFT INTO BARAGWANATH RANK.

12.9 2202BQ220BQ00055711 - NEWCASTLE TO SPRINGS.
     FROM NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK LEFT VOORTREKKER STREET TURN LEFT KIRKLAND STREET INTO ALLEN STREET LEFT N11 INTO R23 LEFT TO STANDERTON, PROCEED TO BULFOUR TURN LEFT NIGEL TO SPRINGS TAXI RANK AND RETURN.

12.10 2202BQ220BQ00055826 - OSIZWENI TO KWA-MDKANE.
     FROM OSIZWENI (TOP - RANK) P296 ROAD PASS UBULLESIMONIYATHI, MAFAHLAWANE, KWARMANIL, NAAS FARM, SPRINGBOK, JIKIS JOIN P38 ROAD FAIBREEZE, MFUNDWENI, KILKEEL TO APPROVED MDKANE TAXI RANK. DIRECT AND RETURN.

12.11 2202BQ220BQ00055818 - NEWCASTLE TO LADYSMITH.
     FROM NEWCASTLE APPROVED TAXI RANK PROCEED ACROSS TERMINUS STREET INTO VOORTREKKER STREET, TURN LEFT TO KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT ENTER ALLEN STREET TURN RIGHT TO N11 JOIN CRAWCHAW STREET, TURN LEFT ENTER LADYSMITH APPROVED TAXI RANK RETURN WITH THE SAME ROUTE TO NEWCASTLE.

This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwonline.co.za
12.12 2202BQ100ZI0189203 - NEWCASTLE TO JOHANNESBURG
NEWCASTLE TO JOHANNESBURG/ BARAGWANATH
FROM NEWCASTLE APPROVED TAXI RANK. PROCEED ACROSS TERMINUS STREET INTO VOORTREKKER STREET, TURN LEFT TO KIRKLAND STREET, TURN LEFT TO ALLEN STREET, TURN LEFT TO MEMEL ROAD FROM MEMEL ROAD, JOIN R34 AND THEN PROCEED UP TO N3 AND THEN RIGHT TO JOHANNESBURG. PROCEED WITH N3 LEFT INTO M2 WEST AND THEN OFF-RAMP LEFT INTO HARRROW ROAD AND THEN LEFT INTO MOSELEY ROAD, STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO END STREET INTO JEPPE STREET RIGHT INTO VONVEILEGH THEN LEFT INTO PLEIN STREET AND THEN TURN RISSIK STREET TURN RIGHT BEVERS STREET TURN LEFT INTO WANDERERS STREET LEFT INTO PARK CITY TAXI RANK. FROM N3 TURN LEFT INTO N12 TURN LEFT INTO OLD POTCHESTROOM ROAD TURN LEFT INTO BARAGWANATH RANK.

12.13 2207B52202BQ0189217 - KWAMDAKANE TO NEWCASTLE.
FROM MDAKANE APPROVED TAXI RANK JOIN P38 ROAD PICK AND DROP KILKEEL, MFUNDWENI, FAIBREEZE JOIN P296 JOKS, SPRINGBOK, NAAS FARM, KWARAMLAN, MAFAHWANE, UBULEBOMZINYATHI, TOP RANK P296, 42 COMPLEX OFFLOADING AND LOADING AT ALL POINTS, NINE MILES JOIN P483, CAVAN FARM PICK AND DROP PROCEED TO KWAMATHUKUZA TURN RIGHT ASIPHEPHE DRIVE. ENTER INDUSTRIAL AREA PASS N11 JOIN ALBERT STREET, TURN LEFT KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT VOORTREKKER ST, TURN LEFT TERMINUS ST ENTER TAXI RANK AND RETURN TO SUTHERLAND ST, TURN LEFT YORK ST OR HOSPITAL ST AND TURN RIGHT ALLEN STREET.

12.14 2207B52202BQ0189222 - MDAKANE TO NEWCASTLE.
FROM MDAKANE APPROVED TAXI RANK JOIN P38 ROAD PICK AND DROP KILKEEL, MFUNDWENI, FAIBREEZE JOIN P296 JOKS, SPRINGBOK, NAAS FARM, KWARAMLAN, MAFAHWANE, UBULEBOMZINYATHI, TOP RANK P296, 42 COMPLEX OFFLOADING AND LOADING AT ALL POINTS, NINE MILES JOIN P483, CAVAN FARM PICK AND DROP PROCEED TO KWA MATHUKUZA TURN RIGHT ASIPHEPHE DRIVE. ENTER INDUSTRIAL AREA PASS N11 JOIN ALBERT STREET, TURN LEFT KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT VOORTREKKER ST, TURN LEFT TERMINUS ST ENTER TAXI RANK AND RETURN TO SUTHERLAND ST, TURN LEFT YORK ST OR HOSPITAL ST AND TURN RIGHT ALLEN STREET. RESTRICTIONS: NO RESTRICTION TO AND FROM.

12.15 2208G2202BQ10192394 - MDAKANE TO NEWCASTLE.
FROM MDAKANE TAXI RANK JOIN ROAD P272, ANNADALE MINE, ROOI POINT FARM, SHARPSTONE LAKE, KLAVLAKTE, MABABANE, EMOYENI, NTENDEKA, HAALBOOM JOIN P296 NINE MILES JOIN P296, CAVAN FARM, KWAMATHUKUZA JOIN N11 VIA EMMASOTSHENI ENTER ALLEN ST, TURN LEFT KIRKLAND STREET, TURN RIGHT VOORTREKKER ST, TURN LEFT TERMINUS ST ENTER APPROVED NEWCASTLE TAXI RANK AND RETURN. RESTRICTIONS: NO RESTRICTION TO AND FROM. OFFLOADING AND LOADING AT ALL POINTS.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1) Application Number:</th>
<th>APP0116803</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2) Gazette Number:</td>
<td>LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Applicant: AM SHABALALA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID NO. 5308295662086</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association: KLIPRIVER TAXI ASSOCIATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Gazette Number: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Existing Licence Holder: PR SHABALALA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID NO. 4902090652085</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) Existing Licence Holder Address:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.O BOX 948</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LADYSMITH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KZN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KWA-ZULU NATAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3381</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7) Type of application: NORMAL TRANSFER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8) Operating Licence Number: LGKZN0303001517</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9) Vehicle Type: MINIBUS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10) 1 X 15 (SEATED) + 0 (STANDING)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11) Region: UTHUKELA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**12.1 2202DH2100BF00051106 - EZAKHENI TO LADYSMITH/EMNAMBITHI**

**INBOUND.**

FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK AT SECTION E SUPERMARKET, CHIEF LUTHULI STREET TURN RIGHT INTO MOSES MABIDA STREET, TURN LEFT INTO P333 ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO PIETERS ROAD, TURN LEFT TO HELPMEKAAR ROAD, DANSKRAAL, LOAD AND OFFLOAD, PROCEED TO HELPMEKAAR ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO NEWCASTLE ROAD AND TURN LEFT INTO THOMPSON ROAD, ELLING ROAD LOAD AND OFFLOAD, TURN RIGHT INTO ALFRED STREET, TURN LEFT INTO CRAWISHAW ROAD INTO LYELL STREET TURN LEFT INTO LYELL STREET, ALTERNATIVELY, PROCEED ALONG ALFRED STREET TURN LEFT INTO MURCHISON STREET OFF LOAD ALONG MURCHISON AND TURN LEFT INTO KING STEED AND LEFT INTO LYELL STREET AND TURN RIGHT INTO LYELL STREET TAXI RANK.

**OUTBOUND.**

FROM ELLING ROAD TAXI RANK, TURN RIGHT INTO ALFRED STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO NEWCASTLE ROAD N11, TURN LEFT INTO DRIEFONTEIN ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO D287 ROAD ALONG D287 OFFLOAD AND LOAD, TURN LEFT OR RIGHT INTO ESIDAKENI BURFORD TAXI RANK.

**NB:** LOAD AND OFFLOAD AT APPROVED AREAS ONLY.
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1)</td>
<td>Application Number: APP0116825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2)</td>
<td>Gazette Number: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3)</td>
<td>Applicant: CF SHAZI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4)</td>
<td>Applicant Address: IZINGOLWENI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5)</td>
<td>Existing Licence Holder: MR SHAZI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6)</td>
<td>Existing Licence Holder Address: IZINGOLWENI 4240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7)</td>
<td>Type of application: DECEASED TRANSFER AND NEW OPERATING LICENCE AND CONVERSION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8)</td>
<td>Operating Licence Number: 365293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9)</td>
<td>Vehicle Type: MINIBUS TAXI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10)</td>
<td>1 X 9-16 (SEATED) + 0 (STANDING)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11)</td>
<td>Region: UGU-OGWINI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

12.1 21008S21004R10005684 - IZINGOLWENI TO DURBAN  
FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN IZINGOLWENI, TURN LEFT INTO N2-22, AND TURN LEFT INTO M4, PROCEED ALONG M4 TO DURBAN APPROVED TAXI RANK. OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.

12.2 21008S21008S00050687 - IZINGOLWENI TO EDEN STORE  
FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK TAKE P284 TO EDEN STORE APPROVED TAXI RANK. OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.

12.3 21008S21008S00050709 - IZINGOLWENI RURAL TO HARDING  
FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK TURN LEFT TO N2-22 INTO HARDING TAXI RANK; OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.

12.4 21008S21008S00050779 - IZINGOLWENI TO MARGATE  
FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK TAKE P284 AND TURN LEFT TO P732 AND STRAIGHT TO MARGATE TAXI RANK AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

12.5 21008S21008S00050732 - IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK TAKE P284, TURN LEFT TO P57 ROAD AND INTO BIZANA TAXI RANK, OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.

12.6 21008S21008S00050769 - IZINGOLWENI TO ORIBI FLATS  
FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK TURN TO N2-22 ORIBI FLATS AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

12.7 21008S21008S00050769 - IZINGOLWENI TO THONJENI / MAHLABATHINI.  
FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK, TURN LEFT TO N2-22, TURN RIGHT TO D860 TO THONJENI / MAHLABATHINI AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

12.8 21008S21008S00050773 - IZINGOLWENI TO THUNGWA TAXI RANK.  
FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK TURN LEFT TO N2-22, TURN RIGHT TO D1084 TO THUNGWA TAXI RANK; OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.

12.9 21008S21008S00050765 - IZINGOLWENI TO PORT SHEPSTONE TAXI RANK.  
FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK TAKE P284, THEN TURN LEFT TO N2-22 STRAIGHT THROUGH TO PORT SHEPSTONE TAXI RANK AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.

12.10 22064C2206LS10050681 - IZINGOLWENI TO CHIBINI  
FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN IZINGOLWENI TURN RIGHT INTO P284, INTO N2, TURN LEFT INTO P58, TO CHIBINI TAXI RANK; OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.

12.11 2209WC2209WC00050609 - IZINGOLWENI TO GCILIMA BAMBULA  
FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN IZINGOLWENI, INTO P284, PROCEED ALONG P284 INTO APPROVED TAXI RANK BAMBULA TAXI RANK, TURN LEFT TO P732 ROAD TO GCILIMA TAXI RANK; OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1) Application Number: APP0118830</th>
<th>2) Gazette Number: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3) Applicant: DR MHLONGO</td>
<td>4) Applicant Address:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID NO. 8909095120089</td>
<td>28 WADE ROAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association: THUTHUKANIMATHULI TAXI ASSOCIATION</td>
<td>FLAT 1 DOLHIN TERRENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AMANZIMTOTI KWA-ZULU NATAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Existing Licence Holder: NOT APPLICABLE</td>
<td>6) Existing Licence Holder Address:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID NO. NOT APPLICABLE</td>
<td>NOT APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7) Type of application: NEW OPERATING LICENCE</td>
<td>8) Operating Licence Number: NOT AVAILABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9) Vehicle Type: MINIBUS</td>
<td>10) 1 X 13 (SEATED) + 0 (STANDING)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11) Region: NINGIZMU 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

12.1 2206SV2206LS00055022 - MAGABHENI TO DURBAN
FROM MAGABHENI TAXI RANK SIDIYA HIGHWAY TURN RIGHT PICK AND DROP IN THE TOWNSHIP TURN LEFT P197 PICK AND DROP. TURN FIRST RIGHT P97 PICK AND DROP. TURN LEFT R102 AT EMATE THE EBOMVU, DROP ONLY. TURN LEFT P578 DROP, TURN RIGHT N2 (128), LEFT M4 INKOSI ALBERT LUTHULI FREEWAY STRAIGHT TO BROOK STREET. RANK 68. PROCEED WITH R102 DROP TO WINKLESPRUIT, TURN LEFT R603, TURN RIGHT N2 FREEWAY, TURN M4 INKOSI ALBERT LUTHULI TO BROOK STREET RANK68. FROM P197, RIGHT TURN P578 DROP ONLY, TURN LEFT TO N2 (128), TURN LEFT M4 INKOSI ALBERT LUTHULI FREEWAY STRAIGHT TO BROOK STREET RANK 68.

ALTERNATIVE ROUTE.
FROM MAGABHENI TAXI RANK RIGHT SIDIYA HIGHWAY PICK AND DROP, TURN RIGHT P197 PICK AND DROP, TURN LEFT D300 TO IFRACOM RAILWAY STATION, TURN LEFT R102 DROP TURN, LEFT P97 DROP, TURN RIGHT P197 PICK AND DROP, RIGHT P578 OR R603 DROP LEFT N2 FREEWAY, TURN RIGHT ADAMS ROAD AMANZIMTOTI, TURN RIGHT R102 KINGSWAY ROAD, TURN AROUND AT AMANZIMTOTI RAILWAY STATION, PROCEED WITH R102 KINGSWAY, ROAD STRAIGHT TO PROSPECTOR ROAD BECOMING R102, TURN LEFT OLD MAIN ROAD, RIGHT INWABI ROAD, LEFT THOMAS LANE, ISPINGO RANK, BACK TO N2 NORTHBOUND, TURN LEFT TO M4/INKOSI ALBERT LUTHULI, LEFT HIMALAYAS ROAD DROP OUT ONLY, TURN RIGHT SOUTH RIGHT SOUTH COAST ROAD, TURN LEFT M7, RIGHT R541 SARNIA ROAD BECOMING UMBILO ROAD, TURN RIGHT GALE STREET, TURN RIGHT BEREA ROAD, STRAIGHT TO WEST STREET, LEFT BROOK STREET RANK 68.

12.2 2206SV2206SW00055024 - MAGABHENI TO UMUKOMAAS
FROM MAGABHENI TAXI RANK, TURN LEFT SIDIYA HIGHWAY, TURN RIGHT P197, TURN LEFT P541, TURN LEFT PP78 SHERPSTONE ROAD AND MACLEAN ROAD, RANK AT UMUKOMAAS RAILWAY STATION AND RETURN ON THE SAME ROUTE.

12.3 2206SV2206WC00055023 - MAGABHENI TO ISPINGO
THE ROUTES ARE THE SAME AS TO DURBAN BUT ISPINGO IS THE DESTINATION. ON N2 NORTHBOUND, TURN LEFT JOYNER ROAD BECOMING JEFFELS ROAD, LEFT JEFFELS ROAD, RIGHT OLD MAIN ROAD, LEFT INWABI ROAD, LEFT THOMAS LANE TO THE RANK, OR N2 NORTHBOUND, TURN RIGHT JOYNER ROAD, TURN LEFT PROSPECTION ROAD BECOMING R102, TURN LEFT OLD MAIN ROAD, TURN RIGHT INWABI ROAD, ROAD, TURN LEFT THOMAS LANE TO THE RANK AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE.
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1)</td>
<td>Application Number: APP0116838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2)</td>
<td>Gazette Number: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3)</td>
<td>Applicant: Z NYANISA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4)</td>
<td>Applicant Address: 139 NKULULEKO ROAD KWADABEKA CLERMONT KWA-ZULU NATAL 3610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5)</td>
<td>Existing Licence Holder: NOT APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6)</td>
<td>Existing Licence Holder Address: NOT APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7)</td>
<td>Type of application: NEW OPERATING LICENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8)</td>
<td>Operating Licence Number: NOT AVAILABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9)</td>
<td>Vehicle Type: MINIBUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10)</td>
<td>1 X 15 (SEATED) + 0 (STANDING)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11)</td>
<td>Region: DURBAN WEST</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**12.1** 2206RK2206RK00050297 - NO 9 TAXI RANK TO PINETOWN.
FROM TAXI RANK ON D1002, TURN RIGHT D1002 BECOMING D1004, TURN LEFT R103 PASS BOTHAS HILL, HILLCREST, TURN LEFT M13, PASS GILLITS, MAYTIME STORES, FIELDS HILL, TURN LEFT OLD MAIN ROAD, TURN RIGHT ANDERSON ROAD, TURN LEFT STANFIELD LANE TURN HILL STREET TAXI RANK AND RETURN TO NO. 9 ON THE SAME ROUTE.

**12.2** 2206RK2206RK00050298 - NO 9 TAXI RANK TO PINETOWN.
FROM TAXI RANK ON D1002, TURN LEFT D1002, TURN LEFT P423, TURN LEFT EDDY HAGEN DRIVE, TURN AROUND AT CATO RIDGE ABATTOIR, PROCEED ON EDDY HAGEN DRIVE, TURN LEFT P1-3 TURN RIGHT P245, TURN RIGHT P385, TURN LEFT N3, TURN LEFT OLD MAIN ROAD, TURN RIGHT ANDERSON ROAD, TURN LEFT STANFIELD LANE, TURN RIGHT HILL STREET TAXI RANK AND RETURN TO NO. 9 ON THE SAME ROUTE.
116 No. 234 PROVINCIAL GAZETTE, 31 OCTOBER 2019

transport

Province of KwaZulu-Natal

1) Application Number: APP0116839
2) Gazette Number: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT
3) Applicant: DS ZULU
4) Applicant Address: 776 NXELE ROAD SAVANNAH PARK KWA-ZULU NATAL 3609
ID NO. 6208285723089
5) Association: ST WENDOLINS KLAARWATER TAXI OWNERS ASS.
6) Existing Licence Holder: NOT APPLICABLE
ID NO. NOT APPLICABLE

5) Existing Licence Holder: NOT APPLICABLE
7) Type of application: NEW OPERATING LICENCE
8) Existing Licence Holder Address: 2)
Existing Licence Holder: 2206R621004R00048150 - ST WENDOLINS - DURBAN VIA JACOBS

7) Type of application: NEW OPERATING LICENCE
8) Operating Licence Number: LGKZN1503000312
9) Vehicle Type: MINIBUS TAXI
10) Region: DURBAN WEST

11.2 2206R62209RK0001177 - ST WENDOLINS TO PINETOWN

FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN ST WENDOLINS TURN RIGHT INTO M1 (RICHMOND ROAD) TURN LEFT INTO ABBOT FRANCIS ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO HOSPITAL ROAD, LEFT INTO MARIANHILL HOSPITAL TAXI RANK AND BACK INTO HOSPITAL ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO ABBOT FRANCIS ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO M1 (RICHMOND ROAD) TURN LEFT INTO WESTMEAD ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO CIRCUIT ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO CLARK ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO ABBOT FRANCIS ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO M1 (RICHMOND ROAD) BECOMING OLD MAIN ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO ANDERSON ROAD STRAIGHT INTO ANDERSON TAXI RANK AND BACK TO ST WENDOLINS TAXI RANK.

FROM ST WENDOLINS TAXI RANK ALONG KLAARWATER ROAD TO KLAARWATER, TURN RIGHT INTO INTAKE ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO M1 (RICHMOND ROAD), TURN LEFT INTO ABBOT FRANCIS ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO HOSPITAL ROAD, LEFT INTO MARIANHILL HOSPITAL TAXI RANK AND BACK INTO HOSPITAL ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO ABBOT FRANCIS ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO M1 (RICHMOND ROAD) TURN LEFT INTO WESTMEAD ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO CIRCUIT ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO CLARK ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO ABBOT FRANCIS ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO M1 (RICHMOND ROAD) BECOMING OLD MAIN ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO ANDERSON ROAD STRAIGHT INTO ANDERSON TAXI RANK AND BACK TO ST WENDOLINS TAXI RANK.

FROM ST WENDOLINS TAXI RANK INTO KLAARWATER ROAD, RIGHT INTO DERMAT ROAD TO LUGANDA, TURN LEFT INTO INTAKE ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO M1 (RICHMOND ROAD), TURN LEFT INTO ABBOT FRANCIS ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO HOSPITAL ROAD, LEFT INTO MARIANHILL HOSPITAL TAXI RANK AND BACK INTO HOSPITAL ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO ABBOT FRANCIS ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO M1 (RICHMOND ROAD) TURN LEFT INTO WESTMEAD ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO CIRCUIT ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO CLARK ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO ABBOT FRANCIS ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO M1 (RICHMOND ROAD) BECOMING OLD MAIN ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO ANDERSON ROAD STRAIGHT INTO ANDERSON TAXI RANK AND BACK TO ST WENDOLINS TAXI RANK.

FROM ST WENDOLINS TAXI RANK TO WELBEDATCH WEST INTO DERMAT ROAD TURN RIGHT TO THORNTREE AVENUE JOINING SAVANNA DRIVE, TURN LEFT INTO M1 (RICHMOND ROAD) TURN LEFT INTO ABBOT FRANCIS ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO HOSPITAL ROAD, LEFT INTO MARIANHILL HOSPITAL TAXI RANK AND BACK INTO HOSPITAL ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO ABBOT FRANCIS ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO M1 (RICHMOND ROAD) TURN LEFT INTO WESTMEAD ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO CIRCUIT ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO CLARK ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO ABBOT FRANCIS ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO M1 (RICHMOND ROAD) BECOMING OLD MAIN ROAD.

11.2 2206R621004R00048151 - ST WENDOLINS - DURBAN VIA JACOBS

FROM ST WENDOLINS TAXI RANK INTO KLAARWATER ROAD, RIGHT INTO DERMAT ROAD TO LUGANDA, TURN LEFT INTO INTAKE ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO M1 (RICHMOND ROAD), TURN LEFT INTO ABBOT FRANCIS ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO HOSPITAL ROAD, LEFT INTO MARIANHILL HOSPITAL TAXI RANK AND BACK INTO HOSPITAL ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO ABBOT FRANCIS ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO M1 (RICHMOND ROAD) TURN LEFT INTO WESTMEAD ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO CIRCUIT ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO CLARK ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO ABBOT FRANCIS ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO M1 (RICHMOND ROAD) BECOMING OLD MAIN ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO ANDERSON ROAD STRAIGHT INTO ANDERSON TAXI RANK AND BACK TO ST WENDOLINS TAXI RANK.

FROM ST WENDOLINS TAXI RANK TO WELBEDATCH WEST INTO DERMAT ROAD TURN RIGHT TO THORNTREE AVENUE JOINING SAVANNA DRIVE, TURN LEFT INTO M1 (RICHMOND ROAD) TURN LEFT INTO ABBOT FRANCIS ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO HOSPITAL ROAD, LEFT INTO MARIANHILL HOSPITAL TAXI RANK AND BACK INTO HOSPITAL ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO ABBOT FRANCIS ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO M1 (RICHMOND ROAD) TURN LEFT INTO WESTMEAD ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO CIRCUIT ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO CLARK ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO ABBOT FRANCIS ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO M1 (RICHMOND ROAD) BECOMING OLD MAIN ROAD.

11.2 2206R62209WC00048152 - ST WENDOLINS - DURBAN VIA JACOBS

FROM ST WENDOLINS TAXI RANK TO WELBEDATCH WEST INTO DERMAT ROAD TURN RIGHT TO THORNTREE AVENUE JOINING SAVANNA DRIVE, TURN LEFT INTO M1 (RICHMOND ROAD) TURN LEFT INTO ABBOT FRANCIS ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO HOSPITAL ROAD, LEFT INTO MARIANHILL HOSPITAL TAXI RANK AND BACK INTO HOSPITAL ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO ABBOT FRANCIS ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO M1 (RICHMOND ROAD) TURN LEFT INTO WESTMEAD ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO CIRCUIT ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO CLARK ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO ABBOT FRANCIS ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO M1 (RICHMOND ROAD) BECOMING OLD MAIN ROAD.

11.2 2206R62209RC00048150 - ST WENDOLINS - DURBAN VIA JACOBS

FROM ST WENDOLINS TAXI RANK ALONG KLAARWATER ROAD TO KLAARWATER, TURN LEFT INTO QUALITY STREET, TURN LEFT INTO BAFOUR ROAD INTO JACOBS ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO M4 PROCEED TO DURBAN, TURN LEFT INTO SMITH STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO WARKWICK AVENUE NO.107 WARKWICK AVENUE AND RETURN TO ST WENDOLINS TAXI RANK.

FROM ST WENDOLINS TAXI RANK TO WELBEDATCH WEST INTO DERMAT ROAD TURN RIGHT TO THORNTREE AVENUE JOINING SAVANNA DRIVE, TURN LEFT INTO M1 (RICHMOND ROAD) TURN LEFT INTO ABBOT FRANCIS ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO HOSPITAL ROAD, LEFT INTO MARIANHILL HOSPITAL TAXI RANK AND BACK INTO HOSPITAL ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO ABBOT FRANCIS ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO M1 (RICHMOND ROAD) TURN LEFT INTO WESTMEAD ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO CIRCUIT ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO CLARK ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO ABBOT FRANCIS ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO M1 (RICHMOND ROAD) BECOMING OLD MAIN ROAD.

FROM ST WENDOLINS TAXI RANK TO WELBEDATCH WEST INTO DERMAT ROAD TURN RIGHT TO THORNTREE AVENUE JOINING SAVANNA DRIVE, TURN LEFT INTO M1 (RICHMOND ROAD) TURN LEFT INTO ABBOT FRANCIS ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO HOSPITAL ROAD, LEFT INTO MARIANHILL HOSPITAL TAXI RANK AND BACK INTO HOSPITAL ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO ABBOT FRANCIS ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO M1 (RICHMOND ROAD) TURN LEFT INTO WESTMEAD ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO CIRCUIT ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO CLARK ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO ABBOT FRANCIS ROAD, TURN LEFT INTO M1 (RICHMOND ROAD) BECOMING OLD MAIN ROAD.

11.4 2206R62209RD00048150 - ST WENDOLINS - DURBAN VIA JACOBS

2.1 FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN ST WENDOLINS, TURN RIGHT INTO M1 (RICHMOND ROAD) TURN RIGHT INTO N3 TURN LEFT INTO OLD DUCH ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO MARKET ROAD, RIGHT INTO SERVICE ROAD BEHIND ENGLISH MARKET, RIGHT INTO WARKWICK AVENUE RANK NO.107 AND RETURN.

2.2 FROM ST WENDOLINS TAXI RANK ALONG KLAARWATER ROAD TO KLAARWATER, TURN LEFT INTO M1 (RICHMOND ROAD) TURN RIGHT INTO N3 TURN LEFT INTO OLD DUCH ROAD, JOINING ALICE STREET TURN RIGHT INTO SOLDIERS WAY, RIGHT INTO PINE STREET, TURN RIGHT INTO RUSSEL STREET, TURN LEFT INTO LEOPOLD STREET, LEFT MARKET ROAD, RIGHT SERVICE ROAD TO ENGLISH MARKET, RIGHT INTO WARKWICK AVENUE RANK NO.107 AND BACK TO KLAARWATER AND ST WENDOLINS TAXI RANK.

2.3 FROM ST WENDOLINS TAXI RANK ALONG KLAARWATER ROAD TO KLAARWATER, TURN LEFT INTO M1 (RICHMOND ROAD) TURN RIGHT INTO N3 TURN LEFT INTO OLD DUCH ROAD, RIGHT INTO MARKET ROAD, RIGHT SERVICE ROAD BEHIND ENGLISH MARKET, TURN LEFT INTO WARWICK PLACE PROCEED TO TAXI RANK NO.107 AND BACK TO LUGANDA AND ST WENDOLINS TAXI RANK.

2.4 FROM ST WENDOLINS TAXI RANK TO WELBEDATCH WEST INTO DERMAT ROAD TO LUGANDA TURN RIGHT TO THORNTREE AVENUE JOINING SAVANNA DRIVE, TURN RIGHT INTO M1, TURN LEFT INTO HANS DETTMAN HIGHWAY (M34) INTO LIMPUS ROAD, LEFT INTO (M5) UNDERWOOD ROAD, TURN RIGHT INTO STAPLETON ROAD, TURN RIGHT M13, TURN LEFT INTO N3, TURN LEFT INTO OLD DUCH ROAD, RIGHT MARKET ROAD, RIGHT SERVICE ROAD BEHIND ENGLISH MARKET, RIGHT INTO WARKWICK AVENUE TAXI RANK NO.107 AND BACK TO WELBEDATCH WEST AND ST WENDOLINS TAXI RANK.

This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwonline.co.za
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1) Application Number:</th>
<th>2) Gazette Number: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APP0116840</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 3) Applicant:          | 4) Applicant Address:                |
| BB MKHIZE              | PO BOX 3634                          |
| ID NO. 5802015439080   | CATO RIDGE 3680                      |
| Association: MLABA & MKHIZWANE TAXI ASSOCIATION | |

| 5) Existing Licence Holder: | 6) Existing Licence Holder Address: |
| NOT APPLICABLE             | NOT APPLICABLE                       |
| ID NO. NOT APPLICABLE      |                                      |

| 7) Type of application:   | 8) Operating Licence Number:         |
| NEW OPERATING LICENCE     | NOTAVAILABLE                          |

| 9) Vehicle Type:         | 10) 1 X 15 (SEATED) + 0 (STANDING)   |
| MINIBUS                 |                                      |

| 11) Region:             | 12.1 2206RK2206RK00050297 - NO 9 TAXI RANK TO PINETOWN. |
| DURBAN WEST             | FROM TAXI RANK ON D1002, TURN RIGHT D1002 BECOMING D1004, TURN LEFT R103 PASS BOTHAS HILL, HILLCREST, TURN LEFT M13, PASS GILLITS, MAYTIME STORES, FIELDS HILL, TURN LEFT OLD MAIN ROAD, TURN RIGHT ANDERSON ROAD, TURN LEFT STANFIELD LANE TURN HILL STREET TAXI RANK AND RETURN TO NO. 9 ON THE SAME ROUTE. |

| 12.2 2206RK2206RK00050298 - NO 9 TAXI RANK TO PINETOWN | |
| FROM TAXI RANK ON D1002, TURN RIGHT D1002, TURN LEFT D1002, TURN LEFT P423, TURN LEFT EDDY HAGEN DRIVE, TURN AROUND AT CATO RIDGE ABATTOIR, PROCEED ON EDDY HAGEN DRIVE, TURN LEFT P1-3 TURN RIGHT P245, TURN RIGHT P385, TURN LEFT N3, TURN LEFT OLD MAIN ROAD, TURN RIGHT ANDERSON ROAD, TURN LEFT STANFIELD LANE, TURN RIGHT HILL STREET TAXI RANK AND RETURN TO NO. 9 ON THE SAME ROUTE. |
**Application Number:** APP0116849  
**Gazette Number:** LGKZNG28-2019-OCT

**Applicant:** THAMSANQA BLOSE  
**ID NO.:** 7310215427085  
**Association:** IZINGOLWENI TAXI OWNERS ASSOCIATION

**Existing Licence Holder:** NOT APPLICABLE  
**ID NO.:** NOT APPLICABLE

**Type of application:** NEW OPERATING LICENCE  
**Operating Licence Number:** NOT AVAILABLE

**Vehicle Type:** MINIBUS

**Region:** UGU-OGWINI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Route Number</th>
<th>Route Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 21008S21008S00050684 | IZINGOLWENI TO DURBAN  
FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN IZINGOLWENI, TURN LEFT INTO N2-22, AND TURN LEFT INTO M4. PROCEED ALONG M4 TO DURBAN APPROVED TAXI RANK. OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE. |
| 21008S21008S00050687 | IZINGOLWENI TO EDEN STORE  
FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK TAKE P284 TO EDEN STORE APPROVED TAXI RANK. OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE. |
| 21008S21008S00050709 | IZINGOLWENI RURAL TO HARDING  
FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK TURN LEFT TO N2-22.PROCEED ALONG N2-22 INTO HARDING TAXI RANK.OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE. |
| 21008S21008S00050719 | IZINGOLWENI TO MARGATE  
FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK TAKE P284 AND TURN LEFT TO P732 AND STRAIGHT TO MARGATE TAXI RANK AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE. |
| 21008S21008S00050732 | FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK TAKE P284, TURN LEFT TO P57 ROAD AND INTO BIZANA TAXI RANK. OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE. |
| 21008S21008S00050736 | IZINGOLWENI TO ORIBI FLATS  
FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK TURN TO N2-22 ORIBI FLATS AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE. |
| 21008S21008S00050769 | IZINGOLWENI TO THONJENI / MAHLABATHINI.  
FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK, TURN LEFT TO N2-22, TURN RIGHT TO P860 TO THONJENI / MAHLABATHINI AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE. |
| 21008S21008S00050773 | IZINGOLWENI TO THUNGWA TAXI RANK.  
FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK TURN LEFT TO N2-22, TURN RIGHT TO P1084 TO THUNGWA TAXI RANK. OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE. |
| 21008S21008S00050765 | IZINGOLWENI TO SHEPSTONE TAXI RANK.  
FROM IZINGOLWENI TAXI RANK TAKE P284, THEN TURN LEFT TO N2-22 STRAIGHT THROUGH TO PORT SHEPSTONE TAXI RANK AND RETURN ALONG THE SAME ROUTE. |
| 22004C22006S10050681 | IZINGOLWENI TO CHIBINI  
FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN IZINGOLWENI TURN RIGHT INTO P284 INTO N2,TURN LEFT INTO P58, TO CHIBINI TAXI RANK. OFF LOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE. |
| 22006WC22006C00050609 | IZINGOLWENI TO GCILIMA BAMBULA  
FROM APPROVED TAXI RANK IN IZINGOLWENI, INTO P284, PROCEED ALONG P284 INTO APPROVED TAXI RANK BAMBULA TAXI RANK, TURN LEFT TO P732 ROAD TO GCILIMA TAXI RANK, OFFLOAD, LOAD AND RETURN ALONG THE FORWARD ROUTE IN REVERSE. |
### Application Number: APP0116858
#### Applicant: MTENTWENI MOTOR AND BUS (OPERATING) CC
##### ID NO.: 2003/016003/23
##### Association: NOT AVAILABLE
##### Existing Licence Holder: NOT APPLICABLE
##### ID NO.: NOT APPLICABLE

### Existing Licence Holder Address: NOT APPLICABLE
### Applicant Address: PO BOX 10006
##### PORT SHEPSTONE 4240

### Type of application: NEW OPERATING LICENCE
### Vehicle Type: BUS
### Region: UGU-OGWINI

### Operating Licence Number: LGKZN1001000162
#### 1 X 68 (SEATED) + 0 (STANDING)

### Region: ALL

KZPRERC2785417 - CHARTER SERVICE

PERSONS WHO HAVE ORGANISED THEMSELVES INTO A GROUP AND THEIR PERSONAL EFFECTS FROM POINTS WITHIN THE MAGISTERIAL DISTRICTS OF UMZINTO AND PORT SHEPSTONE TO POINTS WITHIN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND RETURN.

SUBJECT TO THE EXPLICIT CONDITION THAT THE CONVEYANCE OF SUCH A GROUP OF PERSONS MAY ONLY BE UNDERTAKEN IF THE SAME GROUP OF PERSONS UNDERTAKE THE FORWARD JOURNEY AND THE RETURN JOURNEY AS A PARTY FOR THE EXCLUSIVE MUTUAL PURPOSE TO ATTEND ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING OCCASIONS:

(i) A WEDDING

(ii) A FUNERAL

(iii) A RELIGIOUS GATHERING

(iv) A SPORTS MEETING, EITHER AS COMPETITORS OR AS SPECTATORS

(v) A PICNIC OR ANY OTHER SIMILAR FORM OF ORGANISED AMUSEMENTS OR RECREATION.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1)</td>
<td>Application Number: APP0116862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2)</td>
<td>Gazette Number: LGKZNG28-2019-OCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3)</td>
<td>Applicant: ML NGUBANE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ID NO: 6409075478088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Association: UMNGENI TAXI ASSOCIATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4)</td>
<td>Applicant Address:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P O BOX 226867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PIETERMARITZBURG KWAZULU-NATAL 3201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5)</td>
<td>Existing Licence Holder: NOT APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ID NO. NOT APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6)</td>
<td>Existing Licence Holder Address: NOT APPLICABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7)</td>
<td>Type of application: NEW OPERATING LICENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8)</td>
<td>Operating Licence Number: LGKZN1303000223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9)</td>
<td>Vehicle Type: MINIBUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10)</td>
<td>1 X 14 (SEATED) + 0 (STANDING)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11)</td>
<td>Region: DURBAN CENTRAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>239JNT239L5C00047548 - MARKET ROAD (WARWICK) TO OLD NORTH COAST ROAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FORWARD JOURNEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>START-MARKET ROAD, RIGHT INTO LEOPOLD STREET, RIGHT INTO WARWICK AVENUE, RIGHT INTO ALICE STREET, LEFT INTO ALBERT STREET, INTO UMGENI ROAD, RIGHT INTO INTERTITE AVENUE, RIGHT INTO KOZI PLACE AND RETURN.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>2206LS239J9B00047550 - DURBAN CBD TO MARKET ROAD (WARWICK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RETURN JOURNEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FROM KOZI PLACE, LEFT INTO INTERTITE AVENUE, LEFT INTO UMGENI ROAD, INTO SOLDIERS WAY, RIGHT INTO QUEEN STREET, RIGHT INTO RUSSEL STREET, LEFT INTO LEOPOLD STREET, RIGHT INTO WARWICK AVENUE, RIGHT INTO ALICE STREET, RIGHT INTO MARKET ROAD, AND PROCEED TO THE TAXI RANK ON MARKET ROAD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>239LCC239J9B00047552 - OLD NORTH COAST ROAD TO MARKET ROAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RETURN JOURNEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OLD NORTH COAST ROAD, LEFT INTO NORTH COAST ROAD, INTO UMGENI ROAD, INTO SOLDIERS WAY, RIGHT INTO QUEEN STREET, RIGHT INTO RUSSEL STREET, LEFT INTO LEOPOLD STREET, RIGHT INTO WARWICK AVENUE RIGHT INTO ALICE STREET, RIGHT INTO MARKET ROAD, AND PROCEED TO THE TAXI RANK ON MARKET ROAD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>239JBB239LCC00047553 - MARKET ROAD TO OLD NORTH COAST ROAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FORWARD JOURNEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>START - MARKET ROAD, RIGHT INTO LEOPOLD STREET, RIGHT INTO WARWICK AVENUE, RIGHT INTO ALICE STREET, LEFT INTO ALBERT STREET, INTO UMGENI ROAD, INTO NORTH COAST ROAD, RIGHT INTO OLD NORTH COAST ROAD AND RETURN.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>